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SEGMENTATION OF COARTICULATED SPEECH IN PERCEPTION*

Cirol A. Fowlert

Abstract. The research vestigates how listeners 'segment, thp

acoustic speech signal into phonetic segments and explores implica- -
tions.that the segmentation strategy.may have for their perception
of the (apparently) 'context-sensitive allophones of a,phoneme. Two
manners of segmentation are contrasted, In one, listeners segment
the signal into temporally discrete, context-sensitive segments. In

the other, which may be consistent with the talker's production of
the segments, they partition the signal into separate, but overlap-
pingffsegments freed of their contextual influences. Two°complemen-
tary predictions. of the second hypothesis are tested. First,

listeners will use anticipatory coarticulatory information for, a

segment as information for the forthcoming segment.' Second, sub-

jects Will not hear anticipatory coarticulatory information as part
of the phonetic segment with which it co-occurs in time. The first
hypothesis is supported by, findings on a choice-reaction time proce-
dure;dure; the second is supported by findings on a 4IAX discrimination
test. Implications of the findings for theories of speech produc.-
tion, perception and of the relation between the two are considered.

Skilled listenerS sometimes behave as 'if they have have not extracted all
of the phonetic structure froman acoustic speech signal. Listeners to fluent
speech more readily. recognize target syllables and words than they recognize
target phonetic segments (McNeill & Lindig, 1973CSavin & Bever, 1970) and,
in their perceptions of a fluently-produced sequence, they are likely tb "re-
store" phonetic segments that are overdetermined and missing (Samuel, 1981;
Warren, 1970) or mispronounced (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978).

Despite this apparent inattention to the phonetic structure of speech by
Skilled listeners, the structure persists in languages; that is, "duality of

patterning" (Hockett, 1960) is not, apparently, disappearing from them. In-.

deed it is universal to language, presuma61y'becasuse it is required to main-

tain the openness of theiln open lexical classes. Moreover, ,the phonetic

structure of words is psychologically real, even to the skilled 116tPners just

described when they calk. For example, speech errors commonly consist of
phonetic-segment nisorderings and substitutions (cf. Fromkin, 1973), and many

*Perception & Psychophysics, 19846, 359-368.
tAlso Dartmouth College.
Acknowledgment. The research was supported by NSF Grant BNS 8111470 and
NICHD Grant HD-16591-01 to Haskins Laboratories. I thank George Wolford for

his comments on the manuscript and advice'on data analysis, .'
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Fowler: Segmentation of Coart.gculated Speech in Perception

language games (including rhyming, alliteration, and Pig Latin among others)
involve operations performed on the phonetic- (or phonological-) segmental
structure of words (eft Pisori, in press).1,

Ai. If the, phonetic structure of wOrds.is to be perpety- - in,languages, and

if language learners are to become.talkers who Spoon( , play lanitage

games, the learners must be able to extract phonetic ' _ .ure from an acous-

tic speech signal even' if they will not ,always do so when they become skilled
users of the language. This observation. implies that an acoustic speech Sig-
nal must provide sufficient information for extraction of the phonetic struc-

ture of the talker's intended message. Yet the signal nas provided major bar-
^ riers to investigators' effor't.s'to extract phonetic segments from it.

0

t Two related barriers are' those of'segmentation and "invariance. Both

problems arise because speech i

f
coarticulated--that is, because articulatory

gestures for successive phoneti segments are not temporally discrete. The

segmentation problem is to Understand how separate phone-sized segments may be
extracted from a signal in/which .information for the segments.overlaps in

time. The invariance problkm is to rationalize listeners' classifications of

phonetic tokens into types. It is called the "invariance problem because the
presumptioh has been (e.g., Stevens & Blumstein,.1981) that its solution lies

in discovering acoustic invariants that exist across tokenk The search for
invariance Fs rendered difficult by coarbioulation, which ensures that the

acoustic signal during a time window most closely' identifiable with one
phonetic secenCis context-sensitive, not (wholly) invariant. Moreover, the

.pi of explaining listeners' classifications goes beyond the search for

acoustic invariance. Certain sets of phones (for example, the Edis in [di],
[da]'and [du]) are always classified as tokens of a common phonemic type even
though acoustic information for the different tokens is largely (and, in some

synthetic stimuli, entirely) context-sensitive, and even though listeners at-

tend to the context-sensitive information (in the example, the sbcond-formant

transitions) more closely than to any invariant information (e.g., the shape

of the release-burst spectrum; cf. Stevens & Blumstein, 1981) that may be
present when they identify the phones (Walley & Carrell, 1983).

The present research contrasts two possible 'ways that listeners may seg-
ment the acoustic speech signal into phone-sized segments. These strategies

offer different perspectives on the problem of explaining listeners' classifi-

cations of apparently context-sensitive phonetic segments into types.

Figure la displays an acoustic speech signal sbnematically, and Figures

lb and lc illustrate the two segmentation strategies. In Figure la, the

horizontal axis is ',time and the vertical axis a provisional dimension,

"prominence." The prominence.of a segment in an acoustic signal refers to the

extent to which acoustic properOes characteristic of that segment are salient

in the) signal. For example, in a syllable, /si,', /s/ is Ak-e prominent than

/irduring the frication noise even though production of /i/ begins before or
during closure for the frication (Carney & Moll, 1971), and evidence of. its

production is available. in the signal.

One segMentation strategy, illIstrated in Figure lb, uses the relative

prominence of successive segments to establish bouodaries.between them. This

essentially is the procedure used in the phonetics literature when measure-

2
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Figure 1. Schematic display of segment production. In Figure 2a, segments
are proddced in overlapping time frames. 1,11 Figure lb, segmenta-
tions are made at 'points in time when one segment ceases to

dominate in the signal and another takes over. 'Thiq. divides speech
into discrete, context-sensitive segments. In Figure lc, speech is
segmented along coarticulatory lines, into overlapping segments
freed oftheir contextual influences.

13:

vents are made of phonetic-segment durations, Ithustically realized (e.g.,
Klatt, 195; Peterson & Lehiste, .1960; and see Lisker, 1974, for other
references). This procedure divides the acoustic speech signal into discrete
context-sensitive phonetic segments. Disagreements concerning where to draw
the segmentation lines arise when neither of two neighboring segmeAs clearly
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predominates in somd acoustic interval. For example, Lisker (1972) cites re-

search' in which vowel onsets sometimes include and sometimes exclude formant

transitions following consonant release.

A second possible strategy is illustrated in Figure lc. The acoustic'

signal is segmented along coarticulatory lines into overlapping phonetic seg-

ments, free from the contextual influences of phonetic neighbors. 'Thus, for

example, in /si /, the onset of /I/ is identified where production of /i/ is

first detectable within the /s/ frication, not where its acoustic manifesta-

tions begin to predominate in the signal.

MeaSurement conventions reflecting the segmentation strategy of Figure lb

are adopted. -in the phonetics literature to maximize reliability, not

necesearily either to mimic listeners' segmentation strategies or to capture.

aby articulatory lines of segmentation that the signal may reflect. Indeed,

the literature offers a hint that the conventions do not mirror the listener's

manner of segmenting the signal. The hint is provided by two independently

developed, but possibly converging, lines of'research.

First is evidence that listeners use anticipatory coarticulatory influ-

ences on one phonetic segment as infOrmatfon for the influencing segment

(e.g., Alfonso & Baer, 1983; Martin & Bunnell, 1982; OchiPai & Fujimura,

1961; Whalen, 1984; but see Lehiste & Shockey, 1972). For example, Whalen

(1984) cross-spliced friction noises across tokens of /sa/, /su/, /sa/, and

//su/ and asked listeners to identify the vowels of each syllable in a choice

'reaction -time procedure. Listeners were faster and more accurate when the

frication noises provided accurate anticipatory information for the vowels

than when they provided misleading information.

In itself this finding can be explained assuming the segmentation strate-

gy of Figure lb. Having partitioned the signal into discrete, context-sensi-

tive allophones (Widkelgren, 1969, 1976), Listeners may use the con-

text-sensitivi6y of the allophone that precedes a target segment to predict

the target's identity.

The second line of research shows that listeners "compensate" for

coarticulatory influences on phonetic segments when they identify theal(Liber-

man, Delattre, & Cooper, 1952; Mann, 1980; Mann & Repp 1980). For example,

/s/ and /g/ are distinguished acoustically in pArt by the relative locations

of energy concentrations in their spectra, that for 7s/ being higher than that

for /g/. In the context of a following /u/, however, the spectra for both

consot:ants are lowered by anticipatory lip rounding. Compatibly, listE,:iers

accept stimuli With concentrations of energy in lower frequencies as tokens of

/s/ if the frication is folldwed by a rounded vowel than if it is followed by

an unrounded vowel (Mann& Repp, 1980). The same frication noise may be iden-

tified as /g/.before
'

/i/ bu as /s/ before /u/.t

Again, in tself, this finding can be explained assuming segmentation in-

to discrete, context-sensitive segments. The explanation is that compensation

reflects an adjustment to information for an earlier segment based on knowing

the effects that anticipation of the rollowinti segMent should have had on it

(cf. Mann & Repp, 1980).

0



Fowler: Segmentation of Coarticulated Speech in Perception

Considered together, however; this account and the foregoing account of
listeners' use of anticipatory. coarticulatory information are paradoxical.
For the segmentation hypothesis illustrated in Figure,lb to account for the
fin'dings, from the reaction-time procedure, it must be supposed that 'the
coarticulatory effects on a segment are identifiable as such before the onset
of the anticipated segment. Otherwise, reaction times would not be reduced
when coarticulatory,/information is "predictive." (Nor, as Meltzer, Martin,

. Mills, Imhoff4 & -2-char, 1976, have shown, would they be improved'even further
when the anticipatory information is shifted earlier in time than its natural
time of occurrence.) However: for it to explain a finding of compensatibn, it
must be supposed that the segment following a context-sensitive allophone is
used to guide the identification of the contextual influence on the allophone.
That is, in the one instance: the coarticulatory information facilitates later
identification of the segment it anticipates; in the other, it can only be
identified as'a coarticulatory influence on an allophone after the segment it
anticipates has itself been identified.

The alternative segmentation hypothesis under consideration satisfies
both sets of findings. Listeners may segment the speech stream along its
coarticulatory lines into overlapping phonetic segments (Figure 1c). There
are two consequences of this segmentation strategy: anticipatory coarticula-
tory information is perceiqd as the onset of the segment it "anticipates" and/
the same information therefore is not integrated with concurrent information
for the preceding phonetic segment. That is, "compensation" occurs as a nec-
essary by-product of segmentation.2 From this perspective, compensation is
symptomatic of an addfbional consequence of segmentation. Because sources of
context-sensitivity are not integrated with information for segments with
which they co-occur in time, the same phonetic segment in different coarticu-
latory contexts is predicted to sound approximately the same to listeners.
That is, listeners may perceive the tokens of a phonetic type as the same or
very similar across different phonetic contexts because sources of contextual
influence have not been integrated with the tokens.

The present research is designed to contrast the foregoing accounts of
Segmentation. In particular, the research first asksrwhether listeners will
use coarticulatory information for a vowel within the acoustic domain of a
preceding phonetic segment (in the present case, /g/) as information for the
vowel (cf. Martin & Bunnell, 1982; Whalen, 1984) . It next asks, if they do,
whether thepalso show evidence of "compensation" for contextual influences of
the vowel in their percepti-11 judgments of the preceding phonetic segment. If

listeners exhibit both behaviors on the same syllables, then the segmentation
strategy of Figure lb can be ruled out on grounds previously outlined: that
strategy requires that listeners identify the coarticulatory information as
such before identifying the segment it anticipates in the paradigm used by
Martin and his colleagues; however, it requires the reverse ordering of

identification to explain apparent compensation. The segmentation strategy of
Figure 1c provides a unified account of both findings.

Use of anticipatory coarticulatory information to identify a forthcoming
segment will be tested using the cross-splicing, choice reaction-time proce-

-i dare developed by Martin and Bunnell (1982) and used by Whalen (1984).

Compensation will be assessed using a 4IAX discrimination procedure on the
same stimuli (cf. Pisoni, 1971).

5



Fowler: Segmentation of Coariculated Speech in Perception

Listeners are said to compensate for contextual 'influences tf their

perceptual judgments of a phonetic segment suggest that the contextual influ-

ences have been eliminated or reduced (cf. Mann & Repp, 1980). A 4IAX trial

such as the following will allow assessment of compensation:

gi i g
i
i g

u
u

The trial includes four syllables temporally organized into pairs. Members of

a pair have different vowelS, but the vowels are the same across the pairs.

"g" refers to a stop burst originally produced either in a' [gi] syllable

(subscripted with "1") or in a [gu] syllable (subscripted with "u"). Subjects

are asked ta' decide which pair has members that sound more 'Similar. If

listeners make their assessment based on the relatiire acoustic overlap between

members of a : ter, they should select the members of the first pair as more
similar than members of the second because the former have identiCal bursts.

The opposite prediction is. made if listeners make their judgments with

contextual influences eliminated from the different consonantal segments (that

is, if they "compensate for those influences). In that case,,inflUences of

different vowels are eliminated from identical stop bursts in the first pair,

yielding diffe'rent residuals. In the second pair, the different 'influences of

/1/ and /u/ are eliminated from contextually-appropriate stop bursts yielding,

by hypothesis, identical, context-free phonetic tokens.. Thus, members of the

second pair should be judged more alike than members of the first.

This research continues a series of studies reported elsewhere (Fowler,

1983b; Fowler & Smith, in press). The earlier research used the paired
choice reaction-time and 4IAX procedures just described to test listeners'

perceptions of.coarticulatory Anfluence's of stressed vowels on preceding or

following cross-spliced, unstressed schwa. Predictions based on the hypothe-

sis that listeners segment speech along coarticulatory lines were partially

supported for these stimuli. We found positive evidence for the segmentation

strategy 'of.Figure lc (and correspondingly, disconfirming evidence for the

strategy' of Figure lb) when the coarticulatory effect8 under study combined

both carryover and anticipatory effects of stressed vowels (as in /ib bi/ and

/ab ba/). The reaction-time procedure also provided positive evidence for

contexts in which coarticulatory effects were only anticipatory (as in /b bi/

and /b ba/). However, in the 4IAX task, responses were random when coarticu-
latory effegicts were anticipatory only.

We hypothesized that the chance performance in the 4IAX study in which

only anticipatory coarticulation was present was due to a lack of sensitivity

of the 4IAX procedure as ,compared to the choice reaction time procedure, and

not to a restriction on the applicability of the.segmentationhypothesis to

carryover coarticulatbry influences. This Interpretation is plausible because
anticipatory coarticulation of stressed vowels is more limited in these con-

texts than carryover coarticulation (Bell-Berti & Harris, 1976; Fowler,

1981a), and because, as compared to the choice reaction-time procedure, the

discrimination procedure places severe memory demands on thelistener and

rqires a difficult judgment. However, it remains to be demonstrated that

segmentation occurs along coarticulatory lines whether the lines reflect

anticipatory or carryover coarticulation.

The present experiment used stimui in which anticipatory coarticulatory

effects of a vowel on a preceding segment are larger than they were on the

schwas of ou previous study. StAimuli in the experiment are the stop-vowel
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syllables /gi/ and /gu/. Because the stop immediately precedes the vowel and
because velar stops coarticulate *eitensivelli wit vowels, I expected these
stimuli to enable observation of segmentation of anticipatory coarticulatory .

influences of the vowel from the acoustic domain of the consodhnt if it 00^-
curs..

Experiment

Methods. ./

I

.

SUbjects. Subjects were 36 ,students at Dartmouth College. All were na-
tive of English'and reported normal hearing.

Materials

Stimuli. Stimuli were two tokens each of the monosyllables /gi/ and /gu/
edproduc by a female talker. They were input ,to a New England Digital

minicomputer, sampled at 20 KHz and filtered at 10KHz.

Based on criteria provided by Dorman, Studdert-Kennedy, and Raphael
(1977) the release bursts of each utterance were identified and segmented from
the' remainder of the syllable. Release bursts ranged in duration from 16 to
20 ms and did not vary systematically in duration with the identity of the
vowel. (These values compare to averages across /gid/ and /gud/ of 7.5 ms for
one speaker reported by Dorman et al. ,d 22.5 for \the second speaker.) The
period of aspiration following release 'as removed from the vocalic portion of
the sy,lable and was replaced by an 'malent period ofisilence. This was
done to avoid abrupt discontihuities .1. the spectra when ;bursts and vocalic
segments were cross-spliced. In the test, orders, stimuli were presented in
low levels ce white noise, which improved the perceived \quality of the stimuli
by maskLng the temporal discontinuity. The intervals\ of aspiration ranged
from 6 to 15 ms (as compared to averaged values of 11.5 and 12.5 for talkers
in Dorman et al.). Durations of the voiced portion of each syllable were 429
and 430 for tokens of /gi/ and 359 and 361 ,for tokens of tgu /.

. Three types of test syllables were constructed' from the syllable frag-
ments just described. The four "original" syllables consisted of release
bursts and vocalic portions that had originally been prbduced together. They
were separated by a period of silence, equivalent to the original period of
aspiration.for the vocalic segment. "Spliced" syllables were release bursts
from one token of a syllable type attached to a silent interval and vocalic
portion originally associated with production of the otherstoken of the same
syllable type. (That is, for example, a burst from 'one token of /gi/ was
spliced onto an interval of silence and a silent interval and vocalic portion
)1 the other token of /gi/.) There were four spliced syllables. 'light
"cross-spliced" syllables were created by attaching a release burst frail a to-
ken of one type onto a silent interval and vocalic portion associated with a
token of.the other phonemic type. (That'is, for eicample, a burst from a token
of /gi/ was spliced onto the voqalic portion of a /gu/ syllable.)

Identification test. An identification test presented release bursts,
vocalic portions and whole CVs for identification in that order in separate
blocks of 32 trials.

13 7
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r

1. The identification test 'was originally presented to 12 naive subjects,

Who had not heard the stimuli before, and to 12 subjects who had just complet-

ed the choice reaction-time and 4IAX tests to be described. 'These 24:subjects

were given an answer sheet with alternatives' "bee," "dee," "gee," "boo,"

"doo,".and "gno" arranged in three blocks of 32 rows, one row for each triaole

of the 'identification test. In the test, both groups of subjects exceeded

chance in their abiliq4to identify the -syllables' vowels from their release

bursti alone. This suggested the possibility that some or all 6t the subjects

heard diphthongal vowels in the cross-spliced syllables. To assess,that, a,

new group of 12 subjects took .the identification test preceded by the reac-,

tion-tithe and 4IAX procedures. The response sheep given to these subjects for

the identification test allowed six new response alternatives: "bwee,"

"dwee," "gwee," "byoo," "dyoo0fl'and "gyoo" in addition to the original siox.
/0,

f.)

Choice reaotiontim test. The choice,'Oekstion time study, modeled after

the paradigm of wp len' (1984), consisObkof original, spliced and

cross-spliced stimu randomly presented one at a time in four blocks of 48

trials. Predicti s were that, because. the release burst would provide misl-

eading informati for the vowel in cross-spliced stimuli, reaction time and

accuracy to identify the vowel in those stimuli would be inferior to the same

measures taken on original and spliced stimuli.'

4IAX 'discrimination test. The 41AX test consisted of three blocks of 64

trials. One alf of the trials were of type ,A and one half were of type B,

both illustrated by example 'below. Stimuli in this test were either spliced

or cross-spliced; no original stimuli were presented. (As before, subscripts

on the [g]s Ihdicate the vowel with which the release burst had originally

been produced,),

Trials .4' type A were designed to test whether listeners could distin-

gulch the different bursts in the context of a vowel. As described in the.

introduction, trials of type B provided the critical test of the.segmentation

hypotheses.

A:

B:

i--g giigui

1--g u giiguu

In either trial type, four stimuli,were presented per trial, .arranged

temporally in two pairs. Members of one pair of an A trial were identical.

One member of the second pair was identical to the members of the first pair.

The fourth syllable differed from the others in its release burst. That syll-

able was always cross-spliced. Trials/of type B were like trials of type A

except}hat the vocalic segments within a pair were different. In B trials,

then, the members of one pair had identical release bursts. In the other

pair, one.-item had the, same .release erburst as the members of the first-men-

tioned'pair: the other had a different release burst. In pairs where bursts

were identical, one member of the pair was spliced and one cross-spliced. For

the pair with different release bursts, both members were spliced so that the

bursts were in vocalic contexts compatible. with those in which they had origi-

nally been produced.

O
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In a trial, the off2Anset tim was 200 ms within pair; between
pairs it was-500 ms, If the stimuli in the sample triars.above are labeled 1,
2, 3 and 4, then their ordering in the.sample trials is 12-314. In addition 'o
this ordering were equal numbers of occurrences of orders 21-143k.:7.3).02 alid
43-21. In the sample trials above, release bUrst fgi] occurs three times
and burst [gu] occurs just once. There were equal numbers of trials' in
which [gu] was the more frequent burst in the trial.

Procedure

Group 1. 'The-twelve subjects in this group took only the ident4ication
test.i They likened tq stimuli over headphones: Stimuli were presented
on-line on A New England Digital minicomputer. In' this test as in the others
the stimuli were mixed with a low level of white noise.

Subjects were told that stimuli .on the first third of the test were the
first few-hilliseconds o: a CV syllable and their task was tp guess the iden7'1

tity of the whole syllable from the fftgment. 'The syllable types they might
hear were pronounced for them. They were instructed to circle the response
choice on the answer sheet that best represented the syllable from which the
fragment had been excised. Ttry 'were required to guess if necessary. In
addition, they were told that they might hear all or only some of the syll-
ables represented on the answer sheet. Therefore, they should circle their
best guess based on.What they heard and not attempt to distribute their re-
sponses evenly .among the response alternatives. On the second block, they
were told that the stimuli were the remainders of the CV syllables with the
first few milliseconds excised. Instructions were the same as on the first
block. Finally, on the third block, they were told that stimuli were the two
types of syllable fragments they had just been listening to, but rejoined to
make a whole CV syllable. Instructions were to identify the CV on each trial
as one of the six listed on the answer sheet.

Trials were initiated individually by key press; therefore, subjects had
unlimited time to make their responses.

. Groups 2 and 3. The twenty-four subjects in these groups took the choice
reaction-time test, the 4IAX test and the identification test in that order.
The procedures for these groups were identical; they differed.oilly in the re-

.

sponse sheets they received on the identification test.

.In the reaction time procedure, subjects listened over Aadphones to
stimuli presented on-ltne and mixed with, noise as in the identification proce-

dure just described. They were instructed to identify the vowel in each syll-
able as "ee" or "oo" by hitting the appropriate labeled key on the computer
terminal's keyboard as,quickly and as accurately as'possible. They received
response-time feedback after every trial and averaged response-times and accu-
racy at the end of each of the four blocks of 48 trials. They were asked to

keep their accuracy above .9'. The first block of trials served as practice.

In' the 4IAX procedure, subjects were instructed to choose the first or
second pair of stimuli on each trial as having the core similar members. They

signaled their selection by typing "1" or "2" into the computer, using the

calculator pad on the., keyboard. They followed that selection with a

confidence judgment (1: guess, 2: intermediate certainty, 3: high level of

confidence). Neither response was timed.

13°
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In this test there were three blocks of 64 trials, the first.block serv-
.

ing as practice. Trials were self-Aped and there was no feedback.

Last in the session, subjects took the identification test.
7

Results

Identification. Identifications of bursts, vocalic portions and origi-
nal, spliced -and cross-spliced CVs are provided in Table 1 for all three

groups of subject*. Consonant' and vowel identifications are displayed

separately.

In identification of consonants from isolated bursts, subjects are close

to chance in Group 1 (naive listeners). Performance for experienced subjects,
particularly those in Group 33 is better than chance. More remarkable is per-
formance identifying the vovil from the burst. All groups exceeded chance op

this identiffbation.task.

As forlthe.isolated vocalic portions of the syllables, the vocalic por-
tiol'of.[gu] led to predominantly "b" identifications in all groups. In con-

trast, the vocalic portion of [gi] evidently was more ambiguous leading to
substantial numbers of idekifications in all consonantal response categories.
Vowel identificat \ons based on vocalic portions of the syllables -were

accurate.'

Subjects in all groups were accurate in identifying the vowels and conso-

nants of original and spliced, whole syllables. As for cross-spliced syll-
.

ables, "g" was the predominant identification in [gui], but, in two groups,
. "b" was the predominant consonant identifiCation for- [giu]--s finding also

14-ported by Cole and Scott (1974; for a related finding, see Lierman, Delat-
tre, & Cooper, 1952). Subjects in Group 2 gave predominantly "d" responses
for the consonant in the latter syllable.

Subjects in Group 3 did report more diphthongs in the cross-spliced'syll-
ablres than elsewhere, particularly in the. syllable'[gui]. Tlese qata, as

well as those for subjects reporting "b"s or "d"s in cross-spliced syllables

will be used later to exam ne individual subject's performances in the choice
reaction time and 4IAX procedures. A

Overall, this test provides two pieces of i;nformation necessary to the

interpretation of the next two tests. First,.despite the surgery 'performed on

the syllables, the bursts are integrated with the vocalic portions sufficient-

ly in whole CVs that consonant Identifications based on the two fragment

together are different from identifications based on .the_ separatpd parts.
Second, the identification test provided a finding that we had expected to :n-
cover only in the reaction-time procedure--namely, that listeners are sensi-

tive to the information for the following vowel in the release bUrst; This

led to the only, effect that the burst appeared to have on vowel ide tiflcation

in the identification test. Some subjects in Group identified he vowel as

diphthongal.
S
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/able 1

Idehtifications (Proportion' of Responses) of. Bursts, Vocalic f?ortioni and
Whole Syllables,by Naive (Grout) 1) and Experienced.Listeners (Group 2) with 6
Response Choices and by Experienced Listeners (Group 3) with 12 Alternatives

e

b d g

It BURSTS

.20 38 42

.22 42 36

21 30 49

13 39 48

17 23 60

09 19. 72

. .

Group 1 gu .

gi
group 2 gu

8 I

Group.3 gu
gi

Group 1 ,gu

gi
,i, Group 2 gu

gi
Group 3 gu

gi

VOCALIC PORTIONS

83 12 05 ,

25 50 25

71 11
J

08
44 29. 27

79 09 12

20 38 42

. WHOLE SYLLAAES
,

Original
Group 1 gu 100

gi 04 96

Group 2 gu 100

gi 02 98

Groilp 3 gu .. 02 98
'i 02 04 94

. Spliced
Group 1 gu 04 . 96

gi 02 02 96

Group 2 gu 02- 98

gi 04 96

Group 3 gu 100

t
gi 06 94

Cross-Spliced
GORI,:lp 1 gu 88 7 04

gi 18 35 47

Group 2 gu 18 44 38

gi 08 18 74

Group 3 gu 57 28 18

gi 02 21 78

12

89
24

88

88

. 11

76

: 12

yu

lit

11 05 65 19

73 13 06 08

. 05 95

97 03

09 91

95 05,

02 .9T 04

84 14 01 01

100'
100
04 96
98 02

98 02
g 98 02

100

98 02
100

100
.

98 02

96 04

02 98

100

02 98
88 12

05 03 ,Zi 27

45 56

.,

O
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sa.

Choice Reaction Time

1

fr

Table 2 provides' response times and accuracies in the choice reaction
time procedure. In Table 24, Means are collapsed. over the subjects in Groups

2 and 3. Although subjects in Group I responded more rapidly by an average
of 70 ms).And more accurately (by an average or 5%) response patterns and out-

comes of separate ANOVAs performed on the data from each group were' the same.

Table 2

Reaction Times (In' ms) and Accuracy (Percent Correct) for Groups 2 and 3 in

. the Choice Reaction Time Study .

RT Accuracy RT Accuracy

riginal
Sliced
Cr ss-spliced

455

453
504

93
93
73

441

425

520

98

98
86

..

Reaction times and accuracy were subjected to separate two-way analyses

of variance with factors: Syllable-type (original, spliced, cross-spliced)

and vowel (/1/, /u/). In the analysis of reaction times, the main ,effect of

syllable type was significant, F(2,46) 29.40, < .001, reflecting the

substantially longer response times to cross-spliced as dompared to spliced

and original syllables. In addition,' the interaction of vowel and syllable

type reached significance, F(2,46) - 4.05, 2 - .02, because the slowing caused

by cross- splicing was more marked for the syllable [gui] than for [giu].

The accuracy measure provided a compatible outcome, with performance low-

est in cross-spliced as compared to original and spliced syllables, F(2,46) -

20.87, 2 < .001. In this analysis, the interaction did not reach signifi-

cance:

The idefitifiCation test had revealed that some subjects heard diphthongal

vowels in cross - spliced syllables, particularly in [gui]. This provides an

.alternative account of the slowing on cross-spliced stimuli. If subjects hear

diphthongs, then, as predicted, they hear the vowel information in the burst;

their reaction times to cross-spliced stimuli are slowed, however, because the

perceived vowels include both response 41ternatives and subjects have to

choose just one. Subjects who do not report diphthongs may also extract vowel

information from the bursts in cross-spliced syllables, yet still hear the

syllable vowel as monophehongal because later vocalic information overwhelm-
.

ingly contradicts information in the burst. This latter was the possibil'ity'

the experiment had been designed to establish and test.

es
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Post-hoc analyses of responses by individual subjects in Group- 3 were
performed to determine whether subjects responded differently depending on
whether they heard the vpweltas monophthongal or diphthongal. For the syll-
able tgui], seven, subjects consistently reported diphthongs in the identifi-
caffton testo-three consistentry reported monophthongs and two reported some of
each. (Consistency in identificaXion was defined operationally as selection
of a diphthongal [ monophthongal] response ,on ae least 6 of 8 opportunities one+
the identificatiOn'te4 .),For the syllable [giu], numbers of subjects fal-
ling into the three \categories were two, ten, and zero, respectively. Some
subjects fell into the same category twice, because they heard the vowel in
the same way on both syllables. In those instances, their data fr the two
syllables was pooled. Average response times and accuracy were collapsed over
syllables for the sive subjects'consistently reporting diphthongs in Group 3
and separately for th ten subjects reporting monophthongs. An analysis of
variance comparing the two groups on the original, spliced, and cross-Spliced
stimuli yielded a highly significant effect of splicing condition', F(2,30) -
39.09, 2 < .001, but no effect of subject group and no interaction7(both Fs
less than one).., It seems than whether or not subjects experience the,antiCT-
patnry vowel information in'the burst as a glide; it serves them as informa-
tion for a vowel and, in cross spliced stimuli, subjects are misled by

4IAX

Table 3 provides the outcome of the 4IAX test collapsed over subjects in
Groups 2 and 3. The data were collapsed over the groups because analyses per
formed on the individual groups did not differ.

Table 3'

Outcome of the 4IAX Test Collapsed Over Subjects in Groups 2 and 3

Response Selection**

Cross-Spliced Syllable* Acitstically Acoustically
Trials gu i giu Identical .Different

A .94 .82 2.48 1»91
B .34 .27 1.86 2.25

*Proportion of A and B trials to which listepers selected syllables having .

acoustically identical bursts as more similar than syllables having acousti-
cally different bursts. **Confidence judgments.

As ,predicted, on A trials, listeners reliably chose syllables having
acoustically identical bursts in their proper contexts as more similar than
syllables having acoustically different bursts in identical contexts (/gu/:
t(23) = 18.39, 2 < .001; /gi/: t(23) - 11.84, 2 < .001). This verifies that
the anticipatory coarticulatory information is audible in the context of a
syllable.

'3 13
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Of greater interest is performance on B trials. On these trials,

listeners compared syllables with acoustically different butitts, each in their

proper coarticulatory contexts. (e.g., [gii]-[g,u]) to syllables with

acoustically identical bursts, one in its original context and one not (e.g.,

[gii]-[g iu]). As predicted, on these trials contrast' to A trials,

listenerA reliably selected the syllables with different bursts as more simi-

lar than those with identical bursts (/gu/: t(234 -3.26, 2 .004; /gi/:

E(23) - -3.96, 2 < .001).

As shown in Table 3, confidence judgments mirror the response selections.

The confidence judgments in Table 3 are collapsed, over syllable type. This

was necessary because subjects occasionally had no responses either in the

"acoustically different burster category on A trials or in the "acoustically

identical bursts" category on B trials. No subject had missing data when the

data were collapsed over [gi] and [g n] trials. On A trials, subject; are
more confident of their (correct) judgments that syllables with identical

bursts are more similar than those with different bursts. On B trials, their

confidence reverses. A two-way analysis of variance (trial .type [A,B] by

judgment [syllables with acoustically identical bursts, those with different

bursts]) was performed on the confidence judgments. In that analysis, the ef-

fect of trial type, F(1 ,23) - 5.02, 2 - .03, and the interaction, F(1 ,23) .

39.33, 2 < .001, were significant.. The significant interaction reflected the

effect of interest. -Listeners were more cunfiden: of their correct selections

of syllables having acoustically identical bursts on A trials than of their

errors, F(3,23) 9.31, 2 < .001; on B trials, they 'were less confident of

their selection of those haVing acoustically identical bursts than of their

selection of different bursts in-their proper contexts, F(3,23) 4.28, 2

.02.

Response selection by individuals hearing diphthongs was examined

separately from individuals hearing monophthongs. The average performance on

B trials of the eight subjects reliably hearing diphthongs did hot differ from

that of the ten subjects hearing monophthongs, t(16) - 1.07, 2 = .30.

It is also of interest to look separately at subjects for whom cross

splicing changed the identity of the consonant to /b/ or /d/ and those for

whom it did not. For subjects of the first type, the 4IAX task confronts them

with an easy between-category discrimination. For subjects in the second cat-

egory, the task is one of within-category discrimination.

For these analyses, data from Groups 2 and 3 were pooled. Ii all, there

were 15 subjects who reported the syllables with the cross-spliced turst reli-

ablyas /b/- or /d/-initial in at least one syllable. All but two of these

were subjects in the condition with gross spliced [gi]. Across Groups 2 and

3 'there were 19 subjectA reliably reporting "g" on at least one syllable.

Performance differences were significant between these two groups, as'expected

from the general findings that between-category discrimination is easier than

within-category discrimination, L(32) = 2.92, p < .01. However, subjects

hearing /b/ or /d/ were not wholly responsible for- the outcome on B trials.

Of those 15 subjects, 1 had performance levels below .5, t(14) - -5.76, p <

.001. Of the 19 subj is hearing /g/, 12 showed the predicted direction of

difference,,t(18) = 02, 2 - .056. We conclude, then, that although the

within-category discrimination is much more difficult than the between-cate-

gory discriminailloon, it is not qualitatively different from between-category

discrimination. Overall, subjects hear syllables with acoustically different
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bursts in their proper coarticulatory contexts as more similar than those with
acoustically identicalebursts, one in its proper context and one not; making
the discrimination at all is facilitated if the segmentation process leads the
cross-spliced burst to fall into a different phonemic category than its origi-
nal one.

Discussion

In this study, as in the earlier rcsearich reported by Fowler and Smith
-, (in press), subjects' choice reaction-time-and discrimination performances re-

, fleet the segmentation strategy of Figure lc more closely than that of Figure
'lb,' Listeners use, coarticulatory information as information for the influenc-
ing segment, and they do not integrate it into their perceptual experience of
the segment with which it co-occurs in time. The present study extends the
findings of Fowler'owle and Smith to anticipatory coarticulatory influences and to
coarticulatory relationships of consonants and vowels.

The segmentation of speech that our research suppbrts closely resembles
that achieved by a ecent computer model of speech perception described by El-
man and McClelland 01983). In their model (ef. McClelland & Rumeihart, 1981),
features, phonemes and words are represented by "nodes" interconnected by.
excitatory and inhibitory links. In general, excitatory connections link
nodes that are mutually consistent; inhibitory connections link nodes that
are inconsistent. (For example, phoneme nodes excite words of which they are
constituents; word nodes inhibit each other.) Acoustic information input to
the model activates compatible with it; in turn, the features
activate phonemes consi)ent with them, and phonemes activate words. Of
particular interest here is the segmentation of the acoustic signal that the
model achieves over time as it identifies phonetic segments' from an acoustic
speech signal. Over time, the acoustic signal first provides stronger and
then weaker evidence for the presence of a particular phonetic segment. I

have called that waxing and waning of information the "prominence" pattern for
a segment. In the model of Elthan and McClelland,-the activation pattern.for a
phonetic segment tracks the waxing and waning of,iiiformation for the segment
in the acoustic signal.

Due to coarticulation, in most time frames, the model receive' featural
information consistent with two phonetic segments concurrently--for example, a
syllable-initial consonant and a following vowel. When that happens, two pho-
nemes are highly activated concurrently. Eventually information for the first
segment dies out leaving the highly activated second segment. The activation
patterns for a sequence of phonemes, therefore, resemble the prominence curves
represerited in. Figure la. Thus, in the model, although there is io explicit
segmentation process separate from the process of identifying phonetic seg-
ments, nonetheless, a segmentation of the signal is achieved, and i.t is
precisely the segmentation that I have found characteristic of human
listeners. In the present study, listeners begin using acoustic information
for a segment as such whenever it occurs in the speech signal. This leads to
a reac ion-time advantage' for original and spliced over cross-spliced stimuli
in the choice nsaction-time study: If the information is corticulatory, they
do not integrate it with information for a segment with whica it co-occurs in
time. This leads to the findings in the 4IAX study."
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The model of Elman and McClelland would not achieve the segMeritation it

does if the acoustic signal did not support it: It has not been Obvious that

the signal does support this segmentation,- however, because visible displays

of thg signal do not inv'te it; indeed, acoustic analysis guided by visible

displays have not achieved it. (This is true not only of segmentations used

in the phonetics litelture as described'in the introduction; it also appears

to characterize.? segmentations 'described by naive subjects learning' to read

spectrograms based o a whole-word training procedure [Greene, Pisoni, & Car-

rell, 1984].) It will be important for future research to make explicit the

relationship betweeen the listeners' and the model's segmentation of the
acoustic speech signal on the one hand and the support for it that the signal

provides on the other. .

One Step further back in the chain of communication, the acoustic speech

signal could not reliably give rise to the segmentation it does without sup-

port from the talkers' articulations. That 0; the gestures correspondin

a given phonetic segment must, in some sense; cohere in articulation and those

corresponding to different segments must, in the same sense, be.separable.5

This line cf reasoning in turn suggests that Hockett's (1955) often-cited Eas-

ter-egg analogy is misleading. Hockett compared the effects of coarticulation

on honetic F2egments to a process of sending a row of Easter eggs through a

wringer. His enalogy reflected the view, still current (cf. MacNeilage &

Ladefoged, 1976), that coarticulation destroys both the coherence of individu-

al phonetic segments a9d their separation one from the other. Necessarily,

then, the acoustic srgnal cannot be supposed to provide sufficient informa-

tion, in itself, to support perception of the segments; rather, prionetic

identifinations must be ,interpretations imposed on the signal by a listener

(cf. Studdert-Kdnnedy, in press). 0.

The present findings and the behavior of Elman and McClelland's computer

model render this perspective on articulation doubtful, however. In view of

that, it is not surprisAig that research on articulation suggests a picture

tidier than Hockett's analogy implies. For example, research by Ohman (1966),

Carney and Moll (1971), Butcher and Weiher (1975), and Barry and Kuenzel

(1976) agree in shuwini, that vowel-to-vowel movements of the tongue-body occur

before, throughout and af'er the production of an intervocalic consonart in a

VCV production. Ohman's interpretation is that, in VCVs, consonantal gestures

are superimposed on on-going diphtnonFal vowel -to -vowel gestures. In-this

type of utterance, ,then, coprticulation does not destroy the coherence of fea-

tures of individual phonetic segments or the separation among distinct seg-

ments as the Easter-egg analogy implies. Indeed, rather than being an irre-

coverable smearing of consonantal and vocalic gestures, in these utterances

coarticulatfon'is the overlapping occurrence of two distinct types of ges-

tures--one for the vowel-to-vowel movements and or for the consonantal ges-

tures.

This research o C-V coarticulation converges with other production re-

search, in which seOlent durations are measured. In that literature, vowels

are measured to short en as consonants are added to a syllable, and in similar

fashion, stressed vowels are measured to shorten as unstressed vovi?ls are ad-

ded to a word or stress. foot (e.g., Fowler, 1977, 1981b; LindtIbm & Rapp,

1973). Data in Fowler (1981b) suggest, however', that at least some of the

measured shortening is not articulatory shortening in fact, but rather re-

flects the !.;ort of articulatory overlap reported by Ohman and others (and

illustrated in Figure 1). It is identified as shortening only because meas-

urement conventions do not include, as part of a vowel's duration, those parts
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of. Lis coarticulatory extent where another segment predominates in the Signal.
Together Ot-h-the articulatory measures, the shortening measures further sup-
port the hypothesis that consonants and vowels (and stressed and unstressed
vowels) are' nondestructively overlapped in production in a way consistent with
the perceptual segmentation of the. acoustic signal that the present research.
and that of Fowler and Smith (in press) suggest.

The produ ion research just descried and our interpretation of the pre-
sent findings both predict that the perceived duration. of a phonetic segment
should exceed its measured duration, corresponding instead approximately to
its coarticulatory extent. A similar expectation can be derived from Liberman
and Studdert-Kennedy's discussion (1978) of reasons why coarticulation may be
necessary for perceivers.

In their view, talkers have to produce speech that meets two competing
requirements. Because meanings of grammatical utterances have to be extracted
from grammatically-voherent groups of words, and Cannot be determined/
word-by-word, speech may have to be transmitted at Llapid rate. Ths listener,'

has to be able to remember the beginning of a syntactic phrase at the time the
endof it is produced. Second, however, the rate cannot exceed that at which
listeners are no longer able to determine the order of sequences of sounds
(Warren, 1976). Liberman and Studdert-Kennedy point out that coarticulation
allows relatively long-duration segments to occupy relatively short 'ntervals
of time. However, this wild only be a perceptual advantage to a listener= who
heard .coarticulatory overlap as overlap rather than as context sensitivity of
discrete phonetic segments. In recent work, I have found some evidence that
the perceived' duration of a vowel does indeed exceed its measured duration
;Fowler, 1983a).

Together, the research and theoretical considerations outlined here sug-
gest a coherent perspective on the production and perception of speech

(cf. Fowler, 1983a, 1983c). Talkers produce phonetic segments.in overlapping
time frames. The articulatory overlap, however, does not smear the segments;
rather it preserves the coherence of the temporally extended parts of an
individual phonetic segment and the separation of distinct segments. Compati-

bly, the acoustic signal provides information for the separation of overlap-
ping segments and the coherence of temporally-extended parts of a segment.
Finally

ti
listeners segment the signal realistically, recovering the segments

that talkers produce.
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Footnotes

'Pisoni (in press) marshalls evidence from a variety of so es (from

linguistics: synchronic and diachronic phonological regularities, systematic

'alternations among morphological relatives in the lexicons of languages; from

psychology: language games, alphabetic writing systems and speech errors)

converging on conclusions that phonetic structure is psychologically real and

that it plays an important role in language use.

2We will use the word "compensation" to label findings that contextual

influences are not integrated with information for a segment with which they

co-occur in time. We do not intend to imply any actiie process of compensation

by perceivers, however. Our hypothesis (see .also, lman & McClelland, 19831

is that compensation is a by-product of segmentatioV, which itself is a neces-

sary consequence of phone identification.
I

'Subject in .Group 3 performed better than those in Group 2 on all three

tests. Subjects in tft-two groups were recruited froth the same type of popu

lation (an Introductory Psychology class) and received the same instructions.

The relevant difference between them, I think, is that subjects in Group 2

were recruited at the end of one academic term and .those in Group 3 at the

beginning of the next one. Individuals who look for extra credit at term's

onset may be more highly motivated overall than individuals who seek it at

term's end.

"There is a possible difference in the view of segmentation depicted in,

Figure lc and that achieved by the model of Elman and McClelland. In the mod-

el, segmentation is a by-product of procedures for identifying the component

phonetic segments of an utterance. The strategy of Figure lc, could be, but

is not necessarily or explicitly a strategy for identifying the phones; it is

essentially a strategy for keeping separate the information for different

phones that is provided in overlapping time windows. The findings of the pre-

sent study appear to be fully compatible with the model of Elman and McClel-

land, however.

sResearch by Abbs and Gracco (in press) and by Kelso, Tuller, V.-Bateson,

and Fowler (1984) provides preliminary evidence for this. In the research of

Kelso et al, a subject'.s jaw is perturbed as it closes for the final consonant-

of /b,b/ or /b,m2/. If the utterance is /bwbf, compensatory movement by the
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upper lip achieves the lip closure necessary for the bilabial segment. No

reaotive activity is found in the tongue, which is not involved in /b/ produc-
tion.. Thus, two articulators involved in'Vhe production of an individual seg-
ment are found to be coupled; an articulator involved in production of other
segments is not.. A different outcome is observed when the final donsonant is
alveolar /z/. There, the tongue does compensate for jaw braking during clo-
sure; although excitatbry lip activity is observed this case, no lip move- .

ments occur. 'Again, two articulators involved in the production of a single
'segment are functionally coupled in articulation. They are !not coupled to
articulators required to produce diffek.ent'segments.
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INTRINSIC TIME IN SPEECH PRODUCTION: THEORY, METHODOLOGY, AND PRELIMINARY
OBSERVATIONS*

R'

J. A. S. Kelsot and Betty Tullertt

0

Abstract. A continuing challenge to our understanding of speech

production and perception is .the fact that utterances with markedly
different acoustic, kinematic, and electromyographic characteristics
can nevertheless be perceived as the "same" word. . In this paper, we
discuss the importance of examining articulation relative to an in-
trinsic, activity-defined metrfc and show how,,such an analysis of
intervocalic consonant.timinvacross. different Speaking rates and
stress patternt significantly reduces both interspeaker and

. interspeaker variability. Next we explore whether the observed rel-
ative temporal stability can be achieved without reference. to an ex-
trinsic clocking device, .but rather in terms of the dynamic topology
of the system't.behavior. To this end, using a phase plane descrip-
tion of articulatory motion, we -show how the temporal analysis
originally offered can be redescribed"in terms of critical posi-
tion-velocity states (or, in polar coordinates, phase angles) for
interarticulator cooperation. Such coordination, we propose, can be

captured in terms of events that are intrinsic to the "systemls
dynamics, not in terms of "conventional durational metrics.

e-41R, Introduction

One primary focut.of.speeoh production research has been to understand
how the many articulatory degrees of freedom are temporally organized. In

traditional (and many current) .,.theories, the problem .is "explained" by

invoking the notion of a program, a representation of the behavior coded in
some mental or neural device that exists before the behavior it realized in
the real wprld (see Kelso, 1981; Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, 1983; Kugler, Kelso,

& Turvey,.1980, for criticisms). The function of the temporal program is to

instruct the articulators when to become active and for how long. For

*To appear in E. Keller & M. Gopnik (Eds.), Sensory processes and language.
Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.

tAlso University of Connecticut.
ttAlso Cornell University Medical College.
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example, in the early, influential theories proposed by. Kozhevnikov and

Chistovich (1966) arid Lindblom (1963), execution of discrete linguistic units

was thought to 'be triggered by an independent "rhythm generator" or "timing

program," which timed the units with respect to one another. More recently,

so-:called central pattern generators have been thought to be the neural

embodiment of timing. programs.

This class of theory can 'be termed indicational (cf. Reedy 1981 ). That

is, the role of the plan is to indicate, instruct, or command the articulators

how and when they should be active. The emphasis of indicational theories is

placed firmly on -the symbolic mode of descriptibn with little or no attention

paid to the detaileb dynamical processes that the symbol ode is said to indi-

cate or direct. To use a favorite example (cf. Pattee, 177), a.stop sign in-

dicates to a driver that the car shpuld be stopped, but provides no detailed

information about how to stop the oar, i.e., how, where, and, by how much to

decelerate,' apply the brakes, ,etc. Thus, the symbolic or indicational mode

greatly underdetermines the information actually required to perform' an

activity. In the case of speech, indicational theories pay no regard to the

dynamical behavior of the articulatory system, i.e., the ordired motions of

the articulators in space4wand time. The timing progr;am Or rhythm generator

concept emphasizes the.symbolic, indicational mode and provides no accbunt of

how the multiple degrees of freedom of the articulatory system are actually'

coordinated In the course of an activity.

indicational theories (which are pervasive in biology and psychology) not

only ignore, in, large part, dynamical processes but also lack a rationale for

how, it' is and by what means one particular symbol string _is created rather

than another (cf. Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980; 1982; Turvey & Kugler, 1984).

In speech research, different variants of an indicational theory include fea-

tures, segments, or syllables as candidates for units of articulation. What

is missing,' then, is an Account of the symbolic mode that is not arbitrary

with respect to the dynamics that it instructs. The origins of the symbolic

mode must, it seems, be lawfully derived from dynamibs.' 4

The foregoing arguments serve to focus attention on dynamics as a source

of understanding natural activities, such as speaking, whose spatiotemporal

organization is the main concern of this paper. Dynamics, by definition,

means simply motion and change in space/time. MaxwelIN (1877) described

dynamics as the "simplest and most abstract description of the motion' of a

system." Thus, and this is important, there is no logical reason why

dynamics, although rate-dependent, cannot be conceived of ass abstract. One

reason why dynamics has been undervalued is that it has been interpreted as

local and concrete (purely biomechanics?) rather than global and abstract.

Yet recent developments in the field of dynamical systems indicate otherwise:

Systems possessing huge numbers of dimensions can be abstractly characterized

in a low-dimensional space (cf. AbrahamA Shaw, 1982; Htken, 1983). Mor ver,

it is certainly possible, in principle, to characterize the global behavior of

a dynamical system using symbolic representations (e.g., Crutchfield &

Packard's, 1983, "symbolic dynamics"). Here again, however, the question of

the non-arbitrary or privileged coupling between a symbolic representation of

the dynamics and the dynamics itself remains.

In this paper, we shall try to accomplish three goals, all of which re-

late to a dynamic perspective on speech production with particular emphasis on

its temporal aspects (see also Kelso & Tuller, 1984a, 1984b). First, we will

review some of .our recent research, which reveals that the relative timing

among articulatory events is a significant index of the stable performance of

the speech motor system across suprasegmental changes in stress and speaking
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rate. This ubiquity of relative timing, not 'only in speech production but
other activities as well, raises a number of issues about the sole of time in
biological systems (e.g., conventional questions about how the system meters
and monitors time, how duration js controlled, etc.). The whole question of
time has been a subject of fascination Since the dawn of ,Rodern thought.
Aristotle is said to have associated time with motion, yet also advocated "a
soul which counts" (cf. Prigogine, 1984). .In the second main part of the pa-
per, we will argue that the soul that counts (today's temporal program?) can
be usefully replaced by a view of time that is intrinsic to a sequence of
events, and whose units are defined entirely in terms of the state variables
of the system. 1

Ns,

Fowler (1977; see also Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & 'Turvey, 1980) has pro-
posed an intrinsic timing account of speech production that, though appealing,
has lacked an empirical methodology for its detailed evaluation. In the third
part of the paper, we will ground the notion of intrinsic time empirichlly by
recasting our relative. timing,data into a phase plane description of articula-
tor trajectories, in which time itself does not appear explicitly. In our fi-
nal remarks we will a4dress. the advantages-:both theoretical and experimen-
tal--of this methodology in which_intrinsic time is revealed by the geometry
of the system's dynamical behavior. This dynamical perspective stresses dif-
ferent observables and motivates a simpler and more elegant account of rela-
tive .timing in speech productic

2.0 Relative Timing of Articulatory Gestures

Our basic intuition is that it is probably incorrect to assume, as

conventional accounts do, that speech timing is based on standard temporal
units, such as 'milliseconds. This intuition is strengthened by sell-known
facts: namely, that the absolute duration of individual electromyographic,
kinematic, and acoustic speech events can change dramaticalVy as a function of
speaking rate, syllable stress, and phonetic context, amon'rother things, yet
the perceptual identity of constituents is preserved (e.g. Fry, 1955; 1958;
Lehiste, 1970; Lindblom, 1963). This suggests that time might usefully be
measured in relative, rather than absolute, temporal units that are, in a
sense, "normalized" to the activity being performed.

The notion that the relative timing of articulatory events provides a
'more appropriate metric than their absolute durations is mirrored by the im-
portance of relative acoustic durations for perception of speech. For exam-
ple, the duration of the interval between release of supraglottal occlusion
and the onset of glottal pulsing, the so-called voice onset time, is a strong
cue to the voicing category of a stop consonant (Lisker & Abramson, 1964).

However, perception of the voicing category does not switch when some absolute
interval duration of voice-onset-time is reached. Rather, the category bound-
ary is perceived relative to the overall speech rate (Summerfield, 1975; see
also Port, 1979). Similarly, the duration of.formant transitions is a strong
distinguishing cue between perception of /b/ and /w/ in word initial position
(Liberman, Delattre, Gerstman, & Cooper, 1956). But again, the absolute dura-
tion of these transitions is less important than the transition duration rela-
tive to syllable duration (Miller & Liberman, 1979).

Other evidence that time is relative in motor control comes from analyses
of nonspeech activities in which the timing of individual events appears to be
constrained relative to a longer, activity- defined period. This relative tem-

poral stability of muscle activities,\or kinematic events, is apparent over
25
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scalar changes 4n rate or force of production that often result in large
variations in absolute duration. Although early demdhstrations of relative
temporal stability were provided from activities that are qualitatively repet-
iti and potentially pre-wired (e.g., locomotion, respiration, and mastica-
tion; see Grillner, 1977, *for review), more recent work has revealed that
less repetitive activities show the same, organizational features (e.g.,

two-handed movements, typing, handwriting, postural control, and speech-manual
coordination; Hollerbach, 1981; Kelso, Southard, & Goodman, 1979a, 1979b;

Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, 1983; Lestienne, 1979; Nashner, 197.7; Schmidt,

1982; Shapiro, Zernicke, Gregor,. & Diestel, 1981 ; Viviani & Terzuolo, 1980).

In recent papers. we have presented data suggesting that the production of .

speech can be described by a similar style of organization (Harris, Tuller, &
Kelso, in press; Tuller & -Kelso, 1984; Tuller, & Harris, 1982;

1983). This demonstration should be of some interest to neuroscience and
neuropathology, because it supports the idea that a single set of oroniza-
tional principles may underlie very different motor skills, including ohe as

highly symbolic as' human speech (e.g., see contributions by Grillner, Evarts,

and Granit in Grillner, Lindblom, Lubker, & Persson, 1982; Ostry & Cooke,

this volume; Ostry, Keller, & Parush, 1983). The data are also interesting,

we believe, because they highlight the importance of a commensurate vocabulary

for the symbolic description of an activity, and the activity itself, and
offer an activity-sensitive metrio'for measuring timing in speech.prodaction:

In our work on speech production, we varied two suprasegmental aspects of

speech that are believed to be particularly iMportant--syllable stress and

speaking rate--in an, effort to discover underlying articulatory invariance
across speech segments. We approached this problem by examining kinematic and

acoustic recordings of speakers'' productions of two-syllable .nonsense utter-

ances embedded in the carrier phrase "It's a again." The utterances under'

discussion here were /ba#Cab/, and /bm#Cab/, where the medial C was from the

set /b, p, w/. Half of the tokens were produced with primary stress placed on

the first syllable and half were produced with primary stress on the second

syllable. Twelve repetitions of each utterance were produced at each of the

two stress patterns and at two self-selected speaking rates, conversational

and somewhat faster.

Kinematics of articulatory movements were monitored in the up-down direc-.

tion using an optical tracking syitem that followed the movement of light-

weight, infrared, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) attached to the subject's lips,

jaw, and nose. In order to minimize head movements during the experiment,

output of the LED on the nose was displayed on an oscilloscope placed ditectly

in front of the subject, who was told to keep the display on. the zero line.

The movement records were recorded on multichannel FM tape for later computer

analysis,. For each token, displacement maxima and minima 4,corrected for bead

movements) and the times at which they occur, were obtained individually for

the jaw, the upper lip, and the lower lip.

The spatiotemporal coordination among articulator events was analyzed to

determine whether stable relative timing of kinematic events is characteristic

of speech. This analysis requires demarcation of some period of. articulatory

activity and the latency of an articulatory event within the defined period.

Although we examined relative timing of nine different articulatory events,

linguistic evidence suggests that temporal stability among phonetic segments

will be defined relative to the period between successive vowels. For exam-

ple, when short silent intervals are inserted into.a sentence, .listeners no-

tice the insertions only when they disrupt the relative timing of the stressed

26
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vowels (Huggins, 1972). Here we will discuss only the timing of consonant
production relative to the interval between flanking vowels, by far the most
stable ,of our measures. Over linguistic variations, in this case stress and
rate, these intervals change in their absolute 'durations. The,question is
whether they change in a systematically related manner.

Figure 1, taken from Tuller and Kelso (1984), shows one subject's data
for production of the utterances /babab/, /bapab/, and /bawab/. The data were
similar for all four subjects. The x-axis represents the interval (in ms)
?rom'the onset of jaw lowering for the first vowel to the onset of jaw lower-
iitig for the second vowel. The y-axis 1.3 the interval froin the' onset of jaw
lowering for the ffrst vowel to the onset of upper lip lowering for the Medial
labial consonant. In this figure, the jaw component has been subtracted from
the lower lip' movement. Each point on the graph is one token of an utterance
type. A Pearson product- moment correlation was calculated for each disti.ibu--
tion. The high correlations obtained (.97, .97, and .89) signify that the
relative timing of these articulatory events was maintained over the large
variation apparent in theirabsolute durations. For utterances with /m/ ,as
the first vowel, we find the same results as for the utterances displayed in
Figure 1; the temporal changes are highly correlated (r .90, .89, and .84,
for medial consonants b, p, and w, respectively).
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a 300- ' 300c. I )
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o ..- ,
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"" 0 /' .4
..
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a Ej 1401 0.)°0 140-
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In 6U
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Onset of law lowering for V1 to onset of law lowering for V2 (in ms)

Figure 1. Timing of lower lip raising for medial consonant articulation as a
function of the v wel -to -vowel period for one subject's productions
of the indicat@Ubtterances. Each point represents a single token
of the utterance. ( ) primary stress on the first syllable, spo-
ken at a conversional rate; (0) primary stress on the second
syllable, spoken at a conversational rate; (,A) primary stress on
the first syllable, spoken at a faster rate] (A) primary stress
on the second 'syllable, spoken at a faster rate. [From Tuller &
Kelso, 1984]
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Although FigUre 1# illustrates the data from only a single 'subject, the

three other subjects sh.....ed essentially the same pattern. Values obtained for

the other' subjects by correlating the period between the onsets of successive
vowel articulation rhnged from .84 to .97 whether the onset of consonant, arti-
culation was defined by the raising gesture Of the lower lip or by the lower-

ing gesture of the upper.lip. In all cases,Athe calculated correlatioh was
significantly higher (Es "<-.05) than what would be expected solely on the
basis of changes in vowel duration or part-whole correlations (cf. Barry,
19834 ,Munhall, submitted; Tuller & Kelso, 1984; Tuller et al., 1983).

Note, however, that the relationship is not ratiomorphic--lip latency varies
systematically with jaw- cycle deviation, plus some intercept value that

changes with Speaker and phonet c context. This basic description has recent-
ly been replicated and extended to tongue .gestures produced by English speak-
ers.(Harris et al., in press; M hall; submitted), and lip and jaw gestures

produced by speakers-of French an Swedish (Lentil, Harris, Horiguchi, & Hon-

da, 1984; Lubkery 1983; see also Linville, 1982). Let us underscore again
that this strong relationship holds even though other aspects of the move-

ments, such as their displacement, velocity, and absolute duration, change

substantially. For example (in agreement With the acoustic/phonetic

literature), the production of deStressed,syllables shows smaller displace-
ment, lower velocity, and shorter duration movements than the same phonetic

segment spoken with pr ary stress (e'g., Harris, 1971, 1978; Kent & Netsell,

1971; Lindblom, 1963; MacNeilage, Hanson, & Krones, 1970; Mermelstein;

1973; Stone, 1981; Su smart & MacNeilage, 1978; Tuller, Harris, & Kelso,

1982). ,,,

These relative timing results indicate, we believe, a functional con-

straint on movement--a coordinative structure (cf. Easton, 1972; Fowler,

1977; Kelso et al., 1979a, 1979b; Turvey, 1977) or unit of action

(cf..Ghisefin, 1981)--in which a system possessing a large number of potential
degrees of freedom is compressed into one that requires few control decisions

(Bernstein, 1957). During a movement, the timing of intividual elements is

constrained within a particular relationship. ,Flexibility can then be at-

tained by adjusting control parameters over the total unit.

3.0 Intrinsic Ver;us Conventional Metrics for the Analysi4jarf Timing

The ubiquity of stable relative timing in so many tAfferent types of ac-

tivities, including speech production, raises a number of fundamental ques-
tions about the underlying basis of timing regularity in biological systems.

For example, is the duration of each articulatory movement controlled directly

via an extrinsically-imposed timing program, or is the duration of an articu-

lator's movement a consequence on some other parameter, as yet unspecified?

If not controlled by' an extrinsic clock, what is the informational basis for

the observed temporal stability? How, in a complex system of articulators,
does a given articulator "know" when it should be activated in relation to

other active articulators? With 'respect to our relative timing date, for

example, what information is needed for the upper lip (a remote, non-mechani-

cally linked articulator) to move in appropriate temporal relation to the jaw?

Although an intrinsic timing theory of speech production has- been proposed

(Fowler, 1980), a generalized methodology fo'r.evaluating "intrinsic time" has

yet to be offered. Before proposing such a methodology and applying it to

experimental data, let us first clarify the basic notion of intrinsic time

(cf. Richardson & Rosen, 1979).
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.

Although it is Convenient to.measure time intervals between events. as
durations, this.is purely a convention since, it can be argued and shown, time
itself has no unique dimension. A few examples will clarify what we mean.
C9nsider a Orimitive clock, such as a.candle; Time in this case corresponds
to a change in a-spatial variable, namely, the length of the candle that is
burned. .The units of time intrinsic to,:tf1is particular dynamical system are
inches. Similarly, ;in a wateclock, he unit of time corresponds to number
of drops. We see vekvquicklY\from t ese simple but intuitive examples that
time itself is not, strictly speaking, a fundatental observable; rather, it
is intrinsically determined by the particular .system involved. Thus,

paraphrasing Richardson and Rosen (1979), time is demarcated defining some
state variable appearing. in'the events; it is intrinsic to hat sequence,
that is, to a dynamical process, and takes its units from the ystem's state
variables. This kind of intrinsic tiMe.is quite different fro conventional
time, which is imposed on a system regardless of 'its particular dynamics.
Cor;..1ntional or mechanical time (measuredfin seconds, hours, etc.) plays a
role when, it is necessary to determine the:relationship between the intrinsic
times. of two devices whose dynamic. parameters, are very different. In such
cases, a standard. is introduced. For exanple, 1/86,400 of the earth's rota-:
tion is, by convention, called a second. Again, according to convention, all
harmonic oscillators are calibrated in terms of seconds, not in terms of an
event that is intrinsic to all harmonic oscillators, namely, the cycle. A

We want to stress that calibration and convention, thoughlmportant, are
not the central issues of concern here, Our aim, rather, is to define an in-
trinsic metric in terms of the dynamical behavior of a biological system, in
this case that of speech production. The examples of the candle and the cloak
indicate how a' given system can generate its own intrinsic time entirely
according to its constitutive :parameters. We recently came across similar
sentiments expressed in, a-'rather different context, namely irreversible
thermodynamics and nonequilibrium physics. There, Prigogine :(1984) uses the
concept of internal time. In Prigogine's words:

"to grasp the intuitive meaning of internal time, think about a drop
of ink in a glass of water. The form the' drop takes gives is an

idea of the interval of time that has elapsed." (p.6; italics

ours).

And later:.

"The internal time. T is quite different froin the usual mechanical

time, since it depends on the global topology of the system" (p. 7)

The drop of ink, the candle,,and the water clock do not possess any knowledge
of their own dynamics, nor do these systems contain an explicit representation
of time. rime evolves from 'the "playing out" .9f the dynamics, but there is no
programming, time control, or time representation anywhere (see also Kelso &
Holt, 1980; Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, in press; Kelso, V.-Bateson, Saltzman,
& Kay, 1985). These terms are simply not descriptions appropriate to the con-
cept of intrinsic time.

4.0 Grounding Intrinsic Time in the Geometry of the Speech System's Dynamics

Let us now follow through with the claim that the notion of intrinsic
time is open to measuoement and evaluation. This requires.that we character-
ize articulatory motion in terms of certain state variables (see Section 3.0
above). To do this, we introduce a phase portrait methodology developed
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originally by Poincare and Liapounov for many-body problems in dynamics, and
employed by us and others for analyses of movements (e.g., Kelso et al.,
1985). The phase portrait capturee the forms of motion (a purely geomet-
ric/kinematic description) produced by an underlying dynamic organization
(cf. Abraham & Shaw, 1982). But first let us consider the standard represen-
tation of our speech timing data (see Section 2.0 above).

Consider the simple case we have described in which the latency (in ms)
of onset of lower lip motion for a medial consonant is measured relative to
the interval (in ms) between onsets of jaw motion for flanking vowels. As we

have shown, the two events are highly correlated across rate and stress in
different speakers. AltI-6ugh this strictly temporal description has been use-
ful, it does not necessarily imply that the speech motor control system is
keeping track of the duration of articulatory motions. Intcontrast, prelimi-
nary work suggests that the data can be understood without recourse to an ex-
trinsic timer or timing metric (*more extensive analyses are currently under-
way). Here we describe in general, terms how, using a phase portrait descrip-
tion of articulatory trajectories on the phase plane, a very different view of
articulatory "timing".emergps (see also Kelso et al., in press).

The phase plane is the space of all posSible states of the system, in the
plane whose axes are the articulator's position (x) and its velocity (X). The

position and velocity values act as coordinates of a point on the articulator
in two dimensional space. As time varies, the point P (x,x) describing the
motion of the articulator moves along a certain path on the phase plane.

Figure .2 illustrates the mapping from time domain to phase plane trajec-

tories. 401110thetical jaw and upper lip trajectories (position as a function
of time) are shown for an unstressed /bab/ (Figure 2a, lefts and a stressed

/bab/ (Figure 2b, left). On the right are shown the corresponding phase plane

trajectories. In this figure and those following we have reversed the typical

orientation of the phase plane so that position is shown on the vertical axis

and velocity on' the horizontal axis. Thus, downward movements of the jaw are

displayed as do inward movements of the phase path. The vertical crosshair in-

dicates zero velocity and the horizontal crosshair indicates zero position

(midway between minimum and maximum displacement). As the jaw moves from its

highest, to its lowest point (from A to C in Figure 2), velocity increases

(negatively) to a local maximum (B) then 'decreases to zero when the jaw

changes direction of movement (C). Similarly, as the jaw is raised from the

low vowel /a/ into the 'following consonant constriction, velocity peaks

approximately midway through the gesture (D) then returns to zero (A).

Note that time, although implicit and usually recoverable from the phase

plane description, does not appear explicitly. For different initial condi-
tions (such as starting position or the level of articulator stiffness) there

will be different corresponding paths, and the totality of all possible tra-

jectories constitutes the full phase portrait of the system's dynamic behav-

ior. It is useful to transform the Cartesian x,i coordinates into equivalent

polar coordinates, naiely, a phase angle., 0 - tan-1 [X/x], and a radial ampli-

tude, R = [x2 X2]2. These polar coordinates are indicated on the phase

planes shown in Figure 2. The. 'phase angle will be a key concept in our

re-analysis of interarticulator timing because it signifies position on a cy-

cle of states (cf. Abraham & Shaw, 1982; Garfinkel, 1983).

The phase plane trajectory preserves some important differences between

stressed and unstressed syllables. For example, maximum lowering of the jaw

for the stressed vowel is greater than lowering for the unstressed vowel and
30
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Upper ,lip

Jaw

Upper lip

Jaw

C.
Upper lip

Jaw

TIME' SERIES

t 11111111=1.110'

JAW PHASE PLANE -

X

X

Figure 2. Left: Time series representations of idealized utterances. Right:

Corresponding jaw motions, characterized as a simple mass spring
and displayed on the 'functional' phase plane (i.e., position on
the vertical axis and velocity on the horizontal axis). Parts a,

b, and c, represent three tokens with vowel-to-vowel periods (P and
P') and consonant latencies (L and L') thst are not linearly relat-
ed. Phase position of upper lip movement onset relative to the jaw
cycle is indicated (see text).
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maximum articulator velocity differs noticeably between .these two orbits

(e.g., Kelso et al., 1985; MacNeilage et al., 1970; Stone, 19b1; Tuller,

Harris, & Kelso, 1982). In contrast, the different durations taken to tra-
verse the orbit as a function of stress are not represented in this descrip-

tion. To reiterate, a crucial point about this description is that duration
does not appear explicitly. Jaw cycles of different durations are still char-

acterized as a single orbit on the plane, i.e., they are topologically the

me.

Now we can rephrase the questien of how the lip "knows" when to begin its

movement for the medial consonant by asking where on the cycle of jaw phase

angles the lip motion for medial consonont production begins. One possibility

is that lip motion begins at the same phase angle of the jaw across different

jaw motion orbits (i.e., across' rate and stress). This outcome is not

necessarily entailed, or predicted by, the relative timing results. For exam-

ple, Figure 2a through 2c shows three utterances whope vowel-to-vowel periods

and consonant latencies do not change in a linearly related fashion.

Nevertheless, the phase angle at which upper lip motion begins relative to the

cycle of jaw states is identical 1n the three cases. Thus, the information

for "timing" of a remote articulator (e.g., the upper lip) may not be time it-

self, nor absolute position of another articulator (e.g.; the jaw), but rather

a relationship defined over the polition-velocity state (or, in polar coordi-

nats, the phase angle) of the other articulator. Although this conceptuali-

zation is intriguing, we want to re-emphasize that it constitutes an alterna-

tive description of the relative timing data set. For example, Figure 3

St'RIES

Upper lip

Jaw

-r

L

_,-------i___________

Upper tip
I

1

1 I
I

I I

I 1----..-7 i

L. L ._____J
II' P __J

Jaw >
IN Pr

Lip Onset

JAW PHASE PLANE

X

Figurf 3. Two hypothetical utterances having identical vowel-to-vowel periods

(P) and consonant (upper lip) latencies (L) but different phase an-

glo; of upper lip onset. [See caption Figure ;-'.]
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illustrates the converse of Figure 2, namely, that two (hypothetical) utter-
ances with identical vowel-to-vowel periods (P) and consonant latencies (L)
can nonetheless show vtry different phase positions for upper lip movement on-
set. To be specific, the phase angle analysis incorporates the full trajecto-
ry of motion; the relative timing analysis is independent of trajectory once
movement has begun and is based only on the onsets and offsets of events.

We also want to emphasize that the jaw motion need not be perfectly si-
nusoidal in order to apply a phase angle analysis. In fact, the motions actu-
ally observed are usually not sinusoidal; position at zero velocity is'
affected by the stress and rate characteristics of the surroundipg vowels (see

eFigures 2 and 4). For this reason, each jaw cycle is normalized by detertin-
fRg the minimum and maximum jaw positions for the consonant-vowel gesture.
The midpoint between them is used as the best approximation of the equilibrium
or zero position for that syllable. Similarly, jaw velocity (from zero to
peak lowering velocity) is normalized for each cycle.

10

Figure 4 shows jaw motion on the phase plane for the first syllable of
Pbalibab/ (top) and /ba#'bab/ (bottom) produced at a fast rate. Each token
shown is the first instance producedof the utterance type. On the left is
the entire jaw cycle for each stress pattern; on the right, the jaw cycle is
reproduced only until the point of onset of upper lip movement downward for
production of the medial bilabial consonant, As measured from the first devia-
tion from zero.velocity. The calculated phase position at which upper lip mo-
tion begins is indicated for each token'. Notice that the jaw displacement and
velocity are both greater for the stressed than the unstressed syllable.
Nevertheless, upper lip Motion begins at essentially the same phase angle for
both tokens. If upper lip motion began at a phase angle .'of 180°, it.would be
synchronous with the jaw "turnaround" point.

Figure 5 shows the mean data and the standard error of the mean from the
same speaker whose relative timing data were shown in Figure 1. The phase an-
gle subtended, in degrees, is shown on the y-axis, stress -rate condition on
the x-axis. A 2 X 2 ANOVA for each utterance type showed no significant main
effects or interactions on the phase angle of upper lip onset for medial con-
sonant production. For /babab/, Fs (1,27) = 2.50, 0.03, and 1.85; for

/bapab/, Fs (1,30) = 2.39, 0.01, and 0.10; for /bawab/, Fs (1,29) - 0.06,

1.16, and 0.61. F-ratios are for rate, stress, and their interaction,

respectively, Es > .5.

There are at least two empirical advantages of this result over our rela-
tive timing description. First, in the relative timing analysis, the overall
correlations across rate and stress conditions are very high, but the with-
in-condition slopes tend to vary somewhat. In the phase analysis, on the oth-
er hand, the mean phase angle is the same across conditions. Second, remember
that the relative timing scenario was described by two parameters, a slope and
an intercept. The phase description requires only a single parameter. Thus

if nothing else, the phase description is to be preferred on grounds of parsi-
mony.

The phase conceptualization also has a number of theoretical advantages
over our original relative timing analysis. First, once articulatory motions
are represented geometrically on the phase plane, duration is normalized

across speaker, stress, speaking rate, etc. Strictly speaking, the system's
tor)olou is unaffected by durational Alanges. For example, the "down-up" cy-
11_1_
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HIGH

LOW
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z
0
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0
0
a.

HIGH

LOW

JAW PHASE PLANE TRAJECTORIES
bd bab (Fast)

Upper lip
Phase (188°)

ba bab (Fast)

Upper lip
Phase (186°)

VELOCITY (X)

Figure 4. Left: Jaw cycle on the phase plane for the first token produced of

stressed /bab/ (top) and unstressed /bab/ (bottom), spoken at a

fast rate. Right: Jaw cycle until the onset of upper lip lowering

for the second /b/.
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2.70

180

90

0
270

180

90

babab

bapab

bawab

SS SU FS FU

Figure 5. Mean phase :ingles of upper lip lowering relative to the jaw cycle
for one subject's productions of /banab/, Standard error of the
mean is also shown. SS: slow, first syllable stressed; SU:

slow, first syllable unstressed; FS: fast, first syllable
stressed: FU: fast, first syllable unstressed.
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cle of the phase plane description is independent of the duration required for
the gesture. This potentially provides a grounding for so-called intrinsic
timing theories of speech production (e.g., Fowler, 1980; Fowler et al.,
1980). Second, neither absolute nor relative durations have to be extrinsi-
cally monitored or controlled in this' formulation. There is no need to posit
any kind of time-keeping mechanism or time controller. As an aside, it has
never been clear how the speech system could keep track of time, lt least pe-
ripherally, .because there is no known afferent basis (such as time receptors)
for time-keeping in the articulatory structures themselves (Kelso, 1978). On
the. other hand, an informational basis (e.g., in position and velocity
sensitivities of muscle spindle and joint structures) is a physiological given
in the phase angle characterization. It might well be the case that certain

. critical phase angles provide information for coordination between articula-
tors (beyondtthose considered here) and/or vocal tract configurations, just as
phase angles of the leg joints provide coupling information for locomotory co-
ordination (Shik & Orlovskii, 1965). Thus, the temporal orchestration of
articulatory events in the speech motor system unfolds as a consequence of its
dynamic parameters. By extension, it seems unlikely that the symbol structure
for speech production includes a specification of durational rules defined in
conventional mechanical time. As in a candle and a watch, time is not a pos-
sessed, programmed, or represented property of the speech production system.
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A THEORETICAL MODEL OF PHASE TRANSITIONS IN HUMAN HIND MOVEMENTS*

H:,Hakentt J. A. S. Kelso,tt and H. Bunzt

Abstract. Earlier experimental studies by one of us (Kelso, 1981a,
.1984) have shown that abrupt phase transitions occur in human hand
movements under the influence of scalar changes in cycling frequen-
cy. Beyond a. critical frequency the originally prepared
out-of-phase, antisymmeric mode is replaced by a symmetrical,.
in-phas mode involving simultaneous activation of homologous muscle
groups. Qualitatively, these phase transitions are analogous to
gait shifts in animal locomotion as well as phenomena common to oth-
er physical and biological systems in which new "modes" or
spatiotemporal patterns arise when the system is parametrically
scaled beyond its equilibrium state (Haken, 1983). In this paper a
theoretical model, using concepts central to the interdisciplinary
field of synergetics and nonlinear oscillator theory, is developed,
which reproduces (among other feptures) the dramatic change in coor-
dinative pattern observed between the hands.

1.0 Introduction

While researching volL.ntary oscillatory motions of the two index fingers,
one of us (Kelso, 1981a) observed an interesting phenomenon.' Under instruc-
tions to increase the. frequency of out-of-phase, antisymmetrical motion
(involving simultaneous flexor and extensor muscle activities), the subject's
finger movements shifted abruptly to an in-phase symmetrical mode that in-
volved simultaneous activation of homologous muscle groups. This finding was
not restricted to finger movements. In later work (Kelso, 1982, 1984) that
employed similar experimental manipulations, modal transitions in hand motions
around the wrist were also observed: the antisymmetrical phase relationship
between the hands was replaced by symmetrical phasing. Moreover, although the
phase transition occurred at very different frequencies of hand motion for
different subjects, it was nevertheless predictable. When the transition fre-
quency was expressed in units of preferred frequency, i.e., an independent
measure of the rate at which each subject was content to cycle the hands "as
if he/she were going to do it all day," the resulting dimensionless ratio or
"critical value" was constant for all subjects. Introducing a frictional re-

*Biological Cybernetics, in press.
tInstitut far Theoretische Physik, Universitfft Stuttgart.

ttAlso Departments of Psychology and Biobehavioral Sciences, 'University of
Connecticut.
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sistance to movement systematically changed both the preferred and transitlo
frequencies for each subject, but did not change the critical value across
subjects (Kelso, 184).

The most dramatic aspect of these simple experiments, addressed in detail
in the present theoretical model, is the sudden and completely involuntary
change in the ordering or phasing among muscle groups that occurs at a criti-
cal, intrinsically defined frequency (see Figure 1). In this feature, the
hand movement data shire a likeness to gait transitions in locaotion.2 For
example, Shik, Severin, and Orlovskii (1966) showed that a steady increase in
electrical ,stimulation to the midbrain. region of the decerebrate cat was
sufficient not only to -induce an increase in locomotion rate, but, above a
certain value of current, gait shifts as well. Like the hand experiments in
which "flipping" from one mode to another occasionally occurred at higher
movement frequencies; they too noted the presence of unstable regions in which.
the cat shifted from trotting to galloping and back again. Though the hand

AI(

Figure 1. Bottom. Displacements over time of left (solid line) and right

(dashed line) hands. The subject is simply increasing cyclingfre-
quency in an antisymmetric mode in response to a verbal cue from

tne experimenter. Top. Phase relationship between the two hands.
The peaks of one hand movement act as a 'target' file and.their
phase position calculated continuously relative to the

peak-to-peak period of the other 'reference'. 'file. The graphic
display repeats the phase curve so that phpe lags and leada, can be
noted.
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data as well as these findings on quadruped gait strongly suggest that changes
in coordination may beordered by changes in a single parameter, the neural
processes anderlyihg such motoric phase transitions are still poorly under-
stooq. As Grinner- (1982, p. 224) notes'for the case of quadruped gait
transitions, the general conception is that. there is a "switch mechanism" in
which "coordinating fibers" serve to switch among hindlimb neural networks.
But such coordinating fiberp have yet to be identified neuroanatomically
(Grillner, 1982) and ;heir exact functional role in determining locomotor pat-
tern remains .to be exp ained.

This problem of relating neuronal events to global patterns of-behav-
iorin the present case abrupt macroscopic changes in the phasing of neuroa-

muscular activities and changes in characteristic qu4ntities such as frequency
and amplitude--is somewhat remdniscent 'of a similar problem confronting
physicists about 50 years ago. After it was discovered that matter consists
of atoms and after the properties of atoms were understood theoretically, it
may have seemed straightforward to derive the macroscopic properties of matter
directly fromAtie properties of the individual atoms. It turned out, however,
that such a goal could not be reached immediately and it proved extremely
fruitful to introduce macroscopic quantities for purposes of system descrip-
tion. Only later did it become possible to derive the equations governing the
macroscopic quantities by means of 4 microscopic theory (for review and exam-
ples, see e.g., Wilson, 1979)1 It hgs been shown quite generally in the
interdisciplinary field of synergetics (e.g.,.Haken, 1983) that in many cases
the behavior Or complex systems can be successfully modeled by means of -a_few
macroscopic quantities in those situations where the behavior of the system
changes qualitatively. Such macroscopic observables are called "order parame--
ters" following a term first introduced by Landau (1936) to describe the "de-
gree of order" (cf. Ter Haar, 1965, p. 208) of matter as it undergoes changes
in pha'ee.. In synergetics, however, which deals with cooperative phenomena in
non-equilibrium,-open systems, the concept of order parameter has added sig-
nificance: not only is it created by the cooperation of the individual compo-
nents of a complex system, but the order parameter in turn governs the behav-
ior of these components (ear many examples, see Haken, 1975). Even in physi-
cal and chemical systems, finding the correct order parameter(s) is not always
a simple matter. In the case of biological systems in general, and movement
control and coordfhation in particular, the strategic approach of synergetic's
allows some license in selecting order parameters, an issue that we turn to
next.

2.0 Initial Development of the Model: .

Order Parameters and the Potential Function

To summarize, the main featuiies of the experiments described briefly
above are: (i) the presence of only two stable phase (or "attractor") states
between the hands ;which one is observed is a function of how the system is
prepared, i.e., an instruction to move the hands in the out-of-phase or
'in-phase mode); (ii) the abrupt transition from one attractor state to the
other at a critical cycling frequency; (iii) beyond the transition, only one
mode (symmetrical in-phase) is observed; and (iv) when cycling frequency is

reduced, the system stays in the symmetrical mode, i.e., it does not return to
its initially prepared state--a result that suggests coexistence of the basins
of attraction for the symmetrical and antisymmetrical modes and the depletion
of one of them. Taken together, these results as well as other findings in
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the motor control literature support the hypothesis that4phese is a relevant
macroscopic (or "essential"). parameter of certain movement patterns.' For
example, the internal phasing structure of activities as widely varied as
chewing, locomotion, handwriting,' and speech remains invariant acro& .scalar
changes in force or rate (Grinner, 19§2; Kelso, 1981b; Schmidt, 1982;
'Puller, Kelso, & HarrAs, 1982). Similarlyt in the experiments described
above, phase is preserved constant over a wide range of frequencies, even
though. the magnitudes and durations of muscle activities and other kinematic
variables change considerably. Only when frequency is scaled beyond a criti-
cal value does a phase shift occur.'

In the present paper it seems reasonable to propose phase as an order pa-
rameter for at least two reasons. First, unlike many other possible
candidates, phase is an accurate reflection of the cooperativity among the
components of the system. Thus, we can say, in a manner consistent with
synergetics, that the configuration of the subsystems (in the present context
defined as the individual hand motions) specifies their phase relation, and
conversely, that the phase variable specifies the spatiotemporal ordering of
the subsystems. Second, it is phase that remains invariant across transforma-
tions in many motor 'activities that ,involve very different anatomical
substrates. This highlights an important further feature of the order param-
eter concept, namely, that the order parameter (by hypothesis here, the rela-
tive phase) changes much more slOwly than the variables describing the behav-
ior of the individual components (e.g., velocities of each hand motion).

X
1

X2

Figure 2. The displacements of xl and x2 of the finger tips of the It and

right hand in the symmetrical (in-phase, homologous) mode.
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0

Our first step in the development of the presr-t model isto provide a
mathematically accurate description of the main qualitative'features of the
data.. We therefore specify a potential function that corresponds to'the lay-
out of attractor states and shod how that layout is altered as a control pa-
rameter is changed. In a following section, we employ nonlinear oscillator
theory to show how the model equations describing the potential function can
be derived from the equations of motion of each hand and a (nonlinear) cou-
pling between them.

For sake of clarity we introduce. the elongations of the finger t1ps x1
and x2 as shown in Figure 2. In order to define the relative' phase 0 we
assume that the.motion of the hands is more or less harmonic (see Figure 1) so
that we put'

2.1 xi = r1 cos(wt 01)
2.2 X2 m r 2 COS (Wt 02),

where w is the basic frequency of the hand movement, while the amplitudes r1,
r2 and the phases 01, 02 are time dependent quantities whose time dependence
is assumed to be much slower than that defined by ,the frequency w. The rela-
tive phase is defined by

2.3 01

In order to describe the change of phase we adopt basic ideas from synerget-
ics. As shown in synergetics, in many cases the equations for order parame-
ters are of the form

2.4 av
ao

where V is the so-called potential function. In our search for a model we
make a few rather obvious assumptions about V. Since q occurs under cosine or
sine functions (cf. [2.1, 2.2])" the properties of the physical system must
not change when q is replaced by 0 + 2n. Consequently, we shall poStulate
that the potential V is periodic:

2.5 V(q + 2n) = V(q).

We furthermore introduce the assumption that both hands play a symmetric
role.s In such a case the behavior or the system must not depend on the way
we label the right hand and the left hand. This means that V must remain un-
changed when we exchange the indices 1 and 2 in Equation 2.3. This in turn
means that the potential V is symmetric:

2.6 V(q) = V(-q).
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Figure 3. The potential V (2.7) for b 0.

Figure 4. The potential V (2.7) for a = 0.
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We assume that V obeys the conditions (2.5) and (2.6) in the simplest form ,

that explains the above mentioned experimental results. To this end we write
V as a superposition of two cosine functions:

2.7 V = -acos0 - bcos20.

As is known from synergetics, the behavior of the system obeying the equation
(2.4) can be easily described by identifying 0 with the coordinate of a parti-
cle which moves in an overdamped fashion in the potential V. To illustrate
this let us consider Figure 3 where b is put equal to 0. There is only one
stable equilibrium position, namely at 0 = 0. When t-ke a = 0, b # 0, the
potential function looks like the one shown in Figure 4. Here we have two
equivalent positions, namely at 0 = 0 and 0 = r (which is equivalent to 0
-n). When we take the total superposition (2.7) but change the ratio b/a we
run through a series of potential fields shown in Figure 5. When we initially
prepare the system in a state shown by the black ball and increase the fre-
quency, and likewise assume that b/a decreases with increasing frequency,we
obtain a critical value w

c
where the ball falls to the lower minimum belonging

to 0 = 0. This means that the hand movement made a transition from the anti-
symmetzic (0 = -r state) into the'symmetric state with 0 = 0. The hand move-

ment stays in that state when w is further increased. When we decrease w
starting from high values, "the ,system remains all the time in the 0 = 0 state
even if w drops below wc. This "hysteresis" phenomenon is well known in many
physical and biological systems.

4v 0 625 v 0 500

4

rr

V
P5 4v o 000

Figure Tht. potential V/a for th,y varying values of 5/a. The number:3 refer

to the ratio b/a.
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In order to study at which value of.b/a the transition OCC' s, we seek

the extrema of V that are defined by

2.8
dV

0.
dO

Using (2.7), (2.8) reads:

2.9 -a sino 2b sin20 = O. J
The second term can be transformed by means of:

2.10 sin 20 - 2sin0 cos0

so that (2.9) can be castinto the form:

2.11 -asino - 4bsinOcos0 = O.

One set of roots is given by:

2.12 sin0 = 0

namely

2.13 0 = 0, 0 =±11.

The other set of roots is given by:

2.14 -a - 4b cosO = 0

or, when .we solve for cosO, by:

2.15 cos O =
a

4b

This value of coso corresponds to the inner maxima of V. The transition oc-

curs when these maxima vanish, which is the case if (2.15) can no more be ful-

filled by a real O. This happens provided:

2.16
4b I

> 1

or

2.17 Ibl < la1/4

i.e., the transition occurs if Ibi drops below the critical value be . 1,31/4.

On the other hand, we know from experiments that the amplitudes rl, r2

decrease with increasing w. This suggests that b can be expressed by means of

the amplitude r = rl = r2 and a critical amplitude re so that we may write the

potential function in the form:
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2.18
-/ r2(w)V -a(coscr+ cos20)

4r2

where r
c

is defined as that value of r where the transition occurs.

3.0 Further Development of the Model

In the next step of our analysis we want to show how the model equations
derived in the previous section can be derived from equations for the move-
ments of the individual hands and a coupling beween them. We write the cor-
responding equations in the form:

3.1 RI + f1(x1,i2) 112(x1,x2),

3.2 R2 + f2(x2,k2) = I21(x1,x2).

The left hand sides describe the motion of the individual hands with ampli-
tudes x1 and x2, respectively, while the right hand sides describe the cou-
pling.

the'

course, the coupling is achieved via the nervous system and in this
way the equations (3.1) and (3.2) describe a complex system composed of the
mechanical motions of the hands geperated, in large part, by neuromuscular in-
put. It is our goal to derive a minimal model for the macroscopic observables
that are now the amplitudes and phases of the hand motion. Since the motion
is basically oscillatory, we need at least a second order differential equa-
tion so that the terms Ri, X2 occur. With respect to the restoring and damp-
ing forces we have a certain repertoire at hand and in all likelihood the
choice of f1 and f2 inot unique. Since the hand movement has a more or less
stable amplitude the equations must be nonlinear. We study several different
examples. The first is well known from the operation of vacuum tube oscilla-
tors, but here, of course, we shall use only its mathematical properties. Let
us consider the Van der Poi equation of the form:

3.3 R + E(x2 ri20i + ax 0,

where E, ro are adjustable, but then fixed parameters, while a serves as a
control parameter. In order to solve this equation for not too high ampli-
tudes and in order to cast it into a form convenient for our later purposes we
put:

3.4 x = Ae iwt
+ A*e-iwt

where w2 = a, and the complex amplitude A can be time dependent. It is as-
sumed, however, that its time dependence is much slower than that of eiwt.
One can then perform two approximations well known in the theory of nonlinear
oscillators (e.g., Haken, 1984). The "slowly varying amplitude approximation"
means that we neglect terms A compared to terms wA. The "rotating wave

wtapproximation" means that we may neglect terms containing e3itut and e
-ji

compared to e iwt and e wt . By means of these approximations.(3.3) is trans-
formed into:

eiwt iw(2A + e(AIAI2,- Ar)) = 0.
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In the steady state the amplitude A is a constafit and the only nontrivial

solution reads 1Al2 r:. Thus the amplitude becomes frequency independent.

In order to find a decrease of the amplitude with frequency we adopt a new

model equation, namely: .

3.6 x + e(x2 - w:r1)k + ax a 0.
IP

Making again the rotating wave approximation and the slowly varying amplitude

approximation and using the hypothesis (3.4) we readily obtain for (3.6).:

3.7 eiwt iw(2A e(3AIA12 2 AwN)) a 0.

In the steady se where A . 0, (3.7) has the nontrivial solution

3.8 1A1
row°,

w

Thus the amplitude indeed drops with w-1, giving us therefore a model equa

tion that describes both the oscillatory motions of the hands and a drop in

amplitude with increasing w.

The experimental results suggest a 'superposition of a constant amplitude

function (corresponding to el in eq. 3.9) and a function that decreases with w

(corresponding to e2 ill eq. 3.9). That is, there is an intercept as well as a

slope to the observed relationship between amplitude and 'frequency. of hand

movement. Such a behavior can be modeled by a superposition of (3.3) and

(3.6):

3.9 X + Cel(x2rD + ea(X2-4r4,)] X + ax 0.

This leads in the steady state to:

3.10 IAI2 = (El E2w)t's
(el 3e2w2)

As we shall See, however, the main features of the phase transition can be

modeled by choosing:3.6 as a basic equation.

We now come to the central problem, namely to derive a suitable coupling

between the two macroscopic quantities, i.e., the amplitudes xl and x2. The

simplest hypothesis would be a linear coupling of the form:

3.11 112 = a(xl x2).

However, as we shall see below such a cotiplig will not lead to the required

potential V for the relative phase. Rather we have to add a nonlinear cou-

pling. Requiring that this coupling term has the same symmetry properties as

(3.11) we are led to a coupling term of the following 'kind:

112 a(xl x2) 6(x1 x2)3
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A'detailed analysis reveals that such' a coupling term still' lacks an im-
portant feature, namely, .it 'Goes not Produce the correct phase elation be-
tween the motions of the individual'hands. We have to introduce the coupling

.

term either via a time delay or-by 'using time derivativeS. We first study 'the
coupling by a time delay. This can be achieved by averaging over past values
of (3.11a) do that we can replace (3.11a) by:

3.11b
112 -toft [a(x1 x 2 )T * 8(x1 x aP3e-1(t-T) &T.

An equivalent formulation is obltained by the requirement that 112 obeys the.
differential equation:

3.11c tia + YIla a(x1 - Xa) + 0(x1 - xa)s.

In order to facilitate the subsequent calculation we shall assume that Y is
much smaller than w. This assumption is not all that crucial, however, since
it does not change the basic structure of the equations. In order to proceed
further we differentiate equations-OM and (3.2) with respect to time. Mak-
ing use again. bf the slowly varying amplitude approximation and .the rotating
wave approxitation, equation (3.1) acquires the form:

3.12 -w2(2A1 + c(3A11A112w2 - AlArD) aA1 + 30A11A11a + K12

The first.twc terms on the right hand side of (3.12) can be absorbed into the
terms on the left hand side containing the factor e and do not alter qualita-
tively the behavior of the system. The term K12 specifies the coupling influ-
ence of oscillator 1 on oscillator 2, corresponding to the motions of the two
hands. In the above mentioned approximation 1(1.a reads:

3.13 /(12. ".a442 30(AfAl + 211+1121+2) + 30(2AIIA212 + PAD- 30A2IA212.

'We are now in a position to show how our model equations (3.1), (3.2) with the
specific choice (3.11b) allow us to derive the order parameter equation (2.4).
To this end we make the hypothesis:

3.14 Aj = rje"J, - 1,2,

where rj ar.d 0 may be time dependent, which transforms (3.12) into:

3.15 eiCl-w2{*1 + 21.$1r1 + E(3w2r? - 4r:r1)}, - 313r1] = K.

K12 acquires the form:

3.16 K12 = -ar2e1)2 3Brtr2(2e14)2 + e214)1.- ")2) + 3Br1rl(2e14)1 +

e242 "),) 3Br;e1)2.

Similarly the equation for oscillator 2 contair.3 the coupling term:

3.17, K2' h.-Oriel.' 3BrIr1(2e1.1 e21.2 1.1) +

3Br2rl(2e1.2 e2i4)1 14)a) 3Brleio1.

/
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We divide equation (3.15) by -0:4341 and consider ,its imaginary part,

3.1( Im(e'41K22),
g(r)

where g(r). 2w2r2.

Applying the analogous procedure to oscillator 2 and taking the difference of

the two equations for 00 02 we obtain after a small intermediate calculation

3.19 0,- 77.)[(ar 600) si00 300. sin2$]..

We have assumed that r - ri r2 and Is well - stabilized, so that r is practi-

cally time independent. If the assumption Y << w is dropped, then g(r).is're-
placed in eq. (3.19) by i(r) s-2(w2+Y2)r. As we shall see 0 must have a sign

opposite to a in order to obtain agreement with experimental findings. There-

fore we put:

3.20. 8 - 0.

Thus, we are left with our final equation:

3.21 - FT) Mir - 60/0)sin, + 38r'sin20],

which indeed has the required structure of the order parameter equation (2.4)

with (2.7). However, we are now in a position to relate the coefficients a

and b to the amplitude r. The phase transition takes place for:

3.22 lot =
4

11

if 41b1 > lal bistable

if 41b1 < tat monostable

(cf. Nk.16)). Comparing the coefficients a and b with those occurring in

(3.21), enables us to east (3.22), into the form:

1
3.23 2 Br2 (a 6Bq)

or, after a little algebra, into

3.24 r2 a

12B

We thus find that bistable operation, particularly in the antisymmetric mode,

c.,:curs when r2 fulfills (3.24). In the other case, with decreased amplitude

the system becomes monostable and operates in the symmetric mode.
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As mentioned above, there'is still another possibility of defining I12, namely
by means of time derivatives. In the sense of a minimal model we choose:

3.25 112 10 - 712) (a + 8(x1 - x2)2).

Again, to the same degree of approximation as used in eqs. (3.11)-(3.21) we
obtain the equation for the phase:

3.26 $ (a + 28r2) Sin$ - Or2sin206

The critical amplitude is then given by:

3.27 r2 . 0

4 ;

In the transitions generally studied in synergetics, fluctuating forces play
an important role. Extrapolating to the present case, a transition, say from
Oan to 0..0 can be initiated only if fluctuating forces, F are present. To
this end we enlarge the equations (3.1, 3.2) to include such forces, so that

. these equations now read:

3.28 22 + f2(x2,i2) - I22(x2,x2) + Ff(t),

3.29 X2 + f2(X23[2) 16.121(XI,X2), F2(t)

In the context of the present paper it suffices to assume Fip j=1,2 as a ran-
dom 'small variable, which can be easily mimicked on a digital computer. At
Present, we cannot say much about the source of these fluctuations from exist-
ing experimental data. However, ongoing experimental workin which fine-wire
electrodes are inserted into the finger muscles involved, is exploring their
possible neuromuscular origin (see also Goodman & Kelso, 1983, for evidence
pertaining to the relationship between physiological tremor "fluctuations" and
voluntary movement).

4.0 Numerical apsults

In this section we.-present some numerical results that correspond to the
dnalytical treatment provided above. We solve the minimum model given by
eq. (3.6) along with the coupling (3.25) on a digital computer using a fourth
order Runge-Kutta method. To test the stability of a stationary solution
small random fluctuations of finite amplitude are im.voduced. The resulting
simulation shown in Figure 6 ( )mpares quite favorably with the experimental
data (e.g., Figure 1). In Figure 6a th displacements x1, x2 are platted over
time and in Figure 6b the corresponding phase difference between the oscilla-
tors is plotted for the same motions. As in the bimanual experiments, the
coupled oscillation is prepared in the state 0-,n and the frequency w is in-
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Figure 6. A numerical simulation of the phase transition in voluntary cycli-

cal hand movement. In Figure 6a the displacements of the oscilla-

tors and in Figure 6b the corresponding phase difference between

the oscillators is plotted over 'time. The parameters of the

eq. (3.6, 3.25) were fixed al. c=1, Ar=1, a=-0.2, B=0.2. From the

left to the right of the displays, w changes from w=1.17 to w=3.05.
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creased monotonously. A. transition from the out-of-phase mode to the in-phase
mode is observed, when w exceeds a critical value. However, the frequency of
the oscillation changes rather quickly so that stationary oscillations are not
reached. Thus the ',tact form of the curves depends strongly on the noise lev-
el and the rate of changing w.,

The steady state amplitudes for the in-phase mode and the out-of-phase
mode are shown in.Figure 7. The unstable branch of the out-qf-phase mode is
shown by dotted lines. The w-1 dependence of the amplitudes is quite clear.
This feature is exhibited only by the simplified model equations and will
change' if eq. (3.9) is: used. As shown in Figure'7 for u smaller than we, the
in-phase mode and the out-of-phase 'mode are both stable. Due to the
coexistence of two basins of attraction, the particular mode observed depends
on the initial conditions, i.e., which coordinative state is prepared.

0 . SO

0 . 40

0 20

20 i 10 0

Figure 7. The steady state amplitudes of the in-phase mode (1) and. the
out-of-phase mode (2) are shown as a function of w. The other
parameters are fixed at the same values as in Figure 6. Stable
branches of the oscillations are shown by the solid ltnes, and the
unstable branch by the dotted line.
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If one starts in the antisymmetric phase and increases w slowly, the

oscillation remains in this mode until the solution becomes unstable. At this

point a jump in amplitude occurs and the only stable stationary solution
revealed by the system corresponds to the in-phase mode. Such, is the case

when w is increased further. On the other hand, ir'w is decreased slowly the
system stays within the basin of attraction of this Solution even when w drops

below w
c

. As we mentioned earlier, this hysterisisThenomenon is typical for
such bistable situations. To summarize, it is.quite clear that the main fea-

tures of the experimental data described at the beginning of Section 2.0 are

captured by the present mathematical formulation as illustrated by these
numerical results.

5.0 Concluding Remarks

.

In this paper we have introduced a minimal theoretical model that

reproduces a number of the observed facts. 'The hand movements are debcribed

by two nonlinearly 'coupled oscillators that Axe self-sustained, i.e., not

drjven from'the outside.. The assumption of autonomous limit cycle oscillators
is quite consistent with perturbation studies of two-handed cyclical move-
ments, showing that an unexpected perturbation to one hand does not disrupt

the phasing relation between the hands. The perturbed hand returns to its
limit cycle almost immediately (see Keljo, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981; Yama-

nishi, Kawato, & Suzuki, 1980). Similar results in very different prepara-
tions (e.g., Cohen, Holmes, & Rand, 1982; Willis; 1980, for reviews) have al-

so led to limit cycle models of neural pattern generation.

In the present model the frequency w is defined as a control parameter

via the coefficient, a, of the restoring force. The model describes not only

the observed decrease in hand movement amplitudes with increasing frequency w,

but, more importantly, the phase transition, i.e., the change of qualitative,

behavior from antisymmetric.to symmetric hand movement. A relation that

automatically results from the equations is that the transition takes place at

a critical frequency via the amplitudes. This prediction is now open to

further, experimental test. In future studies a number of phenomena,known to

accompany phase transitions in synergetic systems (e.g., critical slowing

down; critical fluctuations) will be analyzed. .

For the moment, any speculation on the origin of the coupling between the

two hands is certainly premature. One coupling may be established via the

corpus callosum, the well-known band of fibers that joins the two hemispheres

of the brain. On the other hand, recent experiments (Tuller & Kelso, 1984)

with patients whose corpus callosum has been severed, effectively cutting off

communication between the left and right cerebral hemispheres, show that even

in this case, control of the two index fingers in cyclical tasks is not inde-

pendent. When asked to follow two pacing lights whose phase was varied be-

tween synchrony and alternation, split-brain subjects produced predominant
synchrony or alternation even when paced at intermediate phase values. This

bias in intermanual phase toward temporal symmetry is extremely powerful (see

e.g., Kelso, Southard, & Goodman, 19/9; Yamanishi et al., 1980, for evidence

in normal populations) and suggests that the neural coupling for the voluntary

hand movements may be established subcortically.

In conclusion, although we have shown here how a transition from one mo-

dal configuration to another is possible in our model, it remains for further

theoretical and experimental research to address how it is that only two sta-
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4Ie modes emerge in the first place from a wealth of pdssibilities, i.e., how
these particular cooperativities arise. What is clear, however, from the pre -
'sent analysis, borne out by our numerical results, is the need to characterize
the individual oscillate as nonlinear. But more important the coupling be-
tween oscillators must be nonlinear for'the phase transition to occur.
though the present formulation clearly points to the important role of

. nonlinearities in certain basic motor behaviors (i.e., the frequency- amplitude
relation in individual hand movements, modal transitionsibetween the hands),
the physiological underpinnings of such nonlinearities remain an .open issue.

On the other hand, though*their physiological basis may be obscure at
present, it is entirely reasonable to inquire how a complex neuromuscular sys.',
tem might exploit these nonlinearities. Why are they important attributes for
a neural control system to possess? What are they for? First, nonlinearity
affords a stable coupling between the fundamental physical variablei of space
and time (i.e., the amplitude-frequency relation): In a'linear system no such
preferred coupling exists between these variables. Second, nonlinearity pro-
vides a means by which switching amonglcoordinative states is posApible (though
other properties, e.g., fluctuations, play a key role also). In principle,
there is no reason to limit this conclusion to the two phasing relations stud-
ied here. ThUs, both of these attributes, we hypothesize, guarantee--in the
present context -- stability and flexibility of motor function.
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Footnotes

In discussions of these experiments with D. Shapiro (Shapiro, 1981, per-.

sonal communication) it was learned that Cdhen (1971) observed occasional in-

voluntary shifts into the in-phase coordinative mode when out-of-phase motions

at a single cycling frequency (3 Hz) were required. Cohen did not, to our

knowledge, examine the phenomenon further. Similar experimental 'findings on

bimanu31 finger movements have been reoorted by MacKenzie and Patla (1983) and

by Baldissera, Cavallari, and Civaschi (1982) on ipsilateral hand and foot

movements.

2lndeed, it was the slogan "Let your fingers do the walking" promoted by

advertisc.'s of the Yellow Pages in U.S. telephone directories, that led to the

idea behind the present experiments.

3The reader must be warned that the word "phase" in the context of t4.is

paper has two different meanings:
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1). "phase" as a temporal relationship whose precise definition is given
in 2.1-2.3.

*2) "phase" as a state of aggregation of matter (e.g., liquid or solid)
or, more generally, different modes of behavior. Therefore,, in phys-
ics, "phase transition" means transition from one state, e.g., fluid,

.

to another -one, e.g., solid. In synergstics, transitions between
different dynamic states (e.g., behavioral modes) are also called
phase transitions. ,

Since in the present paper the behavioral modes are characterized by defini-
tion (1), the notion "phase transition" is unique--in spite of the double me-
aning of "phase."

This becomes obvious when we change the oriiin ortime so that wt .1
WT. In this case xl - r1 cos (wT), x2 -.r2 cos(wT442-.1).

sour model can easillrbe generalized to include asymmetries.
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REPETITIVE NAMING AND THE DETECTION OF WORD RETRIEVAL DEFICITS IN THE
BMINNING READER*

Robert B. Katzt and Donald Shankweilertt

Abstract. The claim has been advanced that children with severe
reading disability are generally deficient in word retrieval com-
pared with normal readers. Support for the claim is based largely
on studies of rapid' naming of repetitively presented pictured
objects or other nameable stimuli, a task that is apparently more
sensitive to retrieval problems than the confrontation naming of
items. presented singly. The purpose of this study was to examine
whether there is a general relationship between word retrieval speed
and reading ability in beginning readers. Although such a relation-
ship has not been detected with'confrontation naming, repetitive
naming may provide a more sensitive test. Accordingly, second-grade
children were required to .name as rapidly as possible repeated
presentations of five pictured items drawn from a single category.
Separate naming tests were made for objects, colors, animals, let-
ters, and words. The results showed that there was no relationship
between reading ability and naming times when the test items were
selected from sets of objects, colors, or animals, whereas on let-
ters and words, a significant relationship was found. The
less-skilled readers were not, therefore, consistently slower in all
repetitive naming situations. Instead, their word retrieval defi-
cits extended only to the orthographic materials.

It has often been claimed that many elementary school children with read-
ing disorder experience word retrieval problems., a difficulty they share with
most adult aphasics (e.g., Goodglass, 1930; Howes, 1964). Support for 'the
claim derives largely from studies of children's performances on object-naming
tasks. The most widely used procedure for testing naming is by a so-called
confrontation naming test. The subject is presented with objects one at a
time and is required to name each item as it appears. Generally, each pic-
tured object is presented only once. Reading-disabled children have been

*Cortex, in press.
tNow at the University of Miami and the Veterans Administration Medical Cen-
ter, Miami,

ttAlso University of Connecticut.
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found to make agreater number of errors on this task than normal readers

(Denckla & Rudel, 1976a; Jansky & deHirsch, 1973; Mattis, French, & Rapin,

1975).

Other studies, however, have failed to find evidence of naming problems
in poor readers. Response times of less-skilled readers have been found not

to differ from those of skilled readers on objects, colors, or digits (Per-

fetti, Finger, & Hogaboam, 1978; Stanovich, 1981); less skilled readers

responded as quickly and as accurately even in studies using letters as stimu-

li (Stanovich, 1981; Wolford 4 Fowler-f, '1983). The choiCe of subjects may

partially .account for these discrepant findings: ,..,.The first-mentioned studies

obtained subjects from learning disability clihics, whereas the latter

recruited poor readers from ordinary school classes. Thus, it is possible

that the first studies tested children with more severe reading disability and

more severe associated cognitive deficits than the second series. The task

employed may also account for the variability in the results. It is possible

that naming deficits may exist even in the more moderately impaired poor read-

ers, but that .confrontation naming tasks are not sensitive enough to detect

them reliably.

This possibility is suggested by studies using another procedure. An al-

ternative naming task involves continuous rapid naming of a small set of re-

peated pictured items, typically drawn from a single category. The task

requires the subject to scan the display of pictures arrayed in horizontal

rows and to name each picture in succession as rapidly as possible. Each item

occurs several times and at various positions in the display. Such a repeti-

tive naming test was used by Denckla and Rudel (1976b) to compare normal read-

ers with a group of severely disabled readers selected from special school

programs and clinics. The results indicated that the overall response times

of these poor readers were longer than those of normal readers on every cate-

gory of item tested (objects, digits, colors, and letters).

It is apparent that the two types of naming tasks are quite different in

the demands they make, and that each provides us with different information.

The repetitive naming task is the focus of our interest here because of the

'discovery that response times on this task reliably differentiate normal and

poor readers even on producing' response words of high frequency (Denckla &

Rudel, 1976b). These findings raise the possibility that some less-skilled

readers have a general problem in word retrieval that could not have been dis-

covered using the apparently less-sensitive confrontation naming test. But to

date, only one study (Blachman, 1981) has tested repetitive naming with a

whole (first-grade) school class. It was found that color naming and letter

naming correlated with reading ability, but object naming did not. However,

the age of the subjects in the Blachman study limits the conclusions that can'

he drawn. Tested in the first grade, these children may not have been old

enough.to permit the reading problem cases to be identified.

The purpose of the present study was to examine whether there is a rela-

tionship between naming times on a repetitive naming task and reading ability

among second-grade children selected from ordinary school classes. Naming

abil.4y was tested with the fdllowing categories of items: pictured objects,

pictu"red animals, colors, letters, and words. If the less-skilled readers

have consistently longer naming times than the skilled readers, then they may

have general word retrieval deficits. If, on the other hand, a relationship

between reading ability and naming time holds only for selected categories of
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items, then it may be possible to delimit possible explanations for why the
less-skilled readers are slower at repetitive naming of these types-of test
materials and not others. In the latter case, some potenti,11 explanations,
such as differential familiarity with the classes of stimulus items, should be
considered. Other explanations, based solely on the mechanical aspects of re-
petitive naming, such as efficiency of scanning, could be ruled out.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were the 18 children from two second-grade classes in a sub-
urban Connecticut public school, for whom parental permission for testing was
granted. Of these, two were excluded from testing because English was a re-
cent second language. The remaining 16 children were given the word identifi-
cation and word attack subtests of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests (Wood-
cock, 1973) and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) (Dunn, 1959) near
the end of the school year. The eight children (6 females, 2 males) with the
highest combined raw scores on the two Woodcock subtests were designated the
skilled readersi..1 The eight remaining children (5 females, 3 males) were
designateclithe less-skilled readers.

-l(
The skiled readers had a mean combined Woodcock score of 140.2 (range:

129 to 164),; compared with the less-skilled readers' mean of 92.6 (range: 50
to 128). Moreover, the two reading groups achieved significantly different
scores on each of the two component parts. On the word identification subtest
(which tests the reading of single words) alone, the skilled readers' average
reading grade level was 3.9 (range: 3.3 to 5.6), whereas the less-skilled
readers' average was 2.8 (range: 2.2 to 3.6), t(14) - 4.1, P - .002. On the
word attack subtest (which tests the reading of pseudowords), the skilled
readers' mean reading grade level was -5.8 (range: 4.1 to 12.9), compared with
the less-skilled readers' mean of 2.6 (range: 1.2 ..to 6.1), t(14) - 4.6
2 < .001. IQ scores derived from the PPVT yielded the following results: the
skilled readers obtained a mean IQ of 118.6 and the less-skilled readers 94.4,
t(14) i.7, 2 < .001. A difference in the mean age of the members of the two
groups was evident also; the skilled readers' mean age was 7 years, 9 months,
whereas the mean for the less-skilled readers was 8 years, 4 months,
t(14) = 3.9, 2 - .002. In anticipation of the results, we should mention that
the differences in IQ and age, which distinguished the two reading groups,
were apparently of no consequence. 1

Materials

The te.t stimuli (printed words, letters, colored squares, and line draw-
ings of objects) were arrayed in consecutive rows in a manner similar to th,t
of Denckla and Rudel (1974, 1976b). Each array consisted of five items of a
single category, each of which was presented a total of 10 times in a matrix
of 5 rows of 10 on white cardboard. The order of the items was random with
the constraints that no item immediately succeed itself and that each item ap-
peir twice in every row. The categories, and tne specific stimulus items in

own, were: 1) line TirAwings of animals (bird, cow, dog, _goat, pig); 2)

objets (ball, box, door, hat, table); 3) colors (blue, g'reen, red, yellow,
OlacK): lower-case letters (a, d, o, p, s) ; and 5) common words (ball,

box, door, hat, table). For each chart, a practice sequence consisting of the
itew was constructed.
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Procedure

Each child was tested individually in one 30-min session. At the begin-

ning of the session, the child was given the Woodcock and PPVT. Following a

brief memory test, the naming tests were ,given. The charts were always
presented in the following order: objects, colors, letters, words, animals.
Before being tested on a chart, the child was asked to name the five items in
the practice sequence in order to ensure that standard names could be elicited

to each item. Every thild was able to do this without hesitation.2 Then the

subject was instructed to name each item on the chart as rapidly as possible
without making any mistakes, following along the rows from left to right. The ,

child began the task on a signal from the experimenter. The experimenter
,responded to hesitations with the injunction to "Keep going." A stopwatch was
used to measure the time from the child's first response to the last response.

Results

The first point co be noted is that naming errors,occurred infrequently,
as was expected. Accordingly, the data base consisted of the mean naming
times on each class of items. These are shown in Table 1. It can be sJen

from the table that the naming time varied considerably with item type. The

order of,response times across item types is generally consistent with that of
previous repetitive naming studies (Biemilier, 1977-1978; Blachman, 1981;

Denckla & Rudel, 1974, 1976b). Moreover, it is a standard finding that it

takes longer to identify pictured objects than to read th4 objects' names.
This result has been obtained both with adults (Cattell, 1886; Potter & Faul-

coner, 1975) and with children (Ligon, 1932; Seymour & Porpodas, 1980). It

is of interest to discover that it applies even to readers so near the begin-

ning stages of skill acquisition. Examining the effeCt of reading ability, we
note that there was only a small overall difference in mean naming time be-

tween the skilled and the less-skilled readers. This was due to the fact that

the less-skilled readers tended to be faster than the skilled readerson
objects and animals, but slower on letters and words.

Item Type

Table 1

Mean Naming Time (sec) for Each Item Type by Reading Level

Skilled
Readers Readers

Animals 53.3 50.2

Qbjects 56.2 5).1

17olors 44.5 46.0

Letters
wqrds

,6.3 31.9

Mean 111.9
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The data were subjected to an analysis of variance with one be-
tween-groups factor (reading ability) and one within-groups factor (item
type). The analysigl4indicated that the main effect of reading ability was not
significant, F < 1, whereas the main effect of item type was highly sign if-
icant, F(4,56) - 74.3., p < .001. Furthermore, the interaction between reading
ability and item type was significant, F(4,56) 3.5, 2 . .013. Fine-grained
analyses of this interaction were conducted using protected t-tests (Cohen &
Cohen, 1975). These analyses indicated that for objects, animals, and colors
the naming times of skilled and less-skilled readers were not significantly
different: animals, t(14) -.6, p > .5; objects, t(14) -.8, 2 - .409;
colors, t(14) - .3, 2> .5. In contrast, significant differences were found
on both letters, t(14) . 2.5, 2 - .026, and words, t(14) - 2.8., 2 .015.3

It could be maintained that the analysis of variance obscures a general
relationship between reading ability and naming time, since the children were
divided into only two levels of reading ability, thus eliminating fine

, distinctions in actual reading skill. A correlational analysis was therefore
carried out to assess the degree of relationship between the children's actual,
reading scores and their naming times. These correlations, which are shown in
Table 2, form two groups of clustered variables. The first cluster consists
of animals, objects, and colors; the second is formed by the reading score,
letters, words, and colors. The variables in the first cluster have little
relationship with reading score. Moreover, with the exception of colors, the
variables in one cluster correlate relatively little with those in the other
cluster. The correlations clearly indicate, as did the previous analyses,
that there is a strong relationship between reading ability and the naming
times for letters and words, but not for objects, animals, and colors.

Table 2

Correlations between Naming Times and Reading Score

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Reading Score .04 .12 -.07 -.58* -.70**
2. Animals - .87*** .87*** .43 .31

3. Objects - .74** .42 .30

N. Colors .52* .34

C.). Letters .62*

6. Words

*p < .05

**p < .01

***p < .001

Discussion

purpo3o or tno present experimint was first to examine whether word
r-.rieval ability (independent of the reading process per se) is related to

lbility. Set:ond, WP Wi.3hOd try discover whether any difficulties that

be fi)und ;ire of a general nature or are circumscribed, becoming manifest
in t.no rotiov:11 or only certain clas3es of stimuli. The results of our study
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of rapid naming of repetitively present items indicated that the less-skilled
readers were slower than the skilledoreadeis at naming lettero and woods, but
responded as quickly On objects, animals, or colons. Thus, the less-skilled
readers were slower only on orthographic material.

The pattern of results obtained in this study raises two questions.
First, why are less-skilled readers slower than skilled readers at repetitive
naming of orthographic material but not on pictorial material? Because
less-skilled readers responded as quickly as skilled readers on som classes

of items, we can rule out those arguments that invoke reading-related differ-

ences in scanning rates, response strategies, .use of peripheral information,

response interference, or visual-verbal association. Similarly, although the
less-skilled readers had lower IQ scores than the skilled readers, this rela-
t,onship cannot account for the results. The lower IQ scores would have been
expected to lengthen the naming times of the less-skilled readers on all five

classes of stimuli. Although it is possible that lower IQ scores led to long-
er naming times on letters and words, other findings make this implausible.

Other tests of repetitive letter naming using skilled and less-skilled readers .

with equivalent IQ scores (Biemiller, 1977-1978; Staller & Sekuler, 1975) al-

so found an effect of reading skill on naming time.

One might also suppose that the obtained response time differences may be

a function of familiarity with stimulus items. Since the less-skilled readers

have read less extensively, they .may well be less practiced than the skilled

readers in identifying letters and printed words; this is less likely to be
the case with objects, animas, or colors. Such experience-related effects

could be expected to work against the less-skilled readers when tested on let-

ter naming and word naming. It may be the case that differential familiarity
with letters and words creates differences in the attentional resources needed

by skilled and less-skilled readers to name items selected from these categor-

ies. Although the performance of skilled and less-skilled readers on naming

letters presented singly has been found to be equivalent (Stanovich, 1981;

Wolford & Fowler, 1983), the members of the two reading groups may still dif-

fer in the extent to which letter naming is automatized (LaRtrge & Samuels,

197'!0. Thus, a less-skilled reader may have to invest a large share of proc-

essing capacity in order to name a letter as quickly as a skilled reader, who

may have to devote relatively less attention to the task. Such differences in
degree of automatization might be expected to become manifest only on repeti-

tive naming tasks, since these tasks require that suhy:tts do more than simply

retrieve a single name. The additional task requirci.rents of scanning and
responding sequentially may be sufficient to expose reading-related differ-

ences in the rate at which certain types of items can be named. That is, nam-

ing letters, unlike naming *ltured objects, is a somewhat fragile skill in

poor beginning readers. It is easily disrupted when other factors related to

sequential responding complicate the task. This possibility could account for

the difference in outcome between our results on repetitive letter naming and

those on naming single letters (Stanovich, 1981; Wol ?ord & Fowler, 1983).

A second question that must be entertained concerns the source of the

differences between our results and those of other studies that might be con-

sidered comparable. A comparison of our results with those of Blachman (1981)

and Wolf" (1981) suggests that the relationship between repetitive naming and

reading scores varies with grade level; it is most robust at the very early

stages of learning to read, after which it diminishes. Conceivably, this pat-

tern of results is indicative of a developmental trend in which the

less-skilled reader recovers from a general slowness in naming or acquires an
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increasing level of automatization for processing certain types of items. One
may wonder, then, whether less-skilled readers who are elightly older than
those studied here will show equal letter naming times relative ID skilled
readers of the same age. Previous studies (Biemiller, 1977-1978; taller &
Sekuler, 1975; Wolf, 1981) suggest thrf. they will not, but additional re-
search is needed to clarify the matter.

Our findings show that the less-skilled readers, compared with the
skilled readers, were not characterized by a general slowness on repetitive
naming. Therefore, the results indicate that less-skilled readers do not have
a general problem in retrieving names. Rather, their word retrieval deficits
may extend only to orthographic items.

It should be noted that neither the present study nor earlier studies
that exploit the repetitive naming paradigm permit any definitive conclusion
concerning possible deficiencies in the general ability of skilled and

AI=
less-skilled readers to access their mental lexicons. The stimuli employed
were limited to a small set of very coflmon items. Moreover, since the items
were known to the, subjects prior to testing, it is likely that their names

. were stored in a temporary short-term buffe,'. Lexical memory may not have
played an important role. Thus, the requirements of repetitive naming may
differ from those of confrontation naming. In the latter, names must be re-
trieved from the lexicon itself be,:ause the test items are not made known to
the subject beforehand. Research.has shown that good and poor readers-do in-
deed sometimes differ on confrontation naming (Denckla & Rudel, 1976a; Jansky
& deHirsch, 1973; Katz, in press; Mattis et al., 1975; Wolf, 1981). Fur-
thermore, data obtained on a confrontation naming task (Katz, in press), sug-
gest that poor readers are able to access the lexicon adequately; it was hy-
pothesized that the naming problems arise because of deficiencies in process-
ing phonological information stored at specific lexical addresses and possibly
also because of deficiencies in the quality or cogpleteness of the phonologi-
cal specifications.
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Footnotes

'The use of combined scores Ei,.med justified in light of the high corre-

lltion between the children's scores on the two Woodcock subtests,

r(14) = .89, 2 < .001.

2All the children were also very accurate at naming the items, except for

one boy who consistently read the word "ball" as "bell."

The skilled readers' mean naming times were affected by the extreme

times of one subject. Contrary to the expectations based on previous find-
ings, this child took several seconds longer than any other subject on the ob-

ject, color, and animal charts. With her data eliminated, the mean times of

the skilled reader: are somewhat faster: animals, 48.9 sec; objects, 53.0;
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colors, 41.1; letters, 25.1; words, 28.7. Nevertheless, the statistical ef
fects reported here are maintained.

''Wolfs findings only recently came to our. attention. Although the
motivation for her study differed from ours, the results largely support our
findings. ,es
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LINGUISTIC ABILITIES AND SPELLING PROFICIENCY IN KINDERGARTENERS AND ADULT
.".4r-AgtOR SPELLERS*

Isabelle Y. Liberman,t Hyla Rubin,tt Susan Duquesott; and Joanne CarlAsletttt

e research effort over the past several years ,by the Haskins Laborato-
ries reading research group has bolstered our conviction that the problem of
most beginners who ,have difficulties in acquiring literacy in basically
linguistic .;.n nature. That is, in our view, the problem is not ..lual or au-
ditory or motor, as many have proposed, but liei rather in the ineffective use
of phonologic strategies. We have found this linguistic deficiency in regard
to two major requirements of reading proficiency--lexical access and represen-
tation in short-term memory. We have recently also begun to look more closely
at spelling from the standpoint of linguistic sophistication. In this paper
we, will describe two recent studies we have done that are concerned with
linguistic abilities and spellingone in a group of kindergarteners and the
other in an adult literacy .:lass. But, first, since the nature of the orthog-
raphy is a central consideration in spelling, we should like to prepare the
way by describing our assumptions about how the alphabetic orthography repre-
sents language, assumptions that.are, in effect, the guiding principles of our
research.

Some Guiding Principles

Everyone would agree, we believe, that an orthography represents a lan-
guage, that languages are used to convey meaning, and that words are the basic

O
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units by which languages do that. What is often forgotten, however, is that

whether one receives language by eye or by ear, one must get to-the word be-
0.fore one can get to its meaning and that a word exists apart from its typical-
ly various meanings.. Moreover, a word has a, uniquely linguistic, complex,
phonological structure that must be somehow apprehended before one can deal
with a message conveyed by language, whether written or spoken. In the pri-

mary language functions of speaking and listening, a special processor copes

with that phonological structure in operations that normally function natural-
ly, quite automatically. and below the level of awareness. One does not need

to understand how: it wsdrks in order to speak and listen. In contrast, both

the reader and writer must have some fundamental understanding of the struc-
ture. Indeed, they must become, to some degree, linguists of sorts, suffi-
ciently aware of the phonology to be able to divide the spoken language into
the constituent segments that the orthography repre nts. How easy or how
difficult .that will be will largely depend on theme ature of the linguistic

segment that the orthography represents.

In ehe case of orthographies in which the segment represented is the
word, as It is in the Chinese logography and the Japanese kanji, or the syll-

able, as it is in the Japanese kana,1 we contend that the beginner's task is

'relatively simple. If what they need to do is separate the word or syllable
from the speech stream for purposes of pairing it witty its appropriate ortho-

graphic unit, they will find it to be readily isolable. This has been found

...to be true both here and abroad in a number of experiments with young children

(Alegr'ia & Content, 1983; Fox kRouth, 1975; Holden & MacGinitie, 1972).

The problem faced by beginners in an alphabetic orthography is much more

difficult. The essence of the problem can be put in this way: though it is

often said that an alphabetic orthography represents speech or ought to, it

is, in fact,An abstraction from speech. Although it doffs bear a fairly regu-

-lar speech, the nature of. that relation will be hard for a child,

or indeed any Beginner, young or old, to apprehend. To understand why that is

so, we would remark briefly, first, on why it is misleading to say that the.

alphabetic orthography represents the sounds of speech; second, why it is 41-

so misleading to sa,, that it does or should represent speech phonetically;
and, finally, what it means to say that it is an abstraction from speech. Let,

us consider these remarks one at a time.

The Alphabet Does Not Represent the Sounds of Speech

The alphabetic orthography does not transcribe the sounds of speech. In

the first place, the letters obviously do not portray acoustic events, as they

might if they were bits of oscillograms or spectrograms. So in that rather

trivial 'sense, the alphabet 'certainly does not represent the sounds of speech.

However, there is a more significant sense in which the alphabet does not

transcribe sounds. The point that needs to be made, and which is not trivial,

is that the segmentation of the sound does not correspond to the segmentation

r)f the letters. To take a simple example--it would be impossible to divide a

recording of the spoken word, "big," into three parts, such that when played

haek, -)ne part would he "huh," a second part "ih," and the last part "guh."

Th.tt is because in the spoken syllable, "big," there Is only one piece of

sound and the three phonological segments we write with the letters B, I, and

f; ire nearly simultaneously encoded into it.

7?
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Encoding several segments of the phonology into one segment of sound :pro-
vides an important gain in efficiency for the listener, who, as we haye:44id,
has a built-in processor nicely equipped to deal kith it automatica111.:,.4 But
it has quite adverse consequences for the beginner dealing with thd weitten
language. One unfortunate consequence of the very odd irelation hetwee ono-
logical structure and sound is that the phoneme, .which is th s 'Trent

represented by the alphabetic orthography, unlike the word and the, ble,
is not easily separable from the speech stream. If we had not found this' to
be so in our research with children (Liberman, Shankweiler, Fischer, & Carter,
1974), we should have suspected it fro% the history of writing systems--the
system using an alphabetic unit was the last to be developed, long after
logographies and syllabaries. Moreover, unlike those others, the basic unit
of the alphabetic orthography, the phoneme, was apparently discovered only

'once and all other alphabeti were later adapted from that original, brilliant
discovery (Diringer, 1948).

Is

If readers and writers must be able to appreciate the relationship be-
tween the orthographic character and the linguistic unit it represents, as we
believe they must, then, beginning learners of an alphabetic system are put at
a disadvantage initially. They will find it difficult to see the relation be-
tween spelling and sound. And it will even be difficult for' teachers to
demonstrate that relationship to them. If teachers wish to do this with even
a simple word like "big," they will try to isolate three sounds and in the
process will unavoidably produce, not three phonemes, but three syllables:
"buh," "ih," and "guh." Put together, these form a nonsense trisyllable
"buhihguh" and.not the monosyllable "big" that comprises the three phonologi-
cal segments we spell as B-I-G (see Liberman, 1983, for a more complete
discussion of this point and of the two sections that follqw).

The Alphabet Does Not Represent the Phonetic Surface of Speech

If it is now evident that the alphabet is not a transcription of the
sounds of speech, what about the alphabetic orthography as a phonetic
transcription? It is, of course, possible to use an alphabet phonetically.
Linguists do just that when they use a phonetic transcription to represent as
precisely as possible what they perceive when they listen to speech.
Unfortunately, the wealth of phonetic information that 'our natural
speech-perceiving mechanisms can use creates serious problems when, as in
reading and writing, we try to put all that information through the eye.

A phonetic transcrtption, such as the linguist uses, preserves much sur-
face information that is not represented in any alphabetic orthography. It
includes all the context-conditioned variations of speech both within words
and across syllable and word boundaries. For example, in a phonetic
transcription, the plural s in cats would be transcribed as s but its counter-
part in "dogs" would be z to reflect its pronunciation in that context. To \

take another example, the final consonant in the word, "sit," would be tran-
scribed as t, but what we ordinarily consider to be the same consonant in the
related word, "sitter," would have to be changed from t to d to reflect
accurately that manner change in our pronUnciation. Similarly, in American
English, the contraction "what's" would be transcribed differently in the con-
text of "What's he saying?" from its rendition in the context of "What's your
idea?", where, because of context-cond'ioned effects, it would be

coarticulated with "your" to produce "Wuhchu, (idea)?"
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In view of these confusing context-conditioned variations, one would sup-
pose that it should be extremely difficult to apprehend messages conveyed by

means of a strictly phonetic transcription. And so it is, in fact. To be

sure, any literate adult can learn to decode a phonetic transcription more

easily than s/he can decode the visual display of acoustic events in a spec-

trogram, but even highly trained phoneticians cannot read an unfamiliar text

written phonetially.as fluently as they would the same 'passage, written in our

English orthography'. The representation of context-driven articulatory

distinctions, to say nothing about differences in linguistic' stress, emphasis,

idiolect, and dialect,. seriously detracts from the broader requirements of

language representation. This is certainly a case in which, except for very

specialized purposes, more %is definitely not better.

The Alphabet Represents Phonological Structures

Given that reading the sounds of speech is hard and reading a phonetic

transcription is only slightly less so, what is it that an alphabet should

represent if reading is to be made as easy as possible? Presumably, in the

ideal case, the representation should match the way words are organized in our

heads, in what linguists refer to as our lexicons. It stands to reason that

our lexicons must be organized in terms of phonological or morphophonologibal2

segments that are sufficiently abstract to stand above the many variations *at

the auditory and phonetic surfaces. We have described the difficulties'we get

into when, in trying to put lan %uage in by eye, we begin with the variable au-

ditory and phonetic forms.. To get around these problems, we would want ideal-

ly to have words spelled in a way that matches the abstract (morpho)phonologi-
cal structures as' they must be stored in the speaker's lexicon. But that is

an ideal that is not easily achieved.

The problem is that there are undoubtedly great differences among speak-

ers of the language in the way in which their lexicons are organized and in

exactly how abstractly the items are entered. To take one example, for the

would-be reader who understands that such pairs as heal/health, steal/stealth,

and even weal/wealth are related, the individual members of those pairs might

Sell be entered quite differently than they would be for the reader who has

never noted those relationships. Th4 entries of the former reader would in

this instance be closer to the way English spelling deals with the language.

A

For' better or worse, English spelling happens to be quite far out on the

abstractness d'mension, rising considerably above the phonetic surface varia-

tions to preserve the identities of lexical cognates. The spelling is, in

this sense, Morphophonological in nature. As such, it necessarily must strain

the linguistic sophistication of many would-be readers and spellers. The

young child is especially likely to lack even the tacit knowledge, what we

have elsewhere called "phonological maturity" ( Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly,

Shankweiler, 1980), that is needed to rationalize so much of the spelling.

For example, the use or the same alphabetic characters for phonological seg-

ments that are phonetically quite different, as in such pairs as muscle/muscu-

lar and magic/magician, preserves the morphemic relations of the words and

thus may increase fluency and efficient comp,eheusion for a mature reader but

would serve only as a roadblock to the ycung child who is trying to figure out

how the system works.

14
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In summary, the point that should be emphasized here is that no matter
how abstract it may often be and how far or how close to a given reader's
lexicon, the alphauetic orthography does represent the (morpho)phonological
structure of the spoken word, not its sounds or its phonetic surface. Now we
can consider how this characteristic (7:f the orthography relates to the attain-
ment of literacy.

Linguistic A.ireness and Reading

It has been our contention that in addition to the obvious need to have
some command of the spoken language and the ability to discriminate the graph-
ic symbols, the first requirement for beginning readers is to acquire a cer-
tain degree of linguistic sophistication, beyond that required for speaking
and listening. One important aspect of linguistic sophistication is what Mat-
tingly (1972) of the Haskins research group has dubbed "linguistic awareness."
Though it could be taken to have a more general connotation, this,term has
been defined in a rather special way in the context of initial reading
acquisition--to refer' to the awareness of the units of speech that are
represented by the orthography. In the alphabetic orthography, the phoneme,
the unit of which the learner must become aware, is a constituent part of
larger units, the word and the syllable, both of which have considerably more
salience, as we have said. Awareness that these larger units have parts and
the ability to identify those parts does not come easily and does not happen
all at once. The ability to segment speech into its constituent units, of
whatevrr size, has been found to show improvement from ages four to FIX or se-
ven (Calfee, Chapman, & Venezky, 1970; Liberman, 1973; Treiman & Baron,

1981): But in this developmental sequence, awareness of the phonemic unit is
always harder, develops later, and is generally found to be a more sensitive
predictor of reading skills in kindergarteners and first graders than aware-
ness of the syllable or word. There is by now a long list of studies,
originating both here and abroad, which have been strongly su:,portive of
phoneme segmentation skill as a predictor of reading ability. Among the stud-
,ieS that come to mind (and there are surely others as well) are Blachman
(1983), Helfgott (1976), Mann and Liberman (1984), Zifcak (1981) from our re-
search group, Bradley and Bryant (1983) in England, Lundberg and associates
(1980) in Sweden, Tox and Routh (1975) in the States, and Bertelson's labora-
tory (Alegria & Content, 1983) in Belgium.

Ast of the previous research on linguistic awareneS- and the acquisition
of literacy has been concerned with the attainment reading skills. Recent-

ly, we have begun to look more closely at spel ng.from this vantage point.
We should like to report on two of these inves igations in this paper, one in
which we examined the invented spellings of indergarteners and the other in
which we explored the virtually uncharted erritory of linguistic factors in
adult illiteracy.

Linguistic Abilities and the Invented Spellings of Kindergarteners

The first study we will describe looked into the linguistic abilities of
kindergarteners in relation to their skill in invented spelling. Before

reporting on our findings, we should take a moment to say- what we mean by
invented spellings. When spelling words in their spontaneous writings,
prosehoolers are, of course, limited by their meager orthographic knowledge,
which in the beginning may include only the knowledge of names of letters
("boe" and "dee,".,,for example). In his seminal work in the early seventies,
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Charles Read (1971) demonstrated that the invented spellings of preschoolers

display a predictable pattern in their choice of the letterlsymbols used to

represent the spoken language. Relying on their apparently quite acute

perception of the phonetic, surfacy features of both the utterance to be
recorded and the letter namessthey know, young children begin by devising what

amounts to a primitive phonetic transcription, rather than the phonological

representation of our spelling system.

To the extent that English is written abstractly, it assumes, as we said

earlier, a user who has, to a considerable degree, what we have called "phono-

logical matprity" (Liberman et al., 1980). These younger children clearly do

not have the requisite degree that our orthography demands. Given a word like

"train," to borrow one of Read's examples, a preschooler might produce, an H as

the first letter of the word in an attempt to represent the first phone in

their own spoken version of the word ("chrain") by its closest counterpart in

a letter name they know ("aitch"). As the children begin to develop more

sophisticated apprehensions of the phonology, the purely phonetic transcrip-

tion becomes less prevalent in their spellings. .They begin to assimilate the

rules according to which our abstract spelling makes sense.

This growing awareness of the (morpho)phonological rule structure of

words is implicit, in their invented spelling productions. Therefore, if one

is interested, as we are, in evaluating the level of linguistic sophistication

in children's spellings, it is possible to do so by constructing a scoring

system that is fashioned to reflect that awareness, rather than being limited

to a consideration simply of right/wrong judgments. Louisa Cook Moats (1983),

using an analytic scoring system of this kind, did a pioneering study in which

she found the misspellings of dyslexic fourth through eighth graders to be

quite similar linguistically to those of nondyslexic second graders.

We were curious to learn whether we could find possible precursors of

linguistic deficiencids in the spelling of much 'younger children--those in a

public school kindergp,q.en class. Accordingly, we chose to examine the rela-

tionship between kindergarteners' proficiency in invented spelling and in

their bother linguistic abilities.

All the children in the kindergarten class were given a dictated, real

word spelling test. A given word could receive a score from 0 (for simply

random letters) to 6 (for a correct English spelling). In this scoring sys-

tem, we measured the children'-s spelling proficiency along two dimensions--the

number of phonemes that the child included in spelling the word and also the

level of the orthographic representation. Thus, for the target word, "sick,"

increasing scores would be awarded for the following sequences of responses:

one phoneme with conventional letters (s, c); more than one phoneme but not

all (sk, ck); all phonemes with phonetically related letters (sec, sek); all

phonemes with conventional letters (sic, sik); all with correct spelling

(sick).

In addition to the spelling test, eght language-based tasks were admin-

istered to the class. We fc that four of these made a difference in a

multiple regresSion analysis, accounting for 94% of the variance in invented

spell ng proficiency: Or these, a phoneme segmentation task patterned after

Elkonin (1973) accounted for 67% of the variance in invented spelling perform-

ance and one that measured phoneme dictation accounted for an additional 20%.

A phoneme deletion task ("Say meat without the 'm'"), adapted from Rosner's

J
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Test of Auditory Analysis Skills (Rosner, 1975), added another 6%; and a
measure of expressive vocabulary, the Boston Naming Test (Kaplan, Goodglass, &
Weintraub, 1976), 1%.

The four other language-based tasks in our study did not contribute sig-
nificantly to the. variance of the invented spelling performance. They includ-
ed a test of receptive vocabulary (the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Dunn &
Dunn, 1981); a syllable deletion task ("Say cowboy without the 'cow'"), also
adapted from Rosner's. TAAS (1975); word repetition (correctly repeating words
spoken by- the examiner); naming letters and writing letters to dictation.
Analysis of the children's performance on word repetition, letter naming, and
letter writing revealed only developmentally appropriate errors such as slight
infantilisms in articulation and occasional confusions of visually similar
letters in writing. In regard to the latter type of error, it is of interest
to note that letter reversals, though present in some protocols, were not
found to be related to invented spelling ability. That is, children could be
good invented spellers at the kindergarten level without having fully mastered
the correct orientation of the reversible letters.

This study suggests that spelling skill deVelops systematically as young
children master the ability to analyze words into their constituent phonemes.
That conclusion is supported by the strength of phoneme segmentation ability,
writing phonemes to dictation, and the deletion of phonemes as predictors of
invented spelling ability. These three tasks all require a degree of explicit
awareness of internal phonological word structure that is not tapped by the
other language tasks. The other tasks all reflect certain aspects of language
development but either do not include the analytic component at all (Peabody
Picture Vocabulary, letter naming, letter writing, and word repetition) or tap
it at a less abstract level, closer to the basic unit of articulation (syll-
able deletion).

Linguistic Abilities and Adult Poor Spellers

Among kindergarteners, then, we had found that the children who were the
het.'Mr spellers in the class exhibited better skills as well in analyzing the
ph:)nemic constituents of words. Recently, we examined a group of adults en-
rolled in a community literacy class with a view toward finding out whether
thoir profiles would he similar to those of younger learners. The subjects in

n!:udy wet' o nine mon wh,-)se occupations ranged from lower-level management
!abor, all or whom reported serious difficulties with spel-

Ilng. FiVP of the men had ropeated.a grade in school, but only one rid re-

:oived romediil -Isaistance.

i)rwo again, as we nad with the kindergarteners, we administered a number
.;t.:; or languago ahllity an well as measuren of spelling proficiency. To

.1-t-cT:no thy' kinds of spelling problems characteristic of adult illiterates,
wo uno two ditated of spelling words. One list was taken from the
,; oiling .:untest of the Gallistel-Ellis Test of Coding Skills (1974), which

r 11 words >f both regular and irregular orthographic construc'tion.
.1ther or pseudowods taken from the reading subtest of the Gal-

:: :tol-Ellis Test. In order to provide . comparison with their spelling pro-
f'teiom'y in spontaneous writing, we also collected writing samplos, uning the

;-ioturPn of the Tent of 4riten Language 1-iammill & Larsen: 190).
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Four tests of language ability were included in the adult study. As a

check on the possibility that grossPproblems in speech perceptionight be at
the root of their difficulties, we examined the performance of the adults on'
the Sound Mimicry subtest of the Gol,dman-Fristoe-Woodcock Auditory Skills Test.
Battery (1974). In this subtest subjects are required to repeat taped non-
sense words, one to three syllables in length.

In view of previous findings with children' that have suggested that poo:
''"readers and spellers may have difficulty analyzing other aspects of internal
structure of words (Carlisle, 1984; Rubin, 1984), we wished to measure tne
analytic abilities of the, adults at both the phonemic and morphemic levels of
language. The test used for phonemic analysis was the Sound Analysis subtest
,of -- the Goldman-Fristoe-Woodcock Auditory Skills Test Battery (1974). Here,

monosyllabic nonsense words are presented ori. tape and the subject is required
to identify the first, middle, or last phoneme in the word. To determine the

subjects' ability to apply basic inflectional and derivational ,rules of

morphology, they were also given the Berry-Talbott Test of Language (1966).
Normal children have been found to develop the morphological abilities tapped

by this test in a systematic pfsogression from the easier ,items at the begin-

ning to the more difficult ones at the end, with mastery expected by age seven

or eight.

Finally, in addition to testing them on spelling and language tasks, we
also measured the oral reading ability of our adult subjects. For this pur-

pose, both single word and passage reading measures were used. The reading

subtest of the Gallistel-Ellis Test of Coding Skills was chosen to assess
reading of single words. This subtest includes real words of two types--those
of irregular (unpredictable by the more common orthographic rules) construc-

tion, and those of regular construction that are presented in order of

increasing difficulty by syllable type. The test also includes nonsense words

that are arranged by syllable type as well. The Spache Diagnostic Reading

Scales (1972) were used to assess oral passage reading.

We can turn now to the results of our study of adults and look first at

their spelling performance., On the dictated spelling of real words, they did

somewhat better on the irregular than on the regular words--63% as against 57%

correct, reflecting, perhaps, the tendency to rely on the memory of the global

appearance of words often found clinically in poor readers. This possibility

is supported by the large drop to 38% correct in their performance on nonsense
words often found clinically in poor readers. In order to appreciate the

seriousness of the drop, it should be noted that whereas there is, of course,
only one correct response for real words, whether of regular or irregular

construction, there can be several acceptable spellings of each nonsense word.

Consider the pseudoword "lete," for example. Four spellings--lete, leet,

beat, liet--would all be scored correct.

To be sure, even with this apparent advantage for the nonsense words, one

might still expect some discrepancy in performance between the spelling of

nonsense and real words, in favor of the real words. However, it was evident

from the pattern of their results that our adult subjects had not mastered the

h.3ic phoneme-grapheme spelling patterns that would allow them consistently to

produce even phonetically reasonable renditions of words they had not seen be-

f -re. One striking example that occurred during the reading test comes to

mind. When presented with the written word, peg, one of the adult subjects

pu...zled over the word for some time and finally said: "Pig? Well, I know
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it's not pig, because there's a e in the middle, but I guess I'll go with
pig." (Letter discrimination was obviously not his problem.) It is relevant,.
to remark at this point that our adults had little difficulty in the spoken
repetition of the auditorily presented nonsense words, performing there with
92% success. This suggests that the problems they are having with spelling
cannot be attributed to gross difficulties in speech perception (nor in arti-
culation, for that matter, or some bias against using nonsense words.

Thus far we have reported only on spelling performances on dictated sin-
gle words. The spelling of the adults on the spontaneous writing samples fras

somewhat better than on the dictated words--78% of the words were spelled
correctly. But it was apparent that whatever improvement occurred here could
probably be attributed to the tendency of the subjects to limit their produc-
tions to words that they thought they could spell correctly. A large propor-
tion of one subject's output even included his copying of the wording of the
printed test directions, for example. V/

An informal qualitative analysis of the errors made by the adults on the
writing samples showed clearly that they had serious linguistic problems over
and above their poor-spelling. Approximately a third of the errors reflected
vammatical weaknesses--difficulties with function words accounted for 12% of
the errors, and omissions or substitutions of inflectional endings accounted
for another 21%.

In the light of these findings, it is of interest to note that our adults
passed only 63% of the items on the Berry-Talbott test, which measures inflec-
tional and derivational knowledge. In contrast, in a study recently completed
by one of us (Rubn, 1984), a group of 60 first graders was able to pass 57%
of the same items. Moreover, the young children did well on the lower level
items and less well olvithe higher, thus showing a systematic development of
morphemic understanding.. The adults, on the other hand, often performed poor-
ly on even the simplest categories like plural and past tense inflections,
though they were able to use them correctly in their spontaneous speech. It

would seem that when. they have to do even a moderate degree of analysis of
thir language, whether written or spoken, their linguistic abilities are
str-lined to the point of breakdown.

In view of their performance on the Riorphemic analysis task, it was not
.311rpising to find that language analysis at the phonemi.c level was especially
trying for these adults. On our very simple phoneme analysis task, which is
similar to t!hose used in training kindergarteners and first graders to phonem-

:;gmentation, only 58% of their responses were correct. Moreover, they
found tr,-o'tas'K frustrating and unpleasant.

T'1 i2f; inability of adults with literacy problems to perform well in a task
r- undorstanding or the int rnal structure of words has also

r,Thild by other investigators (Byrne & Ledez, 1983; Marcel, 1980;
M,tt3, Cary,! Alegria, & Bertelson, 1979; Charles Read. personal communica-
*.::), 14-Y4). Particularly convincing in this connection is the finding by
'1)tiJ in; associates (1979) that the performance of first graders in the

:,..:r1t.n of senoo;. was slightiy better in both phoneme deletion and addi-
ti:); th,ia that of the oult illiterates in their study.
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We now turn to a com.Arison of the reading and spelling of our adult sub-

jects. We found that their reading of Lingle real words was bette0 than their

spelling, as would be-- expected -in any comparison of recognition and production

measures. --gut the pattern of performance was quite similar. °Real words were.

read with greater accuracy than nonsense words, just as'had been the case with

spelling. But perhaps the most telling result was found in'a direct compari-

son of reading and spelling as a function of word type. Whereas the reading

of real words, as we have said, was'generally better than the spelling, the

situation was quite different in,r6gard tp.the nonsense words. On nonsense

words, for which a structural analytical Approach is obligatory rather than

optional as it may be 'in dealing with real words, the performance or, the

adults on both reading and spelling was virtually identical in quality and

quite poor.

In short' the adult subjects, .like the poorest invented spellers in the

kindergarten study; appeared to have only the 'dimthest .undef'standing of the

phonemic st ucture of words. Qualitative analysis of their successes in read-

ing sugges ed that memorizing words as global entities was a favored strategy.

The analy is revealed, for example, that they often did well on words they had

seen fre uently before, even when the words were polysyllable or irregular in

constr tion. They might, for example, read correctly a ten-letter, trisylla-

bic word with uncommon spelling like photograph, but be at a loss to deal with

a simple trigram like Reg that they had never encountered before. The\.same

kind of contrast between performance on complex practiced words and u known,

but relatively simple words was also apparent in their spelling.

Their oral reading of connected text.. on the Spache test (1972) w clear-

ly superior to their reading of single words, suggesting, as has been ound'in

other studies of poor readers (Perfetti & Hogaboam, 1975), that our ad It sub-

jects were relying heavily on context to assist them in apprehending amiliar

words. At all events, reading, like spelling, was patently a stru gle for

these men, gene-ating once more grammatical errors not present 'in theiti every-

day speech. Examination of their errors in oral passage reading revealed a

pattern of incorrect use of inflectional morphemes and functors much like that

noted in their spontaneous writing samples.

Educational Implications

In our introductory remarks, we have advanced our reasons for expecting

that the acquisition of literacy would be related to a certain degree of
linguistic sophistication, that is, to the ability to deal with the structure

of language in an analytic manner. In the first study reported here we found

that among kindergarteners, the better spellers, like the better readers among

older children in previous investigations, have developed this ability to a

higher degree than those who spell more poorly. In the other study, a group

of adults in a community literacy class, who showed no serious deficiencies in

everyday speaking and 'istening, were extremely poor spellers and at the same

time were also deficient in various tasks requiring analytic linguistic

skills. They found phonological ,:rnenttion tasks particularly'troublesome.

The ability to stand back from one's language and analyze its structurEr

apparently does not develop naturally as a result of cognitive maturation. It

-1U5t be learned or taught. But there are several ways in which it can be

learned or taught. Many children, as we have pointed gut elsewhere (Liberman

:;hankweiler, 1977), will develop linguistic insights as a coisequence of
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their experiences in learning to read aealphabetic orthography. But even _for
those children.; the process might'ave been made easier: and faster' by giving
them explicit 'instruction.. For other children, including especially those who
for whatever, reason arse at-risk linguistically, more explicit instruction will
be required If they are ever to attain trueliteracy--to be able, that is, to
deal eff6ctiVe,ly with 'unknown or previously unlearned words, which is what an
alphaotic Drehography is all about. The adults in our community literacy
class nan still profit from explicit instruction in all aspects of the struc-
ture of language (phonological, syntactic, and morphological). But they would
have been spared much grief and embarrassment if their deficits had been dis-
covered and addressed in kindergarten instead.

Several investigations have now demonstrated that linguistic awareness
can be trained 1Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Olofsson & Lundberg, 1983; Velluti-
no, this volume, 1983) and will make a difference in reading acquisition. +Re-
cent studies make it clear that phonological (Fischer, Shankweiler, & Liber-
man, in press) and morpholog' :Clrlisle, 1984; Fischer et al., in press;
Rubin, 1984) knowledge make a difference in spelling proficiency. At all
events,, it now seems reasonable to suggestl.in view of the present findings
and in light of the characteristics of the alphabetic orthography and, how it
relates to language, ..nat more and earlier training in all aspects of linguis-
tic sensitivity may Iromote better spelling and should be encouraged. Kinder-
garten is not too so(a,to start.

4
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Footnotes

'The ways in which the individual ch ratters In these orthographies rep-
resent their respective languages are mor complex thah can be described here. .

\it should be noted that the segments rep esented by the characters.-in the

. 'Chinese logography..and the Japanese anji are- more correctly defined as
morphemes rather than words; similarly, ..ttie segments in the 'Japanese kana are
Ater described as moras than syllables; However, it is sufficient for our

purposes, and sufficiently accurate, to speak of the. word in the first case
and the syllable in the second.

2The representation in the ideal speaker - hearer's lexicon is often
morphophonological,/ that is, the word is represented as a sequence of
systematic phonemes divided into its constituent mphemes. For example, the
words heal, health, healthful, have the Morphdphonological representations
/11;1/, /n;1+0/, /n41+0+fulf, respectively (see Liberman et al., 1980, for a
more complete discussion of the morphophonological nature of orthographies).
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ERRORS IN SHOPT -TERM MEMORY FOR GOOD AND POOR READERS

Susan Brady,t Virginia Mann,tt and Richard Schmidtttt

\

Abstract. Good and poor readers, in the second and third grades re-
peated, 4-item lists of consonant-vowel (C1) syllables for recall in
which each consonant %shared 0, 1, or 2 features with other conso-
nants'in the string. While poor readers, as in previous studies,
performed less accurately than good readers', the nature ortheir er-
rors was the same: Both groups revealed'. significant effects of
phonetic similarity and adjacency on the incidence 'of errors. These
findings suggest that poor readers employ a phonetic coding strategy
in short-term memory, as do good readers, though less skillftly.

Children who have difficulty learning to read have' consistently bein
found to perform lbss well than good readers on awide variety of 'short -term
memory (STM) taski.(Bauer, 1977; Brady, Shankweiler, &. Mann, 19830ogaboam

Perfetti, :1978; Zum, 1983; Katz, Healy, & Shankweiler, 1983; Liberman,
Shankweiler, Liberman, Eowler, & Fischer, 1977; Mann, Liberman, &.§hankWeil-.
er, 1980; Shankweiler, Liberman, Mark, Fowler, & Fischer, 1979; Torgesen,
1982). If, as is generally agreed, text comprehension depends on the ability
to preserve temporarily the phonetic form of linguistic input in STM, then a
short-term.memory deficit may be central to the comprehension and reading flu-
ency problems of poor readers.

Research in the last decade suggests that the deficits poor readers dis-
play on STM tasks are related to less efficient phonetic coding processes.
This conclusion is supported by three lines of evidence.. First, the coritrast-

between reading groups for performance,on STM tasks seems to be restricted to
procedures with "phonetically recodable" stimuli. When visual stimuli are
selected that do not lend themselves to phonetic cod g, the performances of
good and noor reader are the same. For example, for stimuli such as Photo-
.graphs of strangers, nonsense' doodle drawir3e, or symbols from-an unfamiliar

4 writing system, recall by good and poor readers is comparable (Katz, Shank-
weiler, & Liberman, 1981; Liberman, Mann, Shankweiler & Werfelman, 1982;

Vellutino, Pruze-, Steger, & Meshoulam, 1973). Similarly, in memory Tor audi-
tory stimuli such as tones that are not readi)y recoded phonetically, poor
readers perford equally well on STM tasks (Holmes & Mcever, 1979). The

difference between reading groups for recall of "phonet... y recndable" sti
muli and the lack of differences in performance for stimuli .:lat are "phoneti-

tAlso University of Rhode Island.
ttAiso Bryn Mawr College.

tttAlso University bf Connecticut.'
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pally unrecodable" highlight the poor readers' difficulty with the use of a
phonetic code. .

A second ,line of. evidence finds that manipulations. of certain phonetic
properties of timuli in an STM tail( generally have less effedt on the per-
formatice of poor young readers than on_that of the good readers (Brady et al.,
1983; Liberman et al., 1977;, Mann et'al., 1980; Mark, Shankweiler, Liber-
man, & Fowler, 1977; Olson, Davidson, Kltegl, & Davies, 19841;. Shankweiler et
al., 1977). With stimuli in which there is a'low density of phonetid.confusa7
bility (i.e., nonrhyming .items), good readers' recall is superior. r However,

if a high density of confusability is present, the performance.of good readers
is impaired much More than that of poor readera. It has been supposed 'that

this interaction, also found for adults (Baddeley, 1966; Conrad, 1972), re-
sults from the fact that the good reader is bette" able to form a sufficient
:phonetic code for the maintenance of information in STM. Stimuli that

introduce confusion aMco. the phonetic representations in STM, such as strings
of rhyming- waods, therei ore tend to have a greater effect on the perfomice
of .the .more skilled readers. .

Third, and of primary concern to us heFe, is evidence that poor readers
may make use of ,a phonetic code, and. not some other coding strtegy, but may
do so less accurately or efficiently that, do good readers (Katz, 1982). Ear-

lier, Conrad (1971) had reported that Ihildrem 6 years'of age or older pro-
duced the same pattern 'of results on STM tasks as do adults. These children

had better recall for nonrhyming sets of pictures than for rhyming sets. In

contrast, children younger than 6 years old did not show a difference in re-

call for the nonrhyming set. This stu4Lraised the question of whether young
childrenaight initially be using some other, non-phonetic, coding strategy in
short-term memory. However, more recent research with even younger children

VI yrs) has found the adult pattern, suggestive of phonetic coding (Alegria &

Pignot, 1979). That is to say, in the Alegria and,Pignot experiments
'4-year-old children recalled nonrhyming items better tnan rhyming items, lead-

' ing the authors to conclude that by 4 years of age children are already using

a phonetic code to store and organize inforWion in short-term memory. Thus,

at the present, questions, must be raised as to whether there are developmental

changes'in .8 type of code employed in short-term memory and, in extension,

whether p readers are indeed using a noaphohetic strategy.
.

Several findings compel us to reconsider this issue. psing4pal'adigth

that tested. recall for time periods longer than the assumed limits of STfI, 'one

investigator (Byrne & Shea, 1979) did obtain evidence that poor readers were

able to wie a phonetic code (albeit poorly) when forced to do so by pseudoword

stimuli, but otherwise tended to favor a semantic code (though this has art

been repli?rd [Winbury, 1984]) . However, 'when errors made by poor readerJ

were exaMin' for a standard short-term'memory task, there was no indication

',hat poor readers were using a semantic strategy (Brady et al., 1983). Inst-

ead, their errors,.like those of good readers, Indicated that the stimuli were

being processed phonetically. Out of 43Y intrusion errors (items that were

not in the original list) by both reading groups, only one appeared to have

been a'possible semantic error ("station" for "tratn"); the vast'majority of

the rema_ :!ercould be accounted for in terms of the phonetic units present in

the particular string and the preceding string. What was noteworthy was that

both reading groups appeared to be using a phonetic coding strategy, although

the incidefice of recoxbination: (transpositions) of the phonetic information

was significantly more frequent for' the poor readers.
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In sum, present evidence is consistent with a hypothesis that the deficit
of poor readers A STM tasks has its origin in deficiencies in creating and .

maintaining a phonetic code. 'The .poor readers' specifib difficulty with
."phonetically recodable" stimul!, reduced sensitivity to rhyme, and greater
frequency of phonetic errors of transposition all support.thisoonclusio%.

. Most of the studies of short term memory for good and poor readers have
.assessed performance by calculating the number Of items correctly reported.
Analyzing the nature of errors, rather than just the incidence of errors, of-
fers a wayto determine how good and poor readers are actually functioning in
STMtasks. In the last study mentioned above (Brady et al., 1983), a prelimi*
nary effort was made to do this and the results proved interesting. ,The

occurrence of transposition errors for good and poor readers pointed-to/the
.use of a phonetio code by both reading groups rather than revealing an/alter-
nate strategy, for the poor readers. Yet the 11igher frequency of these errors
for poor readers was suggestive of readinggroup differences in.phonetic proc-:
esing skills. However, the lists in that study had not been designed to al-
low the rigorous analysis of errors carried out in recent studies of STM in
adults (cf. Drewnowski, 1980; Ellis, 1980), so the results are tentative.

Given the 'importance of short-term memory for language processing and the
evidence of STM deficits in poor reader), we thought it worthwhile to conduct
a more analytio study of errors in STM for good' readers and poor readers. 4.

Accordingly, two experiments were conducted in which the nature OP the items
in the memory lists was controlled. We manipUlated the phonetic similarity of
the initial'consonants as suggested by Ellis -(1980). Nonsense syllables were
selected as stimuli for two reasons: 1) The small number of semant.*0 errors
in a study of children's memory (Brady et al., 1983) and the compl..., lack of,
such .errors by adults (Drewnowski & Murdock, 1980)'suggests thrt semantic
information is not the critical dimension. This conclusion is also supported
by the finding that recall ,level by good and poor readers for sentences is not
influenced by whether the sentences are meaningful or 'anomalous (Mann et al.,
198'0). 2) Withnonsense syllables it is easier to control the distinctive
features of the stimuli. Following Ellis's design, lists of nonsense syll-
ables were constructed such that items in the strings shared 0, 1, or 2 fea-
tures of the initial consonant. This permitted us to determine the effects of
the Aphonetic structure of the materials on the pattern of errors,. including
that of phoneticsimilar44 on the incidence of transposition crrors between
adjacent items: .Anaiysistof such effects as they relate to reading ability
and the accuracyof recall can provide informatior4 on the use of phonetic cod-
ing by good and poor readers.

Experiment 1

Methods

Subje2ts. In Experiment 1, the subjects were second-grade children from
two elementary schools in a suburban school district in Rhode Iolaild. A

school reading zpecialilt, a principal, and the classroom teachers helped to
pre-select the poorest readers and the best readers from the second-grade
classes. In a supplementary screening procedure, the Word Attack and Word
Recognition subtests of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests, Form A (Woodcock,
1973), and a test 'of receptive vocabulary, the 7'eabody Pfnture Vocabulary
Test-Revised (PPVT-R; Dunn 1981), were almJnisterc:, to the children.
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Inclusion in -tiler study was determined by the following eriteria: 1) To

'insure valid classification. asla good or poor reader, the scores on the two

Woodcock Subtests had to be consistent. '2) In order to restrict the range of
IQ scores, only subteste with scores from 90 to 135 on the PPVT were eligible

for further testing. 3) Given the evidence that STM span increases with age
(cf.- Dempster, 1981), subjects were selected whose ages fell within the limit-

ed range of 86 to 100 months.

Twenty-eight children satisfied the requirements for paeticipation in the

study. Based on the scores that were obtained on the reading tests, two

groups were formed that were non-overlapping in reading level. The 14 chil-.

dren who qualified as good readers were well beydnd the end of second-grade

reading performance (testing was done in the spring) with a mean reading grade

level of 5.0. Tne°14 children labeled poor i-eaders had an average reading

grade level of 2.1, and lagged considerably behind their peers. The IQ.

scores, as determined by the PPVT, did not differ significantly. The mean.IQ

score for the good readers was 114, for the poor readers 111.'. The reading

groups also did not significantly differ in age. The good readers had a mean

age,of 96.1 months, the poor readers had a mean age of 96.4 months.,

Materials and procedure. The materials ,prise lists of four nonsense

syllables presented'auditorily in three practice trials and twelve test se-

quences. In all sequences the stimuli were the consonant-vowel (CV) syllables

/Sa/, /2a/, /Ga/, and /Ka/. In these syllables, the vowel is held constat,
and the initial consonants share 0, 1, or 2 phonetic features. The four syll-

ables can be combined into '.6 possible pairs, two of which share 0 features,

two which /share 1 feature, and two w share 2 features (as detailed in

Table 1). The trials consisted of re: imizations of these four syllables in

which each consonant occurred only ohae per list and three times at each of

the serial ositions 1 to. 4. For the six stimulus paIrs, each occurred twice

(once in r ch order, e.g., /S0/, /Ze/, and /Ze/, /Se /) at each of serial

positions and 2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4.

Table 1

Experiment i: The consonant pairs describe' in terms of

shared distinctive Zeatures

Distinctive Feature,

Consonant Number of

Pairs Voicing Place Consonant Shared Feltures

SZ

GK

SK

'ZG

SG
ZK

+ + 2

+ + 2

- 1

- - 1

0 P-,

- 0
f

The practice trials and test sequences were read with a neutral intona-

tion by a phonetically-trained male speaker and recorded on magnetic. tape.

The matrials were pre3ented to subjects through headphones. Withteach list
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the syllables were spoken with a neutral prosody lat the rate of one per sec-
ond.

Each child was tested individually fOr two sessions in a small room .pro-
vided by the school. The first session consisted of the screening procedure,
the second the memory task. In the second session the ptiectice trials were
.Presented Irepeated if necessary), followed by the test sequences. For each
trial, subjects were instructed to repeat the items in the order they had been
presented, as soon as the list ended.

Results and Discussion

in a preliminary analysis of the data, the number of correct responses
was. tabulated in terms of item.or7ler and serial position, as is customarily
done in studies of the short-term recall in good and poor readers. The.
innovation was to further analyze the errors qualitatively in relation to the
syllables that were`' adjacent to the. target syllable in the test sequence,` and
in relation to the phonetic features of,the .target syllable.

Analysis of correct responses. Since the same items were presented on
each trial, yarying OnlY in terms of order, an order-correct scoring procedure
was adopted. A response was considered correct only if it had been assigned
to the appropriate serial position. Figure 1 shows the mean number correct at
each serial position for each group of subjects. Consistent with earlier
studies the good readers were notably more accurate overall than the poor
readers, F(1,26) - 9.99, 2 - .004. Both groups showed'4 significant effect of
serial position, F(3,78) a 36.46, 2 < .001.

/
w 12L.

10

:170 8

6
z

4
as

2

1 2 3 4

Serial Position

Figure 1. Experiment 1; The mean number of items correctly reported plotted
by serial position.
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Analyses of covariance using IQ and age as the covariates were conducted

`to evaluate whether the obtained differences.in.p(-formance might be attribut-
ed to differences in age or intelligence between good and poor readers in our

sample. Neither analytis altered the pattern of results:' with IQ as the
covariate the good readers were still superic.t.in recall, F(1,25) - 8.72, 2 -

'.007; likewise with age as the covariate, F(1,25) = 9.47, k= .005.

Thus, it was clear that the characteristic differences in STM recall be-

tween 'good and poor readers were obtained with the present task. Having

replicated this pattern, we turned our attention to the nature of the errors
for both reading groups.

Error analysis. The errors were first categorized as either misplace-

ments of phonetic information that had been in the string, or as errors of

omiesion (no response) or substitution errors (phonemes that were not in the

original list).. For both good and poor readers, the majority of errors were

the first category, .phonemes that had occurred elsewhere in the string,

F(1,26) 56.01,' < .001. Since the vowel was the same for all items, it is
not possible to determine whether these order errors are phoneme transposi-

tions or entirksyllable order errors.

However, the construction of the present experiment. using phonemes that

differ systematically in shared features, does allow us to examine the condi-

tions under which these order errors occurred. Two pi'rameters were measured.

First, an error was evaluated as having been, in the original string, adjacent

to the target or nonadjacent (e.g., target string "Ga, Ze, Ke, Se," reported

string "Ge, Se,,Ke, Ze": original location of misreported items was nonadja-

cent to error position). Second, an terror was scored in terms of the number

of features shared between the substitute response and the target item (e.g.,

error /C/, target /K/: two features in commc ).

As shown in Figure 2, the source (i.e., original location) of substituted

stimuli was a significant factor' both for good and poor readers. Errors were

significantly more likely to involve a syllable adjacent to ',4e target than a

nonadjacent syllable, F(1,26) - 11.44, 2 ... .002. This suggests that the sub-

jects had retained some information about the relative position 61 items in

the original ctri'ng even when they were unable to make a fully accurate re-

port.

The second qualitative scoring procedure, which evaluated the phonetic

similarity between errors and target stimuli, is more central to our interest

in the coding skills of good and poor readers. Would the incidence of order

errors be greater for stimuli that shared two features than for those with one

or none in common? A significant effect of phonetic similarity was obtained,

F(2,52) = 7.93, 2 < .001, underscoring the phonetic basis for storage in STM.

Yet the effect did not differ for good and poor readers, suggesting that both

reading groups were relying on phonetic representation.

In-Figure 3, the effects of feature similarityon the occurrence of er-,

-.rors is plotted for the order errors involving both adjacent and nonadjacent

target stimuli. Here it can be seen that there is tendency for nonadjacent

erors to be more influenced by phonetic .similarity than for adjacent errors

Sadjac-ncy x similarity: F(2,52) = 2.72, p - .075). Another way of viewing

this tendency is in terms of the distinction between memory for item identity

and memory for order (Healy, 1975). W this analysis, adjacent er.,:rs are
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16

6

Adjacency

Poor

Good

Nonadjacent Adjacent

Figure 2. Experiment 71: The mean number of times the error consisted of an
item from a nonadjacent rjr an adjacent position.

SIMILARITY

Nonadjacent

10

o

10

8 8

6 6Poor
4 ,` 4

Good
2 2

Adjacent

0 1 2 0 1 2

The number of shared features for the reported item and the target

!:igure 3. Experiment 1: Analysis of feature Similarity effects for adjacent
and nonadjacent types of errors. The number of shared features for
the reported item ..nd the target.
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more likely to be strictly order confusions, while more distant mistakes,

Which are subject to effects of phonetic similarity, are more likely to be

"item" confusions reflecting. poor retention of information. This pattern was

obtained equally for good and poor readers as indioated by the lack of. an

interaction between reading group, similarity, and adjacency (2 > .5).

In sum, in this experiment poor readers were found to recall significant-

ly less information than did the good readers. However, like good readers,

their errors consisted largely_of information that had been in the string,

reported in the wrong order, rather than errors of omissions or substitutions.

Further analyses showed that these order errors revealed significant effects

of adjacency and of phonetic similarity. Thus the.errors of poor readerd%thow

the same systematic' effects of processing as do the errors of good readers,

-:' but occur at a higher rate. The Implication. of this would seem to be that

poor readers employ the same coding strategy as do good readers but less

effectively.

Experiment 2

To determine the generality of the results to other consonants and other

classes of phonemes, good and poor readers were tested on a second set of

items consisting of syllables that started with the consonants /Me/, /Ne/,

/Be /, and /Ka/. This task was designed to allow a further investigation of

the phonetic factors in STM. In °addition to a same-vowel condition, a

mixed-vowel set was employed to further explore the nature of order errors.

In this condition, it is possible to analyze whether order errors consist of

transpositions of phonetic segments (e.g., /MI/, /Nae/ for /NI/; /Ma3/) or of

syllable misorderings (e.g., /Mm/, /NI/ for /N1/, /Ma3/. In this way we'

hoped to make a more fine-grained analysis of the processing strategies of

good and poor readers.

Subjects

The same subjects were recruited for participation in Experiment 2,

conducted. in the spring of the following 'school year (3rd grade). Four chil-

dren were no longer available, two good readers and two poor readers. The re-

maining children were reevaluated for inclus:,m in the study, in accord with

the criteria outlined for Experiment 1.2 For all subjects, placement in a

reading group was the same as it had been the previous year. Additional chil-

dren were screened to increase the number of subjects in each group. Two

children qualified as good readers and four as poor readers bringing the group

sizes to 14 good readers and 16 poor readers.

As before, the reading groups were non-overlapping in reading level. The

14 good readers had a mean reading grade level of 8.7. The 16 children who

were labeled poor readers had a mean reading grade level of 2.9. The PPVT IQ

scor-i did not differsignificantly for the reading groups: good reader:?, x

11i; poor readers, x = 111. Nor did the ages significantly differ: good

readers, x = 107.2 mos.; poor readers, x = 108.3.

Materials and Procedure

Experiment 2 was designed to' he exactly parallel to Experiment 1 with

different !Itimulus sets. A trial again consisted of four nonsense syllables

aulitorily, and the subjects were asked to repeat the list in the

'32
No'
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order of presentation. There were now two conditions, a same-vowel-set and a
mixed-vowel set. The constMuction of the test sequences was identical to

Experiment 1. The initial consonants of the test items in each set again had
0, 1, or 2 phonological features in common with the other stimuli selected

(see Table 2). In the same -vowel condition the stimuli were /M0/, /Ne/, /138/,,
and /K9/. In the non-rhyme set, the consonants were randomly paired with. the
vowels III, /E/, /a/, /0/, /a/, /el!, /31/, /er/, /ae/, and /u/ (with the
stipulation that CV combinations sounding like real words were excluded).

Table 2

Experiment 2: The consonant pairs described in terms of shared distinctive
features

Distinctive Feature

Consonant Number of
Pairs Voicing Place Consonant ,Shared Features

MN + - + 2

MB + + 2

NB . + - 1

BK - + 1

MK 0

NK , - - 0

The preparation of stimulus tapes and the method of testing nlso mirrored

the procedures adopted in Experiment 1, except that each child was tested for
three sessions (One screening session and two memory-task sessions). each

1?4'1memory-task session a subject would have three practice trials (re ated if

necessary) and six test trials for one condition (e.g., same vowel); followed

by three practice trials (or more) and six test trials for the other condition

(e.g., mixed vowel). The order of test conditions was reversed for the second

session. Within each reading group, half of the subjects began with the same
vowel condition, half with the mixed vowel set.

Results and Discussion

The scoring methods used in Experiment 1 were employed. The results will

he presen d jointly for the two vowel conditions. First, the correct re-

sponse data ill be discussed, followed by the error analysis results.

Analysis of correct responses. In Figure 4 the mean number correct at

each serial position plotted for the two vowel sets, same vowel and mixed

vowel. In these plots, the data have been analyzed only for consonant infor-

mation. Thus, in this analysis the vowel responses were not scored. Except

for recall being a little better for all subjects, as expected for older chil-

r,-n, the results replicate those in Experiment 1. Good readers were superior

to poor readers in recall for both the same vowel set, F(1,28) - p <

.:)01, and the mixed vowel set, F(1,28) = 5.64, p = .05. In ad'ition, the

position effect was significant for both vowel conditions: same vowel,

F(i:6) = p < .001 ; mixed vowel, F(3,26) = 13.63, p < .001.
93
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Same Vowel Mixe' Vowel
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V

Figure 4. Experiment 2: The mean number of consonants correctly reported
plotted by serial position.
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Interestingly, recall of consonants appears to be independent of the
vowel environment. There was a striking laek of difference in error rate for
consonants for the two vowel set's, F(1 t38) = .00, 2 > shown in Figure,
5. That this held for both reading groups is supported by the lack of a group
x test interaction, F(1,28) - 2.43, p = .13.

In most memory studies, the consonants are not scored in isolation, but
rather the entire response is scored as correct or not. We will now present
the data in this fashion, counting a response as correct only if both the con-
sonant and vowel were accurately reported. Scoring the entire syllable, a

substantial difference in accuracy emerges for the memory sets, F(1,28)
146.49, 2 < .001. This can be seen fn Figure 6. Of course, the error rate
for the same-vowel set is the same as plotted for the consonant scoring, since.
subjects do not make mistakes on the vowels in this task. This is not so for
the mixed vowel set where the amount of information to be recalled is much
greater. Subjects must retain both the consonant and the vowel, and with non-
sense syllables this cannot be facilitated by seMantic information. The in-
creased memory load is reflected in the lower accuracy for the mixed vowel
condition.

4w

12
L.

6 10
(.)

8
41)

/3
E 6

4
03

2
2

Good Readers

12

.10
Same Vowela

6
--"Mixed Vowel4

2

1 2 3 4

Poor Readers

.'Mixed Vowel

1 2 3 4
Serial Position Serial Position

FigurP (). Experiment The mean number of correct responses (total syll-
able) reported ctiotted for ean reading group.

Good readers show a greater improvement on the easier mewry task (same
vowel set) than do t.ne poor readers, F(1,28) = 8.59, p - .007. The particular
pattern of errors by good and poor readers for vowels and consonants will be
discussed below in the error analysis section. Further, the results of the
same vowel and mixed vowel sets in relation to otner studies investigating the
effects of rhyme on recall will be addressed in the conclusion.

rt;

In sum, the results of tne correct re!wonse analyses show that good read-
have performed significantly better on both conditions (same and
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, mixed-vowel) and for bqgh scoring techniques (consonant alone andynole syll-
able). ,

Error analysie. Turning to analyses of the types of errors, we found, as
in. Experiment 1,' that, the majority of errors consisted of misorderings of the
items in the' string, rather than :sUbstitutions of new items or omissions..
Thib effect was significanX both for the same voi4e).-cOndi.tion, 'F(1,28)=
' 135.13', 2 < .001, and. the mixed vowel conditipn, F(1 ,28) m 196.08, 2-,< .001.

LIs

HoweVcP, in the mixed vowe et,et, in which we .can examine vowel errors,
the errors for consonants and vowe s. differed somewhat. As noted, the reading
groups differI significantly Qn the consonant errors, F(1,28) A 5.64, 2 ..,
.025, but the ifference was' not obtained' for'vowel errors, F(1,28) - 2.51, 2

.124. Although both groups produced many errors on the vowels, error rate
, .

. did not distinguish the groups.
.

'4
,. .

Table 3 displays the ways in which the consonants and vowels vary as to
,'error type. First, as -stated earlier, it can be'seen that NfO'r the consonants,
very few errors consisted of sulgstitutjdns'or omissibn4. 'With such a limjted
daita set, this is aS would be expected. For the vowels a larger set of atimu-
li was possible) in any particular string, and a fair number oP substitution

. errors occurred. Second, few of'the errors for either reading group 'consisted
of entire syllablemisorderinga, and'no grolip difference was observed for this
error type, F(1,28) -,1.90, 2 = .179. Third, the majority of erpord)consist, .

of transpositions on 'the available consonants and vowels, 'which create new
syllables. The significant difference between good and pour readers arises
from the greater ft,equency of transposition errors for the poorreaders.

Table 3

Nolrhkme condition, Analysis of Errors
.

Consonant Errors

x Errors:
. x Errors: Transposition-- ,

Whole . (Consonant, i Errors:
x Total Syllable Wrong Posi- Omission.

Reading Errors for in Wrong tion ,With and
M'oup Consonants Position New Vowel) Substitution

I

1.

b9ood

Poor
16.93 2.07 13.07 1.79
22.00 3.44 1.7.06 1.50.

Vowel Errors .

(:
x Errors:

Errors:
Omission
and

,Substitution

x Errors: Transposition
Whole (Vowel

x Total Syllable Wrong Post-
Readlng Errors for in Wrong tion With New
Group Vowels Position Consonant)

) Od 15.36 2.07 6.00
Poor 1.9.13 3.44 8.50

.96
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.Let uS-mixt-look,' as in Experiment. 1, at the effects of adjacency and
phonological similarity- on the occurrende of conbomaht errors', It is olear
from Figure 7 that there is a Pronounced effect of adjacency on errors in both
vowel condition's. For both. good and.poor readers, transpositions more often y

involVed consonants from.adjge-ent syllables than/ froM nonadjacent stimuli
(same vowel set, 4(1,28). 104.72$. 2 < .001; 'mixed vowel see, F(1,28)

'° 41.71, 2 4 "409. Further,: there -were also significant eefectiof.phonetic
feature similarity on*the incidence of transposition errors (same vowel *set,

,-F(2,27) = 6.61, r .i505; mixed Vowel set, F(2,27) = 5.15, 2 - .011): Order '
errors were thus more likely to eccAr between* stimuli that shared phonetic
information In this experiment, in contrast to the first experiment, the efe-
feats of phonetic similarity were evident both for the adjacenterrors and for .

.the. 'nonadjacent errors. Therefore, in Figure 8, the data for similarity ef-'
fects are combined for these two error types. Thb reader will recall tharthe
effects of similarity had been more pronounced inthe.first experiment for the
nonadjacent errors. It is not clear whether th4 difference between Experi7
ment 1 and Experiment.2.may indicate a developmental Frwrease in sensitivity --.

to phorioldgical factors relative to adjacency effects, or whether it may be %*-,....
related to the partici:liar stimuli used in .these memory tasks-.

7.4

.

-In a ny case, to summarize, although the poor readers made Tore errors .

than good'readers,; the majority of errors for both.00nsidted of reorderings of '"
the phonetic information in the string. These recombinations showed strong
influenced of adjacency. and phonetic similarity reflecting, we presume, the
underlying. processing strategies. The kinds of trrors suggest that theinfe-.
rior, performance of poor readers on these short-term memory tasks is'not the
consequence of a differedt coding strategy, but rather of a lesser degree of
skill "h a phonetic strategy. Si

.

Conclusion

Our goal was to. conduct studies that would allow us to determine the cod-
ing processes of good readers and poor's readers on short-term memory tasks.
Pr'sevious work (Brady et al., 1983) had provided preliminary evidence that poor

.readers, like good readers, use a phonetic .code in- STM. In the present
experiments ,,his question was directly evaluated using nonsense strings in
which the phonetic similarity of'the items was controlled.

Good and poor readers from the second grade (Experiment 1) and from. the.
third grade (Experiment 2).were tested in experiments with differing sets of
consonant/vowel syllables. The results on the two experiments were congruent:
The majority of consonant errors consisted of transpositions of one item from
the, sequence for another, with significant effects of phonetic similarity.
This pattern held for both good readers. and poor readeis. The two groups dif-
fered, however, in the occurrence of consonant transposition errors, which ,

were significantly more frequent for the children with reading problems. Both
reading groups also showed significant effects of adjacency: order, confusions
for all stimuli were more likely to occur .between adjacent items than bett/eem
nonadjacent items. This pattern was produced by good readers and poor readers
and,probably reflects the demands of a'serial order task.

In the second experiment a mixed-vowel condition was added that allowed
an examination of vowel .errors. While both gooa and poor readers produced a
fair number of errors Eor vowels., the error rate did' of distinguish the read-
ing groups.

-93.
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A comment is in order about the relative difficulty of the same vowel,
(rhyming) and mixed vowel (norirhyming) sets. Our .results are.seemingly at
.odds with what is generally. found. As mentioned in the introduction, adult /

subjects and good ,readers' usually have better recall for- nOn-rhiming items
than for lists. of `rhyming stimuli (e.gl. Baddeley, 1966; Shankweiler et:ai., .

1979). The greater 'confusion ih-recall.wden the items are phonetically simi- .4.

lar-haq been taken; as reflecting the codilg processes in -STM. HoWever, these
findings have been obtained for longer sequences than were used In thd presit
experiment. The effects of rhyme may welldepend,on how.taxed%the system :is
(a similar idea has been, expressed by Hall, Wilson, Humphreys, Tinzmann, &

. . .

Bowyer, 1983). The everyday experience of rhyme facilitating.recafk may be
,

related to this. Ihthe present task, sequences were delibeately'kept short
.so as to optimize the subject's ability to recall the correct number of stimu-

...

li. We thought this would 'fcilitate.the exaMination.Of order errors and
transpositiori errors in the reported items. For longer strings Subjects
increas

i

ngly fall to recall the entire sequence. In,tqat ape, partial report
by the subject (e.g., giving 4 out of 7 stimuli) permits a lass structured

-.

analysis of errors. .

That rhyme effects are tied to task factors has als6 been suggested by
results obtained for adults (see Watkins, Watkins, & Crowder; 1974). In 'a

paradigm similar to the present, one using short strings of nonsense.syliables,
Ellis (1980) did not find'sigAifilint\dWerences in .the error rates for an
all-same vowel condition and for.an all-different vowel'-+ondition (though with
other conditions there was asignificant effeato:of vowel envirOnment on error
rate). , Thus, the particular type of STM task used in the present experiment
has not been found to produce the standard :°"ymeeffect with normal adults.

Analyses of previous STM 6tudips with children varying in reading ability
shdwe that the ldvels of recall on STM tasks have consistently distinguished
reading groups. However, the effects of rhyme have proved .to be somewhat
labile. As for 'adults, task factors appear'to influAnce the relative diffi-
culty of rhyming strings. Hanson, Liberman, and Shankweiler (1984) alaa found
repeated rhyming strings to be easier for subjects. Ity.their task they also
used short sequences (4 items) with the same stimuli repeOted on each trial in
varying order. In addition, the "rhyme effect" appeam to he sensitive to

.

subject characteristics (Hall et al., 1983) and to age effects (Olson, David-
son, Kliegl, & Davies, 1984). It is evident that additional work is necessary
to understand the basis of the 'traditional rhyme effect'irl STM.

In the present stddy,; we are asking a different question:.can we find
out whether good and poor readers employ different strategies in STM?, What is
critical is not so much the direction of the effect of rhyme bud whether poor
readers are susceptible to effects of phonetic similarity'. To summarize our
findings on that, question, error analyses,revealpd that both good and poor
readers show effects of phonetic similarity from which we' infer that both
groups use a phonetic Coding strategy. The inferior performance of thq,poor
readers arose from a higher incidence.of errors involving transpositions of
consonants sharing phonetic features. The shared features can be presumed to
place demands on phonetic coding skills, thus these results suggest that the
STM deficit associated with poor reader4 is related in some degree to greater
difficulty in establishing or maintaining a phonetic code.
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The factors orphonetic similarity and adjacency have been noted as im-
portant. aspects of *STM procesling for adults as well. Several authrs.have

. noted, that errors in recall by adults show effects7.of featuris similarity

(Cole, Haber, .& Sales, '1968; Cole, Sales', & Haber, 1909; . Hiptzman, 1967;

:Wickelgren, 1966). Further, Ellis (1980) specifidalky documented effects Of
phonetic. parameters on the occurrence of itransPositionterrors, by 'adults on

taske. stmilar to those in the prepent experiments. Hitch.(197I) and Ryan

(1969) also reported at strong effect of *adjacehcy in. the recall errors of

adults, '-.. 0 -. .

. . p.

. '
Thus the same processing strategies,appear to be. at work for adults,

children who are goOd ceaders, and ochilc14.en whi are poor. readers. Yet a

. differende exists7beNeen groupsin recall levtel, with adults performing bet-

,

teln than children, and good readers rebelling more than,poTreaders. e are

suggpating that the STM deficit of poor (*sclera is related to less effi ient
processing of phonetic infprmation by those children, perklaps reflecting a

, .
maturational lag,.(Mann & Liberman,' Satz & Sparrow, 4970). In a
'developmental study, Olson et al. k19841) reported' the same improvements in re..

call and sensitivity to phonetic'factorvin'poor *readers as 'in. good readers,

but at an old age. , .
1 '

'
' 'N, ! I... # . L 0

1 1 4

'.....s.N... .Cisd, Kurland, and Gqdberg (1 982) have offered an acco6i of why Younger`

children//in. general perform less well that may als6 apply to poor readers.

These afthors argue that.las a Child gets olderibasic encoding pand retrieval

operations in STM become more.efficlentv-rtiulting in more functional Storage

spacei(abd i a concomitlat increase:in short-term memory capacity). In, sup-

port of this interpretation, .thiey report a, linear relationship between in-,.

creases in memory ,span and inereases'in speed.of word repetition tor normal

. children 3 td 6'years old. Their position as buttressed by an addlitlimil

.
i
experiment in whiCh adults 'were forced to. count in ane9unfamiliar fanguager

Th% ,speed Of 'counting for 'the adults was`` now, equal to the rate of

six-year-olOs, 'anOheir memory span correspondingly dropped. 4

- ,
4

....
. .

.

,It ,may be worth 'hoting that indiv,id4al.differences in memory span are.

.

found thrbughout the lifespan; Furth9rmore,sthere.are some indications that

,' phonological skills* also vary .for adults and that these two findings 'may be

related, For exampl% Baddeley, 'Thomson, and Buchanan, (1975); found tha. .

UlultP( memory pan could be predicted on the basis of the numbersof words

that the- sUbjett coald.read id approxfthately 2 seconds. .

.
,

. ...

. - To summarize, the present work indicated-that children.who.are-poor reaq-
.

ers are using,thk same phonetic prOcesses in STM ai are godd readers or
adults, but less efficientiy. Wo wbuld like'to'.explore(further the refakion-

i ,
ship of .phonetic: processing skills to short-term memory to' determine whether

' that relationship can account for the developmental changes in s4ort7term mem-

. cry that,' have been observed. and for the ,Mem.Nry ' differences .,for' children- -
'4.

,diffeting in rej.drng ability. 1
.

. 4
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LONGITUDINAL PREDICTION AND PREVENTION OF EARLY READING DIFFICULTY *.

'Virginia A. Mannt,

Abstract. The result's of mani_studies suggest that early reading
' problems are associated with deficiencies in certain spoken language
skills. Chieldren who encounter reading difficulty tend to be less' .

able than-matched good readers, to perceive spoken fiords under noisy
conditions, less able-to retain'linguistic material in temporary
memory, less able to comprehend certain spoken sentences accurately,
and less fully aware of the phonological structure of spoken words.
This paper summarizes these findings, and places them in the context
of the requirebents, of skilled reading. The results, of two'
longitudinal studieS.are'reviewed, which show that inferior perform-
ance in kindergarten tests. 'or. language skills may presage future'
reading problems in-the finst-gradel Based on these studies, proce-
dures'are suggasted tor kindergarten screening and for some wayscf
aiding childr who,' by virtue, of inferior 'performance on the
screening tests, might' be consideredl.at risk for early reading

.

difficultless

The focus .of this Raper is. the prediction and prevention of a specific,
and &quite prevalent, form of learning:disability: early reading difficulty.
The contention, which will be evidence from a, variety of experiments, is that
deficiencies in certain spoken language skills often limits the attainment of
beginning reading skills. From ,he assumption that skilled reading involves
decoding a written. representation of one's spokentlanguage, it follows that
linguispc skills ,should be among the critical prerequisites for successfully
learning to read. The'view that reading skill is derived from primary lan-
guage skill is el4rideni from a consideration of what skilled reading is all
about. It is also supported by the findings of experimental investigationsjof
'fact'ors related to reading ability in adults. It provides the theoretical
perspectivp.that has guided investWations by the reading research group at
Haskins Laboratories. Finally, it has, led to the findings presented below
that certain language deficiencies in kindergarteners are prognostio,of early
reading problems.

*Annals of Dyslexia, 1984, 34, 117-136.
tAlso Bryn Mawr College. -
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A

In particular, two linguistic factors. are consistently associatedwith
reading ability in beginhing readers. (see Mann & Libeinan, 1984, or Mann; in

press). These include ohildreh's degree of sophistication about the phonolog-
ical structure of language, and their ability to process spoken language ful-

ly. I will now turn to the task of elucidating and discussing'some 'of the re-
search that concerns each of these factors, to illustrate how it informs our
understanding of early reading difficulty, its'predict4on and prevention..

Phonological Sophistication and Phonetic Processing:.
Factors in Skilled Reading

. I

Like all orthographies, thee English alphabet functions as a symbol system

that transcribes certain units of the spoken language, and like mall

orthographfee it appeals to the reakr'i intuitive appreciation of some aspect
of linguistic structure (Hung & Tzeng, 1981; Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly, &

Shankweiler, 1980), Iniactuality, English orthography. is a morphophonological
transcription that represents the word as a sequence of systematic phonemes,

while, at the same time, capturing its constituent morphemes and underlying

phonology. It therefore Imps onto a deep, abstract level' of language that

corresponds rather closely to the way generative Olonllogists assume that

worde are represented in the'ideal speaker-hearer's mental dictionary, or

lexicon (Chomsky, 1964). 4f. this characterization is 'accurate, the most ef7

fective strategy for the tader of English would be to recover the abstract

lexical representation that a given qtring of letters "stands for," and with

it, the word's semantic a d syntactic extensions. Readers pay also recover

the phonetic representatio s of words by applying the phonologiCal rules of

English to morphophonOlog cal represeaations--rules that otherwise relate
phonetic representations to morphophonological ones.

There is an advantage and a,disadvantage to the way the alphabet repre-
sents English, and both of thePe follow from the nature of the relatiodship

between letter sequences And spoken wordsro The. advantage is that knowledge of

this relationship between printed and spoken language allows the reader to

decode not pnly highly familiar words, but also less familiar ones, and even I.

words that haye never been seen nor heard before. Whereas a 'skilled reader of

a logograptiy must have memorized at feast two thousand distinct characters in

order to read a newspaper, a skilled reader of.English need only knowlsp limit-

ed seb of phoneme to grapheme correspondences and the phbnological and morpho-

logiCal rules of English. But the disadvantage of the alphabet is that it

requires' phonological sophistication--a relatively fine-grained evel of
intultive appreciation' about the.phondlogical structure of spoken language.

To take full advantage of the alphabet, would-be-readers must somehow access

their tacit knowledge of phonemes, morphemes, and phonological rules and apply

that 'knowledge in an explicit, artificial fashidh not required for spoken lan-

guage (Mattingly, 1972). Such extensive phoriological sophistication need not

he achievedApy the readers of a logography, for example, who need only know

that their spoken ..ang44age ,consists of words. Readers of the alphabet, howev-

er, must not only know about words, but also about the internal structure of

words; that is, they must know about syllables and phonemes, and about the

complex phonological, rules that relate the phonetic units we produce and per-

ceive to the abstract morphophonologicgal representations that the letters of

words "stand for." Otherwise, they cannot reall.ze the virtues of the alpha-

bet.
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Theoretical considerations, them reveal the relevance of phonological
sophistication to effective use of, the English alphabet. .The _further impor-

;

tance of anotherset of linguistic factors, spoken language processing skills,
is illustrated b some, experimental eyidence about the skilled:reading of
words, sentenc and paragraphs. The question of. whether speech recoding
mediates, le cal 'agoess from print has occupied much of the research on
skirriareading (see, Crowder, 1982, for a recent' review). Current evidence
favors "dual access" of the'lexicon by phonetic and visual processes operating
in parallel. Yet regardless of hoW the lexicon is accessed, it is, at base,
the morphophonological representation of a word that is being.accessed,,and
with it, the word's semantic extensions and syntactic properties and its'.
phonetic representation.

From the point of lexical access onward, the involvement of speech pro-
cesses in reading is quite clear (Perfetti Et. McCutohen, 1982; Shankweiler,
Liberman, Mark, Fowler, & Fischer, 1979). First of all', there Is much evi-
dence that temporary memorq for orthographic material (including isolatedlet-
ters,. printed nonsense sYllables, and printed words) involves recoding the
materiaiwinto some kind of phonetic representation. Evibence'that phonetic
representation is employed in the Service af temporary memory for such Mgteri-
al can be found 'in the nature of the errors subjects make, and in the way that
a phonetfb manipUlation, .suc4 as creating an inordinate density 'of rhyding
items, 'can penalize performance (cf.,for example, Baddelf.ly, 1976; Conrad,
1964, 1972; prewnowski, 1.980; 1977)t. Adult subjects also. appear to
rely on phonetic representation when they are required to comprehend written
sentences (Kleiman, 1975; Levy, 0770 Slowiaczek & Clifton, 1980; Tzeng,
Hung, & Wang, 1977) Moreover, when reading 'sentences and paragraphs, they
appear to employ not only the temporary memory system, but also the parsing
system that supports recovery of the syntactic structure of spoken sentences
and discourse. This is evidenced by the Significant Obsitive correlations be- v
tween reading and listening comprehension (cf. Curtis, 1980;' daneman &
Carpenter, 1980; Jackson & McClelland, 1979).

To summarize, theer.dtical considerations and experimental evidence reveal 4

that the critical determinants of skilled reading of English include sophisti'.
cation about phonological structure, 'and the adequacy of certain processes in-
tegral to spoken language comprehension. This recognition can now provide a

meaningful framework within which to consider the process of beginnirig read-
ing, and the p oblem of early reading difficulty.

Language Skills and Beginning Reading'

What is required for success in learning to read? Obviously beginning
readers of any orthography must be able to differentiate and remember, the
various orthOgraphic shapes. Yet they must also differentiate and remember
spoken words, phrases and sentences, because without these, there would be
nothing for the orthography to transcribe. The well-known difficulties of
congenitally deaf readers are one form of proof of the impdrtance of spoken
'language skills .for beginning readers. Further proof can be found in the re-
lation between spoken language processing skills and success in learning to
read.

Another requirement for successful beginning reading of the alphabet, in
particular, is phonological sophistication ( Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly, &
Shankweiler, 1980). Alphabetic transcription necessitates that the/child not

10,
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only process spoken language effectively, but also be'suhisticated about the

phonological units of language. For example, successful beginning readers
need not only distinguish words ]pike "cat" and "hat," but be capable of hold-

ing theM in memory, so that they can comprehend the differences between "A cat

is on the hat," and "Atha- is on thecat.M.;They must further possess the

linguistic sophistication that allows them.to perceive the phonological rela-

tionship between "cat" and "hat"--that, amongiotheP things, these words differ

in one phoneme, the first, and share a phoneme, the final one, which.is the

'same as the initial phoneme in "top." Without\ this and. other aspects of.

phonological sophistication, the alphabet will remain a my'sterY to, them; and

its virtuesJunralized, Research reveals, however, that this and other as-

pP-ts of phonological sophistication pose a difficulty for many young chil-

dren,,pricularly.those who 'incur early reading problems:
. '

\

j Having made these preliminary points about the requirements of beginning

reading, let me turn to the problem of early reading difficulty, discovering

its-associated-language. deficlendies and prediOting its occurrence. The past

decdde has witnesitd coneiderable interest in these matters, and many stilidies

of the psychology of early reading problems have uncovered ap assoqiatiop be-

tween difficulty\in.learning to read, And diffivulty-within'the two domaiins of

sppken lagguage processing skills and phonolOgical sophistication.
f. '

iThe Relation between Spoken Language/Skills and Reading Diffienity
/

Spoken language processing skills/re important to beginning readers of

all orthographies, and in 'accordance'with this fact, a link between.early

reading ability and spoken language processing ability has been established,

for more than one alphabetic orthography (cf. Mann, 1982I Stanovim. 1982a,

1982b), and for syllabaries and logographies as well (cf. Stevenson, ntigler,

Lucker, Hsu, &, Kitamura, 1982). For the sake of brevity, this presentation

will focus exclusively on the language processing problems found among poor

readers of English.

As for such problems, it is by now quite clear, that poor readers in the

early *elementary grades (i.e., 'children-reading a half-year or more below

grade 'expectation) dot not suffer from a general impairment in perception,. or

in learning and memory, so much as from a language impairopent that specifical-

ly penalizes certain phonological processing For example, poor read-

ers tend to be equivalent to good readers (i.e., children reading a half-year

or more above grade expectation) in audiometry scores and nonverbal auditory

perception, yet are inferior in ability to identify spoken words that are par-

tially masked 6y noise.(Brady, Shankweiler, & Mann, 1983). Poor readers also

appear to have some other difficulties,, in recovering the phonetic representa-

tion of words,'as evidenced by their difficulty with object and letternaming

tasks (cf. Denckla & Rudel, 1976; Katz, 1982). Furthermore, they have a

specific diffictilty with short-term memory for verbal material. For example,

poor readers do. less well than good readers when temporarily remembering

printed nonsense syllatles, but pot photographs of faces, or other purely

visual materials (Liberman, Mann, Shankweiler, ! Werfelman, 1982). They also

. tend to have difficulty recalling strings' of spoken digits, spoken words, and

even the words of spoken sentences (Nann, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1980), yet

have no such difficulty recalling nonverbal stimuli in a block-tapping task

.1ann & Liberman, 1964).
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One deficiency that is basic to, reading and other language skills is a
deficiency in use of phonetic 'representation in short-term memory (Libermah,
Shankweiler, LiberMan, Fowler, & Fischer, 1t77; Mann, 1984; Mann, Shankweil-
er, & Smitlh, 1984).' It is.this deficiencytal limits the poor readers! abil-
ity to recall immediately such verbal material as syllables and words, phrases'

,-....,andsentences, regardless or whether the material is heard or read.' That
phonetic representation is problematic for pbor readers can be seen in the re-
sults of studies that hav,e manipulated a phonetig characteristic of the
material being recalled, namely, the density of rhyming,items. Normally, when
the to-be-recalled items do not rhyme, good readers excel with respefit to poor
readers. 'However, when all of the items rhyme, the NEdvantag of the 'good
readers is'greatly, reduced or even eliminated, becaaei, for them, as for
adults, the presence of phonetic confUsability penalizes their ability to
remember the words in order. Poor readers, in' contrast, are less penalized by
the pr ence of rhyme, that is, they ,are not as Susceptible to the stress onelksi

phonetic epresentation. This result was originally demonstrated for recall
of letter strings by eye and by ear (Shankweiler et al., 1979), and has been
extended to recall of spoken word strings and spoken sentences (Mann et al.,
1980). Taken 'together, these two findings, that poor readers' inferior
short-term memory performance is confined( to verbal material, and that there
are consistent discrepancies between good and poor readers' susceptibility to
the effects of !rhyme, suppor:t a conclusion that poor readers are somehow lack-
ing in ability to retain the 'full phonetic representation of words 'in
short-term memory. .0.

One consequence of e. -.sok of effective use of phOnetic representation on
the pkrt of poor readers .1d seem to be a difficulty with the comprehension
of certain spoken bentencees well as with the repetition of sentences (Mann
et-al., 1984). For examp1(.:, when,requiPed tipo act out the meaning of sentences
that contain relative clauses;, poor readerb tend to make mope mistakes than
good readers beqause they made relatively more of the kinds of errors that
slightly younger( children make. On the basis of this finding (and other work
we have done that suggests that poor readers do not always comprehend sen-
tences less well than good readqrs),-we have suggest6d that difficulties with
phonetic representation may retard certain aspects of syntactic development
among poor readers (Mann et al., 1984). Thus,' out of a primary difficulty
with phonetic representation may come second-order difficulties with other as-
pects of Language development, including $7fitactic development and, ultimate-
ly, reading acquisition.

Having shown a connection between early read g difficulty and deficits
in phonological processing skftls,. I will now turnsto the results of two
longitudinal studiET showing that difficulty with certain phonological proces-
ses can often be fountatantecedents of reading failure.

Phonological Processing Skills Can Presage future Reading Ability

The first study to be described (Mann & Liberman, 1984) reveals that
those kindergarten children who make less effective use of phonetic represen-
tation in a word-string recall task are likely to become the poorer readers of
their first-grade class. .The subjects were a population of 647Iindergarten
children whom we followed longitudinally for one year. During May of the kin--
dergarten year, we assessed IQ, phonological abilities (to be described
later), use of phonetic representation, as indexed by the ability to repeat
strings of rhyming words and strings of nonrhyming ones, and also nonverbal
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snort- erm memory, as indexed by their, ability to. repeat a block-tapping se-
quence on the_Corsi Blocks. In May of the following year, when the children
were at the end of the first grader we again tested their.memory, and alSo
tested their reading. ability. At that time, the teachers rated the children
as gdod, average, or poor in reading ability. dy-o

Our finding was that children In the three reading groups did not Offer
in age, norhati they differed. in kindergarten measures of IQ. Likewise, they
Ad not differ in nonverbal memory performance as measured by the Corsi block
test, either when they, wbre kindergarteners or when they were in the firAt

grade.. What we did find was that children who differed in reading ab4lity, /

significantly differed in, their, ability to .repeat a string of spoken. words;
In addition, as we .had discoered in the past, the e?ctent of'differenceamog
children in the three reading groups was greatest in the case of phonetically

nonconfuSable words: Most importantly, these differences had been present be-

'fore the children entered the first grade. As kindergartener.s,. the future

poor readers de significantly more errors than the future good readers'on
the word.atr ngs, and their performance\was not pehalized by the presence of
rhyme in t way that the performance of good readers was. Hence we concluded.

that the future poor readers did, not ,make as effective use of phonetic
representation as the future good readers did, and that this deficiency'-
presages'reading difficulties in the first grade. (For a more thorough report ".

of this study and its rials,'see Mann & Liberman, 1984).

r
The results of a .second newly completed longitudinal study make much the

same point, extending the monsration that tests of fhonological prodessing
can presage reading succe s. The results also reveal that screening can be
conducted at an earlier time in them school year, and still effectively predict
future reading ability. The subjects were 44 children' tested during January

1/4..f the kindergarten year aid ,again the following January when they were in the

first grade. As kindergarteners, .they received an IQ test (the Peabody Pic-
ture Vocabulary Test), a verbal memory test (involving immediate, verbatim re-

call of seven strings of four unrelated words), a naming testa' (rapid naming of

a randomized sequence of the capital letters of the alphabet as a measure of

access to phonelic representations), and a syntactic ,test (manipulating toy

dolls to enact the meaning of eight active' sentences and eight passive sen-
tences). They also received two tests of phonological sophistication, which
will be described in the following section. As first graders, the reading

ability of each child was established by administering the word recognition
and word attack subteseS of the Woodcock, and by asking the teachers to rate #

the child as good, average, or poor in reading ability. (Statistical evalua

tion of the results of this study can be found in the Appendix.)

e

. 9.

The general profile of this population is summarized in Table 1, where
the children are grouped according to teachers' ratings of their reading abil-

ity. Children in the threethree reading gnoups did, not differ in age, or IQ, but, '--

did differ in the s of raw scores on the two Woodcock tests. A summary of

children's performance on the kindergarten tests of .language processing ap- ..

pears in Table 2. The future poor readers were slower at naming the 'letters
and made more errors than the future good readers did. As in our previous .

longitudinal study, the future poor readers also recalled fewer words in the
verbaltmemory test than either good or averag4 readers. Thus, these two tests '

of phonological prodessing skill, letter naming and temporar memory,

proved capable of distinguishing the future poor readers fr he other chil-

dren in their classrooms. In contrast, the third test that appears in Table

110 1 1
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Table 1

Children Participating in a Longitudinal Study: Basic Profile

Reading Ability

(Rated by ,first-

grade teachlars)

Good,'Readers

N-10

Average Readers
N-22

J.

Poor Readers
N-12

I.

Kindergarten` Testing

Mean Age, Mean IQ
(in months) (Peabody)

69.2 118.5

7247 118.1

.72.2 116.7

4

First-Grade Teiting

Mean Woodcock Raw Score
(Word ID + Word Attack)

94.8

45.2

16.2

?

,

Table 2

%LI

Performance on Kindergarten Tests of Linguistic Processing
in Relation to First-Grade ;Teachers' Ratings of Reading Ability

Reading i

(first-
grade
rating)

,. Good

Average

Poor

V.

A
Letter Naming., Ver9a1 Meory

I
(mean (mean

,o speed errors)
in s)

21.3,

30.7

46.4

(me4n,words
correct;

max.=28)

0.0 22.8
4/,

\0.8 16.9

3.3 13.0

-

Passive Sentence
Comprehension

'.(mean items
correct; --

max.-8.0)

8.0

6.5

6.5

..r-

t

S.

. t
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2,.thb,test.of syntactic, ability, was only 'moderately succesIsful. / While' it
.appeared to distinguish the future poor readers from the good readers, it did
not distinguish them frc the average ones.

4aft

'Taken together, rthe two longitudinal studies support the gonalupton'that
tests'a language processing 'skill are better predictors. of future reading
ability than age, comparable tests of nonverbal-memory:'or tests of IQ. Tests 'b

of phonological processing skills, in particular, appear to be the best pred-.
ictors of ,future reading ability although more work is needed before a final
conclusion caq be reached., Let me now turn to those additional findings from
each study that reveal that tests,of phonological sophistication can also pre-1
diet future reading ability. -

0

0

Phonological Sophistication Can Presage Future Reading Ability

The first point to be made Ln this section is that' the importance of
phonological sophistication, to dearly reading ability is evident in .the oral
reading errors that good and poor beginning readers make. `Linguistic analyses
of such error's (see, for example, Fischer, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1977;'
Shankweilel, & Liberman, 11972) have shown that the reading difficulties of most
children, including those diagnosed as dyslexic, tend not to involve
defidiencies in visual pepaa0gon or memory, so much as in phonological
sophistication. Erroes involving letter and sequence reveiisals are'relativeXy
infrequent, as compared to errors. that reflect a problem in relating the
structure of the printed word to the phonological,.struciture of the spoken
word.

AT,

Additional evidenceAhat phonological sophisticatiom is a special probleth
for poor readers can be sound in the Pesults of. a studytIeFecently conducted,
in collaboration with Isabelle Liberman and Hyla Rubin. :The subjects:were 62
third7graders, who were divided into three readimg-ability groups according' to
their teachers' ratings. The study involved having children read the words of

*Galistel's GE Test of Coding Skills, ih which words and phonologically plausi-
ble nonwords are arranged into ten categories.according,tgethe complexity of
the phonological relation between the printed and spoken world. Our interest
was in the specific types of words that caused children d).fficulty. All chil-
dren made some errors on the Galistel test, and, as would be expected, the )1

poorer readers made more errors than the better ones. Apropos of the point .

that poor readers are lacking in -phonological sophistication, it was found...
that those categories that placed the great.pst demands on phonological skill
were inordinately difficult for these children. v

,

S

Another finding that makes a similar point is summarized in Figure 1,
The figure displays an analysis of children's responses ill: oral reading

according to the familiarity of indiyidual words. This analysis was done.by
noting Which of the test words were included% in the Cheek basal list for the
first and second grades. It can be seen that all children were ite success-

ful in reading the'highly fami44pr Cheek words. More error occurred on the
other categories: words not included in the

0
Cheek list /and phonologipal '

plarsible nonwords. If visual memory were a problem for the poor readers, we
would have expected them to do inordinately poorly onthe presumably less fa-
miliar words not on the Cheek list as compared to the better readers, but not
necessarily on the nonwords, which one of the children had seen,before. How-

ever, what we found is- that the poorer readers had inordinate difficulty with
both the non-Cheek words and the conwords. That is, they were distinguished

112
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by .their poor ability to'read.any items that plecv.demands on phonological-
ly-based.analytic abilities and not by a lack of visual memorY, per se. It
may also be .noted in; Figure 1 that ,the Rature of reading error is the same
for boys and girls. This' is in agreement with our barlker'findinge in regard
to absence of gender-specific patterns'q,deficit: the nature of reading dif-
ficulty does not depend on the sex of the child. (Liberman & Mann, 1981).
(Statistical analysis of. the daota apppars'in the Appendix.) The ePrors of poor
rea4ers, then, reflect:so" la* of phonological sophistication.

- ;

ti

30-

0

t

141

GOOD READERS
AVERAGE READERS
POOR READERS

zsl

I 1

.CHEEK OTHER -NONSENSE CHEEK
WORDS WORDS WOVDS WORDS

s -

*ft

OTHER
WORDS

NONSENSE
WORDS

rigure 1. The proportion of words' misread by girls and boys, as a function of
reading ability and stress On phOnological'sophistication.

$

As will-become apAKrent, longitudingl Work further reveals that phonolog-
ical deficiencies can antedate reading dffficuity in the first .grade. Before
presenting that work in detail,' However,, it is' appropriate for me td map a
fcw observations about the development orphonological sophisticatio'n and its
relation to reading instruction. A variety ot'evideve suggests-that there is
a reciprocal relationship between learning to read an, alphabetic orthography;
and awareness about. phonemes. (But, Ms we &hall see, matters .are somewhat
diffefent in parts of the world where a nonalphabetic form of,writing is in

use.) First of all, research in the UiS.'and.tngland indicates that four- and
five-year-old children are generally iacking in'Awareness,aboui phonbmee,, and
a spurt in their phonological pophiticatiorf occurs at .age six, when most of,
them.begin to receive reading instruction (Bradley*& Bryant, 1983r Liberman,
Shankweiler, Fischer, & Carter,c1974). Second, in Portugal where the,writing
system is, of course, also alphabetic, it had been fourld tta.tHmost illiterate

adults cannot add or delete initial phonemes in spoken 'Ut'erances as well as
literate ones'can (cf. Morais, Cary, Alegria, & Bert'ltson, 1979). Third .in

Japan, where nonalphabetic .orthogaphies: are employed, i Nve .found:tnat
first-grade children cannot countete br reverse phonemeg. 'as ea1ily as

113
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American children of the same age. :Nonetheless, some other work'provides evi7.

dente that reading Instruction is not the only determinant of phonological
gopHisticatiOn. For example, I' have found that some Japanese children apf-
aware of piwnemes, 'regardless of their lick of exposure ,to the alphabetic.

principle. It has also, been no,ted that some English-speaking children fail to .

acquire phonological sophistication despite- considerable bnstruction in the

use .df.the alphabet (Bradley & Bryant, 1978). -(it is for all of these rea-

sons, perhaps, that studies. employing widely diverse subject popalatiOns,

. school,systemb, and measurement devices iribicate'alstrOng correlation between
clack of phonological Sophistication in k4ndergarten and later success in

.
learninrto read).

The fidrst longitudinal study 'described in the preilous section is a case

in point. In'that study (Mann & Liberman,. 1984), we assessed the phonolOgical

sophistication of kindergarten children by requiring 'them to -induce the rules,

of a game that involved.. counting the number of syllables in spoken. words.
Syllable counting was keasured instead of phoneme counting, because,awar.eness6
of syllable, -sized units can be expected to- precede awareness of phonemes and,.

is probably a' natural cognitive achievement of sorts, Since it oan.'be prefieht'

in preschool children (Liberman et al., 1974). Moreover,' unlike phonekle

awarenessy syllable awareness is not strongly,facilitaied by a-phonics-based

pro ram of reading instruction (Alegria, Pignot, & Morals, 1982). .We'found.,

that the f5uture poor readers, as kindergarteners, scored fbwer on the syllable,

count ng task, often performing at chance level, and rarely achie1ethe,six9.
correct responses in a row needed to pass criterion. The ft4ure good nedderes)

tended to receive the'highest scores, to do considerably better than chance,.

.and most of them had passed criterion. The performance of.the average readers

fell in between these two extremes'.

Turning now, to the second longitudinal study, we measured both syllable -,

and phoneme-awareneSs under the guise of a "talking'backwards" game. Syllable

awareness was measured by requiring children tojieverse the ordWof the syll-

acps in a two-"or three-syllable nonsense word; phoYmme awareness was mea-

sured by requiring children to reverse the 'order of the phonemes in a

two-phoneme nonsense syllable. The results are shown irtTatle 3, where it Can

be seen that, on each test, the future poor readers 'did worse than the future

average readers and the good readers did best of all. The strongest differ:-

ences, however, and the ones that are the most predictive, involve performance

on'the phoneme reversal test..

Table 3

"MI

71.

e

Performance on Kindergarten Tests of Linguistic Awareness
in Relation to First-Grade Teachers' Ratings of ReadinvAbility

Phoneme ReNpereal

(mean items correct;
max.-16)

Reading Ability
(first-grade
.rating)

\I

Good
Average
Poor

4

Syllable Reversal
(mean items correct;
max...16)

14.6

14.4

13.5 ,

114' 1_6"
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To summarize, then, in addition!totAests'of phohetic processing alility, ' ......

tests that require panipulation (i.e., gounting,.reVersal) of the syliabled or .

phonerdes in rspoken words can also effectively pcesage future reading ability.
Perhaps the best predictdr 9f this type,would be a test InvolVing some manipu-
1Stion of phonime-sized unitst'although..ibis has the potential dielSantage of,
confounding differences in natilk ability with differences in ehont of1txp9-
'Sure to relArig inbtRuction* .17

.

. If A

*

p

',Some Remarks on, the Prediction and Pr2....eLeatim of Early Reading Difficulty)]

: As. has been oted.elsewbere (Mann & Liberman,',1,984) the primary contribu-
tion of our lon itudinallfi'eserph is to'ssUggeat that, among kindergarteners, 0

'the status of certain ph9nologioal skills-,verbal _short-term memory,,_letter .
namingabilltyt ;awareness' about byllables, and awitehess abdutphonemes--may
presate first-grade reading ability. Tests of,these skills might therefore be4
used as part of a kindergarten screening-battery. In this light, I will
consider. Some of tile practical implications of each of` the ongitudinal stud-
les I ha4e dtseribed. .

,

The first.:Indicates-that measures 'of two skills, performance in ecalling
l' a' string .Of honrhyping words and performance in counting the Number of, syll-

abkes in spoken words,,4oan together account for about a quarter of the total
variance in children's first -grade reading ability. The success othese two
measures lies not in their ability to predidt fine differences in7abiiiiy, but
in their ability to predict the extremes' of reading. ability. Aohild who does
well on both tasks is not at rick for future reading problems, whereas chil-

, dren who fall. within the lower quartile of,a kindergarten populatioein their
performance or both tasks have a,signifIdant likelihood of encountering .read-

,
ing difficulty. /

A somewh4.finer give of predictive success can be' ichieved using the
A

resultS of the %second, more,recent, longitudinal study. When kindergarten
performance on three measure, letter naming speediaccuracy of word string
recall, and accuracy in reversing twOzahoneme utterances, are entered into a

F, regression equation, they account for 74r6f the variance in raw score on .the
Woodc* tests. Hence kildren who rank in thjlqwer quartile of the class in
letter naming ability, verbal memory,tand phoneme awareness should urel be
cogsi.derbd at risk. As for tipose who'are 'deficient in only one wo of
these skills, with future eesearch At should be possible to determine the rel-
ative importance of ,thepe factors in terms of -their contribution to the
likelihood Or a child's encountering difficulty tn lt.arning to read.

A e.

The development of ,tests thit successfully identify children at risk for
re:icrIng.problems is surely an accompliphmelt. However, whet is one to do with
t116 .child 'considered at risk? Teachers and others interested in the question
or how 'to prevent reading problets .)iild do well. to read what Isabelle Liber-,
mar has written on this subject bermarw 1982; Liberman, Shankweilr,
Bla.chman, Camp, .& .Werfelman, 1980). ,Here, I would like to focus brfefly on
several points, most of which ha4e, been made elsewhere (see, For example,
Liberman, 1982, or Mann & Ltberman, 1984).

Considering firstjhe child who is lacking in the phonological prdessing'
skills necessary for effective verbal short-term memory and letter-naming
ability, it must be said that the prospects for remediation of these
deficiencies have' not really beenexplored. There is considerable reason to
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eonsir .the possibility .that deficient phonological pr ceasing skill is a
consequence of a-specific matirational lag in language', velopment. However,'

the concept of maturational lag typically implies tha the poor readers will

-"eaten us" to the good readers; given enough time, an this implication is in

consistent with findings that :specific verbal deficiencies sometitnes persist,
as -in adolescents suffering from deve/opmenta,1 dyslexia (cf. Mann, in press,

and Mann & Liberman, 1984, for appropriateipeferences). ,Thus it is possible
that the languhge processing deficiencies-we may detest in "the kindergarten
child. will be of a ermahnt.nature. Thi's is not to say that remediati'on is a

hopeless cause, r we may still'expect that, through appropriate interven-`

ilePLion, the kten of the' deficiency can be lessened. At:fortunately; research

\has not yet specified the exact form. of redediation that is most desirable.

It is logical tothink that childnenimight be helped by practice in naming

letters, and objects'afi well as.by practice in learning nursery rhymes, and
stories by heart. .Such Practice-might help children to exerciser those Ian-
gyage,prqcessine that they do possess. : Yet 'it must be kept in mind that
r4medyrng a sRecific symptom need-not remedy the underlying cause Of that'

Symptoff. ', Clearly much research is needed in .this area
1......

.

4
.

.

The prospect Nnay be .brighter, however, mith
.1
regard tb remediating

deficien44es in phonological sophisticatioVNWhile it is4true. that some as-

pects ofsphonological. sophistication, such as initial awareness about syll.-

ables, tend to te.natural cognitive'achievements, much of the development of

phonological awareness may be facilitated (if not precipitated) by experience

that encourages the child to manipulate, phonological structure. For some

children this experienee maripvolve notmore than Yearning the correspondences

between certain. written slid Shbgen words. Even minimal exposure may be enough

to enable Some children to discover the alphabetic principle for themselves.

This is probably true of uriXpecteday preooc4ous readers, and of'most children

who survive the basal method of /beginning reading instruction. Yet other

-children don't discover- that principle for themselves, and may need some
byptematic training in order to achieve the level of sophistication about pho-

nemes and phonological"rules 'that is required for skilled reading of English.

With all due respectto Socrates, it isn't really good educational policy to

make all children reinvent,the alphabet for themselves--we should let them in

on the secrets of alphabetic traascription as early as possible,
.

e v,
-v

HOW is this to be done? TO'begLp with, children should be read to, and
their attention should be directed to the printed words fiat Correspond to the

spoken words of their favorite story. Teachers and parents oar use many ih-

direct 'methods to draw children's 'attention to phonological structure--teacf-

ing nursery rhymes anl. poetry,. for example, or encouraging secret languages

like "pig atin" or "talking backwards." They can, for example, give children

special nicknames that involve some' systematic manipulation of phonological

structure '(such as reversing the order of syllables; or droppiag the first

phoheme), and then ask the children to invent similar nicknames for their si-

blings and, friends. Once sattention is directed to phonblogical units, direct

awareness training 9an,be instigated through counting games 'or elision games,

starting at the less abstract .,level of the word and working down to the level

of the phoneme. Finally, phoneme awareness and reading could be introduced

with,the procedure of Elkonin.

The Elkonin procedure has been described elsewhere (Liberman, 1982;

Liberman zat l., .198WM4n6 & Liberman, 1984) and for tht sake of brevity 4.1

will onlyeview its merits. It provides a linear visuospitial structure to
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which the temporal sequence of phonemes in k'spoken word can be related. It r

gives the child the actual number of phonetic pegments in a* word so that
uninformed guessing 0 not, necessary. Exp icit naming, of pictures is required'
and'can exercise the child's ability to acibess the phonetic representation of

i

a* word rapidly. Sirice the picture is. always pregento.and Only one is consid- 14
ered at a time, 'demands on verbal short-Iterm memory are minimal. For\ all of ..

..

these reasons, the Elkonin procedure is especially advantageous for ease with
children who, by virtue of-inferior phodological sophistication, naming abili-
ty',' and verbal. short-term memory, have been identified at' risk for' future
reading problems. If adopted for general use, it could help to ameliorate
reading difficulty and'inight be expected to speed the pr;bgress of any begin

,

,
ning reader. .

1
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A
Appendix.

Statistical Evaluation of Experimental Results

Longitudinal Study of Language Processing Skills, Linguistic Awarenejs,
and Reading Ability. Statistical analyses ,of the data summarized in Tables
1-3 include.t-tests of differences between the scores of good and poor
readers, and Pearson correlations between Various scores and a measure of
reading ability. Turning first to the data in Table 1, the good and poor
readers differed in the sum of raw seoredon the Woodcock Word Attack and Word
Identification, t(20)=5.3; -.2.<.002-, although they did not differ in age, or in
IQ at the .05 .level of confidence. As for the data in Table 2, as
kindergarteners, the future good and poor readers differed in all four
measur -es of language precicessiGg: 1) speed of letter naming, t(20)=3.32,
p<.01, 2) errors in namiffg the letters, t(20)=5.91; p<.0004, 3) verbal
memory, t(20).2.2, p<.05 and 4) comprehension of passive sentences, t(20)-3.6;
p<.01. Pearson product moment correlations revealed significant associations
between the first-grade sum cif raw scores on the Woodcock Word Identification
and Word Attack Subtests and the kindergarten measures of: letter naming
speed, r(44)=-.42,- letter naming errors, r(44)=-.52, and verbal memory,
r(44)=.56, all of which are significant beyond the .05 level. The corglation
between Woodcock scores and comprehension of passive sentences failed to reach
significance at the .05 ,level'of confidence. Finally, as for the data in

Table 3, which concerts performance on the two tests of language awareness,
good and poor readers significantly differed in performance ofn the phoneme
reversal test, t(20)=9.2, 2.<.0002,, but not on the syllable reversal test.
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Likewise, a' significant correlation existed between Woodcock 17scores

performance on the phodeme'reversal test, r(44)-s75, although the correlation
between Woodcock scores and performance on the Syllable reversal 'test failed

to reach significance at'the .05 level of confidence.

Reading Errors Among Good, Average and or Readers in the Third Grade..*=.1
The teacher-ratings of reading ability are confirmed by the finding that, when

raw soofes on the Woodcock Word Identification and Word Attack Tests were

summed, the poor readers had correctly read an average of 133.2 words, whereas

' average readers had read 156.2 and good readers, 175.6. Statistical analysis

of the reading errors made on the GE test (summarizedin Figure 1) consisted
of an analysis of variance involving reading ability, sex, GE. category and

Cheek category. That analysis revealed that children in the three reading

groups differed In their overall performance, with the better readers making

fewer errors than the poorer ones,. and the average reader''s falling beAween,

F(2,56)-31.55,*0.0001. Certain parts of the GE test were harder than hers,

F(9,504)-75.38, 0.0001, but .the poorer readers encountered inordinate diffi-

culty 'with these parts. of the test relative, to the better readers,

F(18,504) -6.28, 0.0001. In general, the Cheek words were easier to read than
non-Cheek words, which, in turn, were easier than the phonologically plausible

nonwords, F(2,112)205.5, 0.0001. Most importantly; as compared to the bet-

ter readers, the poorer readers encountered much less difficulty with the

Cheek words than with the words that were not on the Cheek list, and with the

phonologically plausible nonwords, F(4,112)=22.9. This basic pattern .of re-,

sults was not a function of the sex of the child, as the main effect of sex,

and all interactions involving sex, fail to reach significance at the t05 lev-

el of confidence.
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TEMPORARY MEMORY FOR LINGUISTIC AND NONLINGUISTIC MA' RIAL IN RELATION TO THE
ACQUISITION OF JAPANESE KANA AND KANJI

Virginia A. Mann't

1
.

Abstract. It has been found that godd and poor beginning readers of
the alphgbet perform equivalently in temporary memory for tech

nonlinguistic visual material as abstract designs and faces. hood
readers excel, however, in temporaNr memory for such linguistic
material as printed or spoken words, because they make more effect-
ive use of phonetic' representation. To determine whether linguistic
and.nonlinguistie memory skills have the same,relationship to read-
ing skills among good and poor :beginning readers of nonalphabetic
orthographies, the present study focused on' beginning. readers of
Japanese Kva and Kanji. Two experiments .employed the recurring
recognition paradigt of Kimura to aSsess, the relationship between
temporary memory for various types of material ind Japanese chil-
dren's reading ability in the second grade. The first experpent
examined temporary memory for spoken nonsense words, and revealed
that good and /poor readers of Japan be differ in the use of
nonalphabetic orthographies. The second explored the relationship
between memory for nonlinguistic visual material and orthographic
material including: 1) abstract designs, 2) faces, 3) Hirigana, and
14) Kenji. It revealed that children who differed in reading ability
differed in memory for Kaira and Kanji, but, unlike good and poor
readers of the alphabet, also differed in demory. for the abstract
designs. In particular, memory for Kana'yas sikificantly.related
to that for Kanji and spoken syllables, but not abstract designs or
faces, wnereas *memory for Kanji was significantly related to that
for nonsense deSigns and spoken syllables, 'but not faces. The
implication is that for nonsense designs and spoken syllables, but
not faces. The implication is that effective use of phonetic
representation contributes to sucoessful acquisition of all
orthographies, whereas the importance of nonlinguistic. memory skills
can depend on th nature of the orthography at hand.
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/ Temporary memory is impol-tant to the wruld-be reader of any orthography.

Whether material is Witten in ,an alphabet, a syllabary, oik a logography,'the

reader who intends to comprehend its full meaning must be able to retain the

information represented by individual characters., until such larger units 4s

words, .sentences, or paragraphs can be apprehended. How beginning readers of

syllabaries and logographies meet these tetkftrary storage requirements is the

issueat stake in this study, which examines the relation between temporary
A . .

memory skills and sucCet.e in learning to read Japanese. ..Several different

types of material are,to be considered, as an accumulating body of evidence

from the psychological (Ellis, 1975; Woodhead & Baddeley, 1981) and

neuropsychological literature (see, for example, Kimura, 1963; Milner & Tay-

.

lor, 1972; Warrington & Shallice, 1969) reveals that tempol'ary memory can in-

. ---Volve ,separable components. One such component employs phonetic representa-

tion as a means of retaining lingUistic material such as names of objects,

spoken or printed words, etc., and is lopalized wiViin the lef , language dom-

inant hemisphere. This stands'in contrast to another componen , which employs

nonlinguistic representations. as a means of retaining such nonlinguistic

materials as abstract designs, and faces, and is localized within the right he-

misphere. The question to ,be asked over the course 'o,' two experiments is

whether the linguistic and nonlinguistic components of temporary memory make

equivalent to success in learning to read Kana and Kanji.

In recent years, studies in America and Europe have asked whether success

in learning to read alphabetic orthographies is related to the ability to

remember certain types of information. These studies reveal that not all tem-

porary memory abilities tend to distinguish good and poor beginning readers of

the alphabet. For example, good and poor readers in the second grade do not

significantly differ in the ability to remember such nonlinguistic visual

material as photographs of people's face0or abstract visual designs '(see,

for example,, Liberman, Mann, aankwepler, & Werfelman, 1982;. Vellutino,

Steger, DeSetto, & Phillips, 1975). Yet it,is wite evident that good readers

surpass poor readers in temporary memory for syllables, words, and sen-

tences--whether these are heard or read (see, for example, Byrne & Shea, 1979;

Mann, 1984; Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1980 Mark, Shankweiler, Li4rman,

& Fowler, 1977; Shankweiler, Liberman, Mark,. Fowler, & Fischer, 1979). This

has been explained by appeal to evidence that superior readers make effective

use of phonetic representation in temporary memory (Shankweiler et,a1., 1977).

Attempts to clarify and explain the association between effective case of

phonetic representation and early reading ability have tended to focus on

beginning readers of English (see, for example, Brady, Shankweiler, & Mann,

1983; Katz, Shankweiler, & Liberman, 1981; Mann, in press; Mann & Liberman,

1984; Mann et al., 1980; Mann, Shankweiler, & Smith, 1984; Shankweiler,

Liberman, Mark, Fowler, & Fischer, 1979), or of other alphabetically-tran-

scribed languages' such a41% French (Alegria, Pignot, & Morais, 1982), Swedish

(Luniberg, Oloffson, & Wall, 1980) and Dutch (Mann, 1982). One possible ex-

pllnation is that learning to decode a phonetic transcription of spoken Ian-
(

gLPAg places cerl.enDr-dtmands on memory for phonetic material (see, for exam-

ple, Shankweil0 & Liberman, 1976). If so, the association between us9,i.of

phonetic representation and reading skill might be restricted to reader's of

the alphabet (conceivably .'xtending to readers of a syllabary, since a

syllabary is a type of phonological transcription) but not to readers of

logography, since logographics do not transcribe the phonological structure of

spoken words directly. Another possibility is that phonetic representation is

,7itical to all language processing, spoken and written alike, because it
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meet the temporary storage requirements involved in recovering phrases, sen-
tences and paragraphs from sequences of individual words (see Liberman, Liber-
man, Mattingly, & Shankweiler, 1980; or4Mann, 1984). In this case, the rela-
tionship between phonetic representation and reading ability should extend to
readers of any orthography--alphabet, syllabary or logography--because all of
these require that readers recover phrases, sentences, etc. one way'or anoth-
er. ,

One straightforward means of determining why use of phonetic representa,
tion is associated with reading skill is to examine the use of phonetic
representation by good and poor readers of syllabaries and logographies.
Japanese has the virtue of using bap; however, relatively little attention
has been devoted to the temporary,fiemory skills associated with acquiring
Japanese. As some type of temporary memory should be essential to readers of
syllabaries and logographies, we would expect some relationship between tempo-
rary memory skills and success in learning to read Japanese. It is even
possible that the relationship between reading and memory skill will involve
linguistic memory, and phonetic memory in particular, given some evidence 'that
for both Japanese children and American children, memory for the meaning of

. spoken text, as well as serial memory for words and digits, is associated with
reading ability In the fifth grade (Stevenson, Stigler, Lucker, Hsu, & Kita-\
mura, 1982). Yet there is no direct evidence about the use of phonetic
representation by children who are in the early grades in Japan.

,

Certainly it is possible that effective use of phonetic representation
characterizes good readers of nopalphabetic orthographies just as it charac-
terizes good readers of the alphabet. This follows from a consideration of
the fundamental nature of all orthographies, and from an observation about a
coding strategy that is common to skilled readers of Chinese and English. All
orthographies function to transcribe spoken language, hence it would be
parsimonious if reading drew upon some of the processes that otherwise support
spoken language use. Skilled readers who are attempting to remember written
Words in order to comprehend written sentences and paragraphs might rely on
phonetic representation, as phonetic representation fulfills the temporary
memory requirements of comprehending spoken sentences and paragraphs. Confir-
mation that this is indeed the case has been provided by experimental studies
showing that both the temporary memory for orthographic material (including
isolated letters, printed nonsense words, and real words and sentences) and
the comprehension of written text involve recoding print into to phonetic
representation. Most importantly, phonetic representation is employed in the
service of temporary memory and comprehension whether subjects are reading the
English alphabet (see, for example, Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Kleiman, 1975;
Levy, 1977; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1974; Slowiaczek & Clifton, 1980)
or the Chinese logography (Hung & Tzeng, 1981; Tzeng, Hung, & Wang, 1977).

However, it is nonetheless possible that the acquisition of nonalphabetic
writing systems places a less severe demand on phonetic memory than the alpha-
bet does. Before beginning reader,s can begin to comprehend phrases and sen-
tences, they must learn to decode individual words. While all 'orthographies
serve to transcribe the words of spoken language in one way or another, they
differ in the nature of the units they transcribe: alphabets t "anscribe pho-
nemes, syllabaries such as the Japanese Kana transcribe syllables, and
logographies such as Chinese and Japanese Kanji transcribe words. It could be
argued that these differences have consequences on the importance of phonetic
representation to children's initial acquisition of word decoding skills. The
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beginning reader of the alphabet, for example, who is attempting to recognize
a written word- like "kitten, "' must be able to integrate the phonemes that the .

letters represent, and this may require effective use of phonetic reprgkenta-
t,ivn.' For the reader of a syllabary, integrating a sequ4noe of syllpeeslike
"neko" into a word may also involve phonetic representation, bOrtne demand
could be milder than that of the alphabet, insofar as syllables)are less ab-
stract phonologicallnits than phonemes, and there are typically fewe'r of them

in a word. Finally, for the reader of a logography, word decoding may place
almost no demand on phonetic representation. Since the characters of

logographies transcribe words on a one-to-one basis, recognizing a word could,
be an all-or-none process that does not require that phonemes or syllables be

retained in'temporary memory.

Thus it is an open question whether use of phonetic representation will
distinguish good and pbor beginning readers of Japanese. Likewise, it is

known whether, like good and poor readers of the alphabet,-good and poor read-

er of Kana and Kenji tend to possess equivalent nonlinguistic memory skills.

Here it is conceivable that the acquisition of the Kana syllabaries and the

Kenji logography could place a certain demand on visual memory systems.
Syllabaries, to.some extent, and logographies, in particular, involve consid-

erably more orthographic units than the alphabet. Thus would-be readers of

Japanese must encode and remember more visual shapes. For mature readers of

Japanese, the ability to read Kana and Kanji, like that to read the alphabet,

tends to be associated with the integrity of the linguistic faculties of the

left hemisphere (Sasanuma, 1975; Sasanuma & Fujimura, 1971). Hence, it ap-

pears unlikely that the visual memory demands of Kana and Kanji cause skilled

readers of Japanese to place inordinate reliance on nonlinguistic memory

skills. Nonetheless, for the beginning reader who is acquiring an initial

knowledge about orthographi-C 'characters, it is possible that legrning to
remember more-or-less abstract patterns of lines and curves could demand ef-

fective use of nonlinguistib memory skills. If so, good beginning readers of

Japanese may surpass poor readers in their ability to hold certain types of

nonlinguistic material in temporary memory.

A rationale has been offered that the type of temporary 'memory abilities

that are crucial to success at learning to read may depend on the type of

orthography at hand. Effective use of phonetic representation could

contribute to the attainment of early reading skill among American children
because it fulfills the temporary storage requirements of all language proA,

essing, or because it fulfills certain specific requirements of learning to

decode a phonographic transcription. Likewise, effective visual memory

skills, which bear little association to American children's skills in learn-

ing to read, could be cf
of

utility only to readers of alphabetic

orthographies, or could be of limited utility to all beginning readers. In

the two experimental studies that follow, an attempt was made to discern

whether phonetic representation and various types of nonlinguistic memory
abilities distinguish good and poor beginning readers of Kana and Kanji. The

design is prompted by a previous study of American children that used the

recurring recognition paradigm of Kimura (1963) to assess good and poor read-

ers' ability to remember alphabetically written material, visual nonsense

designs, and photographs of unfamiliar faces (Liberman et al., 1982). The

first experiment extends this methodology to the use of spoken nonsense

materials, in order to determine whether effective use of phonetic representa-

tion distinguishes good and poor readers of Japanese in the second grade. The

second experiment compares memory for the two types of orthographic material,
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Kana and Kanji, vith that for two types of nonlinguistic visual material, ab-
stract depigns and faces.

r'
Experiment 1

r
Methods

Subjects. The subjects were second-grade children attending the primary
school attached to Ochanomizu University in Tokyo, Japan. All availhble chil-
dren participated, including 50 girls and 50 boys, of mean age 86.6 months
(sd...3.5 months). At the completign of the-study, each child was rated by his
or her classroom teacher as either good, average, or poor intreading ability.

Materials.
pseudoword it
tions of five
Institute for

The materials comprised 52 two-mora (i.e., disyllabic)
s that were phonologically plausible according to the intui-
tive speakers of Japanese (three members...of the staff of the
gopedics and Phoniatrics, a Japanese linguist, and a teacher

of JapaneSe). pipudowords were so constructed that all Japanese conso-
nants and vowels. were represented in a variety of combinatPons (with the.
exception of consonant-[y] clusters as in CkYo]). Both V and CV mora occurred
with the restriction that no mora occur' more than once in either initial or
final position.

Memory for these materials was assessed according to the recurring...,

recognition parkdigm of Kimura (1963). This required that 80 test items be
constructed, each item selected from the pool, of 52 items. Four items were
repeated eight times each (the recurring items) and the remaining 48,were used
once each (the nonrecurring items). In compiling the test, the 'items were di-
vided into eight sets of ten items each, with each set containing the four
recurring items randomly interspersed with six of the nonrecurring items.. The
first set of ten items constituted the inspection set, the 'remaining seven
constituted the recognition set of 70 test ems. The test was administered

Iby a male native speaker, of Japanese who ad each item aloud wita flat
intonation at a rate of one every five seconus.

Procedure .J

.All children were tested in their classrooms while seated with their
classmates in their -normal seating arrangement. Testing was completed during
a single session conducted in the early afternoon after school hour3. The
instructor told the children that he would read to them some words they had
never heard before (i.e., nonsense words) and that their task was to listen to
the initialtset of ten wards and to try to remember each of them; afterwards
they would hear the test set of 70_ words, and were to mark their responses on
a sheet numbered from 1 to 70 with a single box next to each number. They
were to- put an "0" in the corresponding box if the word had occurred in the
initial set; otherwi4e they should put an "X" in the box. At this point,
presentation of the t0 intktial items began, immediately followed by presenta-
tion of the 70 test items« To aid children in the correct use of the response
sheet, the instructor said the number of each test item prior to reading the
item aloud.

$
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Results and Discussion
4. .

Following the methodology employed in the previous Study of American
children (Liberman et al., 1982)i the data were analyzedlin terms of the total
number of correct responses, summing over the seven sets of items, and includ-
ing both the number of correct recognitions of recurring klems and the number
of tbrrect rejections of nonrecurring items. To determine whether this data.
reduction procedure masked eny'critiCal findings, the data obtained from one
of the three classrooms of phildren (n=33) wOre subjected to a more detailed .

analysis.' That analysis indicates that a consideration of early Vs. late --/

set or -oforecognition vs. rejection would not alter the basic pattern of
fiddi s and the interpretation of them. ,

The main purpose of this experiment was to determine whether, like begin-
. ning readers of alphabetic ortOographies, children who differ in ,the ability

to read Japanese differ in memory for nonsense words. The standpoint from
Which I will attempt to answer this question is the teachers' ratings of the
children's reading ability, a .measure that.does not separate skill in reading
the Kana syllabaries from that in reading the Kanjf logography. Attention to
the separate contribution of each skill will -be a concern of Eiperiment 2;
here, the analysis focuses on the question of whether reading ability, in gen-
eral, is related to memory for spokeh nonsense words.

The answer is affirmative: good readers surpassed poor readers in mrpry
for the nonsense words, as the following analyses will show. On the average,
performance was signiffeantly better than the chance level of 50% correct,'
t(97)=40.0, 2.<.001, although childrea..differed considerably in the accuracy of

their responses. The highest score was 65 items correct (out of 70) the low-
est was 36, and the mean was 57.0, or 81% correct. The 15 children whom their

teachers deemed to be good readers achieved a mean score of 62.4 correct,
which is significantly better than the mpan score of 45 correct achieved by
the )0 children who were deemed to be poor readers, t(23)=6.18, 2,<.001. -When
Ole scores of all children (good, average, and poor readers) are considered,

WAhe relation between memory performance, and reading ability is positive, and a
modest, but significant correlation is found,. r(1.00) =.25, 2.<.006.

The results of this experiment therefore suggest that children who are
good beginning readers of Japanese, like those who are good,beginning readers
of English (Byrne & Shea, 1979), tend to excel poor readers in temporary memo-
ry for spoken nonsense words. The implicatim is that children whcij aloe

particularly succeqfpl readers of nonalphabetic orthographies tencL4.,o make
more effective use of phonetic representation than children who read less

well. Whether use of phonetic representation is of equal importance to

successful acquisition of the Kana syllabary and the Kanji logography remains

to be exploLed in the second experiment, along with the question of whether

memory for nonlinguistic material is related to successful acquisition of ei-

ther Kana or Kanji.

Experiment 2

Methods

Subjects. The subjects of Experiment 2 were the same 100 children who

participated in Experiment 1,
AA
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Materials. The materials included' four different types of visual stimu-
li: abstract designs, photogrdphs of faces, Hiragana, and Kenji: Nemory.fo/'
each type of stimulus was assessed seprarately, using tests modeled on Kimura's
(1953) recurring recognition paradigm. A deScription of each of the materials
follow4: 1) The .Kimura abstract designs wave used accor6insg to a modified
test procedure by Liberman. et al. (1982). These consisted of irregular,
nonrepresentational line drawings. 2) The face materials were black and white
photographs o: male faces in half profile taken from a high school- yearbook.
Half, were loolipg to the left, and half to the right. PreparatiOh of the
materials was as in Liberman et al. (1982). In order to minimizedistinguilh-
ing details that might lend themselves to verb 1 labeling, none of the photo-
graphs showed teeth, facial hair, eyeglasses or distinctive marks such as
scars, etc. In addition, a uniform mask was applied to- each picture to cover
hair,,and background detail. 3) The Hiragana materials were meaningless
phonetically plausible digraphs that combined two ,characters, One above the
other, which had'been photographed from a set or flash cards. Each digraph,

o %

vias a transcription of one of the 52 basic items employed in Experiment 1 mad
in the test sequence, different stimuli recurred and a a different order of
presentation was employed. 4) The Kanji materials were chosen from the ap-
proved set of Kanji that children master in the first grade. The characters
were. photographed from large-sized.prototypes contained in a standard diction-

ary.

The preparation of the memory ,test for each type of material was de-

scribedllin Experiment 1. From each setNcf 52, stimulus items, a test .set f 80

items was constructed, with four 'of the items recurring eight tim eac and
48 of the stimuli occurring once. The items were divided into ergh sets of
ten; .within each set, the four recurring items were interspersed with six

nonrecurring ones. Theorirst set of ten constitu ed the inspection set, and
the remaining,seven s'As contained the 70 test item

Procedure

.ExperimIpt 2 was run togther with Experiment 1, in two sessions one week

apart. The Kana digraphs and the faces were presented in the first session;
the Kanji, andthe nonsense designs were presented in the second. All stimuli

were projected on a large screen at'the front,of the room by means of a Kodak

carousel projector. The subtended angle was sufficiently great for easy visi-

bility from all parts of the room.

The procedure was analagous to that in Experiment 1 and was the sameefor

all four types of materials. The instructor began each test by telling the
child that some Kana (or Kanji, etc.) would be shown on the screen at the
front of the class. The task was to look carefully and to try to remember
each item as it appeared. As.in Experiment 1, the children were given a re-

sponse sheet that cor"al.ned boxes numbered from 1-70, and were told that they
would use the sheet to mark. each new iiem with an "X" and each previously seen
item with an "0." The ten inspection items were then presented at a rate of
approximately one every five seconds, followed by the 70 test items at the

same rate of presentation. The instructor said the number of each test item
as it appeared on the screen, to insure `that the children would not lose their

place on the response sheet.
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Results and -Discussion

:

, .

As in.tExperiment 1, the data were 'scored IA terms of the,otal number of
correct responses given to each type of material, and scores" considered
'in relation to children's designation as good, average., or below average in

reading ability. l*Although .performance on the' various types of material- was

always significantly better than chance (t(99)-29.0 for no sense designs;

't(99)*20.4 for faces; t(99)-50.5, for Kanji;..t(99)=40.3 fof. Kana; all of

,which are significant .at the 2<.001.4 level), the level of performance varied
among children and across the various, types of items. Average scores were
high5st for Kenji (67.5, items, 96.5% correct) followed by Kana (62.7 items,
8916W abstract eigUres (59:0 items,. 84.3% correct) and faces (57.0 items,
81%).

The main purpose of' Experiment 2 was to determine the relation between
reading ability, memory fo-nonlinguistic viqual information, and memory,for
Kana and Kanji. Ta'that end, the first analysis concentrated on comparing the
mean perform,rrce of thQ 15 good and the 10 pooh readers. This has the virtue
of permitting a cli.l'ect comparison of the present results with those obtained,
in Liberman et al. s (1982) study of American children. For the

.American data appear in Ftgure:1 so that they may be compared with t e present
results, which appear in Figure 2.

Turning first to the orthographic materials, it can be seen on the right

4:de of Figure 2 that the good readers of Japanese achieved superior scores-ori

both the Kana, t(23) -18.7, 2<.001, and Kanji materials,. t(23)..6012,

Note also that, whereas the,good readers had achieved equivalent scores on the
two types of orthographic Werial (0.01), the pdor readers were markedly
worse on the Kana digraphs then on the Kanji, t(9)-7.18, 2<.01. 4 Consequently,

the extent of difference betweenwchildren in the two reading groups is greater

in the case of the Kana materials.

As for the two types of nonlinguistic mateeial,.the left side of Figure 2
reveals that, unlike the beginning readers. of English, 'whose data appear in

Figure 1, the good readers of Japanese surpassed the poor readers in ,thefr

performance on the, abstract designs, t(23)=4.76, 2(.01. Like beginning read-

ers of English, however, the good, readers of Japamese did' not significantly

differ from the poor readers in memory for faces. Although the good readers
tended to achieve slightly higher scores, the difference failed to reach sig-

nificance, 2>41.
A

,.
.

Further analysis involved a series of Pearson product - moment correlations'

computed to assess the interrelations between children's performance on the

various types of materials employed in Experiments 1 and 2, and the teachers'

ratings of their reading ability; That analysis revealed that performance on

the Kana materials was significantly correlated with performance on the Kanji

materials, r(100)= .19, 2<.03, with the ter :hers' ratings, r(100)-.32, 12<.001,

and' with -pemfwmance on the spoken utterances employed in Experiment 1,

r(100)=.27i 2<;01.--- Performance.on the Kanji materials was likewise correlated

\\with the leachers' tangs, r(100)=.36, 2.<.01, and performance on the spoken

utterances of Experime -k, 1, ,r(100)=.30, 12<.01. Neither the correlation be-

tween memory for Kenji and teacher ratings, nor that with memory for spoken

utterances was significantly different'from the correlations obtained in the

case of the Kana materials.
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There was one difference,' however, between memory for Kenji and that for

Kana. 'Memory for Kenji 'significantly correlated with memory for the nonsense
desigrA, r(100)=J8, 2.<43; whereas memory for Kana did not (2?.1). Thus, the

differences between good and,poor readers' performance on the abstract designs
would apppar to be more closely hasociated with their differences in memory

. ) for Kenji than with that fbi\Kana.

4) n

s I .

.

Further analyses of the data revealed that memory for the abstract
designs was correlated with the teachers' ratings, r(100)=.36, .2<.01. It was

also correlated' with. memory for the faces, r(100) -.26, 2.<.01. Neither memory

for Kana 'nor memory for Kenji correlated with memOry for faces (2.>.1), and all

other correlations failed* to reach significance at the .05 level of

confidence. d .

Discussion.

Different components i of memonk may accomplish temporary memory' for

linguistic and nonlinguistic material's. As is evident from the present re-
sults, and those obtained .n previous studies of American children (Liberman

et.al., 1982; Mann '& Liberman, 1984), children who possessksuperior skills in'

one domain need not. possess superior skills in another. Skill in eemembering*'

faces, for example, may have little to do with Skill in remembering printed or

spOken words, which. agrees with.what is known about the memory skills of

0 adults (Woodhead & Baddeley, 1981).

7

. The present study concerned the types of temporary memory skills that are

most' pertinent ability'to' learn to read Japanese, a language

whose orthograph comprises a syllabary (Hiragana) and a logography (Kenji)

instead of an alphabet. The possibility that different memory skills might
make, differat contributions to early reading success follows from findings

about American children learning to read an alphabetic. orthography ( Liberman

et al., 1982; Mann, 1984; Mann et al., 1980). Children who are good begin-

ning readers of English tend to surpass poor beginning readers in use of
phonetic representation (see Mann, 1984, for a review)..- However, as document-

ed in Figure 1, good beginning readers of English do not surpass poor begin-

ning readers in memory for abtract visual designs or in memory for faces.
The benefits of. superior use of phonetic representation, and the relative .

neutrality of nonlinruAstic memory skills, could reflect the narrow demands of

learning to read a' phonetic transcription, or the broader demands of learning

t.k.) read' any written representation on spoken la age. It was to decide be-

tween these alternatives that .the present study was conductec'. It sought to

gain the broader perspec,tive-on reading acquisition that is .available through

study of children learning to read a syllabary and a logography instead of the

alphabet.

. It has been'. claimed that, all children learn to read 'Japanese (except

those markedly deficient in. intellikence), and that reading difficulty is a
prpblem peculiar to Western children learning to read the alphabet (Makita,

1968, 1971).. A recent study; however, offers evidence that reading

disabilities "may occur as often in Japan'as in America (Stevenson et al.,

1-98?). Thus it would appear that early reading diffiulty can occur in

syllaharies and logographies as well as in the alphabet. With this finding in

mind,' the present study focused on a population of secondrgrade children whom
their teachers rated as' good, average, or poom in reading ability.
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Confirmation thatithe .chiluren ratyed as good readers were truly better
readers than the children rated as poor readers can- be had fi.om the data that
appears on the right side-of Figurer 2. The :.children who were good readers re-
membered both the Kana and Kandi Materials significantly. better than the poor

-readers, whioh would be consistent Witlithe fact that they possess a superior
ability to read each type of.charanter. A furtherafinding about the reading'
ability of, childrenin.each group evident in Figure 2. The poor readers

T

encountered moreencountered in rememWring the Kana digraphs, the good
readers were equally accurate on the Kana and Kanji materials. e fact that
'the Kana digraphs were nonsense materials could be the source of the poor
readerq' proplems with these materials, as'could be the'fact that children had
nbt had any practice tn,reading and igememberint such materials. Alternative-
ly, Kana.may.hore-been*oblematic because learning to decode an orthography
that transcribes the abdtract.phonologic#1 subcomponents ofiwords could be
more demanding thdp adquirftg one that transcribes language at the level of
the wqrd. Future research is necessary to clarify th4 basis of poor readers'
difficulties-14th tip Kana ,digraphs.

ro

Let me now turn to the question of whether linguistic memory skills are
related to success, at learning to read Kana and Kanji. The answer is

1400
affirmative: children who differ in reading ability tend -to differ in the
ability to remember spok'n nonsense words as well as in the ability to
remember Kana and Kanji. Moreover, their memoiv for the nonsense syllables
was equally related to their 'memory for Kana and Kanji, which implies that the
importance of Rhonetic representation is riot limited to orthographies that in-

. volsome type of phonological transcription. The implication, then, is that
effective use of phonetic representation characterizes superior beginning

ors,- whether they are learning to read an alphabet, a syllabary, or a
logography.. Reading success in all orthographies may be influenced by the
ability to recode orthographic material into a phonetic representation, whiCh

consistent with findings that mature readers do so whether the language
they raad'employs an alphabet, or not (see, for example, Conrad, 1964; Levy,
1977; Slowiaczek & Clifton, 1980; Tzeng et al., 1977).

With. respect to the relation betWeen -memory for orthographic and
nonlinguistic. visual materials, ther4e are commonalities between beginnidg
rsaders of English and Japanese, but thOe is also an interesting 'difference.
The commonality is that, like American children, Japanese, children who differ
in reading ,ibility'tend not to differ in'memory for faces. Thus it cannot be
Concluded that good readers possess a superior memory,, in general. The furth-
er implication is that at leait one aspect of noplinguistic memory skill' may ,

not be particularly relevant to success in learning tot read any orthography.
The difference between beginning readers of Japanese and English is that the.
goOd readers of Japanese surpassed the poor ones in memory for the abstract
designs.

. 7-

Two observations suggest a plausible explanation of the ,orthogra-
phy-specific relationship between reading ability and memory for abstract
designs. The first is that', as can be seen'froms a comparison of Figures 1' and
2, Japanese children tended to surpass American children in memory for the
nonsense designs (a mean score 58 items correct, as compared to 49 items cor-'
rect, respectively). It may be the case that the Japanese children employed a
more effective strategy for remembering these materials. The second observa-
tion concerns the nature of this hypothetical strategy.. During testing, I

noted that, unlike American children, many Japanese children attempted to
131 .
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t

trade the-designs itn their, f-ingerleor,eyen motion*of their head. My

hypothesis is that thc.41,wee enc,pdlng..the deSign into a graphomotor represen-

tation, in much the' siMe way, thit they might encode an unfamiliar Kenji char-

acter when the teachef^ first presents it. in class. A graphomotor coding

strategy could be encouraged by,the teacher's instructions InKana and. Kenji,

as these always involl.le 'presenting characters as a sequence of strokes that

the children must gopii; and memorize., 'Appf4ed to. the 'abstract designs, a

graphomotor coding strategy.tcanexplain, why memory for the Kenji' Correlated

with that for;ttie designs. (%,Fiqwever4 one would ,have toekplain the -maser of

acorrelatibn between memorY'for nonsense designs andthat for Kana digraphs.)

It 'could furtherlaccount for.the'correfetion'Aeteen the teachers' ratings of

reading ability -,and performance on the .nonsepse designs. finally', it can ac-

count for ,the superior perfoi'mancg;ofAhe,Japanese children, ,in general: the

American children, by virtl)of them education, "would have been less likely

to make systematic use d a graphomotor coding strategy as a means of
remembering the nonsense designs,. and therefore mould have been less success-

.

4e

ful,

If these
t
arguments are-acpepted, the implication is that gooki beginning

readers of Japanese,; in addition to(making more affective use of phonetic

teOresentation, may also make more effective use of graphomotor represents,

.tion. Further researbh is neededto confirm the use of a Iraphomotor strategy

by the Japanese children, and whether graphomotor coding Continues tocharac-
terize skilled readers of Japanese beyond the early elementary grades. . Find-

ings that the mature reading of Kenji and Kttna is, more disrupted by damage to

the left, ,language dominant, hemisphere than-by damage to the right (Sasanuma,

1975; Sasanuma & Fujimura, 1971) would. seem inconsistent with a view that

some nonlinguistic coding strategy ;is fundamental to skilled -.reading of

'Japanese. 43erhaps-cbding strategies change with age reddiqg experience,

or perhaps the Kimura figures are Iwocessed diffevntly by all Japanese sub-
,

jects.

To return to the major Ilhdings. of this Study, two experiments have

revealed "that, for second graders who are learning to read Japanese; use of

phonetic representataon in temporary memory is pertinent to the ability to

read well; and to the ability to remember Ka6a. and Kanji materials for a brief

Period of. time. Memory for Kana is related to memory for spoken nonsense

words, '.but not tb memory for nonlinguistic materials such as faces and ab-

stract designs. In contrast, memory for is related not only to memory

for- spoken nonsense words, but also to:memory'for ,nonsense designs,..whrah

would seem to imply partial reliance, on a kraphomptor coding strategy. It can

be concluded that acqufsition of both Kana and 640i, like that of the alpha-

bet,-makes demands on the linguistic component of temporary memory. Acuisi7

ion'of. Kanji, however, contrasts, with that of other orthographies, insofar as

it.makes an additional demand on a nonlinguistic component. The outcome of

having to master both Kana and Kanji is that, for the beginning reader in Ja-

pan, both'phonetic and graphomotor. memory abilities are associated with early

reading success.
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COGNITIVE PROCESSES, IN READING: WHERE DEAF READERS SUCCEED AND WHERE THEY
HAVE DIFFICULTY*

Vicki L. Hanson
0.4

I

The act of reading i volves the recognition of individual words and the
integration of the mean gs of those words for text comprehension. The pre-
sent paper reports studies with deafcollege students, focusing first on
their word recognition processes and then on their short-term memory represen-
tation of those words.

The approach of this paper will be to focus on analytic reading, in which
the reader takes advantage of the linguistic information reflected in the
orthography and performs a grammatical analysis on the word's of a sentence,
thus leading to comprehension (Mattingly, 1980). While some have' taken the
position that reading need not involve such linguistic mediation, there is a
great deal of evidence in the literature indicating that such analytic proc-
essing promotes acquisition of reading among beginning readers and facilitates
reading (especially of difficult material) for more advanced readers (Gleitman
& Rozin, 1973; Liberman, 1983). Evidence of this sort provides the motiva-
tion for focusing on analytic reading in de present,paper.

The orthography of English is an- alphabetic writing .system that reflects
the morphophonemic_ structure of'the language (Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Klima,
1972; Venezky, 1970). Hearing college students exploit this structure in the
reading of words, 'even in the reading of those words that are familiar
(Brooks, 1977; Massaro, Taylor, Venezky, Jastrzembski, & Lucas, 1980). Simi-
larly, deaf college students are sensitive to orthographic structure (Hanson,
1983; Hanson, Shankweiler, & Fischer, A983), and they take advantage of this
structure to facilitate word recognition (Hanson, 1982b, 1983). For example,
in a study in which deaf students were presented printed letter strings that
were orthographically regular (e.g., REMOND, SIFLET) or orthographically
irregular (e.g., RDEMNO, EFLSTI), these deaf students were found to recall
letters of the orthographically regular strings more,accurately than those of
the irregular strings (Hanson, 1983). Similar results were obtained in an
experiment investigating the recognition of fingerspelled words in which deaf
adults were asked to report the letters of fingerspelled strings that were
orthographically regular (e.g., S-N-E-e-G-L-I-N) or orthographically irregular
(e.g., F-T-E-R-N-A-P-S). They more accurately reported the letters of the
regular strings (Hanson, 1982b).

This superior performance 4on the regular strings suggests that skilled
deaf readers, like skilled hearing readers, are sensitive to orthographic

*To appear in D. S. Martin (Ed.), Cognition, education, and deafness: Trends
in research and instruction. Washington, DC: Gallaudet College Press.
Acknowledgment. Preparation of this article was supported by National Insti-
tute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke Grant NS-18010.
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structure. As further 'support for this suggestion, nearly all of the incor-
rect letter reports in the experiment on fingerspelling were found to be
orthographically permissible. Particularly striking was the finding.that for
the orthographically irregular strings, many of the errors in reporting let-
ters tended to result from the subjects' attempts to regularize the spelling
of these strings. For example, in recalling the string F-T-E-R-N-A-P-S, some
subjects omitted the 'letter that made the sequenCe irregular and wrote

arlta2. Others added a letter to. make the sequence regular and wrote

I ifternips, while others rearranged the letters of the ..sequence and wrote

fern.tapta

So far, this discussion has concentrated on'reading at the level of the
single word. But, in addition to the ability to deal with the structure of
individial words, reading requires holding words and their order of arrival in
memory long enough to permit sentence comprehension. Short-term memory stud-

ies have been used to examine the nature of the internal representation (or

code) used by deaf readers to mediate tilis comprehension process.

In studies of short-term memory with deaf college students, two primary
findings have .emerged. The first has been that these students, particularly
the better readers, tend ,to use a speech based code in the short-term reten-

tion of printed English words (Hanson, 1982a; Lichtenstein, in press). 'These

results are consistent with Conrad's (1979) finding that the better deaf read-

ers among high school age students tend to use a speech-based code. 'These re-

sults extend Conrad's work, however, in an important way: While the students
tested by Conrad attended schools that were strictly oral in their educational

approach, the college students tested in *hese more recent studies have had

manual language experience, some even being native signers of American Sign

Language. The second finding to emerge from the short-term memory studies
with college students has been that deaf readers have difficulty in using a

speech code. Even deaf readers who do use At, use it less efficiently than
hearing readers (Hanson, 1982a; Lichtenst6in, in press).

Given this difficulty in using a speech-based code, why might the better
adult readers tend to prefer it over a manual code? A partial' answer to this

question is suggested by research on the retention of serial order informa-

tion. Since English is a language in 'which word order carries critical
syntactic information, the retention of word order during sentence comprehen-

sion is essential. In an experiment comparing the memory of deaf :and hearing

college students for sequences of printed English words, deaf college. students

had poorer recall only when they were required to recall the words in their

order of occurrence; the deaf students were comparable to the hearing stu-
dents when recall of order was not required (Hanson, 1982a). Thus, the deaf

students had specific difficulty in retaining information about the order in

which words were presented. The extent of this difficulty appears to be

related to deaf individuals' ability to use a speech code; in tests of

short-term memory, those students with the larger memory spans have shown the

greatest use of a speech code (Conrad, 1979; Hanson, 1'982a; Lichtenstein, in

press). These results suggest that the retention of word order information

depends on the ability to use a speech code.

In summary, this research suggests that deaf college students are quite

proficient at using the orthographic structure of words in word recognition,

but that even these readers experience persistent difficulties. in the
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short-term memory processes that mediate comprehension. The difficulties ap-
pear related, at least in part, to inefficient use of a speech-based code.'

The question remains as to the nature of the speech-based represmtation
used by deaf readers and how this. representation is developed. Deaf readers
could acquire. information about a speech-based code from the orthography cr
through speaking and lipreading. It may be the case that deaf readers' abili-
ty to use sbme form of speech-based code is not well reflected iff the

intelligibility ratings of their speech. These ntel.ligibility ratings are
based on isteners' ability to understand the dea speakers' utterances, it
on the eaf individuals' ability to utilize s ech in reading. Further re-
search n ds to be directed at determinin an effective speech-based code
might'be acquired by deaf individuals for the purpose of reading.
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DISCOVERING MESSAGES IN THE MEDIUM: SPEECH PERCEPTION AND THE PRELINGUISTIC
INFANT*

Catherine T. Bestt

To parents and.those who work with infants, one of the most remarkable
developments during the first year of life is t f rapid growth of vocal
communication skills prior to language. .Initially, ..4e infantcommunicates by
cries, but during the second half-year, the speechlike sounds of babbling

16

emerge. By twe;ve months, Ulna not only conveys feelings and needs to
others but may also exp ss infantS' observations of regularities in the
events and objects of their world.

The sounds that infants make are but me facet of their progress toward
verbal uommunicatIon. More hidden from our view, yet also important, is their
perceptual rasp of the speech around them. In this chapter on infant speech
perception, speech will be considered as the medium through which language is
expressed vocally, much like the sounding of musical instruments is the medium
through which a symphony is expressed. Both language and symphony are
structurally complex systems, with many levels of concurrent organization,
which are reflected in the organization of the medium. Speech carries the
multiple messages that can be conveyed verbally, and hence carries informatim
about the complex structural organization of vocal communication, which,in-
eludes not only the structure of words and sentences but also broader aspects,
such as stress, conversational rhythm, and voice characteristics (e.g., speak-
er gender, age, identity, and emotional state). It also carries information
about finer grained structures such as consonanto5 vowels, and syllables, and
the vocal gestures that produce them.

A listener's knowledge about the organization of vocal communication sets
limits on which messages can be recognized in speech. That is to say, one

*In H. E. Fitzgerald, B. M. Lester, & M. W. Yogman (Eds.), Theory and research
in behavioral pediatrics, Vol. 2 (pp. 97-145). New York: Plenum Press,
1984.
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must know or learn which structures to listen for within the wealth of infor-
rdation that the medium reflects about the events forming a vocalization (stat-
ed in the spirit Of E. J. Gibson, 1977, and J. J. Gibson, 1966). Althodgh

infants may recognize some aspects of nonlinguistic structures in vocal
communication, they are limited in their recognitiory of language structure as
such. To use any language, then, they must still discover the existence and
meaning of many of the messages in speech, particularly those of words and
phrases. But where do they start and how do they proceed in their discoveries
during the first year? FOF infants who have not yet discovered the word, what
messages are perceptually available to them in speech that might expedite that
discovery?

The central concern of this chapter is with the nature of messages that
prelinguistic infants may hear in human speech, at the level of the finer
grained structures that we know as consonants and vowels. This issue has been
addressed in the last twelve years of research on infant speech perception.
Two basic themes about the information that infants perceive An speech have
emerged. Both themes presume that some innate mechanism(s) of the auditory
perceptual system fully account for infant speech per;ception, thus implying a.

mechanistic view that the young perceiver's role in seeking information in
speech is rather passive. According to the first theme, infants possess
species-specialized perceptual mechanisms that are tuned to linguistic con-
trasts among phonemes, those individual consonants and vowels we adults often

associate with letters or letter combinations in words. The other theme
proposes that infant speech perception is shaped by the auditory system's re-

sponse to acoustic components of the stimulus; that is, the perceptual proc-
ess is stimulus-bound and intrinsically neutral with respect to speeCh versus

other sounds. These neutral acoustic attributes include the bits of noise and
frequency changes, interspersed with silent gaps and humming or buzzing, which

comprise a physical description of the speech signal.

It will be argued here that neither theme adequately explains how infants

perceive the speech they normally hear during development. In their stead,

the features of a third perspective based on ecological considerations (see

also Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & Turvey, 1980; Summerfield, 1978) will be out-
lined, which posits a more active, information-seekingrole for the perceiver.
This alternative view is that infants actively attend for information in the
speech medium about the natural forces that structured it, particularly how it
was shaped by the human vocal tract. For the sake of simplicity, this

perceptual focus on how speech is structured by its vocal source will be re-

ferred to as speech source perception. This term is offered rather than
articulatory perception (see Studdert-Kennedy, 1981a; Summerfield, 1978), in

order to encompass not only the articul tory gestures of the mouth and tongue
but also the anatomical structure of the human vocal trict and its variations

according to speaker characteristics (e. ., sex, age, and emotional state).

A3 will be argued, a theory focused o e vocal tract sources of the speech
medium's acoustic structure has greater potential than the other two themes
for explaining how and why infants might begin to develop language based on

the speech they hear. In short, It would provide the infant a more direct
avenue by which to discover and produce words.

But how is this vocal source information conveyed in speech? Simply

stated, for now, the acoustic properties of sounds are determined by the

struoture and movements on the sound-making object, including the human vocal

traet (Pant, 1960; Flanagan, 1973). Thus, speech carries information'about
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. Setting theContext

1.1 Language and the P elin uistic Inf n

Prelinguistic i fonts, by definition, do not yet produce true words;
that Is their voc- izations apparently do not refer to. objects and events in
the way that the words of the adult language community do. It should be noted
that it is not possible to draw a sharp chronological division between

.prelinguistic and linguistic periods in the development of either speech,
production or speech perception. Generally, however, the first year of life
is considered to be imelinguistic.

Two complementary and interdependent questions provide a guide for under-
standing the prelinguistic antecedents of language development: What is vocal
language that a prelinguistic infant may come to know it? and What is the
prelinguistic infant that she or he may come to know vocal language? (adapted
from McCulloch, 1965). The next few sections will focus on the former Wes-
tion, to frame the subsequent discussion of infant speech perception research.
They will describe the basic characteristics of speech that are important for
understanding the task facing a prelinguistic perceiver. Once the stage has
been set, the three theoretical views about the way infants process speech
will be described in greater depth.

1.2 What Is Vocal Language

What type of information or messages does speech carry that prelingaistic
infants might perceive? Prelinguistic infants do not yet produce words, nor
do most infants under 9-10 months yet comprehend spoken words (e.g., Lenne-
berg, 1967). Thus, we should not expect younger infants to perceive any
information that is defined by-word meanings. Nevertheless, some coherent
information in human speech must be available to prelinguistic inf4nts, for
they do eventually discover words.

To discover words in the speech directed towardthem, presumably infants
would, in part, have to (a) disembed from continuous speech the recurring
subpatternsthat become familiar words; (b) recognize the invariance in the
pattern of a word, across the variations in acoustic detail that occur when it
is produced by different speakers or in different contexts; and (c) recognize
the relevant differences that do specify meaningfully different patterns. And
in order to produce/ Words, they would also have to recognize how to imitate or
approximate subpaterns from a language-user's speech, even though the acous-
tic output of their own smaller and differently proportioned vocal tracts dif-
fers substantially fr9p that provided by their older models (Goldstein, 1979;
:Aberman, Harris, Woerf, & Russell, 1971 ).
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In language research with adults, phonemes (consonants and vowels) have
often been considered to be the building blocks of words. According to that

perspective, the achievement of the perceptual tasks previously listed would
, seemingly be founded on perception at the phonemic level of speech. To date,

most infant speteh perception research has focused on phonemes or their combi-
nations in sylloines, on the apparent assumpt4on that perception of these sub-.
word units must be precursory to the perception of words.

Language users easily recognize words and phonemes when listening to
conversational speech. However, these recognitions are no small feat for
jOelinguistic listeners, who lack a language system that could hel6 them solve

some apparent puzzles in adult speech perception. The source Hof these pus -

zles, which lies in the acoustic characteristics of speech, is discussed next.
(For ore extensive discussioas of adult speech perception, see Fowler et al.,

1980; Liberman, 1982; Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy,

1967; Pisoni, 1978).

1.3 Puzzles in the Acoustic Shape of Speech

To imagine the infant's difficulty, recall listening to a stretch of
conversation in an unfamiliar language. Foreign speech typically seems like a
relatively continuous flow of sounds, in which the quality of some phonemes

may be unfamiliar (e.g., the In of French or Spanish), and the boundaries of

individual words often may be undecipherable. Thiscan make it difficult for

a listener to recognize a foreign word uttered in different sentences and by

different people. The infant's problem is compounded because, in contrast td

a language uar-, infants presumably do not know what words are, so this con-
cept cannot guide their discovery of word boundaries in the flow of conversa-

tional speech. Similarly, a language user may have difficulty recognizing the
precise qualities of an unfamiliar foreign phoneme when it is uttered in dif-

ferent words and by different people. Yet, relative to malture language users,

to infants all of the phonemes occurring even in their native language

environment would be. comparatively unfamiliar. Infants also presumably lack

certain concepts about the linguistic, role of phonemes that may guide the lan-

guage user's recognition of individual phonemes in conversational speech.

1.3.1 Acoustic continuities and discontinuites in running speech. One

reason a.sentence spoken in an unfamiliar language sounds indivisible is that

utterances in natural conversation are a fairly continuous stream of sound.

This is partly attributable to the cohesive intonation, or pitch cont9ur of

the voice. But it results also from the vocal-tract movement trajeeories

that interconnect the adjacent words in sentences or phrases. Inversa-
tion, speakers rarely pause between words, instead isually moving in- connected

fashion from one to the next, just as a runner usually adjusts to changes in

terrain or direction without pausing between step cycleS. Sometimes neighbor-

ing words in informal speech even become contracted (e.g., "what arc you ..."

becomes "wadaya ..." or "whatcha ..."). Thus, the raw acoustic properties of

conversational speeq,do not always reveal clear boundaries between words.

Conversely, the vocal tract can make other' relatively rapid adjustments

that,do cause obvious acoustic discontinuities. These breaks can occur within

as well as between words, however. For instance, in the word "so" there is a

rather sudden change from the lack on vocal-cord vibration during the }voice-

less /s/ to the onset of vibration for the voiced sound /o/. This causes an

acoustic break between the noiselike, aperiodic hiss of the /s/ and the voiced
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acoustic period ity of the vowel; The paradox is that a knowledgeable ,

listener perceiv is these disconXinuites as an integral part of a word, where.,
appropriate, rather than as breaks between words.,.....,.,

The spec properties judt.discussed calfbe seen in the spectrogram in
Figure 1. A ectrogram is one way of visualizing the acoustic components of

tyeech. As indicated earlier, these acoustic.characterisIcs are determined
y, the structure and movements of the vocal tract (Fantk 1960; Flanagan,
1973).

Figure 1. Spectrogram of the sentence "What are you saying to me, little .

girl?" spoken by a man to a young baby.

.,

'',,, ,...,.....)

---4.,
The spectrographic analysis shows the relative acoustic intensity (dark-

ness level) of the frequency components in the. spRech signal (ordinate) as
they change over time (abscissa). The wide, horizontally varying bars of in-
creased density within the dark vertical striations are called formants, the
lowest being referred to as the first formant (F1), and they correspond to the
time-varying resonant frequencies of various relatively hollow spaces or

chambers in the vocal tract.- In the vowel "ee," or example, a small resonat-
inging chamber is formed at the front of the mou between the edges of the
tongue blade pressed against the upper teeth and the close approach of the
soft palate to the base of the tongue, while A relatively large reso ating\
chamber forms at the back of the mouth behind the base of the tongue. This
results in a low-frequency F1 and a high-frequency second formant (F2).
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The vertical striations in which the ,fermats appear represent the

individual energy pUlses emitted by each vocal-fold vibration. The more
closely packed the striations are, the briefer the periods between pulses and
hence the higher the pitch ofthe.vpice. In. Fig4re 1, the man raised his
voice pitch substantially for the word "saying" and then dropped it for "(to)
me little," ra.ising..itagain. toward, the end of '"girl.." 'This degree of pitch
.mo lation is more exaggerated than normal, and Often occurs when parents talk
pla r ully to their p4bies (Kaye, 1980)'. They; dappled; nonstrated patches ,rep-
resent aperiodic ad6ustic noise produced by air turbulence at some point in
the' vocal tract as. with the toneue-tip, constriction near the upper front teeth.
Oathe /8/ of "saying." *

oft

1.3.2 Continuities and discontinuitieS.agong and withinwphonemes. Since
,

infant speech research has foqused primarily on phonemes, the sentence in Fig-
ure 1 is printed .beneath the.spectrogram eor reference. The letters for the
vowels and consonants are roughly lined up under the midpoint of.their 'portion
of the acoustic signal. The match between phoneme'inciacoustic information it
only approximate, however', because of inherent difficulties in determining the
acoustic span of a phoneme. Attc es,(discontinuities appdar to fall within

5
rather than betWeen phonemes, aS w: true at the level of words in a sentence.
For instance, the /t/ in "to" ncompfsses an _aperiodic noise burst, the

following brief of breathy aspiration, and,the subsequent rapid transi-
tions of the formant frequencies (i.e., the,...upgiide at onset of the`101West

formant and downglides in the pale higher for ants). Again, the knowledgeable
listener mav paradoxically perceive acoubtidniisco tinuities as integral to a
unitary phoneme. . ,

.

. . i

Another 'difficulty w h matching phonemes 'to acoustic segmentsederives
from the temporal overlap of adjacent phonemes. Speakers.do not aaply'finish.
one phoneme and, at prec sely that time, begin th.d641e0. Interconnected tra7' ..

jectories characterize t neighborly relations not only of wor:Ci6,s*ualso of
vowels and consonants, fo example, the trajectory in "me" from' the lips being
closed for /m/ to the lip being open and tongue blade high for ee." Tpe
structure of the vocalPtract does not permit an instantaneous Change from one
configuration to.another,.just. s a runner's leg cannot instantaneously change.
from flexed to extended positio . 4.In the sample sentence, not only,is a dis-
crete boundaryi,misting between the words "to" and "me," but' there is.none
within "to" to define the end of /t/ and the beginningof the vowel. Yet a
perceiver familiar With the language can identify individual phonemes as well
as individual words.

Thy trajectories between .target vocal-tract .configurations, however, ac-
count only partially for. the acoustic interconnection between phonemes. Or-
ten, vocal-tract adjustments fora phoneme begin one,to several segments ahead
of it, or persist one to several segments\sbeyond. In other words, there is
some coarticulation among nearby phonemes (e.g., Bell-Berti & Harris, 1979;
Fowler, 1980). While pronouncing ,gthe /t/ in "too," a speaker usually is al-
ready rounding his lips appropriate for the "oo." This lip-rounding is not a,
standard property of /t/--for the /t/ in "tee," the corners of the lips are
insteadpulled back slightly for the following nee."

1.3.3 Phonetic context effects and acoustic variability. Coarticulation
among phonemes causes the acoustic characteristics of any item to be

assimilated to its neighbors. The articulatory difference be ween the two
/t /'s results in."too" beginning with a somewhat lower frequent' noise burst
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than "tee." The paradox or puzzle is that,/ although thp perceiver recog izes
) an invariant identity for a vowel or consonant 'across various phonemic,
texts; there is no clearcut invariance-in its raw acoustic properties.

Movement trajectories also contribute to thisiacoustic variability prob-
llemo Their shapes are determined' by the vocal configurations they
interconnect and there are rarely defihable. boundaries in conversational.speech

between a static configuration and a trajectory into or out of it.
Figure 1 indicates that; because of the difference in ithe'surrounding pho-
nemes, the first and the last /1 /,in "little" are acoustically different,. both
in the flanking formant ..trajectories and in the exact frequencies of the
flatter formants midway through the "segment.°

1.3.4' Vocal tract variations and perceptual normalization. Not
illuqtrated in the figure is a brOader problem of acoustic variability: the

'acoustic contextual variation caused by different speakers. Of importance are
the differences found between' males and females, or between children and
adults. On the average, female vocal tracts are smaller than those of males,
which biases the acoustics of female speech toward higher frequencies in voice

. pitch anaN46-; formaht frequencies. More important, though, are the age and
gender differences in proportional relations among vocal-tract Areas. The ra-
tio between the distance from the vocal cords to the base of the tongue, ver-
sus the distance from the lips to the base of the .tongue,' is greatest for

II: adult males and smallest for young infants (Goldstein, 1979; Lieberman,
ft' arris, Wolff, & Russell, 1971). .

4

. Because` fOrmant frequencies are determined by the sizes of the vocal
resonating chambers,' these vocal-tract ratio differences cause age and guider
differences in the proportional relations among formant frequencies for a giv-

,. en vowel. It has been impossible thus far' to derive a simple mathematical '

formula for the formant frequency relations of a vowel produced by proportion-
ally, differing vocal tracts. In other words, there-is no invariant acoustic
description of formant frequency relations across men's, women's, and chil-
dren's' utterances .of the vowel (Bernstein, 1981; Broad, 1981; Kent & Forrier,
1979). The" puzzle is that listeners, at least those, familiar with the lan-
guage, immediately hear the vowel's identity across a variety of vocal tracts
differing in,size and proportion. This perbeption of constancy in the face of
speaker-speCific acoustic variations has been referred to as the vocal-tract
normalization problem. ?3,...... , 0

. 1.3.5 Summary. These acoustic propirties thus pose a number of
difficulties for the perceptual capture of words or phonemes from conversa
tional speech, even for adults listening tb their native language. These'
difficulties can cause a sentence spoken in an unfamiliar language to sound
like a rather undivided flow, when the listener is not preparedllo handle
them. However, when adults 'listen to their native languaie, they can identify
discrete phonemes and words. Most likely, this is becauife they already know
the phonemes and many of the words in their language, as well as the permissi
ble ways by which items of either type can combine. Infants, on the other
hand, do not have

perceiving
knowledge of language. Yet they must be able to "solve

these puzzles" in perceiving speech in order to ltimately discover words,
since the words directed to infants are usually mbedded in phrases or sen
tences (Kaye, 1980) and are presented to them by a variety of people in dif
ferent speech ,contexts. What might infants perceive in speeth, at the level
of the phoneme, ,that could help them to recognize discrete words within the
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."
flow df sound? For consideration of thin question, the discussion now- turns

to the infant speech perception literture.

2. The Fou atidhs of Infant Speech Perception Research

Research on infant speech perception has largely been guided by two
theoretical approaches to one overriding issue and its underlying assumption$p

as indicated earlier. Although the questions and diiclission presented thus
far have been oriented around the eventual discovery of words by infants who

Initially have very limited knowledge about vocal communication, this has not
been the major issue in research' and theory on irgant speech perceOtion.

Instead, the primary theoretical ifocus has been cinhow infants solve the
,Oboustic puzzles of phoneme perception (e.g., Jusbzyk, 1901a1.198115). Its

; main underlying assumptions have 'been that (a) the ,basic perceptual, unit in

speech is phoneme-sized, (b) the speech percept derives from intraperceiver

transformation(s) of the acoustic properties of the stimulus, and (6) the

source of the transformation} is an innate mechanism of the auditory system.

p

..)

Much of the research has been generated by AcontrOvyrsy over the nature

of the transformations) and, supporting mechanism, which can be traced to..a

similar controversy in experimental worlcon adult speech perception. On one

side is the phonetic interpretation of infant, speech perception, which posits

that the perceptual mechanism is uniquely human by nature and differs- quanta=

tively from the means for perceiving other sounds. eroposals abbut the exact

properties of the specialized phonetic mechanism have ranged from a.comparator

that matches incoming speech sounds. to 'thp neuromOtor commands for producing

them (the motor theory of speech perception: Liberman et al., 1967)eto innate

categories of linguistic features of phonemes,(e'.g.,AElmas,: Siqueland, Jus-

czyk, & Vigorito,. 1971) that may be mediated by*:innapely tuned neural
feature-detectors.(e.g., Cutting & Eimas,4i1975).

141

On the other side of the controversy is the psychoacoustic 'approach,

which presumes the maohinery for the speech-to-percept ,transformation, to ,be

neither uniquely human nor limited to the perception, of speech. In the

psychoacoustic view, the general'organization' of the mammalian (or primate)

auditory system yields an invariant stimulus-bound response whenever a given

acoust,ic-4"brioperty occurs, regardless o,f the class af..sound (e.g., speech

vs. ndhspeech) to which the individual is'listening. ,

/
In the following summary and interpretation of thq literature, it will be

argued that the psychoacoustic- phonetic' controversy in 161,4A-speech percep-

tion research is misguided. Both views are inadequate becauserthey fail to

consider the relation between infant and language. :Followillg.thlat review 'and

discussion, a promising alternative theoretical perspective on_iofant.speechc,

perception will be described: the ecologically motivated (e.g., .J.- ;Gibson,

1966; Summerfield, 1978) speech source perception view outlined-earlier. But

at this point, the issue-that has guided existing infant speech perceptibn_re-

search, the psychoacoustic-phonetic controversy, must be placed 1,Q proper his-

torical perspective.

2.1 The Empirical Beginnings /)

Research on infant perception or phonemes began with two re0orts in 1971,
.

both of which gave a phonetic interpretation to the underlying°.processes.

Each study employed a variant of the habituation paradigm to map the limits of
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infants' phoneme categories via Nheir discriminations of syllable pairs
differing in initial consonant. \One of .the studies 'found that. '5- to
6-month-olds can discriminate natura utterances of /ba/ and /ga/ (Moffitt,
1971). The' consonants in the tested sy lables acf.: both voiced stop consonants
6(along with' /d /; the voiceless ,stops kr /p/1 /t/, and /k/), but they differ
in place of'articulation. Since the inf is discriminated between consonants.
that differed solely in place of articu ation, the author concluded that-
"linguistic-perceptual capacities are presen duting early life" (p. 717).

The'othtr study ( Eimas et al., 1971) has eceived the preponderant atten-
tion in subsequent research. In this study, 1- and 4-month-olds were present-
edowith computer-synthesized vergoni of /ba/ d /pa/, which differ in the
articulatory property 'called voice onset time (ViT). That is, in the voice-
less /p/ .of /pa/, the vocal cords begin vibratin: later with respect to the
lip-opening gesturNthan is the Ise with the voic d /b/ of /ba/. Therefore,
/p/ has a longer VOT than /b/. The acoustic 'Co sequences of articulatory
differences in VOT a're many (Lisker, 1978), but research attention has
.pritharily focused on the time difference between the consonantal noise burst
and the onset of periodic voicing, referred to here as acoustic VOT. It is
usually confounded with other acoustic differences between a voiged7voiceless
consonant pair.

4

Computer synthesis was used in the Eimas et al. study- to .produce a
systematic series or continuum of syllables, which varied in equal -sizeq steps
along the acoustic VOT dimension. Such apustically controlled continua usu-
ally cannot be produced by a human speaker because of mechanical constraints
on possible vocal tract movements (although in the case of stop voicing, human
speakers can produce a range of different acoustic ,VOT values). Adult
listeners typically, fail to hear the gradual steps of acoustic-change along
synthetic continua between two contrasting consonants. Instead, they identify
all stimuli as exemplars of one or the other phoneme category, and a sharp
boundary on the continuum separates the two perceptuale.categories. Adult
listeners also discriminate between acoustically different pairs of synthetic
stimuli ruch better when the members are from different phoneme categories
than from the same category. This pattern of identification and discrimi ra-

tion results has been termed categorical perception (see'Figure 2). It was
originally taken as evidence for 'a specialized phonetic mode of perception,
since the nonspeech continua that had been si.&Xarly studied were perceived
continuously (i.e., no clear labeling boundary or no clear performance peak in
discrimination ability) rather than categorically (e.g., Liberman et al.,
1967; Repp, 1982).

To determine whet)ierIneants also perceive' speech categorically,' and by
presumption phonetically,, Eimas et al. (1971) tested their discrimination of
synthetic syllabl'e's that differed in acoustic VOT, but either did or did not
differ according to American ,English /pa/ versus( /ba/. The within-category
pairs differed by the same magnitude of acoustic VOT as did-the between-cate-
gory pairs. The infants .discriminated the betweeri-category difference much
better 'than the within-category difference, in agreement, with the adult,
phoneme boundry. This finding led the authors to conclude that infants have
an,innate capacity to perceive speech lingulstically;, that is, in terms of
adult phon'eme categories.
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of ideal results of categorical perception

tests.
4

These two early studies were scientifically intriguing, and encouraged a

profusion of infant speech research that still continues. Some researchers

essentially accepted the premise that the means by which acoustic properties

are translated to a percept is speech-specialized, that is, specifically

phonetic in nature. They went on to explore the range and nature of the

phoneme contrasts that young infants discriminate. As the psychoacous-

tic-phonetic controversy indicates, however, other researchers took issue with

the phonetic perspective. The studies of this latter group have attempted to

show that categorical pert ption is due to geperal psychoacoustic mechanisms,

which respond to particular acoustic attributes whether they appeain speech

or nonspeech sounds, but which occur most frequently in speech (e.g., Blum-

stein, 1980; Stevens & Blumst6in, 1978).

2.2 .Igfant Perception of Phoneme Contrasts

Many of the early studies (employed synthetic syllable continua, since

explaining categorical perception has been a key interest in the psychoacous-

tic-phonetic controversy. According to the definition of categorical percep-

tion, percentage-correct discrimination of stimuli fro a continuum must show

a performance peak at the position of the category bou ary for labeling of

those stimuli '(see Figure 2) (Studdert-Kennedy, Liberma Harris, & Cooper,
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1970). Therefore, both identification and discrimiNdtion data are needed to
assess categorical perception. However, because there is no currently accebt-
able test for infants' identification of sounds, the conclusions of the infant
research ar, -based on discrimination data only (see Jusczyk, 1981a). Since
the infantaiscrimination data cannot bkcompared to infant identification)re-

- sponses, P. may be better to refer to the peaks and troughs in theirNhiscrimi-
natidn or synthetic speech continua by some other term, such as perceptual
boundary effect (Kuhl, 1981b; Wood, 1976).

A number of other infant iltudies from the phonetic perspective have em-
ployed natural rather thanbynthetic speech stimuli, thus focusing on
discrimination of contrastive 'spoken exemplars rather than on categorical
discrimination. In both types of study, the discrimination data have been de-
rived from either habituation tests or tests of generalization of conditioned
operant responses, and the subjects have usually been between 1 and 7 months
of age (prior to the reported onset of word comprehension). The consonant
contrasts that were tested have usually occurred in syllable-ipitial position,
which makes phoneme discrimination in natural speech easier for young children
than do dgdial or final positions (Schvachkin, 1973).

The categorical discrimination studies have found that infants show a
boundary effect for a variety of synthetic consonant contrasts, with their
discrimination peak usually occurring at or near the adult American,English
identification boundary. These contrasts include stop consonant voicing (spe-
cially, /p/ vs. /b/, and /d/ vs. /t/) as cued by acoustic VOT (Eimas, 1975a;
Eimas et al., 1971;,Streeter, 1976) or, by another naturally occurring cue,
the extent of frequency change in the first formant (F1) transition
(J. 1,Miller & Eimas, 1981).

4 r

Ififants also show a boundary effect for place of articulation differences
between stop cinsonarits (/b/ vs. /d/ vs. /g/) (C. L. Miller, .& Morse, 1976;
C. L. Miller, Morse, & Dorman, 1977; Morse, 1972; Williams & Bush, 1978),
even when the consonants occur in the middle of vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV)
syllables (Jusczyk & Thompson, 1978) or in the final position of VC or CVC
syllables (Jusczyk, 1977). Infant boundary effects have also been found for
ilace of articulation distinctions between liquid consonants (/r/ vs. /1/, El-
as, 1975b). There is an infant boundary effect for place of articulation
ifferences among fricatives (voiceless: /f/ vs, "th" as in "thanks";
voiced: /v/ vs. "th" as in "that "), although the infants' discriminations may
differ in some respects from adults' (Jusczyk, Murray, & Bayly, 1979).

Infants also show a boundary effect for manner of articulati differences be-
tween /b/-/w/ (same place of articulation, but stop vs. se 1. owel manner: Ei-
mas & Miller, 1 )80a; Hillenbrand, 'Minifie, & Edwar4V7-1"979) and between
/b/-/m/, although they do not discriminate the latter contrast as categorical-
ly as adults, that is, they show moderate discrimination of the within-cate-
gory pairs (Eimas & Miller, 1980b).

Adults perceive synthetic continua between vowel contrasts in a more
continuous or less categorical fashion than consonants, unless the vowels are
severely shortened in duration (e.g., Crowder, 1973; Liberman et al., 1967;
PFsoni, 1973, 1975). Infants show similar effects in perception of the
"ee-ih" vowel distinction (Swoboda, Morse, & Leavitt, 1976; Swoboda et al.,
1978).
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Consistent with the boundary effect findings, infants discriminate a

fairly wide Array of the natural consonant and vowel contrasts in spoken En-
glish. They discriminate natural.stop voicing distinctions (Trehub & Rabino-

yitch, 1972), as well as some contrasts that children often do not produce

correctly until late in phonological development (3-5 years), and which often

cause persistent articulatory difficulties: certain fricative place

(/s/-"sh") and voicing (/s/-/v/) contrasts (Eilers & Minifie, 1975; Eilers,
Wilson, & Moore, 1977), the place contrast between the liquid consonants
/w/-/r/ (Eilers, 011er, & Gavin, 1978), and the consonant clusters /s1/-/spl/
(Morse, Eilers, & Gavin, 1982). Infants also discriminate the naturally pro-
duced Vowels "ee" versus "ih" (Eilers et al., 1978), as well as the "ee-ah-oo"

triad, whether they occur in isolation or in CV syllables (Trehub, 1973).

Td summarize, .young prelinguistic infants discriminate* many 'consonant

contrasts and Often show a boundary effect akin to the adult category bound-

ary. They even discriminate some consonant contrasts that children produce
late and often misarticulate. Infants also discriminate vowel contrasts, and

Is
do so less cate orically than consonants, again like adults. (For more

extensive discuss n of the theoretical particulars, see Aslin & Pisoni, 1970;

Cutting & Eimas, 75; Eilers, 1980; Eilerd & Gavin, 1981; Eimas, 1974a,

1975a; Jusezyk, 1981a, 1981b; Kuhl, 1978, 1980, 1981a; Mehler & Bertoncini,

1978; Morse, 1978; Trehub, Bull, & Schneider, 1981; and Walley, Pisoni, &

Aslin, 1981). 1
)

0

The performance pattern does not, however, indicate whether infants

discriminate by psychoacoustic or phonetic means. Initially, researchers who

took a phonetics view assumed that the boundary effect was evidence for a

speech-specialized perceptual process. But that assumption could be ques-
tioned, and was submitted to test by researchers on both sides of the theoret-

ical dichotomy. The alternative posed by the psychoacoustic perspective was,
pf course, that the perceptual boundary might be an attribute of the auditory

system's response to the acoustic progerties,. rather than the phonemic

identities, of the speech sounds.

2.3 Is the Boundary Effect "Phonetic" or "PsyChoacoustic"?

A direct test of this question was to see whether infants show a

discrimination boundary effect for some phoneme-differentiating acoustic prop-

erty even when it occurs outside a speech context. Both Morse (1972) and Ei-

mas (1974b, 1975b) isolated the major acoustic cue that had been manipulated

to produce a place of articulation continuum, by stripping away the other

acoustic properties that were shared by the Contrasting phonemes, and present-

ed young infants with the isolated cue continuum to discriminate. Morse

(1972) tested infants with the isolated F2 for the /ba/-/ga/ contrast, whereas

Eimas tested the isolated F2 cue for /da/-/ga/ (1974b), and the isolated F3

cue for /ra/-/la/ (1975b). Although in each case the isolated formants were

the sole acoustic property that distinguished the phoneme contrast, and hence

were crucial to adult categorical perception of that contrast, outside of

their natural context they sounded like nonspeech "bleats."

The argumeAt was that if the infant boundary effect reflects a uniquely

speech-related perceptual specialization, it should occur in the perception of

a particular acoustic cue only when that cue actually specifies a phoneme

distinction. The infant's in the Morse and Eimas control studies did show a

boundary effect for the full syllables but failed to show on for the isolated
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formants, and in fact discriminated the latter very poorly. The authors
interpreted their findings as support for the phonetically specialized nature
of infant boundary effects.

The psychoacoustic perspective offered an alternate interpretation, how.-
ever. The crucial stimulus attribute for psychoacoustically based boundaries
could be the interrelation between the distinctive acoustic cue and the
nondistinctive information provided in the other formants (e.g., Jusczyk,
1981a). Such a relational attritiute would be destroyed by presenting the dis-
tinctive cue in isolation. Therefore, the Morse and Eimas studies could not
definitively answer 'the controversy'.

A more appropriate nonspeech control should maintain the interrelations
among the acoustic features involved in a phoneme distinction, One'such.non-
speech distinction is the difference in risetime, or time from onset of a
sound until it reaches its maximum intensity, between plucked versus violin-
like sounds, which is analogous to the "sha -cha" distinOtion in speech.
Adults had been reported to perceive the pluck-bow distinction categorically,
even though it is nonspeech (Cutting & Rosner, 1974). JuscL,K, Rosner, Cut-
ting, Foard, and Smith (1977) extended that finding to infants and presented
it as evidence that infant perceptual boundary effects have a psychoacoustic
basis. However, subsequent replications of the adult study uncovered a stimu-
lus problem. The acoustic differences among the original pluck-bow stimuli
were not of equal magnitude throughout the continuum; when this source of
acoustic discontinuity was removed, adults no longer perceived pluck-bow
categorically (Rosen & Howell, 1981). Since Jusczyk' et al. employed the
original pluck-bow continuum, the infant findings must be questioned (Jusczyk,
1981a, 1981b).

A second infant nonspeech study was subsequently run, using tone onset
time (TOT) differences between the individual tones of a two-tone chord, which
is an analogue for the acoustic VOT distinction in ppeech (Jusczyk, Pisoni,
Walley, & Murray, 1980). Adults show a sharp TOT boundary in line with their
boundary for acoustic VOT (Pisoni, 1977). Thus, the phonetic uniqueness of
adult categorical perception has been called into question by the TOT results,
along with similar reports on other nonspeech contrasts (e.g., J. D. Miller,
Wier, Pastore, Kelly, 8. Dooling, 1976)1 In the Jusczyk et al. (1980) study,
the infants discriminated TOT differences nearly categorically, leading the
...uthors to conclude that earlier reported VOT boundary effects may not be
unique to speech perception by infants either.

Nonetheless, the TOT findings also fail to offer a definitive choice be
tween the phonetic and the psychoacoustic interpretations of infant perceptual 8
boundaries. In contrast to adults, the infants failed to disc;.'iminate TOT as
categorically as acoustic VOT, and the .osition of their TOT bounu,ry differed
significantly from. their acoustic VOT boundary. Jusczyk et al. 1980) claim

that this does not damage the general psychoacoustic stand; sin e TOT only
partly captures the articulatory VOT distinction (i.e., the psyc , coustic key
could he some other, untested acoustic attribute of articulatory VOT). Howev
er, the developmental data are at odds with this logic. The TOT and acoustic
VOT boundaries do match for adults, indicating that a perceptual change must
occur between infancy and adulthood. Yet the infant and adult VOT boundaries
match. Therefore, it is the TOT boundary that changes developmentally, and
not the VOT boundary, in contradiction to the claim that infants come to per
,ceive distinctions via psychoacoustic means (Jusczyk, 1981b).
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Ln any event, the evidence from the infant nonspeech perception research
is weak. The currently available nonspeech control studies present a theoret-
ical stalemate between the phonetic and psychoacoustic claims about the nature
of infant speech perception. However, the proponents of the controversy have

\argued that the answer may lie elsewhere in the premises of the psychoacous-
tic-phonetic distinction. It might be settled by exploring whether phonetic
perception is uniquely human, a claim made by the phonetic perspective that is
rejected by the psychoacoustic perspective.

2.4 Is the Boundary Effect Uniquely Human?

Empirical attacks on the claim that humans are the sole possessors of
categorical phoneme perception have, involved assessing whether other mammals
or primates show, abrupt shifts in perceptual sensitivity around the phoneme
boundaries. It was reasoned that, if animals showed a boundary effect, gener-
al psychoacoustic factors must then account for categoricity in speech percep-
tion, since by definition infrahumans cannot perceive in a humanly specialized
manner. The relevance of this research to infant speech perception is that
infants and animals are nonusers of language, but only infants are human and
have the capacity,to develop human language.

Researchers of animal speech perception have reported boundary effects,
similar to those found with infants, for discrimination of the stop consonant
voicing distinction by chinchillas (South American rodent) (Kuhl, 1981b; Kuhl
& Miller, 1975; J. D. Miller, Henderson, Sullivan, & Rigden, 1978), and by
rhesus monkeys (Waters & Wilson, 1976) and for the stop consonant place of ar-
ticulation distinction by Monkeys (Morse & Snowden, 1975; Sinnott, Beecher,
Moody, & Stebbins, 1976). Chinchillas also discriminate the vowels "ah" and
"ee" (Burdick & Miller, 1975); as do dogs (Baru, 1975), and exhibit boundary
of ects in go- no-go categorizations of voicing among stop consonants, with
eir boundaries falling at the position of human adult boundaries (Kuhl &

Miller, 1978). Thus, the psychoacoustic interpretation is that the

perceiver's knowledge anguage is not a necessary precondition for the
boundary effect, and appare tly neither is membership in the human species.

Researchers whc support the psychoacoustic view of speech perception have
used the animal findings to propose the following picture of the evolution of
speech perception and production: the mammalian auditory system has special-
ized notches in sensitivity for certain regions of certain acoustic dimen-

"Sions. These psychoacoustic specializations placed selective pressures on the
cnoice of phoneme contrasts by human languages. The production of the pho-
nemes chosen must have capitalized on just the acoustic domains that are most
neatly suited to mammalian psychoacoustic specializations (Kuhl, 1981b; Kuhl
& Miller, 1975, 1978; J. D. Miller, 1977; Stevens, 1972). By extension, hu-
man infants possess those same psychoacoustic sensitivities (Aslin & Pisoni,
1980; Jusczyk, 1981a, 1981b; Kuhl, 1978; Walley, Pisoni, & Aslin, 1981),

and their attention is thus captured by the acoustic attributes of the lan-
guage in their environment.

However, the claims of this psychoacoustic proposal belie the clarity of ,

the infrahumah data. The animal -iata fail in several ways to match those of
human adults. Recall the earlier argument that a determination of categorical
perception depends on data from labeling and from discrimination tests; the
animal research has necessarily relied only on discrimination data. Indeed,

animal discrimination boundaries are less sharply defined than human adult
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phoneme boundaries (Kuhl & Miller, 1978). In other words, animals are notice-
ably better than human adults at discriminating within-category acoustic
differences in place of articulation continuum, and worse at discriminating
between-category differences, indicating lowered categoricity (Morse &
Snowden, 1975). The between-species categoricity difference is co.sistent
with the greater sensitivity of human adults to formant-onset frequency
changes, by a factbr of about two (Sinnott et al., V976). In addition, only
human adults show reaction time increases, large ones in fact, when making
within-category discriminations (Sinnott et al., 1976). Finally, the absolute
position of the human adult category boundary is more stable thanthe monkey
boundary, in the face of variations in the acoustic range covered .by a

synthetic phoneme continuum (Waters & Wilson, 1976). Humans obviously ao show
speech-relevant perceptual specializations beyond the limits of the other
mammals tested.

The animal and nonspeech research may suggest that the boundary effect is

not absolutely speech-specific and species-specific. However, there are clear
and unexplained differences remaining between the, human adults' perception of
speech and the control studies on animal speech perception and infant non-, .

speech perception. Thus, the basic theoretical choice between the phonetic
and psychoacoustic explanations of speech perception, especially in infants,
is still open. If studies of the boundary effect have failed to 'solve the
psychoacoustic-phoDptic quandary, then possibly a more abstract characteristic
of speech perception would (such as the perceptual constancy of phoneme iden-
tity across phonemically irrelevant acoustic variations).

ti

2.5 Phonemic Peficeptual Constancy in Infants

Recall the earlier discussion of some puzzles in the fit between speech
acoustics and perception, particularly, the lack of satisfactory acoustic
descriptions for the invariant identity of a phoneme across different contexts
of surrounding phonemes (the acoustic variability problem) or as uttered by
differently proportioned vocal tracts (the normalization problem). In spite
of these puzzles, adcilts perceive the identity of a phoneme spoken in widely_
different words and by different vocal tracts with seeming immediacy and
effortlessness.

To see whether infants show a similar perceptual constancy, Fodor and
colleagues (Fodor, Garrett, & Shapero, 1970; Fodor, Garrett, & Brill, 1975)
trained them to respond operantly to a pair of vowel-differing syllables that
either began with the same constant (e.g., "pee"-"poo") or began with differ-
ent constants (e.g., "pee"-"kah"). In both conditions, the consonants dif-
fered acoustically because of the change in\vowel context. The authors wanted
to assess whether, despite the acoustic variability, the infants learned the
operant response more easily for the consonantal match. The infarv.s were
mater tested on a new syllable (e.g., "pah"), to determine whether they gener-
alized the learned operant response more consistently from the conso-
nant-matched pair to a new syllable beginning with the same consonant. The
infants did learn and generalize more consistently for consonantal matches
than consonantal mismatches. If they had learned to associate syllable pairs
imply by remembering the pairing of their dissimilar acoustic properties,

they should have responded to the mismatched-consonant pairs as consistently
m to the consonant-matched pairs. The authors concluded that these

infant3 had maintained porceptual constancy for consonantral
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identity in the face of concurrent acoustic variations,and that this ability

must depend "on innately determined phonological identities' --: 180).

There are two problems with this claim. Their task was difficult for
infants to lbarn, and several attempted replications or extensions have

failed. In addition, the psychoacoustic perspective offered an alternative
interpretation: The perceptual constancy might reflect a response to some
(yet uncovered) higher order acoustic invariant shared by the varying in-
stances of a given consonant (Kuhl, 1980, 1981b). Using a different technique

than Fodor et al., Kuhl and her colleagues found perceptual constancy in young
infants for the vowels "ah" versus "ee" (Kuhl, 1979) and for the fricatives
/f/ versat /s/ (Holmberg, Morgan, & Kuhl, 1977) across different neighboring
phoneme contexts and different speakers. Thus, consistent with the Fodor et

al. report, the infants solved the acoustic invariance problem. Since
perceptual constancy wap maintained across different speakers the infants also

solved the normalizattion problem. But whereas Fodor et al. favored the

phoffetic viewpoint, Kuhl and others favor the psychoacoustic viewpoint (e.g.,

Jusczyk, 1981b; Walley, et al., 1981), in part because chinchillas and dogs

show perceptual constancy for "ah" versus "ee" across speakers and pitch
contours (Baru, 1975; Burdick & Miller, 1975). Chinchillas also show such

constancy for /t/-/d/ even in different vowel contexts (Kuhl & Miller, 1975).

The perceptual constancy findings thus indicate that infants can somehow
solve two seemingly knotty acoustic puzzles to reach an important perceptual

aspect of phoneme identity. Once again, the findings apparently do not allow
a theoretical choice between the phonetic a0M5sychoacoustic explanations of

infant speech perception. Also, as will. be argued in the next section, nei-
ther is the theoretical choice decided by considerations about the innateness

of infant phoneme perception.

2.6 Innateness of Infant Phonemy Perception Effects

A pervasive notion on both sides of the psychoacoustic-phonetic contro-
versy has been that a boundary effect or perceptual constancy effect is innate

if infants show it "at the earliest age tested" (e.g., Aslin & Pisoni, 1980;

Eimas, 1975a; Eimas et al 1971; Jusczyk, 1981a," 1981b; Kuhl, 1978).

Curiously, the empirical foundation for this belief includes almost no data
before 1 month, a handful of studies on 2-month-olds, anu many studies that

have collapsed data across 1-4 months, 4-6 months, 6-8 months, or 10-12

months. Few have compared different ages groups (cf. Best, Hoffman,'& Glan-

ville, 1982; Eilers, Wilson, & Moore, 1977; Werker, 1983; Werker & Tees,

1982).

.1
This view apparently assumes that "an infant is an infant is an infant,"

across at least the first 6 months of life. In studies that averaged' over

several months of age, the "earliest age" cannot be trusted since it refers to

the youngest infant they tested, even thouvh group data were reported and ap-

propriate age analyses were almost ri!:'ve, oun (but see 1- versus 4-month age

differences in Eimas al., 1971). Thus, it is nearly impossible to assess

which, if any, perceptual boundaries are innate, or presumably biologically

dtermined and inborn. All we can note are the ages below which a given

perceptual effect has not, been shown; for this review, the conservative
assumption will be that the average age tested is the correct "earliest age"

to show the reported effect.
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The literature offers the following observations: First, infant boundary
effect's matching the adult findings have been shown only by a mean of 2?
months (e.g., Eimas, t974b, 1975b; '4,1orse, 1972). Conversely, newborns and
1- month-olds do not discriminate VOT absolutely categorically (Jusczyk et al.,
1979) nor do infants under 3-4 months discriminate phoneme contrasts under de-
mands on short-term memory (Best et al., 1982; Morse, 1978). These data hint
at a perceptual change sometime'' between 1 and 21- months, which is consistent
with widespread biobehavioral and social changes around 6-10 weeks (e.g.,
Clifton, Morrongiello, Kulig, & Dowd, 1981; Emde & Robinson, 1979; Haith,
1979). These biobehavioral changes at 6-10 weeks include vocal behavior (011-
er, 1980; Starkt 1980), suggesting that early changes in speech perception
should be further explored (see Werker, 1983, for an example of important age
changes in speech perception by older infants).

When infant and adult categorical discrimination has been directly com-,
pared, 3-month-olds' (Eimas & Miller, 1980b) and even 7- to 8-month-olds' per-
formance differs significantly from that of adults (Aslin, Pisoni, Hennessy, &
Percy; 1981; Eilers, Wilson, & Moore, 1976). Differences from adults, in

fact, persist until at least 5-6 years of age (L. E. 'Bernstein, 1979; Garnl-
ea, 1973; Robson, Morrongiello, Best, & Clifton, 1982; Schvachkin, 1973;
Simon & Fourcin, 1978; Werker & Tees, 1981; Zlatin & Kcenigsknecht, 1976).
Therefore, boundary effects cannot be considered innate in some absolute
sense.

Second, perceptual constancy for vowels is only certain as early as a
mean of 22 months (Kuhl & Miller, 1975). Perceptual constancy for consonants
has not been reported earlier than 4 months (Fodor et al., 1975) or 6 months
(Holmberg et al., 1977; Kuhl, 1980). Thus, arguments for the innateness of
perceptual constancy effects (e.g., Jusczyk, 1981b) should also be held in
cheek.

The exact timing, causes, and nature (i.e., phonetic vs. psychoacoustic)
of changes in speech perception cannot be inferred from this literature, how-
ever. Even if age had been'systematically studied, conclusions would still be
limited by the near-exclusive reliance on discrimination measures. The
coincidence of an adult phoneme boundary and a peak in infant discrimination
is not sufficient evidence to claim "adultlike" perception'of the contrast.
As argued earlier, assessment of categorical perception requires both labeling
and discrimination tests. Simple discrimination cannot reveal whether the
distinction was perceived as a phoneme contrast (see also Jenkins, 1980), a
concern that is equally relevant to the animal research. Discrimination indi-
cates only that some difference was detected. Since phoneme discrimination is
dissociable from phoneme category identification in aphasics (Blumstein, Coop-
er, Zurif, & Caramazza, 1977; Riedel, 1981), it is equivocally involved in
aspects of perception that are closer to the meaning of language than mere
acoustic contrast detection. Because language-dependent perceptual qualities
sire more likely to changt developmentally, discrimination is inadequate as the
sole measure of development in speech perception.

It is uncertain which, if an speech perception effects are innate, and
how they might change developmentally prior to the discovery of words. More
r:rALIAI for the, auditory- phonetic controversy, the following questions remain
unlm,,wered: Even if perception of a phoneme contrast is innate, is that

inn.itely possessed quality phonetic or psychoacoustic in nature? And if

p,T.,,,tuAl change does occur during prelinguistic infancy, what is the nature
th,! ,:flange? Each side ot the controversy has provided answers (see Aslin &
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Pisoni, 1980; Trehub,, Bull, & Schneider, 1981; Walley, Pisoni, & Aslin, t.

1982; cf. Eilers, 1980; Filers, Gavin, & Wilspn, 1979; Eimas, 1975a), and

the auditory-phonetic choice remains unclear. One potential motive force for
early perceptual changes can be eliminated, however: if they do occur, they
could not have a,linguistie motivation from the infant's perspective. This
fact causes difficulty for bo,th sides of the controversy, as the next section
indicates.

The data on categorical perception of nonspeeeh, animal perception of
phoneme contrasts, perceptual constancy for phonemes, and innateness of infant
phoneme perception have thus failed to decide between the psychbaeoustic and
the phonetic explanations of infant speech perception. When an impasse as
extensive as this is reached, it is important to consider whether the diffi-
culty is not with the research but rather with the logic of the two theoreti-
cal views themselves.

3. Questioning the Auditory-Phonetic Question

As stated earlier, the tacit assumptions shared by the two sides of the
dichotomy have generally been (a) that the units of speech perception are pho-
nemes (cf. Bertoncini & Mehler, 1981; Jusczyk, 1981a); (b) that some

intraperceiver interpretive process must transform acoustic properties to
phonemic percepts; and (e) that the process is mediated by some specialized
neural mechanism(;). All three assumptions can t.e questioned, particularly in

relation to the infant's discovery of words. The first assumption requires
that infants segment phonemes from connected speech. Phonemic segmentation
has not been assessed in infants, and is not straightforward even when the
perceiver is a language-user, since young children seem unable to explicitly
segment phonemes (E. J. Gibson & Levin, 1975), as are illiterate tadults

(Morais, Cary, Alegria, & Bertelson, 1979). The notion that infants perceive
phonemes can also be questioned on a linguistic level (see discussion in the
next paragraph). The second assumption entails that the listener shed meaning
on the presumed meaninglessness of the superficial acoustics of speech, that
is, the meaning of the stimulus resides solely in the listener and not

directly in the signal. According to the third assumption, the transformation
is accomplished by specialized nervous system structures or information-proc-
essing stages. Thus, the psyuhoacoustic and the phonetic views regard speech
perception as a mechanistic intraperceiver process.

We turn now to a more detailed examination of each position in the

psychoacoustic- phonetic controversy. The main problem with the phonetic view
of infant speech perception is that infants presumably do not have a language
system, having not yet discovered words. Phoneme contrasts cannot be

perceptually available to infants, since they are defined by a language sys-
tem, b 'eing dependent on word meanings in that system. They represent abstract
relations among speech sounds that are used by the language to convey semantic

differences, as in "pat" versus "bat." Although infants, like adults,

categorically distinguish between /p/ and /b/ (e.g., Eimas et al., 1971), they
do not necessarily perceive such differences as phonemic contrasts (recall

that discrimination is an equivocal measure of-tnoneme perception).

The phonetic view also has difficulty accounting for how and why infants
would adjust, their perceptual categories to suit the language of their

environment. Presumably, the evolutionary advantage of innate phoneme cate-

gories is that they would filter out irrelevant within-category acoustic
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,

variations and thereby relieve the perceiver of having to deal with those un-
necessary details. . Yet young infants fail to discriminate some phoneme con-
trasts existing in certain languages according to the adult categories,, How
and why would infants learning those languages later become able ix focus on
those innately filtered -out details, in order to adjust their category bound-
aries or develop new categories? According to researchers on genetic evol40-
tion (Jacob, 1977), on nervous system function' (Rose, 1976), on perceptual
development (Spelke, 1979; Trevarthen, 1979),- and on speech perception (Stud-
dert-Kennedy, 1981b), the most efficient evolutionary solution for developmen-
tal adaptation to stimulus environments, such as that provided by the native
language, is not an -array of innate mechanisms that are tightly tuned to
specific'stimulus values, but instead a more flexible attunement tb detect the
range of stimulus Values that could occur. Thui, any specialization we have
orpe ceiving speech would have to be sufficiently flexible to adapt to the

c phoneme contrasts of one's own particular language.

A major drawback of the psychoadvstic view .is the argument that the ob-
ject of speech.perception is intrinsically'meaningless speech-neutral acoustic
data.' In particular, this claim has difficulty accounting for -the perceived
constancy of phonemes spoken by different vocal tracts (vocal-tract normaliza-
tion) and spoken in different conteas of surrounding phonemes (acoustic
variability). The ability to redognize the invariance 'of a phoneme or word
spoken in different contexts and by different people is crucial for lan-
guage-learning infants. The phonemes they hear occur in a variety of phonemic
contexts; the vocal tracts of the older speakers they hear (and must eventu-
ally base their owa. vocalizations on) differ proportion.411y from each other,
as well as from the'infant's own vocal tract. Vocal-tract normalization and
acoustic variability do not awbar to cause perceptual difficulties for
infants. Both infants and oth9F*.animals apparently solve the normalization
and acoustic variability pralSlems in their discriminations among honemes

cfiCP--

(e.g., Baru, 1975; Kuhl, 1979, 1980, 19811); Lieberman, 19

"
. - The

psychoacoustic view does not adequately explain the infant's per eptual solu-
tion to those problems. The nontrivial acoustic variat4ons involved have thus
far defied speaker-independent and speech-neutral acoustic definitions for ei-
ther phonemes or words. Thus, it cannot be assumed that the infant's solution
focuses on speech-neutral acoustic information.

`.41.

A problematic implication of the psychoacoustic view is that the infant
must at some time move from perceiving speech in purely auditory terms to
perceiving linguistic structures, such as phonemes (Jusczyk, 1981a, 1981b).
What would lead the infant to take the cognitive step from meaningless
acoustics to meaning at the level of either phonemes or words? One proposal
would be the empiricist philosophical perspective that infants learn meanings
by contextual association. However, the associationist solution is

unsatisfactory on logical grounds (e.g., E. J. Gibson, 1977; J. J. Gibson,
1966; J. J. Gibson & Gibson, 1955; Jenkins, 1974). Meaning-cannot emerg,,
from meaninglessness, so some meaningful element would have to predate the
infant's first association.' The traditional empiricist perspective is that
the elements of meaning are extrinsic to the individual, introduced by sensory
stimulation. However, the psyChoacoustic view assumes that meaning is not
intrinsic to the speech stimulus, and it has provided no argument that other
stimulation is intrinsically meaningful. In other words, the psychoacoustic
view gives us no reason to belfeve that sensory stimulation in any modality
provides extrinsic elements of meaning.
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If meaning carnet be assumed to derive from extrinsic stimulation, the ,

traditional nativist perspective offers the alternative proposal that eletents
bf^meaning are innate or intrinsic to the infant. The prime candidates for
innate elements of meaning in infant speech perception, of course, would be
phonemes or phoneMeNcontrasts. This is exactly the position of the phonetic
viewpoint questioned previously," and is antithetical to the psychoacoustic
viewpoint because it cannot be invoked for animal speech perception. A third
possibility is the constructivist perspective that the infant cognitively
constructs meaning for sensory stimulation that does' not itself provide in-

trinsic meaning. But this would still depend on some mechanism 1,hat deter-
mined the nature of the meaning to be constructed, and again tbeillost likely
mechanism for speech would be phoneme-based.

A fourth, nontraditional perspective on the source of meaning in speech
can be offered, however, which is not consistent 41th either the psychoacous-

tic or the phonetic viewpoints. This is the ecological perspective (e.g.,'
J. Gibson, 1966) that meaning is directly available to perception in the

active, adaptive relation between th erceiver and the objects/ nts being

perceived. It will be diScussed gre ter length in the subse t sections

of the chapter.

The psychoacoustic position may also be troubled by its volu io ary pro -

posal.. It assumes that specialized perceptual "notches" in the e vity of

'the mammalian auditory system along certain phonemically relevant aco stic di-
have imposed selective pressures on the phonemes that can be uttered

by the human vocal tract (e.g., Aslin & Pisoni, 1980; Kuhl, 1981b;

J. D. Miller, 1977; Stevens,, 1972; Walley et al., 1981). An alternative
proposal is that the anatomy of the human vocal tract places quantal limits on

the sounds it can make (see Stevens, 1972); it is this fact that has placed

selective pressures on the evolution of specialized notches in the auditory,

system.

Specializations of neural ,tissue, like any structural specializations,

are naturally selected (evolve) because they have suited ome purpose. Yet

the psychoacoustic model fails to specify a purpose that could have selected

for the speech-related perceptual notches or sdiscontinuities in the mammalian

auditory system. Certain basic properties of the auditory system probably are

shared by all mammals, reflecting selective adaptation to the commonalities in

their auditory vironments such as the sounds of weather, vegetation, preda-

tors, and prey. H ver, individual mammalian species do develop more highly

specialized sensitivities for certain acoustic properties that are uniquely

suited to the particulars of their own ecological niche (e.g., the bat;

Neuweiler, Bruns, & Schuller, 1980). For some mammals, notably humans,

species-specific vocalizations are particularly important to the species'

survival, and have probably placed selective pressures on the development of

specialized responsivities of the auditory system. In these species, we would

expect to find that specializations in auditory sensitivity have evolved to be

uniquely responsive to the vocal characteristics of the species (see also

Petersen, 1981; Zoloth, Petersen, Beecher, Green, Marler, Moody, & Stebbins,

197n) which is the converse of the psychoacoustic model of evolution. In the

case speech perception by humans and animals, recall that the specialized

notches or drTevntinuities do indeed appear to be more sensitive and finely

tuned in human adults than in tHe animals studied (see Section 2.4).
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The gederal principle in evolution and in ontogeny of the nervous system
has been that motor functions (e.g., vocalization) precede and often motivate
the development of the correlated sensory functions (Bekoff, 1981; Horridge,
1968). Consistent with that principle, motor areas develop in advance of sen-
sory areas at each level of the neuraxis (Jacobson, 1978), including the human
neocortex (Marshall, 1968; Tuchmann-Duplessis, Aroux, & Haegel, 1975). Even
more important, the motor-sensory precedence applies to the neural supports
for human speech perception and production: the dOelopment and maturation of
Broca's area (the motor speech cortex) precedes that for Wernicke!,sprea (the
receptive speech cortex) (Rabincwicz, 1979). The more likely evolutionary
scenario, then, may be that the human auditory -system's properties were
selected for best responsiveness to tHe sound-producing abilities of the
uniquely human vocal tract (e.g., Stevens, 1972; Studdert-Kennedy, 1981c),
rather than vice versa as the psychoacoustic view suggests.

In summary, both contemporary views of infant speech perception are.
flawed. The chapter's introduction pinpointed four knotty perceptual problems
as requisites to discovering words in the speech stream: (a) disembedding
words from connected speech; (b) recognizing word pattern invariances across
different utterances and vocal tracts; (c) recognizing the variations that do
specify different word patterns; and (d) hearing how to imitate a pattern
made by another person. Neither the psychoacoustic nor the phonqtic viewpoint
offers the infant adequate means for, discovering words or phonemes in speech.

But what is the alternative? The re aining sections on speech source
perception focus on the organization of the speech medium for an answer.. The
vocal tract offers a structural and dynamic meaning that is intrinsic to
speech itself, since as the source of speech it determines the shape of its
acoustic product (e.g., Fant, 1973). It would be more parsimonious for
perceivers to attend directly and actively to the available vocal-tract infor-
mation that is intrinsic to speech, than to have the perceptual process
mediated with a step involving the meaningful interpretation of meaningless
superficial acoustics. According to the speech source view, meaning exi
perceiver's relation to speech at its source. This alternative approa h de-
rives from the general ecological approach to perception taken by James Gibson
and hiS followers (e.g., J. J. Gibson, 1966; Fowler & Turvey, 1978; Stud-
dert-Kennedy, 1981; 1981d; Summerfield, 1978; Verbruggs, Rakerd, Fitch,
Tutpr, & Fowler, in press).

4. An Ecological Perspective on Infant Speech Perception

Perception of the speech source implies that the infant attends to in-
trinsically specified information about the vocal tract and the articulatiory
events that shaped the speech medium. This premise is consistent with the
ecological argument that perceiving organisms actively seek information about
distal events, which is lawfully specified in the stimulus array (J. J. Gib-
son, 1966; E. J. Gibson, 1977). It stands in contrast to depictions of
perception as the cognitive or neural transformation of proximal sensorN..4ata,
which are intrinsically meaningless and informationally impoverished with re- /
spect to the distal event. The speech medium carries many parallel messages,
some of which are defined within a particular language, and us presumably
not detected by infants, who do not yet recognize that phone s can function
to distinguish word meanings. Others are human universa s, such as the
paralinguistic messages of emotional affect, of regional accent, and of age or
gender effects on vocal-tract size and configurayon.
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The speech characteristics of interest for the current discussionare the

structural organization and articulatory gestures of the 'vocal tract. Accord-

ing to speech source perception, to perceive' these characteristics is to

simultaneously apprehend the constant anatomical strubture and the transform-4

ing positions of articulators in a speaking vocal tract (see also Schubert,

1974). This propositions supported by the speed and accuracy-with which

adults and even young children loan imitate speech sounds, in spite of the

"normalization problem" (e.g., Alekin, Klass, OChistovich, 1962; Ferguson &

Farwell, 1975; Galunov & Chistov1ch, 1966; Kent & Forner, 1979; see Stud-

dert-Kennedy,,19/a). However, the proposition may seem counterintuitive in

two manners( First, common sense suggelts that we can see the structure and
movements of objects, but that we hear only "sounds." Thus, the claim that we

hear tructure and movements, especially the small- hidden ones of vocal

tracts may seem unlikely. Second, it may seem implauiible that structure and
motion are captured at once in the same information, because the qualities off

form d movement seem dissociable in our experience, However, an ecological

appreciation of sound and hearing shows these "problems" to be false.,

4.1 Ecological Speech

Acoustil5 energy i,s the radiation over tithe and space of a wave of rapid

alternationg in air pressure. It originates from the oscillatory motion of

some object or surface that compresses and rarefies the distribution of air

molecules around it. Both an object/surface an some oscillatory motion are

necessary, to produce acoustic energy. In fact, their contributions to sound

cannot be dissociated. Structural properties constrain the'sqvd-producing

motions an object/surface can undertake; in turn those motiodb temporally

deform the structure in a characteristic manner. It follows that the speci c

properties of an acoustic flow (e.g., time-varying frequencies and amplitude

changes of the pressure wave) necessarily reflect those structural properties

of the object and its vibratory movements'that shaped the sound-production.

By the ecological view, the interdependence between structure and

transformation is al the core of real events and therefore of their perception

(Shaw & Pittenger, 1977). The nature of an object is revealed to the

perceiver through event-determined, co-defined information about structural

invariants and transformational invariants in .objects/exents. These terms

refer, respectively, to the structural identity Of an object undergoing some

transformattose or change (e.g., by its movement or structural deformation, or

by changes in the observer's orientation to it), and the transformations or

changes it partakes in. Consider, for example, one person saying three dif-

ferent words as opposed to three people saying a single word. In the first

instance, information common to the three wbrds reflects the structural

invariance of that speaker's vocal tract. In the second case, there is a

transformational invariant in the articulation of the single word by three

structurally different vocal tracts. Structural and transformational invari-

ants lawfully shape the energy medium that carries their message (i.e.,

acoustical or optical energy). The ecological remise is that, through they

modulation of the energy medium, transformations can perceptually specify an

object's structure. In support of this, etaiXants' visual recognition of

)bjects and their structure is enhanced by watching the objects undergo vari-

)us spatial-temporal transformations (E. J. Gibson, 1980; Ruff, 1980, 1982).
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From the ecological perspective,, auditory perception is the co-detection
1 of the transformations (motions) andstru,,:tureof the sound source, which are

:./..veridically conveyed in the acoustic medium (see also Schubert, 1974; Warren'
& Verbrugge, in press). Thus, structure And motionAore not only seen but
heard. In the case of speech, the acoustic medium is better suited than op-
tics. for conveying the structure and transformations of the vocal tract, many
of which are invisible in face-to-face communication as well as, when the
speaker is out of view. Articulatory gestures may be beyond the capabilities
of vision in another way, since their speed and precision exceed the temporal
anb spatial resolution of the visually perceived manual American Sign Language
(Studdert-Kennedy & Lane, 1980).

The unseen messages carried.by natural speech reflect not only the origin
of its acoustic energy (respiratory and laryngeal), but also ..the structural
identity, biokinematic aoUpling, and specific movements of the speaker's
supralaryngeal vocal tract.2 In vocalizaVons and musical sounds (among oth-
ers), the acoustic wave does. not radiate Oreely from its oscillatory origin to
the perceiver: the medium is also molded by the structure and transformations
of an intervening resonating tube. The size and shape of a resonant cavity
determine its natural resonating frequency (or frequencies), at which the air.
contained within its walls will oscillate when excited by a flow of air intro-
duced from outside. If the extrinsic air flow is already oscillating (e.g.,
when acoustic energy from the vibrating larynx is introduced to the suprala-
ryngeal vocal tract), then those oscillatory frequencies in the flow that
match the resonant properties of the tube will be amplified in intensity;
other frequencies that ,mismatch the resonant properties will be attenuated
(filtered out). The larger a resonating cavity is, the lower its primary res-
onant frequency, which is also affected by the size and number and positions
of openings in the cavity. An its shape deviates from perfectly spherical or
cylindrical] particularly if there are corners or "side pockets," higher order
resonant frequencies may be added. Surface properties, such as the smoothness
and elasticity of the resonant tube's walls, largely determine the time course
of intensity changes in the resonated frequehcies.4

In the case of speech, the critical sound-shaping properties of the reso-
nant tube include the shape and elasticity of the cheeks, throat, lips, and
tongue, and the poNtion and rigidity of the teeth. The properties thatllow
the vocal tube to transform in shape are especially important for its articu-
latory gestures: the hinged movements of the jaw, and the moving and deform-
ing obstructions of the tongue, 14s, and velum (which opens the nasal passage
to resonate for sounds like /m/ and /n/). These structural and transforma-
tional properties all shape the acoustic speech wave. The time-varying
formants and other acoustic discontinuities (see Section 1.3) reflect, in
particular, rapid transformations of the vocal-tract resonant configuration
that are Produced by movements of the tongue, lips, jogNiend,elum, within the
eonstraints posed by the enduring anatomical relations within the tract. (For
more detailed discussions of the physical acoustics of speech, see Fant, 1973;
Flanagan, 1973.)

Since these dittl source properties determine tne acoustic shape of
speech, they should be available to perceivers (seetalso Studdert-Kennedy,
1981a, 1981d; Summerfield, 1978; Verbfugge et al., in press). Infants and
even animals should be able to detect at least some of the structural and
transformational invariants in speech, although evolutionary and dntogenetic
history will affect how well different perceivers are attuned to pick ap the
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various messages. As discussed earlier, although animals and human infants do
show phoneme boundary effects, their performance? deviates significantly from
human adults' categorical perception;

The speech source per eption view may b4 further clarified by comparison
and contrast with the psy hoacoustic and the phonetic views. If auditory
perception is _the detecti n of information about source structure and
transformations in the acou tic medium, then 'the perception of speech should
be abstractly similar to t perception of other sounds, in agreement with the
psychoacoustic view. Hoy ver, the speech source perspective disagrees with
the pgychoacoustic notions that the perceiver's focus is on event- or
speech-neutral acoustic parameters, and ,Wiat these' parameters need to be
transformed, by the syStem into percepts. The speech source proposal is' also
consistent in an important respect with the phonetic view. That is, speech
perception even by the infant is considered Pspecial" and uniquely human;
however, that special perceptual'quality is not agreed to be based on phonemes
for infants. ,Moreover, the relative emphasis on "speech" and "perception" is
different. .Because the speech medium conveys its source to the perceiver,
acoustic Cues need. not be transformed into percepts, whether by codes for
phoheme categories or by neuromotor codes for phoneme production.

According to the speech source view, the specialness of speech perception
derives from the unique structural and transformational properties of its
sound source, the human vocal tract. It is unique in its complex anatomy, its
biokinematic organization, and its particular dynamic gestures (e.g., Lieber-

,man, 1967; Liberman et al., 1971), all of which are reflected in its acoustic
productions. Moreover, humans have a privileged relation to speech as the
tool of human-speocic language communication.

Some of the .tIvantagds of this view for several important aspects of
speech perception in adults and infants will be considered next.

4.2 Speech Source Perception in Adults

The major acoustic puzzles in speech perception research have been the
problems of acbustic variability and normalization (See Section 1.3). As a
reminder, the acoustic variability problem refers to the sometimes quite
striking variability in the acoustic properties of an invariantly perceived
phoneme, which occurs primarily when it is produced in different contexts of

---,surrounding phonemes. The variability is caused by coarticulation among pho-
nemes as well as by the articulatory trajectories that interconnect adjacent
phonemes. The acoustic properties of the phoneme are thus assimilated to the
acoustic properties of its neighbors (e.g., in Figure 1, the differences among
the /1/'s in "little" and "girl"). Another source of acoustic variabilitS, is
the wide variety of acoustic features that can identify a given phoneme (e.g.,
Linker, 1978). These sorts of acoustic variations pose a greater empirical
pUzzle for psychoacoustic accounts of consonant perception rather than vowel
perception. They have much stronger effects on the formant trajectories and
other acoustic features associated with consonants than on the formant fre-
quencies in the nuclear portions of vowels (although the latter are also
affected to considerable degree in conversational speech).

The normalization problem refers to another acoustic context effect,
caused by variations in the dimensions of different vocal tracts, It causes
greater difficulties for psYchoacoustic explanations of vowel perception than

1
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consonant perception. The formant frequencies in vowel nuclei are more obvi-
ously affected by vocal-tract proportions than are the formant trajectory pat-
terns associated with consonants. The different effects of these two types of
acoustic variability in vowels and consonants suggest a difference in the
information those two phoneme classes convey, which has been supported by sev-

('4, eral other lines of research on speech production (e.g., Fowler, 1980; Fowler
et al., 1980) and perception (e.g., Ades; 1977; Crowder, 973; Cutting,
1974; Darwin, 1971; Pisoni, 1973; Studdert-Kennedy & Shankweiler, 1970).

That adults perceive an invariant identity underlying the acoustic varia-
tions of a given consonant (e.g., acoustic differences for /d/ in "dee" versus
"dah" versus "doo") is difficult for the psychoacoustic view to explain, be-
cause it requires finding a unitary acoustic principle for the invariant per-
cept. Although several audiyory solutions have been proposed for the acoustic
invariance problem, for example, perceptual "templates" for consonant-specific
spectral (frequency) acoustic properties (Blumstein, 1980; Searle, Jacobson,
& Rayment, 1979; Stevens.,& Blumstein, 1978), these do not hold up well under
empirical test (Blumsteinsaacs, & Mertus, 1982; Walley et al., 1981) or
logical scrutiny, (e.g., Lberman, 1982; Studdert-Kennedy, 1981a, 1981d).
However, the acoustic variability is actually an advantage from the speech
source view that speech acoustics convey information about the structural and
transformational invariants of their vocal-tract source. That is, for the
variability that derives from th@ coarticulation of adjacent phonemes, the
form of that ocal-tract transformation should clarify rather than confuse the
source properties that identify both elements. As for the variety of acoustic
features that can specify a given consonant, these also result from, and thus
may offer equivalent information about, the vocal-tract invariants identifying
that consonant.

4.2.1 Consonant perception. Research on phoneme context eCtle.cts has

1(1

found 'shifts in category boundary positions that are predictab e from the
coarticulatory e-'sects of different neighboring phonemes. For exa ple, a con-
tinuum between "s" and "sh" can be generated by varying only the center fre-
quency of the fricative noise. But the frequency of natural fricatives is

lower if the following vowel is "oo" rather than "ah." That is because the
lip-rounding for "oo," which lengthens the vocal tract and therefore lowers
its resonant frequencies, is coarticulated with the fricative (4..g.,

iell-Berti & Harris, 1979). In support of the notion that perceivers detect
coarticulatory information, the "soo-shoo" boundary occurs at a lower frica-
tion frequency than the "sah-shah" boundary (Mann & Repp, 1980). Similar
,.):Aticulatory context effects have been found for stop consonant place of ar-
ticulation differences (Mann, 1980) and 'for stop consonant voicing boundaries
(e.g., Summerfield, 1982).

koseArch on the perceptual unity of multiple acoustic properties for a
-41.;.)naht distinction offers converging support for' the speech source posi-
tin. The various acoustic properties are not perceived according to their
a;:oustic differences but are perceived instead as equivalent information about
!,h,. articulation of the same consonant (Best, Morrongiello, & Robson, 1981;

Fitc!-1, Halwes, Erickson, & Liberman, 1980). These perceptual equivalences and
,:.)ntxt effects ire difficult to explain by speech-neutral psychoacoustic
n-chinisrrus (see auddrt-Kennedy, 1981d), and control studies have in fact
failed to find analogous effects in nonspeech perception ('Beat et al,, 1981;

M(old*J1, Russell , & Liberman, 1 981 ; Summerfield, 1982).
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4.2.2 Vowel perception. If vowel perception is accomplished by detect-
ing the underlying vocal-tract configuration, and transformations that remain
invariant across the structural variations of different vocal tracts, then vo-
cal-tract normalization would not ,be a problem for speech source perception.
In contrast, the psychoacoustic account posits that a singular underlying neu-

,, tral acoustic description of the vowel' must be derivable by some formula. No
such description has yet been found because proportional differences among vo-
cal tracts, especially male versus female versus child, prevent a uniform
scaling of vowel formant frequencies among speakers (Broad, 1981); that is,.
forrflant frequency ratios are speaker-specific. Nor can the problem be solved
through some formula that partials out sex and age differences based onthe
value of some independent acoustic feature such as fundamental frequency of
the voice, which is the most obvious formant-independent feature that could
differentiate those speaker characteristics-. The sex and age groups show
considerable overlap in fundamental frequency, a laryngeal property that is
imperfectly correlated with the variation in supralaryngeal configurations
that affect formant properties., Furthermoreiras the latter observation
gests, the perOlved sex and age of a speaker depend on supralarytv 1

characteristics rather than on fundamental frequency (Lehiste & Meltzer,
1973). Thu:;, the psychoacoustic approach is left in an unttiable position:
the acoustic normalization solution would appear to depend on a priori knowl-
edge of the supralaryngeal vocal-tract properties whose influence it is trying
to dircumvent.

Of further relevance to the speech source view, itentification perform-
ance is better for vowels spoken in CVC context than for isolated vowels, even
though formant frequencies are more clearly differentiated among the isolated
vowels (Strange, Verbrugge, Shankweiler, & Edman, 1976). Likewise, similarity
judgments among vowels in CVCs are clearly differentiated along three dimen-
sions, which correspond closely to vowel articulatory factors, whereas most
perceivers difftentiate isolated vowels along only one or two dimensions (Ra-
kerd & Verbrugge, 1982). These contextual effects suggest that coarticulatory
information aids vowel as well as consonant perception, consistent with the
ecological premise that structural invariants (vocal tract configurations) are
clarified by transformational (dynamic articulation) properties (see

Verbrugge, Shankweiler, & Fowler, 1980). Studies with CVC syllables whose
vowel nucleus has been replaced with silence, leaving only the syllable-ini-
tial and syllable-final formant transitions (in correct temporal relation),
further support the ecological interpretation. Vowel identification under
these conditions is remarkably well-preserved (Strange, Jenkins, & Edman,

1977), even if each remaining piece of coarticulatory information is taken
from a different-sexed speaker (Verbrugge & Rai:erd, 1980). These coarticula-
tory influences on vowel perception are no problem for the view that we detect
vocal-tract source information, but would be difficult to explain via

psychoacoustic mechanisms (Fowler & Shankweiler, 1978; Shankweiler, Strange,
& Verbrugge, 1977; but see Howell, 1981).

These consonant and vowel findings suit the speech source interpretation
of adult speech perception. Certainly, the experimental tasks often required
subjects to "recover phonemes from the speech stream" (Liberman, 1982). Since

speech conveys language, the detection of "pure" (nonlinguistic) structural
and transformational invariants of the vocal tract may rarely if ever be ends
in themselves for adults, and instead serve as means to the linguistic ends of
recognizing, for example, phonemes. This would not be the case for infants,
however, since phonemes can be "recovered" from the speech stream only by

1t,4
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listeners who already know they are there (Studdert-Kennedy, 1981d). Phonemes
may indeed be at the "surface of language" (Liberman, 1982) for adults, but
vocal-tract source information must be at the "surface of speech" fcT
prelinguistic infants. We now'turn to some recent research with prelinguistic
infants, which offers strong support for speech source perception.

4.3 Speech Source Perception Lx Infants

4.3.1 Infants' perceptud4onstancy for speech. . Perceptual constancy is
at the base of the acoustic variability and vocal-tract normalization puzzles.
The findings just discussed suggest that the adult's solution lies in a
perceptual focus on the structural and transformational invariants of a speak-
er's vocal tract. Even without the adult's linguistic .motivations, infants
also show perceptual constancy for vowels and consonants spoken by different
people or in different phoneme contexts, as described earlier in the chapter
(Holmberg et al., 1977; Kuhl, 1979, 1980, 1981b). Therefore, the invariant
features they apprehend must exist at the surface of speech and not only at
the surface of language. The speech source view suggests that the properties
of relevance to the infant lie in the vocal tract and not in the speech-neu-
tral superficial acoustics.

A psydhoacoustic interpretation of infant perceptual constanc, works no
better than it did for adults. We cannot assume that infants are guided by
knowledge about phonemes in their solution of the two acoustic puzzles, so
sane independent source of guidance to the invariant acoustic features of vow-
els and consonants wc,uld Aneeded. One psychoacoustic solution to the
normalization problem-might b that although adults do not solve it by par-
tialing out speaker differences based on fundamental frequency, linguistically
naive infants do. However, this approach does not work, because infants as
well as adults appear to rely on supralaryngeal information in the foment
structure of speech rather than on fundamental frequency when perceiving
speaker gender (C. L. Miller, Younger, & Morse, 1982). Nor does an acoustic
template model (e.g., Blumstein) appear to give an adequate psychoacoustic ex-
planation to the acoustiO invariance problem of infants' perceptual constancy.
for consonants across varying vowel contexts (Studdert-Kennedy, 1981d; Wal'ey
et al., 1981).

What does remain constant in the utterances of a vowel or consonant by
different speakers or across different phoneme contexts is the underlying
similarity in vocal-tract structure and articulator positioning. Speech
source information would thus seem to offer a more straightforward metric than
speech-neutral acoustic invariance for infant perceptual constancy, as was ar-
gued in the case of adult speech perception. Moreover, perception of speech
source information would certainly be.a more direct guide than speech-neutral
acoustic patterns for the infant's attempts at vocal imitation of older speak-
era and eventual production of words provided by her native language environ-
m.-mt. 0

Thus far, the (mtral argument that the infant perceives speech source
information has been oriented around the acoustic medium. However, as

ir the next section on infants' recognition of auditory and visual
commonalities in speech, this informtion is provided by sight as well as by

The intermodal perception of speech by infants provides strong support
for th,, speech source perc.:ption view, and is particularly difficult to

reoncile wi r.h the psychoac:;u3tie and phonetic perspectives.
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4.3.2 Infailts' intermodal perception of speech. When adults listen and
witch someone speak, the acoustic and optic information about speech is not
perceptually independent. Rather;' the two seemingly disparate types of infor-
mation are perceptually unified, implying that a common metric underlies them.
Preliriguistic infants likewise recognize underlying commonalities between au-
dio and visual presentations of speech that cannot be described in linguistic
terms for them. The speech source perception view suggests that infants per-
ceive intermodally by attending to the underlying articulatory events that
,provide the auditory and visual information.

To appreciate the contribution of visual information to speech percep-
tion, recall listening to someone speaking at the front of a room. It prob-
ably seemed -easier to understand what was being said if you could also keep
the speaker's face in view. This intuition has recently bben empirically
validated with adult listeners. Under difficult listening conditions, adults
perceive speech more correctly when they can watch the speaker than when they
must rely on their ears alone (Binnie, Montgomery, & Jackson, 1974; Dodd,

1977; Summerfield, 1979). These findings suggest that listeners obtain
information about speech not only from the acoustic signal, but also from the
optical information that results from articulatory maneuvers.

Of course, the major responsibility for speech perception is carried by
the auditory modality. That blind adults successfully perceive speech, where-
as the deaf have serious difficulty with lipreading, would seem to imply that
auditory information is both necessary and sufficient for speech perception,
although visual information plays a negligible role unless listening is

particulary difficult. Speech researchers accepted this logic until recently,

when MacDonald and McGurk (1978) and Summerfield (1979) reported that

listeners fail to recognize phonemic conflicts in concurrent auditory and
visual presentations of speech, instead perceiving a unified speech event.
The percepts did not veridically reflect either the acoustic or the optic sig-
nal considered in isolation. For example, when perceivers watched A face
silently articulating "ga" while a voice said "ba," they heard "da." These
results indicate that in face-to-face speech perception, listening is not sim-
ply supplemented by arbitrary, learned associations between vocal-tract
configurations and speech sounds. Rather, at the level of the speech event
itself, the information provided by the two modalities shows an intermodal
articulatory equivalence.

Two opposing views have been offerer. °or adults' perception of acous-
tic-optic equivalence in speech. MacDonald ,lad McGur (1978) have suggested
that the equivalence be described linguistically, in terms of abstract fea-
tures of phonemes. The other view, proposed by Summerfield (1979) ani based
on the Fowler et '. (1980) ecological interpretation of speech production
findings, argues that the equivalence is nonlinguistic and modality-free,
:wising from the dynamics of articulation. The first view has been criti-
(!i,,,ed, in part, because it accounts for only a limited number of the speech
p,r(:epts that result from audiovisual conflict (see Summerfield, 1979, for de-
l:tiled discussion of these and othci criticisms).

h recent findings, the latter view appears to best, ac'count for

w infant; perceive speech intermodally. Infants' sensitivity
1..1:11 1 equivalene in so,-.0.:11 haF, been demon3tratt!d en'te'r two

!1r1,1,: th riit eondition, infants were presented with AcOU3-
ii!.1,. in which ov,-alt sync11mA ' and th4 npeeiriy

.
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articulatory details prezented in the two modalities of information were
confounded. In one study, 2.1- to 4-month-old infants saw the mirrored reflec-
tion of a woman's face repeating nursery rhymes; the auditory signal was ei-
ther in synchrony or delayed relative to the optic presentation by 400
millioeconds. The infants watched the reflection significantly longer when
the visual and the auditory presentations were in natural synchrony (Dodd,
1979). In a second study, -month-old infants viewed two women speaking, in
two adjacent video films, while the concurrent speech of one woman was played
over a central loudspea,ker. Infants preferred to look at the face that talked
in synchrony toiothe audio speech presentation (Spelke & Cortelyou, 1981).

It is iclear whether the 'infants were responding to the general synchro-
ny and/or ,the spe is articulatory details of the optic and acoustic dis-
plays, hoOver, nce these two aspects of audiovisual match were confounded
in both expert nts. They might have only recognized the overall synchrony,
for example, for syllable onsets, between the speech seen and heard. However,
they might also have preferred watching the natural acoustic-optic concurrence
of specific articulatory gestures. For example, infants might prefer to look
at a speaker's lips being rounded and protruded for the production of the
vowel 'too" as they heard an audio "coo," as opposed to looking at the speaker's
lips being opened wider to produce "ah."

This prediction was recently tested experimentally (Kuhl & Meltzoff,
1982; MacKain, Studdert-Kennedy, Spieker, & Stern, 1981). Kuhl and Meltzoff
(1982) presented 4- to 3-month-olds with two adjacent films. of a woman's face
synchronously articulating the vowels "ah" and "ee," while one of those vowels
was presented auditorily and in synchrony over a central loudspeaker. The
infants preferred to watch the film whose articulatory details specified the
vowel presented auditorily. In the MacKain et al. study, disyllables (e.g.,
"mama," "lulu") were presented audiovisually, under similar experimental
conditions, to 5- to 6-month-old infants. The infants looked significantly
longer at the video display whose articulatory dynamics matched the acoustic
presentations, for the disyllables "mama," "baby," and "zuzu." These findings
indicate that young infants recognize at least some auditory-visual equiva-
lences of articulatory gestures, and are not only sensitive to general syn-
chrony. Moreover, this intermodal recognition was accomplished in the pre-
suLed absence of a language system, making linguistically based explanations
(e.g., MacDonald & McGurk) untenable-for this age group. The commonality that
the infants recognized between the acoustic and optic information may best be
described in nonlinguistic terms (Summerfield, 1978).

Given that the infant seems attuned to detect vocal-tract source informa-
tion in speech, what may be the organization of the supporting perceptual sys-
tem? A consideration of the biological basis of this attunement should move
U3 closer to understanding the ease with which humans recognize auditory-visu-
.11 equivalences in articulatory details, and the infant's apparent ease in
1,:arning to speak a first language. Research with adults suggests that the
.innwer lies in the functional asymmetries of the left- and right-cerebral
hemispheres of the human brain.

li.L1 Left-Hemisphere Attunement for Articulatory Information

For the adult, the left-cerebral hemisphere shows a specialized advantage
T the perception of speech, in contrast to a right-hemisphere advantage for

rwrception of music and cert,iin other nonspeech sounds (e.g., Kimura,
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1973). Even in young infants, the hemispheres are differentially responsive

to human speech versus other sounds. Auditory evoked response asymmetries in
young infants favor the left hemisphere when words or syllables are presented
auditorily, whereas the right-hemisphere response is stronger when musical or

other nonspeech sounds are presented (Molfese, Freeman, & Palermo, 1975). In

dichotic listen'.-,g tests, consistent with the adult findings previously cited,

infants as young as 2t to 3 months show a right -ear advantage (REA) in

discriminating among consonants, indicating a left-hemisphere superiority.

Conversely, they show a left-ear advantage (LEA) in discriminating notes

played by different musical instruments, indicating a 'right-hemisphere

superiority (Best, Hoffman, & Glanville, 1982; Entus, 1977; Glanville, Best,

& Levenson, 1977).

These functional asymmetries in infants indicate an early left-hemisphere

attunement to information in speech, which could be an important biological

support for the infant's perceptual discovery of the articulatory patterns of

spoken words. But the data do not indicate exactly the sort of information in

speech to which the lefts hemisphere is attuned (see Molfese, Nuftez, Seibert, &

Ramaniah, 1976). Two recent findings suggest that the infant's left hemi-

z.,
sphere is apparently attuned to information about the articulatory gestures of

the vocal tract.

As an additional result of their intermodal speech perception study,-Mac-

Kain, Studdert-Kennedy, gpieker, and Stern (1983) found a rightward attention-

al 'bias (implying left-hemisphere activation: Kinsbourne, 1973, 1982), which

facilitated the infants' recognition of acoustics -optic commonality. in the

articulatory details of speech. In that experiment, infants attended primari-

ly to either the right or the left ,tideo monitor during the synchronous audio

presentation. An analysis of visual prefrences indicated that the infants

recognized auditory-visual matches versus mismatches in articulatory proper-

ties only'when they were attending to the right video monitor. Since inter-

modal perception of speech appears to entail the recognition of its vo-

cal-tract source properties, these results., indicate the infant's recognition

of that information is facilitated by a left-hemiSphere attentional bias to-

ward those properties.

The results of another study (Best, 1978) may further clarify which as-

pects of human speech are the object of the infant's left-hemisphere attune-

ment. Adults show a consistent left-hemisphere advantage for consonant

perception, whereas isolated vowels yield a nonsignificant perceptual asymme-

try (e.g., Studdert-Kennedy a Shankweiler, 1970; Weiss & House, 1973). This

vowel-consonant difference in hemispheric perceptual asymmetry may depend on

the earlier discussed differenCes in the acoustic and articulatory properties

-vb
of vowels and consonants.

The aim of the infant study (Best, 1978) was to determine whether 3z

month olds show a similar hemispheric difference in perception of consonants

versus vowels. The infants showed a clear left-hemisphere advantage for

discriminating a set of synthetic consonants, as adults did. However, the

infants also) showed a clea,' right- hemisphere advantage for discriminating

steady-st.ite synthetic vowels, which differs frfm adult reports.

Thf psycnoacousti interpretaion of the adult hemisphere differences is

*.seat, the hemispheres lre differentially specialized for processing the acous-

t.ir features that differ between consonants and vowels (e.g., Cutting, 1974;

1f;3 1t,
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Schwartz & Tallal, 1980). However, this interpretation confounds acoustic and
articulatory differences between vowels and consonants, and must be rejected
on methodological grounds (Studdert-Kennedy & Shankweiler, 1980), as well.as
for the general criticisms against the psychoaaoustic view. A speech source
interpretation would instead consider articulatory differences between conso-
nants and vowels. Indeed, consonant and vowel productions engage differen
coordinatipns of the articulatory musculature (Fowler, 1980). Moreover,
vowel-consonant differences in intermodal speech perception effects (Summer-
field, 1979; Summerfield, McGrath, & Forster, 1982) suggest that such articu-
latory differences may be influential in perception. The pattern or the
phoneme class differences in production and in intermodal perception suggests
that consonant information is conveyed in rapid articulatory changes, whereas
vowel information is conveyed in relatively more slowly chahging configura-
tions of ,the tongue, lips, and jaw.

The implication of these two recent findings on infant hemispheric
asymmetries is that the left-hemisphere attunement takes the form of an atten-
tional bias toward information aboUt rapid articulatory transformations. In
complement to that attentional bias, the infant's right hemisphere may be bet-
ter attuned to information about relatively more enduring structural proper-
ties of sound-making objects, such as the structural properties of instruments
that determine their muslcal timbre and the configurations of the articulators
in the human vocal tract that determine steady-state vowel color.

In conclusion, these specializations of the cerebral hemispheres for
respondiu to different aspects of articulatory information in speech may
offer bidibrical support for the infant's discovery and production of words.
In the final section, the relation of speech source perception to the discov-
ery of words and the broader motivation provided by the context of
communicative development will be briefly discussed.

5. The Broader Context of Communicative Development

The speech medium carries a number of parallel messages (Pike, 1959), and
not only the sort of vocal-tract source information we have been focusing on
at the surface of speech. To learn language, the infant must discover, or
learn to recognize, many or all of those other messages as they are specified
by convergent information in speech and in the context of its occurrence.
Some of the messages that must be discovered are linguistic, beginning with
wordsor phrases. Although the linguistic messages are more abstract than
speech source messages, their expression in the speech medium depends directly
on speech source information. Words and phrases are conveyed in the medium as
patterns of articulator configurations and transformations, which have invari-
ant properties across speakers, speaking rates, and surrounding speech con-
text. Therefore, the infant's eventual discovery of them depends on attention
to informational invariants in vocal-tract shapes and gestures as they are
patterned over time, and conveyed in both the acoustic and op'.ic media.

As for phonemes,, their discovery as invariant vocal patterrs tnat convey
difference in meaning appears. to be served by the child's developing use of
words rather than vice versa (Menn 1980; Menyuk & Menn, 1979). Given that
the function of phonemes in a language'systt:m is determined by word meanings
and contrast, it is consistent with this interpretation that maternal speech
to toddlers who produce words does include hyperdifferentiation in the produc-
tions of some phoneme contrasts, whereas maternal speech to prelinguistic
inflnts does not incl:ide such hyperdifferentiation (Malsheen, 1980).

1 ti
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But the recognition of invariant vocal patterns, of course, is still not

support enough for the discovery of words and phonemes. In order to compre-

hend and use language normally, the infant must also come to recognize the

speaker's communicative messages. Some ,of these appear at the surface of

speech, where the infants can detOct them. Emotional affect may be conveyed

to the infant directly in the mother's speech, for example, through the level

and rAulations of her Voice* pitch and intensity (see Stern, Sikeker, & Mac-

Kain, 1982). 'These communicative messages often gain converging support from

information in the visual and even in the haptic modalities; for example,

emotional affect'often receives contextual support in the speaker's changing

facial expressions and the way she or he touches or holds the infant. The

argument here is that the infant's discovery or more abstract communicative

messages, notably the referential meaning of words, reuiria such nonspeech

contextual suppoi.t. Word meanings calinot be revealtd for the first time

through the speech medium alone.

This observation brings us to the end of our disnussi ; moving as it

does beyond both the prelinguistic period and the infant's perception of the

surface of speech. In closing, however, it is suggested that the prelinguis-

tic in'fant's ability to perceive in speech the structure and transformations

of its vocal-trat.lt source provide her or him a crucial tool for discovering

the more abstract, messages of language.
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Footnotes
.

The general underlying issue of meaning is complex and certainly cannot

be settled here. The source of meaning for our knowledge of the world is at
the hearty of a centuries-long debate in epistemology between phenomenologists

and realists. Psychology has taken up this debate. No satisfactory solution,

ceptable to all, has been reache.d in either field. In the context cf this

hapter, the discussion reflects the author's view on the relation of the top-

ic to how infants perceive speech. ..,

2Natural speech also identifies the speaker as.a member of the human

species. Synthetic speech, insofar as it "works" perceptually, must capture
necessary information about human vocal-tract dynamics, and usually also about

the struc*ure of a generic vocal tract, often appropriate for an adult male of

indeterminate age. Rarely, however, does synthetic speech capture sufficient

"textural" detail about a natural vocal tract to sound like a live human

speaker, even an unviown one.
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VOWEL-TO-VOWEL COARTICULATION IN CATALAN VCV SEQUENCES*

Daniel Re.?asens

Abstract. Electropalatographic and acoustical data on V-to-V
coarticulatory effects were obtained for Catalan VCV sequences, with
the consonants representing different degrees of tongue-dorsum con-
tact (dorsopalatil approximant [j], alveolo-palatal nasal [,p], alve-
olo-palatal lateral [IC] and alveolar nasal [n]). Results show that
the degree of V-to-V coarticulation in linguopalatal fronting and F2
frequency varies monotonically and inversely with the degree of
tongue-dorsum contact, for larger carryover effects than anticipato-
ry effects. The temporal extent of coarticulation also varies with
the degree of tongue-dorsum contact, much more so for anticipatory
effects than for carryover effects. Overall, results indicate that
V -to -V coarticulatpn in VCV sequences is dependent on the mechani-
cal constraints imyosed on the tongue dorsum to achieve dorsopalatal
closure during tth production of the intervening consonant. Moreo-
ver, anticipatory effects but not carryover effects involve ,articu-
latory preprogramming.

Introduction

Studies on coarticulation address the question of how the phonemic string
is produced in running Speech. The failure to discover a one-to-one mapping
between phonemes and articulatory targets suggests that the production units
involve patterns of,spatial and temporal coordination among several articula-r
tors (see, for example, Bell-Berti & Harris, 1981). Fowler (190) and Fowler,
Rubin, Remez, and Turvy (1980) have proposed that coarticulation results
naturally from such coordinated patterns_of articulatory activity. According
to these researchers, the process of speech production is executed by means of
coordinatiVe structures, namely, muscle groupings organized functionally to
actualize linguistic units in fluent speech. The constraints on articulatory
movement imposed by the coordinative structure define those articulatory di-
mensions along which adjustment to context may take place. Thus, in light of
this .pproach, coart!culatory effects'ought to be predictable from constraints
on articulatory lis.placement. Onsthese grounds, evidence is presented in this

*Journal of the Acoustical S%ciety of America, 1984, 76, 1624-1635.
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study for systematic variability in transconsonantal vowel-to-vowel .00art

latory effocts as a function of the degree o' tongue-dorsum contact f the

intervening consonant.

Ohman (1966) has proposed a model to account for coarticulation for ila-

bial, alveolar, and velar stops in VCV sequences. this modell'VCV

coarticulatory effects are interpreted as reflecting--an underlying V-to-V

tongue movement with a superimposkl consonantal nstriction, which is.actlial-

ized by commands directed towards different region of the tongue. Ohman
distinguishes at least three separate tongue regions that can be independently

controlled: regions that shape the whole tongue ,bo (as used.forlthe produc-

tion of vowels), the apical region (as used for the proddction of alveolars),

and the dorsal region (as used for the production of velars). Tongue regions

left uncontrolled by these consonantal commands can-conform to the underlying

diphthongal gesture, thus allowing for V-to-V coarticulation.

04

Ohman's interpretation has the interesting implication that degree of

coarticulation'should vary with the constraints exerted upon the kinematics of

the different tongue dimensions under control. Thus,for instlance, it could

be that the production of place categories other than bilabial, alveolar, and

velar imposes restrictions upontongue activity so severe as to almost prevent

V -to -V coarticulation from occurring. In fact, there is evidence from the

literature that.palatal articulations block V-to-V coarticuletion to a large
2.\

extent. Thus, it has been found for Russian palatalized consonants (produced

with a primary constriction plus some raising of the tongue dqrsum towards the

palate) that formant transitions are barely influenced by the quality. of the

transconsonantal vowel (5hman, 1966; Purcell, 1979). Also, data on V-to-C

coarticulation show that English [j] (Lehiste, 19611; Stevens & House, 1964)

and ,Italian [R] (Bladon & Carbonaro, 197(3) are highly .resistant to effects

friA, the surroundillg vocalic environment.

The prediction tested in the present study. was that the degree of V-to-V

coarticulation in VCV sequences varies monotonically and inversely with the

degree of tongue-dorsum contact required for the production of the consonant.

Thus, for consonants produced with varying degrees of constraint on

tongue-dorsum displacement towards the palate, more tongue - dorsum' contact

ought to allow less transconsonantal coarticulation, and less tongue-dorsum

contact, larger transconsonantal*coarticulatory effects. Moreover, degrees of

tongue-dorsum contact and degrees of transconsonantal coarticulation Qught to

vary la similar amounts.

The dorsopalatal approximant [j], alveolo-palatal,nasal [p], alveolo-pa-

latal lateral [S] and alveolar nasal [n] in Catalan (a Romance lapguage spoken

in Catalonia, Spain) were chosen for analysis. The degree of tongue-dorSym

contact associated with these consonants varies in the order [J]>[P]>[R]>[1]#

as traditionally described and according to a survey of palatographic recoro-

ings from the literature across different Romance languages and contextual

conditions (e.g., Haden, 1938; Rousselot, 1924-1925). Thus, *n a language

with this set of consonants, [j], [t;] and [n] ought to show inr*reas:ng

,1gree3 of V-to-V coarticalation. This hypothesis is based on the assumt.ion

t.!, it articulatory control during the production of [d], LP] and [ic] is

,,x-rt-A upon tongue-dorsum raising towards the hard ".palate. On

dorsc,-palatal [jj ought to show maximum degree of

.-,..-
minimual dogree of V-to-V coarticulation since all

a! --iy i3 dtqAt?d tor..id3 tnis gesture; less touguo-dorsum con-

IA?
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. .

straint and more V to-V coarilculation occurs for alveolo-palatals (mor:-., sofor. [g] than for [P]) since muscular activity is directed simultaneously to-
wards tonguelrblade contact and tongue-dor4um contact.

Another. purpose of this investigation\ was to analyze: 1) the relativesalience of V1-to-V2 (carryover) vs. V2-to-V1 (anticipatory) effects; 2) the
temporal extent of coarticulatory effects.

w.
Data on coarticulation in asymmetrical. VCV sequences (mainly'English)with consonants involving lingual closure show large anticipatory and carryo-

ver effects during closUre and along the VC and CV transitions (see, for re-view, Parush, Ostry,g& Munhall, 1983). However, small and asistematic antici-
patorY (English: Kent & Moll, 1972; German:. Butcher & Weiher, 1976; andcarryover (English: Gay, 1974) ,V-to-V effects have been reported at the
steady-state vowel period. Several studies show that carryover/ effects arelarger than anticipatory effects for English (Bell Berti & H.9r,ris, 1976; Gay,
1974).. In this study, the',,relative salience of"transconsonantal anticipatory
VS. carryover effects at ehe fprmant transitions and at the steady-state vowel
are investielated,for Catalan.

If the anticipat y process reflects articulatory preprogramming and the
carryover 'procesS is primarily due to mechanical inertia constraints, antici-
patory effects should be more sensitive than carryover effects to the temporal
aspects of coarticulation. Recent evidence shows that this is the case for
English (Parush et al., 1983). In the present study, this issue 'is 'also
investigated. for Catalan, as well as the extent to which V-to-V temporal ef-
fects are dependent on or independent ofthe degree of dordal, contact required
-for the production of the consonant.

4

A. Articulatory:Analysis

I. Method

Electropalatographic (EPG) data were co"ected for the Catalan consonants
[j], [P], [R] and [n].,in all possible VCV combinations for IN[i], tal, [u].
',11 combinations can occur in running speech in Catalan. The utterances were

4 embedded in a Catalan frame sentence "Sap poc," meaning "He knows just
a little." A single speaker of Catalan (speaker Re, the author), also fluent
in Spanish, English, and French, repeated ail utterances 10 times with the
artificial palate in place while the electropalatographic signal and the cor-
responding acoustic signal were recorded on tape for later analyais.

A mouth cast for speaker Re was used to built. .t7e artificial palate. The
artificial palate is a device, 2-mm thick, made 40:' acrylic resin, equipped
with 63 small gold electrodes evenly distributed over its surface (shown in
Figure 1). FT.terns of linguopalatal contact were tracked over time (1 frame=
15.6 ms) on a'''display panel with an array of 63 lamps in an analogous
configurrition; as Lhe tongue touches an electrode, the corresponding lamp
lights up. Electrodes were repFoduced on the panel in a two-dimensional dis-
play (as in Figure 1), which does not account for the vaulting of the sub-
ject's palate. Detailed information about this palatographic system (Rion
Eleetropal:3tograph Model DP-01) is available in Shibata (1958) and Shibata et
al. (1978).
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FigUre1. Electropalate.

The electrodes are arranged in five semicircular rows. For purposes of

ca interpretation, they are grouped in articulatory regions and sides, tak-

.ng advantage of their equidistant arrangement in parallel curved rows on the

artificial palate. As shown in Figure 1, the surface cf the 1361te(Was divid-

ed into four articulatory regions (alveolar, nepalatal, mediopalatal, and

postpalatal) and into two symmetrical sides (right and left) by a Median line

traced along the central range of electrodes. This division into articulatory

areas on the palatal surface is based on anatomical consideration s (Catford,

1977)-.

For each VCV utterance, data were tabulated from onset to offset of pala-

tal contact, for a ,variable number of on-electrodes on each side of the

palate. To tabulate the placement of on- electrodes frame by frame, every

electrodq was Oven a code .number on each semicircular row for each side of

the palate starting from the backmost electrode up to the frontmost

electrode (8.5 for row 1, 7.5 for row 2, and so on). Electrodes placed on the

median line were assigned to both sides; thus, row 1 had 8.5 elect,-odes, row

2 had 7.5, and so on (see Figure 1). Given the fact that contacts were always

mace first at the rear of the palate (except for the sequence [uicuj , as dis-

cussed in the Results section) and that back electrodes stayed on during the

entire producticn. the number of on-electrodes on each row was equivalent to
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,

the code number of the frontmost on-elerArode. Therefdre, a recording of each
code number for each row in'each frame simultaneously indicated the amount of
linguopalatal contact and the degree of lin opalatal fronting for that row at
that moment in time. For data interpretation, eans were obtained by averag-
ing the number of on-electrodes on each row fr e by frame aci,oss repetitions.
of the same sequence lined up according to the p &(nt of maximum contact (PMC). ./

PMC for a token was considered to be at the frame that presented the highest '
number of on-electrodes.

/

B. Acoustical Analysis

Four repetitions of all VCV combinations from this and two other Catalan
speakers (Bo and Ca), also fluent in.Spanish, were recorded fors acoustical
analysis. They were, digitized at a sampling rate of 10 kHz, after .preemphasis
and low-pass filtering. An LPC (linear predictive coding) program'included An
the ILS (Interactive Laboratory System) package available at Haskins Laborato-.
ries. was used for Spectral analysis. Dynamic trajectories foil the three low-
est spectral peaks from onset to offset of voicing. as detected on the waveform
displays were reproduced on tracing paper and. averaged across repetitions of ,,

the. same sbquence lined up according to PMC. To identify"PMC on .the acoustic
wave for speaker Re, EPG data were also digitizeu at a sampling, rate of 20
kHz, with no previous preemphasis or filtering. Labeling procsJures were
executed by means of WENDY (Haskins Laboratories Wave Editing and Display sys-.
tem). For speakers Bo and Ca, for whom no EPG data were available, PMC was
estimate

(15Y
visually identifying the FT. frequency minimum in the transition

froi th first vowel to the consonant. This procedure was chosen on the .

grounds. that, of all the spectral characteristics present in the apoustical
display of the utterances under study, such a point was . 'and empirically, to
mitch PMC for speaker Re.

For each consonant,. articulatory and acoustical data are presented as a
function of time, considering first the general koduction characteristics in
symmetrical VCV environments, and subsequently V-to-V. coarticulatory effects
in asymmetrical VCV environments. In the articulatory domain, patterns of
contact in the palatal region (mediopalate and postpalate) that reflect
tongue-dorsum activity are of particular concern; in the acoustic domain, F2
,frequencies that, for palatal and alveolar consonants, reflect changes in the
size of the bo.A cavity behind the primary constricticn and in degree of pala-
tal constriction (Fan) 1960) are emphasized.

II. rLesults

A. General Production Characteristics

VCV utterances involving Ci], [,P], [g] , and [n] were found to exhibit
different patterns of linguopalatal cOntact and contrasting F2 patterns. Such.
patterns were correlated with different degrees of tonpue-dorsum contact re-
quired for the production of each consonant, with liDCJI>WiLn].

1, Articulatory Data

Trajectories of linguopalai-1)1 contact in VCV symmetrical environments for
[j], [D], [s], and [11] with V-[-ij,-[a], u] are di7played in the top panels of
Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5. Each `J'ajectory 'epresents an average over 10 repeti-
tions. Each panel provides data on linguopalatal contact (vertical axis) over
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time (horizontal axis). Data,have been displayed for three-rows of electrodes

on the right side of the palate, namely, row 1 (contact with the tongue
sides), row 3 (contact with the region between the tongue sidde and the Center
of the tongue dorsum) and row 5 (contact with the Center of the tongue dor-
sum). .linguopalatal contact has been plotted in terms of the code numbers for
any on-electrodes on each row starting from the backmost electrode (1) up to

the frontmost elebtrode4(8.5 for row 1, 6.5 for row 3, 3.5 for .row 5). As ex-.

plained in the Method section, the plot of ea .!* trajectory over time repre-

sents the frontmost.contacted electrode. For all consonants, contact is

cumulative from back to front such that the frontmost electrode is also% good
representation-of total amount of contact. For [1.14qu] (see Figure 4), the
tongue did not always make contact with electrode 1. on row 1 of the artificial
palate presumably.because of the positioning of the tongue sides required to

allow lateral airflow. Time has been measured in ms fraMe by frame. The
line-up point for VCV sequences with [At [A and [n] is at PMC: Line-up pro-
cedures for [VjV] sequences were handled differently. EPG data for [aja] and
[uiu] showed a single frame (PMC with maximum contact .-all over the palatal

surface; however, maximum contact for [iii] was found to last for six frames

(.95 ms). To account for this contrast, PMC 'for [aja] and [uju] was/lined up

with the midpointof the period ofcmaximum contact for. [iji].

For all consonants in all sequences (see Figures 2 through 5),. onset of

contact occurs earlier at the tongue sides (row 1) and intermediate tongue re-
gions (row 3) than at the center of the tongue dorsum (row 5); analogously,

offset of contact occurs later.on rows 1. and 3 than on row 5. Displacement

along the vertical axis for i,v row indicates degree of linguopalatal front-

ing. All sequences show th he degree of linguopalatal fronting increases
during the VC period 'from oPse to PMC and decreases during the CV period from

PMC t offset. This patter% o' displacement overtime has been reported in
the lit ature for dorsal articulations such as [J] and velar consonants (Kent
a Moll, 1972).

Trajectories for all consonants on row 5 show that tongue-dorsum contact

decreases for [j], EJID[A]>[n] (see also Introduction). Thus,:the number of

on-electrodes at PMC on row 5 adding across different vocalic conditions for

each consonant varies for [j] (5.3), En] (5.3), [A] (2.9), [n] (1.3). Moreo-

ver, vowel [a] shows contact with [,] but rot with [p] nor with [lg] and [ n].

Vowel [u] snows no contact with [n]. Difierences in degree of tongue-dorsum

contact for a.lveolo-palatalz, [n] and [A] vs. alveolar [ n] are related to the

fact that, while the two categories of place of articulation involve alveolar

contact, aDieolo-palatals but not alveolars' are produced with simultar-ous

rasing of the tongue dorsum towards the palatal vault resulting in lingual
contact at the center of the mediopalatal and postpalatal regions.

Table 1 shows maximum and minimum onset and offset contact values with

respect to PMC at the tongue sides (row 1) and at the center o& th tongue

aorsum (row 5), as derived from figures 2 through 5. These values give a good

estimate of the duration of the VC period (from onset to PMC) an the CV peri-

od (from PMC to offset) of linguopalatal contact. Onset values( across rows

show the pattern [J-Prp] >[S], [n]; offset values across rows show the pattern

[ji>[D]>[X],>[n]. Thus, VC, CV, and VCV contact dvstions decrease as the de-

gree of tongue-dorsum contact for the consonant decreases.
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EuluJ) and at the MC midpoint (for Eiji]) (speaker Re). Top: tra-
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Figure 3. TraJectories of articulatory dynamics over time for [D] in con-

,- trasting symmetrical environments Lived up at PMC (speaker Re).

Top: EPG data; .bottom: acoustical iata. .See Figure 2 for de-

tails about the displays.
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Table 1

Maximum and minimum values. of onset and offset time (in ms) for linguopalatal
Contact at the tongue sides (row 1) and at the center of the tongue dorsum
(row '5) for consonants [J], [p], [A], and [n] in symmetrical VCV environments.
Data are from one Catalan speaker (Re).

Onset' values Offset values

Row 1 Row 5 Row 1. Row 5
1

I, 1

1

1

[J] i -220/-95 -140/-30 +200/+140 \.-/---- +155/+45 i

g

i

[,n] -185/-95 -95/ -0 # 1 +200/+140 +140/ 0 1

1

1

[R] -185/-80 -95/ 0 +185/+125 +125/ 0 1

I

f

0 1

[n] 1 -185/-80 -95/ 0 +185/ +80 +125/ 0 1

1

I

. 1

, I

I 1

40 Table 2

Maximum and minimum F2 va4ies (in Hz) at PMC for consonants [j], [n], [X], and
[n] in symmetrical VCV environments., Data are from three Catalan speakers
(Re, Bo, and Ca).

Speaker Re

2350 - 1925

2350 - 1775

2275 - 1600

2210 - 1075

)Speaker *Bo

2450 - 2150

2450 - 2000

2400 - 1850

2350 - 1150

I' i

Speaker Ca

2150 - 1925

2250 - 1575

2000 - 1600

2075 - 1100
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;

The,trajectories give"information about average velocity of linguopalatal

displacement over time. .Average' velocity of movement can be obtained by

viding the'total displacement for a given movement by the time required to

execute the movement (Kuehn & Moll, 1976). Accordingly, velocity increases as
duration decreases with degree of displacement remaining constant. Trajecto-

ries for the sequence' [aCa] and [uCu] in Figures' 3, 4 and 5 show that, for
consonants involving f,'unted alveolar contact (L110, CA] ; and [n]) and, thus,

similar degree of tongue-tip and/or tongue-blade displacementl.time to achieve

and release alveolar constriction (see row 1) decreases for [p]>[A]>[n].

Therefore; velocity of displacement for this articulatory gesture increases in
that progression, as the degree of tongue-dorsum contact for the consonant

decreases. On the -other hand,' velocity. decreases as degree of displacement

'decreases and duration increases. This is 'the case for [j] vs. all other con-

sonants; thus, [j] is articulated with a lesser degree of alveolar fronting
and involves greater VCV contact duration. Overall, at the tongue sides, the

velocity of displacementapOars to be inversely related to the.degree of

tongue-dorsum contact.

In summary, several patterns of fronting, duration,' and velocity of

linguopalatal contact vary with the' degree of ,tongue-dorsum contact for

[..1]>CiriDCRJ>Cn].

2. Acoustic Measurements

Table 2 reports maximum and minimum F2 values for [A, Epl, [41], and [n]

at PMC in symmetrical environments for speakers Re, Bo and Ca. As the table

shows, F2 values for all speakers decrease for [j]>DIDERD[n], namely, as the

degree of tongue-dorsum contact decreases. Moreover, since F2 is dependent on

the back cavity behind the place of constriction for [j] and [4, its frequen-

cy decreases (for EiDEAD,as that cavity becomes larger (for [k]>[..1]). F2

for nasal consonants [,n] and [n] is presumably pharynx-cavity dependent, as

indicated by an. F2 continuation from V1 into the consonant in Figures 3 and 5

(bottom) and given the fact that, for nasal consonants, the mouth cavity be-
,

hind the constriction acts as a shunting cavity. On these grounds, the phar-

ynx-cavity size for En] and [n] ought to be smaller than the whole mouth-phar-

ynx system for [j] and (S) and, thus, cause a higher F2; however, acoustical

data reported in Table 2 show that this is not the case. Also, if, as

revealed by the area functions of Russian DO and'[n] reported by Fant (1950),

Catalan [y] and [n] are produced with similar pharynx-cavity size, these two

consonants ought to show simil'ar F2 frequencies; hoWever, acoustical data

reported in 'Table 2 show a much higher F2 for [,p] than for [n]. In the ab-

sence of X-ray data on vocal tract configurations for these two Catalan conso-

nants, it can only be stated with confidence that F2 differences for [j], Cr), 1-

[R] and [n] are inversely correlated with differences in degree of tonguedor-

sum contact.

The same F2 relationship holds during the consonantal steady-state period

for all speakers. This is exemplified by the displays of formant trajectories

for speaker Re, lined up at PMC with the EPG data in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5

(bottom). The steady-state period for [j], [,p], [A], and [n] lasts roughly

from PMC up to +75 ms. Thus, little change in F2 frequencies appears to be

t-..king place during the consonantal steady-state period and, presumably, in

degree of tongue-dorsum contact.
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In summary,- as for the EPG data, F2 trajectories Vow frequency values
that vary with the degree of tongue-dorsum contact for [j]>[,11] >[4]>[n].

to B. Coartioulation

It was also found that the extent of V-to-V coarticulatory' effects for

[j]<[,11]<[4<[n] is inversely related to the different degrees of tongue-dorsum
contact. 4

1. Articulatory Data

Trajectories Of linguopalatal dontact.were slotted for contrasting_V2
study anticipatory coarticulation and for contrasting V1 to study carryover
coarticulation., All VCV sequences except [ijya and [Vji] were lined up
according to PMC. For EijVJ sequences, inwhioh the period of maximum contact
lasts for several frames, the onset of the period of maximum contact was taken
as the line-up point in measuring antictpdtory effects; for [Vji] sequences,
for the same reasons, the offset of the period of maximum contact was taken as
the .line -up potnt in measuring carryoyer coarticulation. Coartliculation was
considered to occur when an observable/difference betWeen two vowels in front-
ing/of linguopalatal contact caused an analogous difference to occur oh. the
other side of the line-up point ands" such difference was .`found to be signif-
icant at some moment in ,time, 4 . Since, the main concern was to measure the
correlation between degree of,, tongue-dorsum contact 'and degree of
transconsonantal coarticulation only data from rows 3-and 5 were selected,for
analysis in view of the fact that those rows show contact at the palatal re-
gion'exclusivell. The analysfs.proceddre chosen to study y-to-v coarticulato-
ry effects is described below.

Figure 6 shows anticipatory effects for [uS V] .(top, two upper panels)

and carryover effects for [VS u] (bottom, two upper panels) on rows 3 and 5 at
the right side of the palate. For the anticipatory condition, differences in

linguopalatal fronting can ' be observed during V2 on rows 3 and 5 as
[1]>[u]>[a]. -On row 3 such differences cancel out during the period of maxi-
mum contact but appear. tetween V1 onset and 15 ms before PMC as V2= [i]>[u],
[a]; two-tailed t-tests show that anticipatory effects for V2= [i] >[u] (but

not for V2= [i]>[a]Yare s4gnificant (p< .05) between -60 and -30 ms. No sig-
,

niftcant anticipatory effects occur on row 5.

For the carryover condition, differences in linguopalatal fronting can be
observed during V1- on rows 3 and 5 as [i]>[u]>[a]. Differences cancel out
during the period of maximum contact (on row 3 but not on row 5) but appear
daring V2 (as V1= [I], [a]>[u] on row 3 and as V1= [i]>[u]>[a] on row 5).
They were found to be significant for V1-[1]>[u] on rows 3 and 5 (p< .01) and

for V1. [i]>[a] on row 5 (p<f.001) between PMC and V2 offset.,

This procedure was used to analyze effects between all possible VCV pairs
$n all coarticulatory conditions for all consonants reported in this study.
Any possible coarticulatory effect on rows 3 and 5 on both sides of the.

palate, as determined visually from the plottings for all contextual combina-
tions of VCV pairs, was tested frame by frame by means of the t-test proce-

dure. Transconsonantal anticipatory effects (Table 3) and carryover effects
(Table 4) are reported for all consonants in all vocalic environments. For

each VC context (Table 3) and CV context (Table 4), the size of the signif-
icant coarticulatory effects and the onset and offset times of such effects

1.9.)
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Figure 6. Top: EPG data (two upper panels) ,and 'F'2 data (lower panel) on

flAianticipatory effects over time for sect -noes [tan] lined up at
1:te

PMC. Bottom: EPG data (two upper panels) and F2 data (lower pan-

el) nn carryover effects over time for sequences p/Sul lined Lip at

PM.7. Data correspond to speaker Re; EPG data correspond to rows 3

-:no 5 on the right side of the palate.
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'EPG data mi. significant.anticipatory (Vi-to-V1) effects for different degrees'

of tongue-dorsuA fronting. The magnitude. of the effects is plotted'for
different levels of significance (*p<.05; **p<.01;w ***p<.001). Onset of
coarticulation (in ms 'before PMC) occurs at the number preceding "/". or at V1'
onset if.no'number is present; offset of coarticulation (in ms before INC).
occurs at the-number following "/V or at PMC if no'number is present.

Table

V1-[i]

Ci >Ca Ci>Cu C6>Ca

/-140*,

/ -75*

/ -140 **

/ -140 ** / -140 **

V1-[a] O V1 =[u]

Ci>Ca Ci>Cu 'Cu>Ca Ci>Ca Cinu Cu>Ca

/*** /*** I /-30*** /30**

/-30* aMil
/-30* /-30* -60/-30*

/*** /***,. 245/*** -66/*** -60/***

.

Table 4

EPG data on significant carryover (V1-to-V2) effects for diffeent degrees of
ongue-dorsum frontipg. The magnitude of thksseffects is plotted for different

levels of significance (*p<.05f **p<.01; ***p<.001). Onset of

coarticulation (in ms after PMC) occurs at the number preceding "/" or at PMO

if no number is present; offSet of coarticulation (in ms after PMC) occurs 4
ttie number following "/" or 'at V2 offset if NO number is present.

iC>aC

V2= p]

iC>uC uc>ac iCaC

V2=[a]

iC>uC uC>aC

/*** /***

[Ji /+30 +95/ /*** /***

+125***

[ J
/*** /*** /**w /+65* /***

[n] +95/** /*** /*** /*** /***

V2=[u]

ic>ac iC>uC uC>aC

/4.95*** /***

.=

.fc
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are given for pairs ,of V2 (Table 3) and VI (Table 4) differing in degree of

linguopalatal fronting. The magnitude of the significant' coarticulatory ef-

fects is plotted for different levels of significance (* p<.05; ** p<.01; ***

p<.001)Cdata correspond to the largest significant effect's on rows 3 and.5 on

any of the two sides of the palate. Onset and offset times of the` significant

coarticulatory effects are plotted in ms.. The number of ms before "I' indi-

cates onset time (as for -60 in the case of [u ic i] vs. [uSu]) and the number

.
of ms after "/" indicates offset time (as'for -30 in the case of the same pair,

of sequences). No number before "/" indicates onset of coarticulation at V1

onset (anticipatory effects) and at PMC (carryover effects), .dnd no number

after "1" indicates offset of coarticulation at PMC (anticipatory effects) and

at V2 offset (carryover effects).

a. Anticipatory 'effects (Table 3). Data show that, as expected, .the in-

stances and the degree of significance of the anticipatory effects decrease

for [n]>[j] and for [n][A,]>[p] as tongue-dorsum contact increases. However,

[j? shows more contact and more (not less, as expected) coarticulation than

[,p] and [s]. According to Table 3, large anticipatory effects for [j] occur

forjaCV] and [uCli] when V2. [i] vs. [ a], [ u]; given that [i] and [j] are prp-

duced with a highly similar articulatory configuration, it could be that, dik-

ing. V1, the speaker shows greater fronting for V2. [i] vs. [a], [u] to make

sure that the upcoming consonant will be produced with a very salient gesture

so that it can be articulatorily and perceptually distinguishable from V2.[I]:

Data on F2 (see section IIB.2a) suggest strongly that the sar effects occur

for this and other speakers when [j] is preceded by V1-[1]. This strategy

supports the view that the process of anticipatory coarticulation is regulated

by articulatory *preprogramming.
4

Onset time of the anticipator'y effects occurs'always at V1 onset for con-

sonants that involve large tongue-dorsum contact ([j] and [SI]? and alp differ-

ent.moments in time before PMC (at V1 onset,.-60 ms and -45 ms)' for Consonants

that involve less tongue-dorsum contact an] and, to a lesser extent, [R]).

Offset time values show that anticipatory effects Can cancel out about the pe-

riod of closure for articulations that show large tongue-dorsum contact (at 30

ms before PMC for Cif, [11] and [X]; at the onset of V1=[1] about -140 ms) but

not for articulations that show small tongue-dorsum contact ([n]).

Overall, ,Lt appears that consonants that involve low 'requirements on

tongue-dorsum activity (as for [n]) shoW a small degree of tongue-dorsum con-

tact and allow large transconsonantal anticipatory effects with different on-

set times before PMC. On the other hand, as tongue-dorsum contact increases

(as for [X] and [p] but not for [j], for reasons stated above), consonants al-

low Amall transconsonantal anticipatory effects with a fixed onset time at V1

onset.

These coarticulatory phenomena suggest that the magnitude and the tempo-\N

ral extent of transconsonantal anticipatory coarticulation in VCV sequences is ,-

controlled by anticipatory preprogramming with reference to the mechanical

constraints on articulatory activity required for the production of the conso-

nant.

b. Carryover effects (Table 4). The instances, and the degree of signif-

icance of the carryover effects decrease (for [n]>[X]>[D] >[j]) inversely and

monotonically with the degree of tongue-dorum contact (for [j]>[,p]>[X]>[n]).
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For gll consonants (except for. [j], for reasOnS'indicated in section IIB.1a),
carryover effects are larger than anticipatory effects; also,, while . anticipa-'
tory and carryover effects occur from front vs. back vowels, carryover effects
among back vowels are much larger than anticipatory effects.

Contrary to,anticipatory coarticulation, no contrasting' timing effects
are found among different consonants; thus, carryover coarticulation extends
generally from PMC up to V2'oftset.

These coarticulatory phenomena suggest that transconsonantal carryover
'coarticulation in VCV sequences results from mechanical inertia 'constraints on
articulatory activity required for 'the production of tige consonant and in-

.. volves no articulatory. programming.

2. Acoustic Measurements

0

F2 trajectories for pairs of VCV sequences fc5c, speakers* Re, Bo and Ca
were lined up According 'to the same procedure use1 to study coarticulatoeyb ef-
fects for EPG data. Carryover effects for [j] could be measured only for

speaker Re since no reference point was available for line-up procedures for
speakers Bo And Ca:. To detect transconsonantal effects, a procedure analogous
to that for EPG data was used; thus, effects were considel,ed to occur when
pbservable frequency differences between two vowels caused analogous differ-
ences to occUr et some moment" in time on the other side of the line-up point.
This method of analysis is exemplified below. 4

A

Figure 6 shows anticipatory effects for [u SU] (top, lower panel) and

carryover effects for [H.: u] (bottom, lower panel). Data correspond to speak-
er Re and have been lined up at PMC with EPG data for the,eame speaker. For
the anticipatory condition, differences in F2 frequency can be observed during
V2 as [i]>[a]>[u]. Anticipatory effects for V21 [i]>[a] and V2= [i]>[u] occur -'
between -15 ms and PMC; they never exceed 250 Hz. No differences for V2=
[a]>[u] take place before PMC.

For the carryover condition, differences in F2 frequency can be observed
during V1 as [i]>[a]>[u]. Carryover effects for V1= [i]>[a] and V1= [1]>[u]
occur between PMC and V2 offsE4,; the largest magnitude for the two effects is

found between 250 and 500 Hz. No effects take place after PMC for V1=
[a]>[u].

Coarticulatory effects on F2, as determined visuallyFfrom the plottings

for all contextual combinations of VCV pairs, are reported on Tables 5
(anticipatoryeffects) and 6 (carryover effects) analogously to Tables 3 and

4. The magnitude of the coarticulatory effects is plotted for different mag-
nitude levels (* 0-250 Hz; ** 250-500 Hz; *** more than 500 Hz); onset and

offset times are reported in ms.

a. Antleipatory effects (Table 5). Similarly to the EPG data, the magnitude

of 14'.--coarticulatory effects increases slightly as tongue-dorsum decreases
for ['40>[S]>[n], while [j] shows similar effects to [S]. As for the EPG data,

spea4er Re (but not speakers Bo and Ca) shows large anticipatory effects for
[Vji])vs. [Vja], [Vju] when V1= [a] and [u] as a result of t,ongue-dorsum

reinforcement before PMC. Moraxer, the same strategy is used by all speakers
for all palatal consonants when VN-Li], includihg speaker Re who did not show

anticipatory effects during the articulation of this V1 on the surface of the

palate. 197
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% Table 5
r.

Acoustical data on .significant anticipatory (V2-to-V1) effects for differences
F2 frequepey. The magnitude of the effects is plotted for different

magnitude levels i*07250 Hz; **250-500 Hz; ***more than 500 Hz). Temporal-

eff6cts are indicated as for the EIT data (see Table 3).

4

V1=.Vu],

CI>Cd Ci>Cu Ca>Cu

-Re

1
Bo
Ca

[D]

Re

'Bo

Ca

Re
Bo
Ca

rnI

Re

Bo
Ca
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0
*

Timing effects can be explained gnalogouslY to the EPG crate. For. conso-

nants involving a large degree of tongue-dorsum. contact ([J] and [,n3), comet
ti4Te of the anticipatory effeeto occurs at V1. onset; for consonants_ involving.
less tongue-dorsum contact ([n] and, to a large extent, [4), onset of antici-
patory

.-

coartioulation occurs at different,momentsin time before PMC

at V1 onset and 'between -55 and.-25 ms). Contrat4y to the EPG data, as for

[n], antiaipatory_effects 41or palatal consonants last until PMC.

Overall, anticipatory effects on F2 are in agreement with *anticipatory

effects' over the surfaceof the palate (see Section IIB.1a) and, therefore,
are .due. to articulatory preprogramming. In some instances', different

coarticulatory trends *take place in different regions of the'vocal tract for
the same speaker; thusarticulations that 'require large 4 degrees of

tongue-dorsum contact blodk coarticulatory effects about the period of closure
at the surface of the palate ba not at other regions of the vocal trdOt.

b.' Carryover effects (Table 6). Asifor the EPG data, the magnitude of

the coarticulatory effects decreases for [-nj>[4]>[p]>[]]) invelisely and mono-

tonicali..y. with the degree of, tongue-dorsum bortact (for [] ]>[,11]>[R]>[n.D. As

for the EPG data, for consonants (except for []1, for reasons indiegted in
section IIB.2a), carryover effects are larger :Jun anticipatory.effectsj also,
while effects frol front vs. backsvowels occur in the anticipatory andsarryo-
ver conditions, carryover effects for [n] are much larger than anticipatory

effects.

t

of

There is some indication that, in the carryover condition, timing-may be

controlled with reference to the degree of tongue-dorsum constraint required
for the production of the consonant. Thus, carryover effects 4Rnd at different

moments in time after PMC for consonants produced with small degrees of
tongue-dorsum contact ([n] and, to a lesser extent, [R]) and last until V2

'offset for consonants produced with large. degrees of tongue - dorsum ,contact

([,n]). However; consistent to ERG. data on carryover coarticulation, speaker

Re does not show this trend with respect to coarticulatory effects common to
all .the consonants. Onset of carryover effects at +65/+80 ms.'after Pmp fqr

[II] results from the cancellation of differences in F2 frequency for V1 -[i]

vs. [u] during.closure due to oronasal coupling.

Overall, carryover effects on F2 are in agreement with carryover effedts Aa

on the surface of the palate (see sectionIIB.1b); they are due to mechanical "mr

inertia constraints on articulatory activtly and involve little or no articu-

latory programming.

Summary and Conclusioni

The articulatory mechanisms that underlie the relationship between de-

grees of tongue-dorsum contact and degrees of coarticulatory activity are dis-

cussed. The dorsopalatal Li] is produced with one articulatory command for
the raising of the tongue dorsum while the tongue blade makes no contact over

the palate. For alveolo-palatals, two commands are actualized, simultaneously:

tongue-blale occlusion and tongue-dorsum raising. As a ,result of this

synergistic activity, a large degree of contact is obtained for alveolo-pala-

tals over the entire surface of the palate. Thus, the production of [j]

vs. alveolo-palatals results in more tongue-dorsum,constraint since all muscu-
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.
4.

0

--

Table 6 ).

Acoustical' data on significant carryover (V1-to...-V2) effects for differenCes in
F?,- frequency. The magnitude of thi4 effects'is plotted'for different magnitude
levels (*0-250Hz; **250-500 Hz; ** *more. than 500 Hz). Temporal effects are

indicated as for thiPEPG data (see Table 4).
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Itecafris oartActulat tilt.
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.
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lar activity is dire40, exclusively toward! -tong(te-!40t'itiniiiral01hiti...:or.-,alit.e0-

-the-Otherhand-qe$3:;,tongUet0o0SObiA001104;W:41000440:-
fact

. _.

thetmuildular '-",.!act ty: towards :-tonguedorsum :;raialnkite-aci0Ompanieff by
iongue-blade. activity to .make:.eontaort `at the, front Hof h ;:.palatal 'surface
more SO 'toe (4) than- fOr -.613)-.A14eOlar :'(111;i5.1).00400Vwi01. ,aCOMM404:t0

,the tongue tip:tgaltisi the alveolar.-r*gicintind involves .41ohstraint 7-On -the
tongue dorsu6 to achieve 4peacpal.atal contacts, in faet4,.ContaCt with the
tongue dorsum for -Ca occurs only At 'the' sidei of the palatft, 1Data on .the de-

j gree , of pnguoPaletal. -fronting:And F2 fre40SncY, reported :in =this study show
that V-to-VicoertiOlatory effects for .(7,j), T43 and dati be predicted'
from these differetices in constraint on the tongue dorsum too achieve dorsopa-

.11aLal contact. -Thut, effects have been found` to. vary MonOtonicalAy -And..
,

'inversely. as .a function dr, such differences An tongue-dorsum constraint.

, Transconsohantal effects extJnded: back to V1-onset (anticipatory effeCtS)
and . up to V2 offset (carryover ieffeets)4 more so on the surface.of the palate
(80% of anticipatory and "carryover effects. for the Op data) than At' other ,re-
gions of the vocal tract (60E-,of anticipatory and carryover Ofects for the FZ
data). There is evidence from the literature that acoustical Measurements, can
be less sensitive-than -artinulatory measurements to coartiulatOry effeCts:
(Gay, 1974,1977). . . .

-
. \

. ,,

v,.:.,,..

, Directionality of coartidulatory effects has'been.takenito\be inherentsin ',,

:

...,;.

the programming of speech sequences (Kent, 1976). Several fi dings reported
in this study- speak to this issue. Carryover effect& were foun to be larger
than anticipatory 'efilhots in the light df articulatory and acoustical data for
most consonants and speakers. From the present study, it oan I be concluded
that this finding re4eots a language-specific property ofihoW articulatory
programming is organized in Catalan. /Evidence for a similar. trend has. been
found for English (Bell-Berti & Harris, 1976; Gay,, -1974; Mactleilage &, DeClerk,
1969).. "

''4---i .'

,

-

The temporal extent of coarticulation was.'found to vary, with) differences
in tongue-dorsum 'contact, much -more so for, anticipatory effects than fdr'

carryover effects. Thus, EPG .data *and acoustical data show that onset time of
anticipatory boart4culation is determined with higher precision (at V1 onset
vs. different times before PMC) as the degree of tongue-dorsum contact for the
consonantincreases; on the other hand, EPG data and, less so, acoustical data
show that carryover effects extend up to V2 opcset independent of the degree

of tongue- dorsum' contact for the consonant. this finding is consistent with
the view that anticipatory coarticulation results from articulatory pre0o-
gramming which, for the set of consonants investigated in this study,y, operatee 6
with reference to the mechanical constraints inyolved during the production of
the' consonant.' Preprogramming also refsuits in the ,reinforcement of

tongue-dbrsum activity during V1 to anticipate the articulatory and perceOual
differentiation of a palatal consonant followed 'by V2-[i] vs. ['a], Cub

Data reported in this study suppo't the view that .the speech proddbtion

mecnarilsm Involved independent , coritrol of different regiOne of the vocal

tract. Thus,' anticipatoryeffects on the surface of the palate (EPG data) but
not at otnei, regions of the vocal tract (F2 data) are blocked about the period
of closure for articulations that involve large.tongue-dorsum contact.

2
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.

With respect to alternative ,models that have been proposed in the

literature to .explain coartieulation 4n VCV dtterances.(tYllabic or V-to-C /

Model Arid cross-syllabic or V-to-V model; see Gay, 1978, for discussion), data id, =,
reported. here show that coarticulation ig a context-depehdent proc.iss:in the

. sense that the extent to whin V -to -V effects occur depends on'the-artioulato-

ry mechanisms 'involved in' the production lot theentire VCV sequence. The

finding that coarticulation can be largely, predicted from the degree of con-

, Strtint involved during the activity of specific.artic4olators suggests that

the process of speech produdtion is organized around precisely controlled pat-

terns of Articulatory actpity. Thus, it,has been Shown that, independent of

whether the.primary constriction takes place at the palatal and/or alveolar'

region's, the degree of.tongU4-dorsumscontact needs_to be-specified with accu-

racy. Thesei.observations are consistent with the view that, linguistic units.

aee actualized in running speech by muscle groupings that'areiynergietically

controlled.
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CATE RIOAL)TRENDS IN VOWEL: IMITATION: PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS FROMLA
REPLI NgEXPERZMENT* .

r

Br-uno H. Repp and David R.*Williamst

5.,
5,

Abstradt. The question. whether isolated stationary vowels are

imitated in a continuous or categorical fashion7raised by ilhistmm:
vich, Fant, de Serpa-Lena°, and Tjernlund (196'7, 'ind followed up
primarily by Kent (1973)--was 'pursued further by neOlicating Kent's
study with some slight modifications. The subjects (the two

authors) imitated synthetic stimuli from [u]-[i] and [1.]-[Be] con-
tinua at three different temporal delays. Acoustic analysis of the
response vowels' revealed very similar patterns across delays.-Both
subjects showed ,clear evidence of nonlinearities in the stimulus,re-
spOnse mapping and of preferred response/ormant frequencies,. though
strictly categorical responses were generally absent. The origin'of
these nonlinearitiesand.their relation tgrthe phonemic.vowel date-
goriesof English. are not funTunderstood at present. Vowel imita-
tic'n responses presumably. reflect the joint influences of perceptual
'arid articulatory factors.that need to be disentangled in future re-

.
search.

r

1. Introduction

Almost two decades agootChistovich and, her colleagues (Chistdvich, Fant,

de Serpa-Leitao, & Tjernlund, 1966) raised the interesting possibility that
,(isolated, stationary) vowels might have an internal ftpresentation intermedi-
ate between the auditory patterno'which presumably is a continuous function of

jthe 'input, and the .discrete categories of the vowel phonemesn. the language.
To warrant a separate existence in a thedretical model of speech procesaing,
such an intermediate level of representation must have a noncontinuous struc-
ture distinct from that found at the phonemic level.

To test for tnis possible intermediate level, Chistovi.ch,-71nt, de Se-
paLeitao, and Tjernlund (1.966) used a vowel imitation task. There is reason
to believe that-oral reproduction, particularly when it occur6 as rapidly as
oossible ( "shadowing ")5, may bypass the level at which fam,40iiar phonemic cate-
gories are associated with the input. This may be so even when the imitation
response occurs at some delay ( "mimicking "):' Latenc(es of shadowing 'and
mimicking responses do not increase for phonemi*ly ambiguous vowel tokens,
but the latencies of written responses do (Chisibvich Serpa-Leitao, &

*Speech Communication; in press. ,

tAlso Department of Psychology, University of Connecticut.
Acknowledgment. This research was supported by NICHD Grant HD-01994 and BRS

, Grant RR-05596 to Haskins Laboratories. We thank Michael Studdert-Kennedy
and Ignatius Matingly.for their helpful comments.
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Repp & Williams: ,Cateprioat Trends in Vowel fmitatia
. ,

Tjernlpfid,_ 19.66W-TheAncrease- preiumably reflAectsthe"time. needed t* decide.,.

among several categorical response alternatives. The hypothetical intermedi-

ate-stage thus filay'swe to translate audit6ry information-directly into motor

instru0fons, as well as to store such information over time periodSexbeeding!,

the"life span of the raw auditory trace. Indeed; this ineermediate represen-. ..

tation maybethou-At of as _motor in nature, thus anchoring itjirm4 in,one . . ,-, I..,

-
,.0

of the three essential components of any model of .speech communiaation!(senso-

ry, motor, , and .central processing). The question posed by Chistoyidh et ;

al. thus concerns 'the continuous versus -, discrete motor°representation 01' '-'

(isolated, stationary) vowels.

(1966) constructed a series of 12 synthetic vowel stimli-rorming a!bontinuuill
To answer this question, Chistovieh, Fent, de Serpa-LeitRo, and Tjenlubd

/
-, . ..

.
,

.
,

,,..,

.. ...

. '-

,

'. :: .....::f4:'',between the Russian vowel categories [1]-[e] -Ca]. The formant values .of the ;'
-,N

endpoint atimuIl.were closely matched to natural productions of the sIngie .,-.

subject (L.C.)', a'.femaii speaker, of Russian. ,Her imitation responses in two .

conditions '.(shadowing -- average of 190 ms; mimipktng---alierage latency '.

-*of 900" ma) were ahalyzed in three ,ways: (1 ).The torment frequencies.(F1,412,'*.

.173)- of the reeponsee;'Obtained from spectrogreAs, were plotted aa'a function 'p

of the formant frequencies of the:synthetic stimuli. '(.2) The standard deVia.;..

tions of the Torment frequencies across taultiPie iMitatOns ofAhe Same stimu-

lus
.

'were plotted in-.a similar fashioe. (3). ilstograms of the frequencies ot,

each formant acr,ss. all responses were constructed. .
,

y.

For the Woking task, the formant frequency plots reyealed'stenwise

changes fh F suggesting at least four distinct categories. This impression,.

was supported by the presence of three peaks in the standard deviation plot,.

corresponding to the 'boundaries between those categories. Finally,' the F2

histograms also seemed to represent four dist,inbt distributiOns of frequency

values. The shadowing data seemed to agree, although only the first type'of

analysis was presented and some additional arguments were required to;estab-

lish the similarity. 'Phonetic transcriptioda by the (sophistfcated) subject

of her own responses also suggested four categoriesporrsponding to 41/, hi 0

(or /et), to!, and /a/--and possibly a fifth category (/1/). Furthy!support

for this division came from a vowel matching task that required long-term mem-

ory for a fixed' standard, using subject L.C. and the same set of. stimuli.

Chistovich et al. concluded that thereis a discrete representation of:vowels

in terms of categories whose number exceeds that of the relevant phonemic cat-

egories in the language,\and that this representation' is, used both.tO guide

articulation and, to retain\vowel sounds in lOhg-term memory.

Although theSe results are suggestive and clallenging,.they arse not; with-

out weaknesses; (1') There was convincing evidence for only one category (/d/)

beyond the .plree phonemic categories that, a Elori,..might have been expected ,'

to playa role. That extra vowel category,-moreover, is functional in .Swedr

ish, the language cf the country where Chistovich et .al. condUcted their- 4

study. Thus, the results are not inconsistent with a two-stage model, in A

which the outcome of a rapid phonemic decision (prior to the 'stage of,respdnse

selection) constrains the motor program for imitation, without any intfrmedi- ,e

ate stage. (2) The conclusions are based entirely on the pattern of F2Irre-..

quericies. Although there appeared to be some correlated trends in Fl and F3,

these data were not discussed by Chistovich et al. (3) The analysis of

shadowing responses is incomplete, and ndt totally conclusiye. (4) All the.

analyses are qualitative; no statisticacelterio: for, e.g., detecting steps

in a function was specified. (5) There was only a single, highly sophisticat-

ed subject.
206 2 ) 4 ,
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Repp & Williams: Categorical Trends in, owel Imitation
p

Some preliminary follow-up data were reported by Chistovicht Fant, and de
Serpa-Leitao (1966 . Several subjects (includsing L.C.) imitated noise-excited
synthetic two-formant vowels lying along arbitrary trajectories in the F1-F2
space. Again, some step-wise changes in response forlant frequencies were ob-
served, but the data show some remarkable irregulqrities and are suggestive at
best. Some of the stimuli may have exceeded the 'range of formant values sub-
jects were able to produce.

a

A full-scale replication, with some modifertions, was attempted by Kent
(1973). He used two 11-member vowel continua, ranging from [u] to [1] and El]
to [ae], respectively. The formant values of the endpoint stimuli were de-
rived from Peterson and Barney (1952). Four English-speaking subjects who had
some phonetic training imitated each vowel 10 times. There was no time preb-
sure; subjects had up to 7 s to respond.

The [1]-[as] continuum roughly corresponds to two-thirds of the [i]-[a]
continuum used by Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-LeitSo, and Tjernlund (1966). As

Kent points out, this continuum is "phonemically rich" in English, spanning as
many as five categories (/i/, /I/, /e/, /c/, /m/). The (,u] -[i] continuum, on
the other hand, contains no familiar vowel categories between the endpoints,
despite covering a much larger range of F2 frequencies (though with F1 nearly
constant). Th3 question of interest, then, was whether categorical tendencies
'in vowel,imitations-rif replicated--would be restricted to the [i]-[ae] con-
tinuum.

Kent, interpreted his data as providing an affirmative answer,to
question. ,Response F2 frequencies along the 7.1]-[i] continuum, while not ,
strictly linear function of stimulus F2, did not exhibit any clear steps fbr

of the four subjects. The standar° deviations, however, showed pronounced
peaks--a single central peak for subjects 1 and 3, and twin peaks for subjects
2 and 4. Moreover, the F2 histograms tended to have several modes for each
subject--two for subjects 1 and ,3, and three for subjects 2 and 4. Finally,
comparison of these patterns with the F2 frequency plots shows that increased
standard deviations and histogram valleys correspond to regions of increased
slope on the F2 frequency plots. Kent is very conservative in interpreting
these data, conceding only that responses are !bore accurate at the [u] and [i]
ends of the continuum. In fact, his data offer some support for the presence
of three categories in two of the four subjects. It is true, however, that
these categories correspond only to regions of reduced discrimination, never
to a true constancy in imitation. No labeling data were collected for these
stimuli, nor was F3 analyzed.

The results for the [i]-[ae] cortinuum were presented by Kent in an

incomplete and somewhat confusing manner, which makes it difficult to object
to his conclusion that these data were hard to interpret. The response loca-
tions in F1-F2 space (F3 was not analyzed) showed some pronounced
discontinuities, but, they occurred in different places for different subjects
and agreed only partially with the patterns of standard deviations and fre-
quency histograms. For only one subject could histogram peaks be tentatively
aligned with the response categories used in labeling the [1]-[att] stimuli.
From these results, Kent drew the "very tentative conclusion that the stimuli
of the /i/-/ae/ series are represented in memory in a more classificatory
fashion than are the stimuli of the /u/-/i/ series" (Kent, 1973, p. 16). The
emphasis on memory is explained by the lack of time constraints in Kent's
task.

0 -r
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The available data on categorical tendencies in vowel imitation must

therefore be considered as merely suggestive., Both Kent (1973) in his

. concluding paragraph and, quite recently, Chistovich (11984) acknowledge that

further data on this issue are,-ineeded. Their initial studies do not seem to

have been follol4ed up.2 Kent went on to conduct a series of interesting

vowel imitation studies, but none of these addresses directly the issue of

categorical tendencies (Kent,.1974, 1978, 1979; Kent & Forner, 1979). A rel-

. e t study by Schouten (1977), in which stimuli from an [i]-[as] continuum

''wee presented to Dutch-English bilingual subjects, yielded some evidence of

categorical imitation, but the data were complex and were analyzed by quite

different procedures, such as cluster ,analysis. Thus, the ambiguity of the

earlier results remains.

We decided to continue where Kent (1973) left off, and to begin with a

straightforward replication of his study. In this preliminary report we pre-

sent data obtained for the two authors as subjects. There were a few methodo-

logical differences between our study and Kent's. The most important of these

was that,we employed three different response timing conditions, in an attempt

to incorporate t.le "sh#dowing" versus "mimicking" comparison (Chistovich,

Fant, de Serpa-LeitAo, & Tjernlund, 1966) into Kent's design. Subjects were

required to imitate each vowel (a) immediately, (b) following a short (750 ms)

delay, and (c) following a longer (3 s) delay. Other procedural changes were

relatively minor: First, the stimuli- were presented over a loudspeaker rather

than over earphones. Second, to prevent overlap of shaddwing resporlses..041.h

the end of the stimulus, the synthetic vowels were shortened to 150 ms (versu4

'4250 ms [Kent, 1973] and 300 ms [Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-LeitAo,' & Tjern-

lund, 1966]). Extrapolating from perceptual findings (Pisoni, 1973) shoiiten-i

ing of vowel stimuli should, if anything, result in a more categorical re-

sponse, Finally, there were 12 (rather than Kent's 11) stimuli per vowel con-

tinuum.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

The two authors served as subjects in this pilot study. BR is a native

speaker of Southern German who has been speaking Engl'h almost exclusiVely

for over 15 years. He also has smatterings of Fre.nch, IWian, and Swedish,

but no professional phonetic training. DW is a native speaker of American En-

glish from California. Although not a fluent speaker of any foreign

languages, he has studied French, German, Japanese, and Latin, and has had

several years of phonetic training.

Stimuli

Five-formant vowel stimuli were generated on the software serial

synthesizer at Haskins Laboratories. The center frequencies of the fourth and

fifth formants were fixed at 3500 and 4500 Hz, respectively. All stimuli were

150 ms in duration and all formants were stationary with amplitude rise-fall

times cf 30 ms. Bandwidths of the five formants were set at 50, 80, 110, 150,

;iz., respectively. For stimuli, the fundament;t1 frequency fell

:ini.ariy from an initial value of 120 Hz to a final value of 10') Hz.

2043
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Two stimulus contint 1--one from [u] to [1] and the other from [i] to

[ae]--were employed in the experiment. Frequekcy values for F1, F2, and F3 of
the endpoint stimulus vowels corresponded to the mean values reported, by
Peterson and Barney (1952) for their male talkers. Two 12-stimulus vowel'se-
ries were constructed by Interpolating in equal frequency steps between the
endpoint values for the first three formants. The formant frequency valueg of
all stimuli are listed in Table 1. Twelve randomized blocks of the twelve
stimuli were arranged to form a stimulus sequence. The order of items in the
sequence was adjusted until it was almost perfectly balanced; i.e., each

stimulus was preceded once by every other stimulus, with a few exceptions. For
each vowel continuum, three such stimulus sequences were recorded on tape for
presentation in the imitation task.

Or

Table 1

Formant Frequencies of the Stimuli

Fl

[u]-[i] continuum

F3

C

1 300 870 2240

2 297 999 2310

3 295 1128 2380

4 292 1257 . 2450

5 289 1386 2520

6 '286 1515 2590

7
. 284 1644 2660

8 281 1773 2730

9 278 1902 2800
10 276 2031 2870

11 k 273 2161 2940

12 270 2290 3010

F1

[i] -[aeJ continuum

",) F3

270 ?290 301 0

305 2:."0? 2955
341 21 86 . 2901

.7f:;" 21 ill 7816

412 2082 279
) 447 2030 27i1
7 il8 i 1579 2b83

1-)18 19?"1 -APS

Y.)4 1876 25711

1.; 89 18,)14 ,-.")19

11 c,J!) 1 77,' ,'U(,,.

,t,(? 1120 , "1 1 1
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2.3. Imitation Task

Each of the144 trials in a stimulus 'sequence required six seconds.

Within that interval, the Subject was presented with a
that was either preceded or followed by a 1000 Hz ton.

The position of the tone in a trial depended on the
ate imitation condition (A), a trial began with t,

warning signal; its onset preceded that of the

50 ms stimulus vowel
100 ms in duration.

n. In the immedi-
hich served as a
owel by 500 ms.timulus

Subjects were asked to produce a response vowel as soonas possible after the

onset of the Stimulus vowel. In the delayed (B) and deferred (C) imitation
conditions, a trial began with a stimulus vowel, the onset of which preceded

rythat of the tone by 750 ms an 3000 ms,frespective: Subjects were'asked in

these conditions to respond immediately upon the onset of the tone, which

served as a "go" signal here._ All responses were initiated from a closed
mouth position; that is, phonation was always preceded by a sil,nt opening

gesture.

Each of the three stimulus sequences was divided into threeparts of 48

trials each, separated by pauses and assigned to the three imitation condi-

tions as follows: (1) A, B, C; (2) B, C, A; (3) C, A,B. Before hearing

the stimulus sequences, subjects listened to one.12-qem block of trials from

each of the imitation conditions for practice. The [u]-[i] session preceded

the [1]-[ae] session for both subjects.

The stimuli were presented in a sound-insulated (IAC) booth over a Real-

istic loudspeaker placed about 20 degrees to the right of center at a distance

of 3 feet From the subject., A Sennheiser MKH415T microphone was placed

directly in front of the subject approximately eighteen inches from his lips.

Both the stimuli and the subject's responses were recorded on a second tape

recorder.

2.4. Identification Tasks
al

In addition to the imitation responses, each subject provided written

phonemic and numeric identifications or the stimuli. For te phonemic identi-

fication task, the stimulus vowels from the Ei.1-[ae] serles w-re recorded

twelve times in random sequence with ISIs of s. The subjects used the

labels /i,I,e,e,ae/. This identification task followed the imitation task by

several weeks. Phonemic identification of the [u] -[i] stimuli was not

attempted, since both authors found it difficult to think of appr(priate re-

sponse categories.

Several weeks later, the subjects identified the stimuli from both con-

tinua on a numerical scale ranging from 1 to 12. To facilitate this absolute

identification task, the stimuli were presented in an AX5 format, with the A

and Bstimuli representing the continuum endpoints, in eith(- order. A total

of x 12 = 144 triads were presented for each continuum, with ISIs of 1 s

within triads and 3 IA between triads.

Each identification task was precede! by a familiarization sequence in

which th .>timulus series w;IL presented four cime:;, twice in forward order and

twice in r verse order.

sir
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2.5. Analysis

The imitation recordings were digitized at a sampling rate of 10 kHz.
With a waveform, editor, the time ;interval between the onset of the warning
tone and the onset of the response vowel was measured. Each response vowel
was then isolated, labeled, and stored in a disk file. The 'center frequenCies
of the 'first* three spectral peaks were obtained using ..LPC analysis, with a
.20-ms window moving in 10-ms steps. Fore each formant, three separate esti-
mates were obtained: (a) the mean formant frequelcicy over the whole vowel,
including its .standard deviation across the vowertoken; (b) its value at the
onset of the response vowel; (c) its value two-thirds into the vowel (the
measurement point used by both Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-LeitAo, and Tjern-.
fund [1966] and Kent [1973]). These v ues were further averaged across the
12 responses to each stimulus token, arirthe standard deviation for each stim-
ulus token was computed. Formant frequency hiStograms for each delay coNli-
tion and for all delay conditions combined were obtLned for each stimulus in
a series using Program 5D of.the BMDP package.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Latencies

Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-LeitAo, and Tjernlund (1966) reported essen-,
tially constant response latencies for subject L.C. across their vowel contin-
uum, both in the rapid shadowing.condition (average latency: 190 ms) and in
the slower mimicking condition.( Iverage latency: 900 ms). Kent (1973) did
not measure reaction times. The average latencies for the vowels along the
two continua used in the present study are plotted in Figure Las a function
of stimulus number, separately for the two subjects and for the three imita-
tion conditions. Although there is more variability here than in the data of
Chistovich et al.,, the functions are either flat or vary in a nonsystematic
fashion. The standard deviations were rather large--a6but 60 m$ on the aver-
age--which must be taken into account when interpreting,Ahe latency functions:
Despite occasional peaks and valleys, these functions do not provide any
strong evidence of systematic variation in latency across the vowel continua.
Thus, the conclusion of Chistovich et al. that imitation bypasses conscious
response selection, regardless of delay, is not contradicted.

t!,

Some striking differences among conditions are evident in Figure 1. Both
subjects showed consistently longer reaction times for immediate than for de-
Iiyed (.750 ms) imitation.* (Note that the delayed7imitation latencies were
measured from the onset of the "go" signal; to obtain stimulus-response
lit,encies, 750 ms must be added to the times shown.) This is not unexpected:
After all, the subjects knew exactly what to produce when the "go" si'gnal oc-
curred in the delayed condition, whereas in the immediate condition they had
n,-) such advance knowledge, and therefore had to wait until at least part of
the stimulus vowel had been processed. It should also be noted that the
las.-heies of .subjects :Yei and BR were much longer than those of L.C. Neither
of the present subects was capallke of the very close shadowing evinced by

(Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-Lait;Io, 1966). The fact that all responses
initiated from .1 closed mouth position may have something to do with

this; L.C.'s articulatory resting position was not reported.
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Figure 1. Response latencies (averaged over 12 responses) as a function of

stimulus number, imitation condition, vowel continuum, and subject.

ti

In the deferred imitation condition, there was increased temporal uncer-

tainty about the moment of occurrence of the "go" signal; hence, an increase

in reaction times might have been expected relative to the delayed imitation

condition. Such an increase was shown by BR but not (or to a much lesser' ex-

tent) by DW. The reason for this difference between subjects is not clear.

Another difference of uncertain, origin is JDW's slower rwonse to the [i]-[ae]

continuum.

3.2. Formant Frequencies
4

Presentation of formant frequency data is simplified by the finding that

two factors seemed to pLay only a very minor role, First, formant frequencies

romained rouhly constant or fell slightly over the course of the response

vowels. Fr.qquency measures at response vowel onset ana two thirds into the

v')wel followed patterns almost identical to those of the mean formant frequen-
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ties across the whole vowel; therefore, the Matter were chosen as the primary
dependent variable. Second, formant frequencies were virtually identical
across the three imitation conditions. Therefore, .mean formant frequencies
will be presented averaged across conditions (n=36 per stimulus).

\\J u

Figure 2 plots the formant frequencies of the two subject ;' responses to
the 12 members of each vowel continuum. ,The formant .frequencies of the stimu-
lus vowels are indicated by the dashed lines. These dots are modeled after
Figure I.-A-4 of Chistovich et al. [2], which showed several steps, especially
in the function for ?2,., No such steps (i.e., true plateaus) can readily be
discerned in Figure 2, except at the [u] end of the [u]-[1] continuum for DW.
The response formant frequencies are not a linear function of the stimulus
formantfrequencies, however. Changes' in the slope of the F2 function are
evident especially alonethe [u]-Cil continuum, and also at the [i] end of the.
[i]-[ae] continuum for DW. Note also that the [i]'stimulus was not well
matched to the subjects': vocal capabilities, even though it was uased on
Peter3pn and Barney's (1952) male pormliki For both DW and BR, F2 and espedial-
ly F3 frequencies in the respOnse vowels\were much lower. than in sti-
muli.

A closer exatination of these stimulus-response relationships is possible
in Figures 3 and 4, which present two-dimensional formant frequency plots.
Figure 3 shows the data for the [u] -[i] continuum in F2-F3 space; F1 varied
very little across this series. Each stimulus vowel is connectedby a line to
its corresponding response. There is an obvious similarity between the two
subjects' data in that the linear stimues-oontinuum is' mapped onto a com-
pressed, curvilinear contour in F2-F3 space.,-.. It is also evident that there
are loon 'expansion and compression effects that are quite different for the
two subjects. DW did not distinguish among stimuli 1-3; this is the only
clear instance of a categorical1 response in the present data. His responses
to s,Ximuli 3-6 were spaced widely apart, while stimuli 60-9 were mapped onto a
compressed response space; responses to stimuli 9-12 roughly matched the
distances between stimuli. Stimuli 6-9 could be interpreted as formihg a sec-
ond category on this continuum, although DW clearly was capable of responding
discriminatively wit?iin that category. The stimulus-response mapping for BR
is quite different. Major gaps appear between responses to stimuli 2-3, 4-5,
and especially 9-10. Thus, four clusters of responses may be distinguished,
perhaps corresponding to categories, of some kind. Clearly, however, BR was

doble to respond distinctively to stimuli within each of these categories.

It might be added that the stimulus-response functions for F1, which are
difi6u1t to discern in Figure 2, were quite systematist and different for the
two subjects,-even though Fl changed over only a 30 Hz range. For DW, -F1 was
practically constant for responses to stimuli 1-10 and then decreased rapidly.
For BR, on the other hand, F1 was roughly constant for stimuli 1-4 and then
decreased almost ,eontinuously, although a local increase for stimulus 9 might
1-ad one to consider stimuli 5-9 as a second grouping. Such a grouping would
b. consistent with the patterning seen in'the lower panel of Figure

The data for the EiHael continuum are shown in Figure 4; they are
i:: 71-F2 space, disregarding F3. Again, the response traje(Aories in

this space are similar for' the two subjects; they are very nearly linear,
parillel to the stimulus continuum, and compressed, although more 50 fir BR.

lineArity reflects the fact that, as in the stimuli, changes in Fl and F2
correlated in the responses. The correlation (computed between the F1
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Figure 2. Response formant frequencies (averaged over 36 responses) as a

function of stimulus number, vowel qpntinuum, and subject. The

dashed lines represent the stimulus formant frequencies.
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Figure 3. Average responses (circles) to stimuli from the [u]-[i] continuum
(diamonds) in F2-F3 space,,. Corresponding stimuli and responses are
connected by straight lines.
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and F2 frequency&itferences of responses to adjacent stimuli on the continu-
um) was 0.97 for DW and 0.81,6for BR (ja < *001). The exact stimulus- response
mapping, however, again shows individual differences.* DW has some striking
gaps between .responses to stimuli 2-3-4; responses to stimuli 4-5, ,7-8, and
0-111, on the 'other; hand, are very similar, Clearly,Ahere are strong distor-
tions In this mapping, but they do not reveal a clear categorical structure..
The same. can be said For BR's data, although the distortions are less strong
hire, wah the largest gap occurring between responses to stimuli 3-4. Nei-
ther subject's F3 values lead to different conclusions, as is evident from
Figure 2: For DW, F3 changed rapidly in.reSponse to stimuli '1 -4 and then re-
mained completely insensitive to stimulus variations; for BR, Similarly, F3
decreased' more rapidly at first and'then decreiged more gradually from dtimu-
3fls 4 on. ,There are no indications or any local catqgories'IW these F3

d

To summarize, thesefoment frequency data offer ample evidence for'
nonlinearities in stimulus- response mapping, but ,little evidence 'for response
categories in the strict :sense. Moreover, they offer littleisupport for
.Kent's (197?) tentative conclusion that responses to the ti]-[aa] continuum
are more categorical than those to the [u]-[1] continuum* We turn now to an
examination of the formant frequency standard deviations.

S.

3.3. Stan&trd Deviations 4'

To simplify presentation, the standard deviations,- like the formant fre-
qdencies, will be presented averaged across the three% imitation conditions.
These average ,within - condition standard,' deviations do not' include be
tween-condition variability, but this variability was small, as noted above.
The absolutemagnftude of response-variability was comparable across condi-
tions. The patterns of standard deViations, on the other hand,.showed con id-
erable differences among conditions. These differences mast sbe viewed rith

caution, however,-bedause of the similarity in mean formant frequencies across
conditions; moreover, we have no estimate of measurement error of the
random variability of standard deviations). Some differences will be men-
tioned below.

)11

The standard deviations,for all three formants are displayed in Figure 5,
'separately for the two subjects and the two stimulus continua. Some general
observations maY be made at the outset: For both subjects, the standard
deviations'of F1 are larger on the Cil-[ae] continuum than on the [LI] -[O con-
tinuum, perhaps because only the former requires active control of degree of
=jaw opening. The standard deviations of F2, on thegother hand (esti, to some
extent, those of F3), arf much larger and more vviabie on the [u]-[i] contin-
uum. This probably reflects the relative unfathIliarity of the vowel sounds
along that continuum (cf. Kent, 1973). The fact that F3 variability is often
lower thah F2 variability may also be noted.

).

If there is a quasi - categorical structure underlying the imitation re-
/ sponses, 'then the standard 'deviations should increase whenever the slope of

the formant frequency funetibn increases (1.., in the "between-category" re-
gicins). The striking peak in the F2 function for DW on the [u]-[i] continuum
indeed coincides with the rapid change in response F2 frequency between stimu-
li 3 and6 (see Fig. 2). The peaks at stimuli 4 'and 9 in the F2 function for
BR, on the other hand, have no such clear correlay.e in the pattern of mean F2
frequencies (Fig. 2). A finding not shown in Figure 5 is that, for both sub-
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Formant frequency standard deviations (averaged over imitation

conditions) asa function of stimulus number, vowel continuum, and

subject.

Acts, the F2 standard deviation peaks along the CuXil continuum were Nest
pronounc d in the immediate imitation condition.' Theopaiterns of F1 and F3

9i4standar deviations show only occasional correspondence to the pattern of F2

standard desviations, and they also varied considerably across conditions.

(The jarge standard deviation of F3 for the [i] endpoint stimulus onboth
stimu us continua for subject DW was entirely due to the delayed imitation

cond,tion, for unknown reasons; hence the parentheses in Figure 5.)

Along the [1] -Clei sontimuum, a correlation of F1 and F2 standard devia-

tions can 'be seen for DW (r - 0.70, p < .01) but not for BR (r - -0.03).

Standard deviation peaks for F1 seemed most pron'unced in the immediate imita-

,tion condition. to pattern of F1 andJ12 standard deviations* finds some cor-

respondences in iNope changes in the formant frequency functions (Fig. 2).

Correlations between the standard deviAlons and the absolute formant frequen-

cy differences between responses to stimuli n and n+1 on the Cij-Cae] continu-

um were significant for*subject DW, both for Fl (r .. 0.80, 2 < .01) and for F2

(r - 0.711, 2 < .01). For BR, on the other hand, tha standard deviations were

not significantly correlated with the pattern of response formant frequencies.
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As might have been expected from the similarity in reap forMaqt frequen-
cies across imitation COnditiOnS, the fermata frequency diStribUtions for each
continuum were highly similar across conditions also: Therefore, histogram
envelopes will be \presented for responSes in all three conditions combjned (n
-.432 per continuum). They are shown, in Figures 6 and 7.

The data for the C143-Ei] continuum appear .in Figure.6. The fl distribu-
tionS at the bottom are strongly uhimodal and reflect the-general-upward shift
of Fl in the subjects' responses, relative to the stimuli.. The F2 dietribu-
tiohs" in the middle. panels, on the ptherohand,- cover the Stimulus range rather
well andishowteVIdentrimOdality for both subjects. The first and third
peaks ofjbOth subjects- re located similarli near the endpointf of the 'contin-
uum and'Oresumably represent /u/ and Ii/'categories, respectively. 'The middle.
peak is :located differently: closer.to Ei3 for OW but in the center of the
continuum. for, BR. The cleirrimodality of these distributions. is surprising

.

afterothe, somewhat ambigupu patterns of the formant frequency and standard,
deviation curves., It indicate definite response preferences (or avoidances?)
on the part or.the-subjects, although it should.be-toted that'the.speakers

. were able to"produce any F2'f equency alohg the continuum, except for that.
)corresponding to the [i] endpointsp.mulus:. The F2 response distributions. for
individualstimuli (not shown here) were also.examiqed for -bimodality.. Al-
though there were several distributions with two peaks (e.g., stimuli 4 and 5 ,

for DW, stimuli;. 3 and 9 for BR), these peaks generally did not coincigb with
the, major peaks seen in the.overall histogram. They might indicate tendencies-
to avoid certain F2 values, or else. they reflect just random variability.' The
F3 distributions (top panels) are strongly Skewed toward low frequencies, and
cons.:derable "undershoot', is present,, as noted eprlier. In addition tothe
major peak reflecting the constancy of- F3 over part of, the continuum
(cf.lrig. 2), two minor peaks may btdistinguished\for. each subject; however,
their locations are only partially cOlisidtent with those of the F2 peaks.

, The histogram envelopes" for the [i] -'[ae] continuum are plotted in Figure
7. The Fl distributions at. the, .bottom show good coverage of the stimulus
range as .well as very pronounced peaks, four for DW and three for BR. The
peaks correspond to different stimuli for the two subjects. The absolute fre-
quencY locations of thl,....three majorpeaks, however, are remarkably similar:
325, 475, and 550 Hz (±12 Hz) for DW; 324, 468, and 530 Hz (±7 Hz) for BR.
There is much less, correspondence in the F2 distributions ror the two subjects
(middle panels). For DW, the F2 histogram is clearly trimodal: One mode is
in the"[i]-[I] region and. two modes are in the [e]-[ae] region. The distribu-
tion for BR is less clear, having five peaks. Note the general asymmetry of
these distributions; there seemed'to be a strong "pull" toward lower F2 fre-
quencies in the subjects' responses, apart from the absolute downward.shift in
F2. The F2 distributions for some individual stimuli (not shown) showed signs
of bimodality (e.gk stimuli 3 and 8 for DW, stimuli 3 and 9 for BR), t?ut:not
so strongly as to suggest disdrete response categories.. As on the [uNi],
continuum, the whole range of F2 frequencies was represented in the responses.
The F3 distributions (top panels) were unimodal and were centered at the lower
end of the stimulus range for both subjects (cf. Fig. 2).

These data may be summarized by stating that (1) subjects show pronounced
preferences for particular formant frequencies in their responses to both
stimulus continua, and (2) the two subjects' responses are rather similar with
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regard to Fl and F3, with individual differences residing primarily in the F2
distributions, particularly in responses to stimuli from the centers of the

continua.

3.5. Written Identification

The subjects' phonemic labeling responses to the stimuli on the [1]-[ae]

continuum are shown in Figure 8. It is evident that DW and BR applied some-
what different criteria, possibly because of their different language

backgrounds. DW divided the continuum fairly consistently. into five categor-
ies: /i/ (stimuli 1-4), /I/ (5), /e/ (6), /d/ (8-11), and /w/ (12). Stimu-

lus 7 was ambiguous (i.e., less than 75 percent responses in any category).

BR, on the other hand, applied only four categories consistently: /i/ (1-2);

/e/ (4-5), /e/ (7-9), and /ae/ (11-12). Stimuli 3, 6, and 10 were ambiguous

to this listener. The /I/ category was not consisteitly applied by him to any

stimulus; stimuli 2-7 received a few responses in that category. Essential-

ly, for BR the /e/ category occupied the place of DW's /I/ and /e/ categories.

A prominent role of /e/ might be expected in a native:speaker of German, which

has a monophthongal /e/ phoneme; however, the /I/ phoneme is also distinctive

in German, not to speak of BR's long exposure to English. It will also be

noted that BR's phoneme boundaries are all shifted toward the lower end of the

continuum relative to DW's boundaries. The reason for this shift is not imme-

diately evident.
4
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The patterns of these labeling responses may be compared with the histo-
gram peaks in Figure 7. For DW, the three major peaks in the F1 distribution
(bottom left) may be identified with the /i/, /1/, and /E/ categories,
respectively. There are no peaks corresponding to /e/ and /ae/. The three
peaks in the F2 distribution for DW (center left) correspond to /1/, kI/, and
/0 again. The three peaks in BR's F1 distribution (bottom right) correspond
somewhat less clearly to /i/, /e/, and /ae/, while the three major peaks in
his F2 distribution (center right) reflect more unambiguously /i/, /e/, and
/ae/. There are no peaks for /e/ in F1 and for /ae/ in F2. For DW, and to
some extent also for BR, it appears that the number of functional categories
on this continuum is smaller in production than in perception),,,contrary'to the
conclusions of Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-Leitao, and Tjernlund (1966).

This should not be taken to imply, however, that the subjects were some- ,

how less sensitive to stimulus differences in the imitation task than in the
phonemic labeling task. On the contrary, Figure 4 shows clearly that DW, for
example, imitated quite differently the three stimuli (1-3) uniformly labeled
as /i/. In fact, the clustering of modal responses in F1-F2 space (Fig. 4) is
difficult to relate to the phonemic category boundaries (Fig. 8), which leaves
the issue of the origin of the categorical tendencies in production unre-
solved.

Phonemic labeling of vowels does not reflect the extent'of the subjects'
perceptual sensitivity, as is abundantly clear from many earlier categorical
perception studies:,(see Repp, 1984, for a review). This is also demonstrated
by the absolute identification responses of the present two subjects, which
are graphed in Figure 9. These responses are a monotonic function of stimulus
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Figure 9. Average numerical identification responses to stimuli along both
vowel continua. The dashed linen have a slope of 1.
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number and show good discrimination of most adjacent stimuli, especially to-

ward the ends of the continua. Thus, for example, it is clear that DW not on-

ly imitated dffereptially stimuli 1-3 on the [1]-[ae] continuum (all labeled

/i/) but also was able to discriminate them perceptually 'without special

training. More' interesting, perhaps, is the observation that he also

discriminated stimuli 1-3 on the [u]-[i] continuum, which he had imitated in

identical fashion (cf. Fig. 3). Whether this 'implies a limitation on produc-

tion or a perceptu'l limitation caused by the higher stimulus uncertainty fn

the imitation task remains to be seen. The poorer discrimination in tiV

centers of the continua may be a consequence of the AXB paradigm, which pro-

vided endpoint anchors that facilitated /discrimination of stimuli in their

vicinity. The steps in the functions bear only a vague correspondence to the

compression' regions in the response formant space (Figs. 3 and 4).

4. Summary and Conclusions

.
The 'data. presented here are preliminary and do not permit any strong

conclusions, especially since their pattern exhibits some of the ambiguities

observed by Kent (1973), after whose study the present experiment was modeled.

A few tentative observations can be made, however, which should help guide fu-

ture research on this topic.

(1) It appears from the present data that the pattern of vowel it Lation

responses is essentially insensitive to the delay between stimulus and re-

sponse (from 300 to 3000 ms) This agrees with the conclusions of Chistovich,

Fant, de Serpa-Leit o, )amt-ljernlund(1966), although it .should be noted that

the present subjects did not shadow as rapidly as subject L.C. Whatever

internal representation of the stimulus mediates vocal imitation, it seems to

be both (virtually) immediately available and relatively long-lasting in memo-

ry. A trend toward more pronounced patterns of formant variability in immedi-

ate imitation was observed.

(2) Vocal response latencies do not seem to vary much across a vowel con-:

tinuum, as also observed by Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-Leitgo, and Tjernlund

(1966). Thus, imitation seems to bypass conscious response seleCtion, regard-

less of delay.

(3) In contpast to Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-Leitao, and Tjernlund

.N(1966), and, to Some extent, in contrast to Kent (1973), we found no discrete

:steps in the response formant frequency functions. There was ample evidence,

however, for nonlineari ies in the stimulus-response relationships. The pat-

tern of response variability resembled that of the formant frequencies for one

subject only; basically, however, changes in mean formant frequencies aid

standard deviations can be assumed to reflect the same underlying tendencies.

Tht, gib sence of a strictly categorical structure in responses to isolated, sta

tion,ry vowels is in agreement with the categorical perception literature (see

Hopp, 1984). It is not clear whether the stimulus-response nonlinearities

should be interpreted in terms of perceptual categories, especially since they

were difficult to relate to the phonemic labeling responses. The hypothesis

ritq::!:; to he pursued that these distortions have an independent origin in the

production system.

(4) Response frequency histograms for individual, formants showed very

;wonouncod peaks and valleys. Thus the subjects had definite response prefer-

whick? seemed to correspond to some of their phonemic categories. Not

7'4
k
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all phoneme categories. were represented however, and some categories had a
peak only in a single formant. The re ion of the histogram peaks' to the
stimulus-response nonlinearities is not easily characterized, although they
are, of course, not independent. Generally, peaks correspond to regions of
compression in the response formant space, and valleys correspond to regions
of expansion. The response histograms, however, seem to provide a much clear-
er indication of underlying categories than do the formant frequency plots.

(5) We have found little support' for Kent's (1973) tentative claim that
responses to the [u]-[i] continuum, which dos not harborfamiliar phonemic
categories apart from the endpoints, are le ....categorical than responses to
the [i]-[ae] continuum, which spans five pho emic categories in English. The
F2 histograms show three major peaks on bot continua. It is true, however,
that on the [1]-[ae] continuum F1 histograms provide additional striking
information about response preferences, whereas F1 along the [u]-[i] continuum
is too restricted in range to be informative. Response variabilitz, especial-
ly in F2, was also much larger on the [u]-[i] continuum, presumably due to the
unfamiliarity of the vowel sounds on this continuum.

(6) There were considerable individual differences between,the two sub-
jects, which might be related to their different language experiences. Some
instances of congruity were also rioted. Individual differences seemed most
pronounced in the pattern of F2 frequencies.

to*

(7) Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-LeitAo, and Tjernlund (1966) hypothesized
the existence of an intermediate stage of representation, characterized by a
number of categories exceeding (but including) the functional categories in
the subjects' language. With regard to the [11]-[i] continuum, the hypothesis
is supported, since both subjects seemed to have an additional category
tween the two familiar endpoints. The hypothesis is not supported for the
Eii-[ae] continuum, however, where the number of categories tn produttion
(i.e., peaks in the formant histograms) was smaller than that of relevant
vowel phonemes in the language. It is possible that this continuum was not
sampled finely enough to reveal its full categorical structure in vocal
reproduction.

In conclusion, the present results leave unresolved the issue of whether
an intermediate mental 'representation needs to be postulated to account for
nonlinearities in vowel imitation responses. These nonlinearities exist, how-
ever, and the search for their Origin should continue. We plan to extend our
research in several directions: by testing monolingual speakers of different
languages to examine the role of linguistic experience; by matching the sti-
muli more closely to the subjects' vocal capabilities (as done originally by
Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-LeitAo, & Tjernlund, 1966) so as to eliminate dis-
tortions that may arise in perceptual normalization; and by studying in more
detail the possibility that the observed nonlinearities have their origin in
articulation itself. Eventually, we also want to use more realistic,
time-virying speech stimuli. In general, the thrust of our research will -be
to disentangle the perceptual and articulatory factors that jointly constrain
vocal imitation. This enterprise seems interesting and worthwhile, and it
provide but one example of the immense stimulus to speech research provided
by the pioneering work of Ludmilla Chistovich and her colleagues.
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Footnotes

'The term "mimicking," used by Chistovich, Fant, de Serpa-Leitao, and

Tjernlund (1966), suggests that the subject's response must match the stimulus

in every respect. This was nearly true in their study, where the stimuli were

modeled after vowels produced by the subject. In discussing our own data and

those of Kent (1973), we will use the more general term, "imitation," which

allows for stimulus-response differences in various irrelevant properties

(duration, fundamental frequency, etc.) as well as for differences in formant

frequencies caused by mismatches between the vocal tract implied by the stimu-

lus and that of the imitator.

2We yet have to conduct'a full survey of the relevant literature, espe-

cially that published in Russian.
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INFLUENCE OF FOLLOWING CONTEXT ON PERCEPTION OF THE VOICED - VOICELESS DISTINC-
TION IN SYLLABLE-FINAL STOP CONSONANTS*

Bruno H. Repp and David R. Williamst

Abstract. This paper ieports acoustic measurements and results from
a series of perceptua. experiments on the voiced - voiceless distinc-e

tier' for syllable-final stop conswants in absolute final position
tnd in the context of a following syllable beginning with a differ-

/. ent stop consonant. The focus is on temporal cues to the
tion, with vowel "ration and silent closure duration as the primary
and secondary dimensions, respectively. The main resul s are that
adding a second syllable to a monosyllable increases the number of

- voiced stop consonant responses, as does shortening of t e closure
duration in disyllables. Both of these effects are consistent with

temporal regularities in speech production: Vowel durations are
shorter in the first Syllable of disyllables than in monosyllables,
and .closure durations are shorter for voiced than for voiceless

stops in disyllabic utterances of this type. While the perceptual
effe^ts thus may derive from-two separate Sources of tacit phonetic
knowledge available to listeners, the data are also consistent with
an interpretation in terms' of a single effect, one of temporal
proximity of following Ocktext.

Introduction
A ,

Acoustic cues to 'the ,perception of the phonological voiced-voiceless

distinction in 'American English syllable-final stop consonants have been
investigated quite intensively in recent years. One important cue is "vowel

duration" (i.e., the duration of the periodic stimulus portion taken to cc:re-

spond to the vowel--see, e.g., Raphael, 1972; Raphael, Dorman, & Liberman,

1980), which is consistent with the commonly observed longer duration of vow-

els preceding voiced consonants in speech production ( ouse & Fairbanks, 1953;
i'iPeterson & Ldhiste, 1 9 6 0 ) . Other relevant perceptu 1 Oues include the offset

characteristics ''(i.e., formant transitions and amplitude envelope) of the

"vowel" (Wang, 1959; Wolf, 1978), its fundamental frequency contour

(Gruenenfelder & Pisoni, 1980; Lehiste, .1976), and--if the stop consonant is

released--the acoustic properties of the release (Mal4cot, 1958; Wolf, 1978),

as well as the duration and voicing of the closure interval (Hogan & Rozsypal,

1980; Raphael, 1981). All these cues are also relevant for stop consonants

*Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, in press.
tAlso Department of Psychology, University of Connecticut.
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in intervocalic' position, where additional voicing. information may be con-

.
tained in the vocalic portion following the release burst (Lisker, 1978).

Although vowel duration is not always the most salient voicing cue (e.g.,

Wardrip-Fruin, 1982), it is nevertheless an acoustic dimension that has con-
sistently been fOund to influence the perception of phonological stoP.conso-

nant voicing in English. As a purely temporal cue, it has attracted 'research-
ers' attention" because it offeri an, opportunity to study the sensitivity of

phonetic perception to local and global changes in speaking rate--a topic off`

much theoretical interest (Miller, 1981; Port, 1981). A second temporal cue

to the voicing distinction --the duration of the closure interval--is available

in fntervocalin and released final stops. Provided that closure Voicing, an

often overriding cue (e.g., Lisker, 1981,, is tliminated,:closure duration
provides important voicing information for intervocalic stops (Lisker, 1957),

though it is less salient in released utterance-final stops (Raphael, 1981).

Port and Dalby (1982) have proposed that the Joint perceptual influence of the

two temporal variables, vowel duration .and (silent) closure duration, is best

expressed by a constant ratio rule (however, see Massaro & Cohen, 1§83a). In

production, too, the ratio of the two interval' durations (the C/V ratio) seems

to be fairly constant across changes in global speaking rate (Barliy, 1979;/

Port, 1981). The ratio varies, however, across different utterance positions

and as a function of other voicing cues (Barry, .1979).

The present study investigates the perception of phonological stop conso-

,nant voicih in a context that has not been studied previous4, yiz., when a
syllable-final stop is followed another syllable beginning w4h stop conso-

nant having a different place of articulation. Although the lkasic voicing

cues are likely to -be those already studied extensively in connection with
stop consonants in intervocalic or absolute final poOtion, sequences of two

different stop. consonants' have several peculiar propertie6 that warrant de-

tailed investigation.

One consideration is that the total closure period' for sequences of two

nonhomorganic stop consonants is about twic as long as that for a single

intervocalic stop (Repp, 198?; Westbury, 1977). When the first stop is unre-

leased, as is frequently the case (Henderson & Repp,'1982), there is no acous-

tic or perceptual basis for subdividing the total closure interval into por-

tions pertaining to the two consecutive (perhaps overlapping) stop closures.

This raises the qlestion of whether closure duration is a salient cue for the

pereeption %if voicing in this context. certainly, if it has any effect at

all; one would expect to find different critical C/V ratios than for single

intervoca

Whe st stop is released, the situation is similar to that for re-

leased .
absolute final position, except that the release bursts of

stops fo. y another stop are generally much weaker (Henderson & Repp,

1982). 1, aisos the question of whether such weak bursts can serve as a

perceptual er delimiting the closure interval pertaining to the syll-

able-final stop, thereby possibly changing the relative salience of the clo-

sure duration cue and with it the critical ratio to vowel duration. It has

been shown that these weak release bursts carry considerable place of articu-

lation information (Repp, -19831)), so it s not unreasonable to expect that

they might have some influence on voicing p ception as well.
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Another prediction .that could be made is that, in sequences of two
nonhomorganic stop consonants, the onset chaegcteristics of the second syll-
able will have less of an effect on the perceived voicing of the Oeceding
syllable-final stop-than they have in the Case of single intervocalic stops.
For one thing, the temporal separation of pre- and post-closure cues is

greater because of the extended closure interval, which makes perceptual
integration more difficult. In addition, the two stops have different places
of articulation, .which may result in a perceptual segregation of the.respec-
tive voiding cues, syllable-initial cues pertaining only to the syllable -ini-
tial consonant. -On the other hand, it has been observed in such VC1C2V stimu-
li that the perception oft the place of articulation of one stop is influenced
by that of the other (Repp, 1983a4 so it may be asked whether there are simi-

.1ar (contrastitve) interactions with regard to voicing perception. Repp
(1983a) linked. 'apparent perceptual contrast effects in place-of-articulation
perception to listeners' intrinsic knowledge of systematic variations in clo-
sure duration in natural speech. However, apart'from an unpublished study by
Westbury (1977), little is known about the acoustic consequences of phonologi-
cal voicing in nonhomirganic stop sequences: Therefore, the present study re-
ports acoustic as well as perceptual data.

A final important goal of the present investiWion was. to demonstrate an
effect of following cohcext on voicing rperception by comparing the absolute

I(

vowel durations reqUired to change voiceless to voiced final stop percepts in
monosyllables and in disyllables. Since it is known that, in, production, the
duration of a syllable decreases when _a second syllable is added to form a
disyllabic word (Klatt, 1973; Lehiste, 1972), it was predicted thatcadditioh
of a second syllable' would considerably reduce the absolute vowel duration at
the voiced-voiceless boundary in the first syllable, while maintaining the
perceptual relevance of the vowel duration .cue. Indeed, an analogous effect
on the perception of phonological vowel length was shown long ago by Nooteboom
(1973). Given such a contextual effect, it might be asked further whether the
effect is dependent on whether or not the listener considers the twe syllables
as parts of the same word, and by how much the temporal separation between the
two syllables can be increased before the voicing' boundary-ifor the final stop
of the firbt syllable- approaches that for the 'final stop in an isolated
monosyllable (Cf. Nooteboom & Doodeman, 1980).

For the present experiments, two pairs of monosyllabic English words were
sought, such that one ended and the other began with either a voiced or a
.oiceless stop consonant (in terms of spelling, at least), and that madd sense
in all four possible disyllabic combinations as'well as in isolation. Such a
set does not exist. Rather than using nonsense materials, an approximation
was devised by using the words LAB/LAP and GOAT/COAT, which in combination
yield the real word LABCOAT, as well as the novel but potentially meaningful
compounds LAPCOAT, LABGOAT, and LAPGOAT. This set was considered more at-
tractive to listeners than complete nonsense, although the possibility of se-
mantic bias in phonetic perception (cf. Ganong, 1980) must be, considered. As

will be. seen, however, it is unlikely that such a bias influenced the results
in any significant way.

I. Acoustic Measurements

Acoustic measurements were obtained to get a general idea of the acoustic
consequences of phonological stop consonant voicing in sequences of two
nonhomorganic stop consonants, and particularly in the kinds of utterances
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used also in the perceptual experiments. The only re vant-previous data were

reported by Westbury (1977) who measured three s eakers' prod...wtions .of

isplated CVC1C2VC nonsense utterances, in which C1 and 2 ere sto consonants

dflefering in both voicing and place of articulation. ry's acoustic
measurements showed that, 4n voiced-voiceless stop sequences, the vowel in the
first syllable was about. 10 ms longer and the closure interval about. 20 ms.
shorter than" O voiceless- voiced sequences. WhetheP these differences 'were
due to the volatng characteriitics of the first or the second Stop, or both,
cannot be determined from Westbury's data. Also, C1 ta, these utterances was
either consistently unreleasedl.or Westbury Ignored the C1 release burst in
his. measurements.

In the present study, too, 'speakers produced isolated utterances. While

these productions are nit representative of fluent speech, and a certain
amount of deliberate/enhancement of phonetic differences may be expected, the
data, are appropriate for .comparisons w.th perceptual repponses to dimilirlr
isolated utterances, as collected in the subsequent experiments.

A. Method

1 Sub ects. Four native Speakers of American English, three females

(CG, JM, AB and ,one male (DW, the second author), served as talkers. CO and

JM grew up in New York, AB in the Midwest, and DW in California.

2. Utterances. The utterances were LAB, LAP, GOAT, COAT, LABGOAT, LAB-

COAT, LAPGOAT,and LAPCQAT. Ten different random orders of these eight words

were concatenated and p ,'inted on a sheet of paper in standard English spel-

ling.

3. Recording procedure. Each talker read from the list after practicing

for a few minutes. The instructions were to read at a steady /rate, pausing

after each word, and to speak clearly but naturally. The utterances were

recorded in a sound-insulated booth using high-quality equipment.

4. Measurement procedures. Temporal properties of the utterances were

measured from magnified CRT waveform displays. Durations to the nearest tenth

of a millisecond were obtained between the following acoustic landmarks '(de-

scribed here with reference to a disyllabic utterance): (a) the onset of sig-

nificant energy; (b) the' point of change from [1] to [m], as 'determined
visually by a noticeable change in the waveform of the glottal cycle; (c) the

,beginning of the closure interval, as indicated by a significant damping or

cessation f voicing pulses; (d) the 'onset of the C1 release burst,, if pre-

sent; (e the'end of the C1 burst; and (f) the onset of the C2 release

burst.

In this way, the durations of the following acoustic segments were ob-

tained: (1) [I] resonance, (2) [ae] resonance ("vowel")*, and (3) total clo-

sure interval. If C1 'was released, (3) could be subdivided into (3a) C1 clo-

sure, (3b) C1 release burst, and (3c) C2 closure. Monosyllabic LAB-and LAP

were always released by three talkers; talker CG did not release 8 out of 20

utterances. In disyllabic context, labial release bursts were produced in all

tokens by talkers JM and CG; there were 11/A0 unreleased tokens for AB and

5/40 for DW.
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For each alker, means and standard deviations of these acoustic segment
durations were calculated from the 10 repetitions of each utterance. True
outliers were omittet;there.were not more than a few (for each talker. Ana-
lyses of variance were conducted separately for each dependent variable, using
a repeated-measures design or the mean durations.

B. Results and Discussion

One effect of interest is,, the shortening of, the first syllable, in 'a

disyltibic word,- as compared td its production in isolation. sAlthough 'such
shortening has been described previously (e.g., Klatt, 1973; Lehiste, 197sR;

NooteboOm, 1973), the added syllables in these studies were unstressed, while.

. % the present disyllables had a spondaic stress pattern. Nevertheless, shorten-
ing of the first syllable was exhibited consistently by all talkers. Table 1

compares the durations of [1], ,[as], C1 closure,- and C1 release burst in
mono- and disyllables, averaging over the four talkers and over voicing
distinctions (rows labeled "mean"). It is evident that most of the shortening/
took place 'dursing the [as] portior*-An average reduction of 73 ms (30 per-

,

cent), which was highly, significant, F(1 ,3) 44.6, 2 < .007. By contrast,
the CI closure changed by only 1.0 ms (10 percent), F(1,3) 16.5, 2 < .03, and

the m[1] portion did' not change significantly. In - addition, a dramatic differ-.

ence in C1 release burst durations is evident, F(1,3) - 71.5, a < .004: ile

utterance -final labial release bursts contained significant amounts .of aspi a-
tion or voicing, those in disyllabiqi,utterances basicallyreOhesented only he

brief noise generated by the- parting of., the lips (cf. Henderson & Repp, 1982).

The amount of vowel shortening is comparable to the observed for trocha-
ic weds (Klatt, 1973). Klatt also observed about twice as much shortening
when the first syllable ended in a voiced consonant than when it ended in a
voiceless consonant.. Such a. trend was also found in the present data (32 per-
cent for LAB versus 26 percent foi LAP), thOugh it was much smaller, primarily
dueto relatively less shortening of LAB than would be predicted from Klatt's
data.

The second -.comparison of interest is that between' phonologically-voiced
and voiceless syllable-final stop consonants (LAB versus LAP in Table 1). It

is evident) that the [ae] portion was longer, F(1,3) 39.4, 2 < .009, and the

CI closure duration was shotter, F(1,3) 5.0, 2 < .12, in LAB than in LAP.
(The difference in C1 'closure duration was shown by all four subjects but var-

ied considerably in magnitude; hence the low level of significance.) C1 re-
lease bursts tended to be longer Alen the stop was voiceless; however, this
difference was shown by only two talkers. The C2 closure was also affected by'a
CI voicing, being shorter for LAB than for LAP, F(1,3) - 22.5, 2 < .02. . The '"A

duration of the initial [1], on the other hand, was completely unaffected by
stop consonant voicing. Another difference, not shown in Table 1, was that

the CI closuhe of LIB usually contained low-amplitude 'voicing" while that of

LAP did not. The voicing usually ceased before the end 'of the C1 closure.

The average difference in [ae] duration.between LAB and LAP was 98 ms (33

percent) in monosyllables and 55 ms (27 percent) in disyllables. For C1 clo-

sure, the difference in duration was -25 ms (30 percent) in monosyllables

and -16 ms (21 percent) in disyllables. The C/V ratios in mono- and disyll-
ables, respectively, were 0.28 and 0.39 for LAB, and 0.55 and_ 0.65 for LAP.

This comparison shows that the additidn of a second syllable increased the C/V

ratio, which thus was not invariant.
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, Table 1

.

'Comparison of acoustic' segment durations (ms) in monosyllables and in
Wales, averaged across talkers and tokens.

/.

Monosyllables .

Ei] EJ
CI

closure

CI

burst

C2

closure

Total

closure

LAB .82 295 8g 117

LAP-. 83 197 108 136

Means 83 246 .96 126

Disyllables

LAB- 78 201 78 '14. 84 176

LAP- 77 146 94 21 117 232

Mean 78 ,' 173 .86 17 . . 101 204

op

Table 2

Comparison of average acdustic segment durations (ms) as a function of follow-

ing GOAT or COAT in disyllables.

,
C1 C 1 C2 Total

[II.] Cm] closure burst closure closure

-GOAT 78

.

, .

-COAT 78

177 87 18 110 215

170 85 17 91 193
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A third coniOarison relevant to the'perceptual experiments concerns the
effect. of the voicing of Ca (GOAT'48. COAT) on acoustic. properties of the
preceding syllable. Table 2lists the relevant'data, averaged over alr other
factors. It is evident that there was very little effect: Only the [as]
vowel was slightly shorter preceding COAT than preceding GOATa small diffor-
ence that was almost. unreasonably consistent across talker* F(1,3) - 358.9, g
- .0003. In addition, the Ca cloture seemed to be affected by Ca voicing*, be-
ing longer for GOAT than for COAT. However, this difference, which-runs
counter to the common finding of longer closUres for voiceless than, for ,voiced
stops, was exhibited by only two talkers and hence was nontignificant. West-
bury's (1977) observation that the total closure was shorter in voiced-voice-
les6 than: !.n voiceless- voiced C1-C2 sequences is thus confirmed by the present
data, even though closure durations exhibited large individual differences.

To 'summarize: "Vowel duration" in LAS/LAP.is substantially reduced when
a second syllable is added; it is shorter in LAP than in'LAD; and it is

slightly shorter preceding .GOAT than preceding COAT. C.1 closure duration
tends to be shorter for LAB than for LAPI.and it is shortened somewhat when a
second syllable is added. C2 'closure may be longer preceding COAT than
preceding COAT. C1 release bursts.are substantially redUced in intersyllabic
position as compared to absolute final position.

II. Perception Experiments

The perceptual studies' were carried out in two stages. An initial
filh-part ptudy (Exps. 1-5) was followed by a two-part replication experiment
conducted several years later with a new set of stimuli (Exps. 6 and 7).

A. General Method: Experiments 1-5

1. Subjects. Nine paid student volunteers served as subjects. They

were all native speakers of American English and reported having no speech or
hearing problems.

2. Stimuli. Selected utterances of one female talkers (CG) were used for
stimulus construction. A continuum from LAP to LAB was constructed from the
first syllable of a representative token of LABGOAT. The original duration of
that syllable (not including the closure interval) was 320 me. .A seven-member

continuum, not including the original syllable, was constructed by deleting
pitch pulses from the interior of the [a.s] portion. The initial [1] portion,
approximately 62 ms long; was left undisturbed. The'Tfliembers of the LAP/LAB

continuum had vowel durations ranging from 118 to 238 ms in 20-ms steps. A

second LAP/LAB continuum, used only in Experiment 1, was constructed from the
. first syllable of a good token of LAPCOAT whose original duration was 226 ms

X51 ms for.[1]), by either deleting or duplicating pitch pulses in the [ae]

portion. The vowel durations of the seven members of that continuum ranged
from 134 to 255 ms in 20-ms steps.2 These disyllable-derived stimuli were
acceptable as monosyllables with a neutral intonation, whereas stimuli fash-
ioned from LAB or LAP produced in isolation would have been unacceptable in
the context of a disyllabic word because of their falling intonation. A

strongly falling intonation contour would also have made construction of a
syllable duration conpinuum problematic.
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In some conditions, the stimuli from the LAP/LAB 'continuum were followed .

by one of two CI release bursts. These bursts and.the.surrounding closure in-

terval were derive from tokens. of LABCOAT and LAPGOA'',. reepectively. Any .

closure voicing present was. replaced with silence, sø as to eliminate a'poten-

tially overriding (Lisker,. 1981) nontemporal cue.. The.. C1 closure durations

were 65 and 88 ms, respectively, the release burst durations were 9 an 13 ms,

and the total closure durations were 170 'and 21l3"' ma.. These durations were

representative of those observed in the sample of utterances recorded and ana-

lyzed (see Table 1.). ,Note that closlire duration and origin or release burst

were confounded.

A good token of GOAT, with q voice onset time (VOT) of 22 Ms and a tota. l

duration. of 473 ms (including the final [t] release ourst), was excerpted from f.

LABGOAT. Since it was desirable to use tokens"of GOAT and COAT that differed

Only In their initial VOT, the initial 66 ma of the second syllable ,of. LAB-

COAT, representing 3419. aperiodic portion (i.e., the VOT) of COAT, was

substituted .for the initial 66 ms of GOAT to yield. an acceptable token of

COAT.'

The stimuli foi.'each experiment were'recorded.on audio .tape in five ran-

domized blocks with intertri.al intervals of 2.5 s.

3. Procedure. Each subject participated in two

session, the stimulus tapes,. representing Experiments

test (see Footnote 3) were presented. In the second

3, and 4 were administered,. always in that order.

TDH-39 earphones in a quiet room. Their task was to-

final stop consonant of the first syllable ("b", or

syllable followed, its initial stop consonant as well

tt was constant (except for Exp. 4).*

B. Experiment. 1

Sessions. In the first
1, 2, and bne additional
session, Experiments 5,
Subjects listened over
identify n writing the
"p") and, when a second
("g" ory°0")11 even when

The purpose of this first test was twofold: to assess the influence of a

final release burst on the LAP/LAB distinction In monosyllabic stituli, and to

compare perception of two .LAP/LAB continua, one derived from an origlnal

utterance of LAB-, the other from LAP-. Several earlier investigators have

noted that it is easier to change an originally voiced syllable-final stop

consonant into a voiceless one by manipulating vowel and/or silent closure

duration than vice versa (Hogan & Rozsypal, 1980; Price & Lisker, 1979), At

the very least, a "trading relation" between vowel duration and differential

vowel offset cues was expected in EXperiment 1. As to the .perceptual

contribution of the C1 closure and release burst, previous Investigations

(e.g., Hillenbrand, Ingrisano, Smith, & .Flege,. 1984; Mal4cot, 1958; Wolf,

1978) employing release bursts appropriate for utterance-final stops generally

fdund only small effects. Although the disyllable-derived release bursts in

the present stimuli were acoustically weaker, the relative ambiguity created

by varying vowel duration was expected to enhance any effects of secondary

voicing cues.

1. Method. For the seven stimuli from each LAP/LAG continuum, a final

,release burst (with associated*C1 closure) was either present or absent and,

if present, derived from either LAB- or LAP-. 'Stirmili from a COAT/COAT con-

tinuum (see Footnote 3) were interspersed as fillers.
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Repp & Williams: Influence of Following Context on Perception

2. Results and discussion. The results are shown in Figure 1. It can
be seen, first, that the average percentage of "b" responses increased as
vowel duration increased. Thus, vowel duration was an effective cue to the
voiced-voiceless distinction, as intended. Second, "b" responses were much
more frequent to the LAB-derived stimuli than to the LAP-derived stimuli,
which reflects additional important cues presumably located at the offset of
the periodic stimulus portion. This difference was highly significant in a
repeated-measures analysis of variance, F(1,8) = 33.1, 2 < .001. Third, the
presence of a release burst (and of an associated Cl closure interval) did
make a difference, F(2,16) 11.9, .2 < .001. The effect was generally one of
reducing "b" responses, even when the burst and closure derived from LAB-, at
least in the case of the LAP-derived continuum. A separate analysis of vari-
ance was conducted on stimuli with bursts only. Bursts derived from LAP- led
to fewer "b" responses than did bursts derived from LAB-, F(1 ,8) = 8.8, 2 <
.02, and this difference was more pronounced for the LAB-derived continuum,
F(1,8) - 5.8, 2 < .05 for the interaction.

100 C1 closure and
release burst:

none ,

80 0 from LAB / 0,

from LAP- /

60
/ , o

o'"

40 / / da---
/ P ,,,
o / / /,

/ ,
, 0 /

0/ ,c; /c

,20 ,
I , 1

/ , LAP-
, 0,' derived, . ,

, 43 continuum

0 -=.o-

120 160 200 240
VOWEL DURATION (ms)

Figure 1. Effects of vowel offset cues (LAB- vs. LAP-derived continuum) and
CI closure/release burst on the voiced-voiceless distinction for
syllable-final stops along a vowel duration continuum (Experiment
1).

These results confirm the relative salience of vowel duration as a voic-
ing cue. Although, within the range of duration4: used here, a completo change
rA' perceived category was not achieved in either continuum, vowel duration was
1:out equally effective in cnanging LAB to LAP, and LAP to LANs. This is in

oIntra:It to some earlier studies that have found it difficult to ,'hinv final
235
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voiceless, stops into voiced ones (Hogan & Rozsypal, 1980; Price & Lisker,

1979). The lack of such an asymmetry in the present stimuli may be due to

their having been produced in the context of a disyllabic word, which perhaps

made the vowel offset cues somewhat less pronounced. Still, they were quite
strong, being "worth" roughly 80 ms of vowel duration at the point of maximal

ambiguity.

The finding that release bursts reduced "b" responses regardless of the

burst's origin may be attributed to the absence Of closure voicing: Presence

of a release burst defined a closure interval that was always silent and thus

more appropriate for "p" than for,"b". The differential effect of LAB- and

LAP-derived bursts may have been due either to properties of the release

bursts themselves or to CI closure duration (or both). Why this effect was

more pronounced with the LAB-derived continuum is not clear.

C. Experiment 2

The purpose of Experiment 2 was fourfold. First, the LAP/LAB stimuli

were now presented in a disyllabic context (i.e., followed by GOAT or COAT),

and a shortening of the absolute vowel duration necessary to cue the LAP/LAB

distinction was expected relative to Experiment 1, by analogy to the findings

of Nooteboorn (1973; Nooteboom & Doodeman, 1980). Second, Experiment 2

investigated the perceptual contribution of (total) closure duration in the

disyllabic context. Third, the effect of presence versus absence of a CI re-

lease burst was also studied in this new context. Finally, possible perceptu-

al contrast effects due to the voicing category of the initial consonant of

the second syllable (GOAT or COAT) were assessed.

1. Methods. Only the LAB-derived LAP/LAB continuum was used. These

syllables were followed by one of four closure intervals and by either GOAT or

COAT. Two of the closure intervals were those also used in Experiment 1,

which contained a release burst derived from either a voiced or a voiceless

syllable-final stop. In contrast to Experiment 1, however, where only the CI

Closure was defined (65 or 88 ms), here the G2 closure was defined as well by

the onset of the GOAT or COAT syllable. Two additional conditions resulted

from substituting silence for the release bursts so that the closure interval

consisted of either 170 or 243 ms of pure silence.

. Results and discussion. Analysis of subjects' responses revealed no

influence of the GOAT/COAT contrast on the LAP/LAB distinction, F(1,8) = 1.7.

1:herefore, Figure 2 shows the results collapsed over this factor, as a func-

tion of total closure duration and presence versus absence of a release burst.

It is evident from the figure and from the statistical analysis that the re-

lease burst had no systematic effect, F(1 ,8) - 1.5. However, total closure

iuration did have an influence: Fewer "b" responses were obtained with the

Ifwger dlosur(;. duration, F(1,8) = 20.9 p < .00;'. Finally, contrary to expec-

titions, the LAN /LAP boundaries were located at about, the same point as in

ix;.erimerft 1, reveali. no influence of the addition of a second syllable.

The absence of "113 expected contextu-il effect must, he interpreted with

ration because of th- different stimulus ensemt:1es usoo in Experiments 1 and

.'. In Experiment 1 the inclusion of LAP-derived stimuli in the test sequence

71 7 n'ivif had a :ontra'otive effect that pushed the boundary for the LAB-derived

:t mull toward shorter vowel durations. That this was the case Is SUgge:.ited

ts" re:;ults of Experiments 4 and 6, which directly compared LAP/LAB stimuli

2 34
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100

80

60

40

20

0

Total Release
closure burst

(ms)
170 no
170 yes
243 no

o yes

120 160 200 240
VOWEL DURATION (ms)

Figure 2. Effects of total closure duration and release burst on the
voiced-voiceless distinction for syllable-final stops in disyll-
ables (Experiment 2).

in isolation and in disyllabic context, and obtained a reliable difference
(see below),

The absence of aneffect of GOAT versus COAT on perception of the LAP/LAB
contrast indirectly supports Repp's (1983a) conclusion that there are no

perceptual contrast effects between syllable-final and syllable-initial stop
conson-Ints (see also Ades, 1974; Samuel, Kat, & Tarttr, 1984). What seemed
Like a contrast effect (for place of articulation) in Repp's study was ulti-
mately attributedto perceptual information conveyed by closure duration. The
present acoustic measurements showed that GOAT versus COAT had only a negligi-
ble influence on tne duration of the preceding closure, so the absence of any
perceptual effect on the LAP/LAR distinction is consistent with speech produc-
t ion. Incidentally, the absence of any response preference for the real word
LAHrAF over tne disyllabic pseudowords suggests that semantic bia:;es played
no role in the present experiment.

;'hr: absence of ,--my effect du to the release burst waa somewnut turpri:1-

in).., in view of the fairly large effect ohtlined in Experiment 1. While that

of fect could have been due to either CI clo'nure duration or properties of the
bursts themselves, neither variable war. effective in the li:yf lihie

c:mtext. nne possible explanation is that the following syllable ,!ad
ing efCeot on the weak release hurst, making it. cliffioult ti)

(,!f. Henderson & Repp, 1982). 237
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The only significant effect obtained in Experiment 2, that of total clo-

sure duration, is consistent with the acoustic measurements that showed total

closure duration to be longer following a voiceless syllable-final stop.

D. Experiment 3

) Experiment 3 investigated further the potential role of the release burst

in/ disyllabic context by manipulating its position within the closure inter-

1.

1. Methods. Stimuli from the LAB-derived continuum were always followed

by COAT. The single release burst used was the one originally taken from LAP

COAT. The silent intervals surrounding this release burst were modified as

follows: The'total closure duration was made either short (120 ms) or long

(200 ms), and the release burst was placed 40 or 80 ms (in the short interval)

or 40, 80, 120 or 160 ms (ill the long interval) after the beginning of the

closure, *fining corresponding C1 closure durations.

2. Results and discussion. The effect of total closure duration was
again obtained, F(1,8) = 12.2, 2 < :01; the results resembled those obtained

in Experiment 2 (see Fig. 2). Effects. of release burst position (i.e., CI

closure duration), on the other hand, were small and apparent only in the .

longer closure interval: F(3,24) = 3.7, 2 < .03, in a separate analysis. The

effect was not monotonic: "b" responses decreased slightly as C1 closure

duration increased from 40 to 80 to 120 ms--which is in the expected direc-

tion--but Teased again for a CI closure of 160 ms. Perhaps, this very

late-occurring release burst effectively suggested a shortening of the total

closure interval. Alternatively, the burst may have been masked by the onset

of the second syllable 'in that condition, which restored a "long C1 closure"

to a neutral value.

E. Experiment 4

In this test, isolated LAP/LAB stimuli were directly compared with disyl-

labic stimuli,' either with or without release bursts. Thus, the issue of

whether LAP/LAB syllables from'a vowel duration continuum exhibit a shorter

category boundary in disyllabic context than in isolation was re-examined.

Recall that' the Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2 comparison yielded a negative

result, but this was attributed to possible stimulus range effects. In addi-

tion, a possible influence of the rate of production of the second syllable on

the perception or the LAP/LAB contrast was investigated (cf. Port & Dalby,

1982).

1. Methods. The LAB-derived continuum was used in conjunction with the

LAB-derived closure interval (total duration 170 ms) and release burst, which

was either present or absent. There were two versions of the second syllable:

the GOAT used previously, which had beon produced in a disyllabic context and

was 473 ms in trAal duration, and another token of GOAT from the same speaker,

which had been produced in isolation and measured 610 ms. In this test, the

:;u:)jects identified only t1ie syllable-final :;top.

0 13
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2. Results and discussion. Presence versus absence of a release burst
made no significant difference, F(1,8) = 1.5. In hindsight, this is not

surfrising in view of the fatit that the burst used happened to be the one that
hack little effect Ln Experiment 1 (see the two left,-most functions in Fig. 1).
The average data did suggest an effect in the expected direction for isolated
LAP/LAB syllables, but the relevant interaction was not nearly significant,
F(1,8) = 1.2.

Collapsing over this factor, Figure 3 compares the labeling functions for
LAP/LAB syllables in isolation and when followed by either version of GOAT.
In the disyllables, there were somewhat more "b" responses when the long GOAT
followed than when the short GOAT followed. This effect was very small but
reached significance, F(1,8) = 7.8, 2 < .03. A similar effect of the rate of
production of the second syllable on the DIGGER-DICKER distinction was report
ed by Port and Dalby (1982), although in their stimuli closure duration, not
vowel duration, was the primary voicing cue. In additiOn, a shift in the
boundary for isolated syllables relative to disyllables can be seen in Figure

3, F(1,8) - 9.5, 2 < .02. This is the hypothesized effect of syllabic con-
-text, which failed to emerge in a comparison of Experiments 1 and 2. Thus,

the suspicion that this earlier comparison was invalid because of differences
in stimulus ensemble tends to be confirmed by the present data. Another

replicatiOn of this context effect was sought in Experiment 6.

100

cn
w

80
0

w 60
cc

40

cc 20
w
a.

.

in isolation
short GO AT

o long GO AT

1 +

120 160 200 240
VOWEL DURATION (ms)

Efreot of adding a second syllable, and of the rate of production
of that syllable, on the voiced-voiceless distinction for syllable
rinal stops (Experiment 4).
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F. Experiment 5

One result has emerged clearly from Experiments 2 and 3: In disyllables,

the number of "b" responses decreases as total closure duration increases.

Presumably, this indicates that phonological voicing information is conveyed
by closure duration, in agreementwith the acoustic measurements. Experiment

4 also suggests that the LAP/LAroundary for isolated syllable's is indeed at
a longer vowel duration than that for the same syllables in disyllabic con-

text. This difference may be attributed to a perceptual compensation for the
expected shortening of the first syllable in disyllabic contexedf. Noote-
boom, 1973"). Note, however, that the direction of the boundary shift when a
second syllable is added (viz., the increase in "b" responses) is the same as

results from a shortening of the closure duration in disyllables. Thus, it is

conceivable that the effects of closure duration and of syllabic context are
one and the same, reflecting temporal proximity of following context.

The precise time course of the change in the LAP/LAB boundary in disyll-

ables as a function of a wide,range of closure durations may. provide relevant

information. Certainly, as the closure duration is increased to very long
values, the influence of the second syllable on the LAP/LAB boundary phould
cease, and the boundary should equal that for isolated motosyllables. gxperi-

ment 5 sought to determinethe temporal separation (closure duration) at which
this asymptote is 'reached,. as well as the shape of the function relating the-
LAP/LAB boundary to closure duration. If there is only a single factor in.-
volved--temporal proximity of following context--this function should be mono-

tonically increasing until the asymptote is reached. On the other hand, if

there are two factors--closure duration acting as a voicing cue and pres-
ence/absence of syllabic context making an independent contribution--then clo-

sure durations typical of voiceless stops (i.e., around 230 ms, cf. Table 1)

should lead to a relative decrease in "b" responses counteracting the effect

of syllabic context, which increases "b" responses. ThuS, depending on the

relative strengths of the two opposing effects, the function may either be

nonmonotonic, or have an early asymptote, or exhibit a change in slope around

the point where the cue value of closure duration changes polarity (i.e.,

around 200 ms).

The subjects in Experiment 5 were also asked to judge on each trial
whether they thought the two syllables formed a single compound (pseudo-) word

or whether they sounded like two unrelated monosyllables. It was of interest

to determine whether the "one word"-"two words" boundary (1/2 boundary, for

short) would coincide with the intersyllabic temporal separation (i.e., clo-,

sure duration) at which the LAP/LAB boundary function reached its asymptote.

SLch a finding might suggest a top-down influence on phonetic percepti.on, or

at leasl- a common factor influencing both types of judgment.

1. Methods. The stimuli from the LAB-derived LAP/LAB continuum were

V.Jilcw,,A by tne standard GOAL' at each of 8 temporal separations (closure
int-rvais) ranging from 150 to 500 ms in 50-ms steps. The closure intervals

wr., completely silent; release bursts were not included in this test.

In addition to identifying both stop consonants, subjects were asked to

ini!jate for each two-syllable sequence whether' it sounded like a single

di;:;yllabic word (LABCOAT or LAPGOAT) or like two unrelated monosyllabic words

(LA, GAF or LAP, GOAF). They indicated the latter judgment by placing a

bPtween the two consonant responses ("b,g" or "p,g"). The results of
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one subject were discarded because she gave no "p" responses. (Reasons un-
known.)

2. Results and discussion. The average category boundary on the LAP/LAB
,continuum was determined by linear interpolation between the two data points
straddling the 50-percent cross-over, separately for each closure duration.
The solid line in Figure 4 shows this. vowel duration boundary as\-t. function of
closure duration. .It is evident that the boundary shifted to longer vowel

. durations (i.e., "b" responses decreased) as closure duration Increased from
150 to 250 ms. The overall effect of closure duration was highly significant,
F(7,49) = 8.6, 2 < .0001. However, the boundary remained fixed at closure
dura ons beyond 250 ms, F(5,35) 1.4. This is just slightly beyond the typ-
ical c Qsure duration following voiceless stops. No nonmonotonic trend is
.evi.dent.

"Two words" responses increased monotonically as closure duration in-
creased, as expected. The 1/2 boundary, expressed in terms of closure dura-
tion, was calculated separately fan each vowel duration and is shown as the
dotted line in Figure 4. This boundary decreased strongly as vowel duration
increased,.F(6,42) - 30.4, 2 < .0001, except at the shortest vowel durations.
The sloe of this function is not far from -1 (a dashed line with this slope
is drawn in Figure 4); in other words, the sum of vowel and closure durations
at the 1/2 boundary tended to be constant. Thus, it appears that the subjects
based, their judgments not on the silent intersyllable interval but on the in-
terval between the onsets of the first and second syllables. Note also that
the boundary continued to decrease at the longest vowel durations where the
syllable-final consonant was almost uniformly labeled "b". Therefore, these
judgments did not seem to be contingent on identlfication,orthe stop conso-
nant, although the steepest slope of the 1/2 boundary function did occur in
the region of the LAP/LAB boundary. In addition, it may be noted that the 1/2
boundary function intersects the LAP/LAB boundary function at 350 ms of clo-
sure silence, i.e., 100 ms beyond the point at which closure duration loses
its effectiveness as a voicing cue. Thus, whatever the process responsible
for the effect of closure duration on yoicing judgments, it does not seem to
be i direct consequence or a common determinant of perceiving the two syll-
ables as part of a single word.

These results give no reason tb consider the effect of adding a.second
syllable as different, in principle, from the effect of shortening the closure ''
iltervil in a disyllable. Indeed, it appears that adding a second syllable
h.t.7 an effect only when the resulting closure interval is sufficiently short.
!?ei::.tive to LAP produced in isolation, shortening of the vowel in LAP was ob-
3.*I''V-.',1 even when a closure interval averaging 232 ms intervened before the
',3..,,ond syllable (cf. Table 1). Yet, the perceptual effect of adding a syll-
abi after that long a closure duration was almost nil (cf. Fig. 4).4 This
71.iy moAn that closure duration should be viewed as an asymmetric cue: Short
-:0-ur- are a cue for tne category "voiced", but long closures are devoid of
any perceptual cue ,!alue. That is, a stop never sounds "more voiceless" in
d1 3yllabic context than in isolation. Alternatively, a tendency to hear LAP
At closure durations characteristic of voiceless stops (200-250 ms) may have
been fincelied by an opposing tendency to hear LAB because of temporal recali-
1:ration (i.P., a subjective stretching of the vowel) VI the presence of a see-
oni Although this two process model is hot implausible, a sin
,.:lo- process explanation must 1e preferred on grounds of parsimony. A summary
,)1 this argument i3 pro3ented schematically in Figure 5. (However, see the
6fn#,ril DiSCI153ion.) 2;] 9 241
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4. The voiced-voiceless boundary (solid line) and the 1/2 -boundary

(dotted line) as a function of closure duration and vowel duration

in disyllables (Experiment 5). The dashed line represents a slope

of -1, i.e., a constant sum of vowel and closure durations.
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.;cnematic Illustration of a two-process model of the perceptual ef-

fect of closure duration. Closure durations of less than 200 ms

.ire assumed to cue voicedness, whereas closure durations of about

200-300 ms are assumed to que voicelessness (function a),. At the

same time, a constant temporal compensation due to the presence of

a second syllable in tnsuwd to occur, as long as the closure dura-

tion does not exceed about 250 ms (function b). The resultant

(function c) shows only in increase in voiced percepts because

functions a and b cancel .eyond 230 ms or so.
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.

G. Summary of Experiments 1-5

In summary, these studies show:'

(1) that addition of a second syllable shifts the LAP/LAB boundary toward
shorter vowel durations, as long as the temporal separation (closure)
is less than about 250 16:

(2) that total closure,duration (in the range below 250 ms) is a cue to
the- LAP/LAB distinction, with shorter closures leading to more "b"
responses;

(3) that the effect'of syllabic context is not a direct consequence of
hearing the two syllables as part' of a single word, and that it may
indeed be identical with (2);

(4) that judgments of "two words" increase almost linearly with the dura-
tion of the first syllable and thus seem1to rest on the perceived
separation of syllable onsets;

(5) and that't1 release burst and properties of the second syllable (VOT,
overall duration) play at best a minor role in the perception of the
LAP/LAB distinction in disyllabic context.

Experiments 6 ariVi 7 attempted to replicate findings (1)-(4) ,with a new
set of stimuli and a new group of subjects.

H. General Methods: Experiments 6 -7

1. Subjects. Sixteen undergraduate students enrolled in an introductory
psychology course at the University of Connecticut participated in the experi-
ment for course credit. All subjects were native speakers of American'tnglish
with no history of hearing, impairment.

2. Stimuli. Three representative disyllabic utterances of the Ale
talker (DW), digitized at 10 kHz, served as bases for the LAB, GOAT, and COAT
stimuli used in the present experiments. The LAB stimulus was excerpted'from
a good LABCOAT. Tokens orLABGOAT and a second LABCOAT yielded the GOAT and
COAT stimuli.

A LAP/LAB continuum was constructed by successively deleting every other
pitch pulse from the vocalic region of the LAB stimulus. The first delete,d
pitch pulse began 55 ms into the syllable (following the formant transitions
for /1/) and the last, one pitch pulse prior to closure for /b/. In all,
eight pitch pulses were excised yielding a series of nine stimuli. The long-
est stimulus was the original LAB (220 ms); the shortest ("LAP") was 135 ms
in. duration. The vowel durations thus range from 80 .to' 1-65 ms across the
LAP/LAB continuum. Note that these durations considerably shorter than
those employed in Experiments 1-5, reflecting di ences in the speaking
rates of talkers DW and CG.

When GOAT or COAT was appended to the LAP/LAB stimuli to form disyll-
ables, the closure was comilletely silent; no release bursts of the syll-
able-final stop consonant were included in Experiments 6 and 7. The duration
of the COAT stimulus (487 ms) was somewhat greater than that of the GOAT stim-
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ulus (439 s

lease burst:

3. .Probe

pared with
over TDH-,39 hea
with Experiment 7

although this difference was located mainly in the final re-

ure. Two stimulus tapes (one for each experiment) were pre-. .

trial intervals of 2.5 s and presented to subjects,binaurally

hones. Both tapes were heard during the 75-minute session,

always following Experiment 6.

J. Experiment 6

In this study, vo cing judgments for disyllables were compared with those

for LAP/LAB monosyllables when presented in a separate test and when included

in the disyllable test. We also wished tO replicate the effect of closure

duratio on the voicing oundary, using (silent) closure durations that were

appropriate for the pres pt, shorter stimuli. In addition, the possible in-

fluence of the natural GOAT and COAT on voicing judgments was re-assessed.

1. Method. Two different stimulus sequences were presented. In the

first, only the nine stimuli from the monosyllabic LAP/LAB series were includ-

ed. Following five repetitiJrs of the endpoint stimuli, subjects listened to

CI

ten randomized blocks of tY.0 nine stimuli. In the second sequence, each block'

included tlio occurrences of c.he monosyllabic stimu i interspersed among single

occurrences of stimuli from four disyllabic conti ua. The disyllabic stimuli

were constructed by appending the.GOAT or COAT stimulus to each member of the

LAP/LAB series following either a 120 ms or a 170 ms silent interval. These

intervals corresponded to speaker DW's average closure durations in, his utter-

ances of LAB- and LAP- disyllables, respectively. There were five blocks of

54 stimuli. Appropriate .responses to the monosyllabic stimuli were "b" and

"p". For the disyllables, subjects responded with "bg", "pg", "be", or "pc" H

depending on whether LABGOAT, LAPGOAT, LABCOAT, or LAPCOAT was heard.

2. Results and discussion. In the disyllables, there was a small but

significant effect of the identity of the following syllable, GOAT vs. COAT,

E(1,15) ::1*4.9, 2 < .002. Voiced responses were more frequent preceding COAT,

which is consistent with three alternative explanations: (1) If closure dura-

tions were longer preceding COAT in production, then listeners' tacit knowl-

edge of that regularity might lead them to shift their perceptual criterion in

favor of voiced responses in that context. (2) The effect may be due to sec-

ond syllable duration, COAT being longer than GOAT in the present experiment.

(3) The effect may represent response contrast between the voicing categoPies

of CI and C2. Considering that (1) is not supported by our acoustic measure-,-

ments (see Table 2) and that (3) was not obtained in Experiment 2, the most

likely explanation seems to be (2), in accordance with the effect of sec-

ond-syllable duration obtained in Experiment 4.

Figure 6 presents the rest is for monosyllables (dashed lines) and for

disyllables collapsed over the GONT7e4AZ,factor (solid lines). -As expected,

increasing the closure duration in disyllables had the effect of shifting the

voicing boundary toward longer vowel durations. Significantly fewer "b" re-

sponses were made to disyllables with long closures than to those witt short

closures, F(1,15) . 21.7, 2 < .0003. It is also evident that subject-gave

significantly fewer "b" responses to the monosyllables than to the disyll-

ables, F(1 ,15) = 73.0, 2 < .0001. Thus, these results replicate for the pre-

sent set of stimuli the finding (Experiment 4) that the IJAP/LAB boundary is

shifted toward shorter vowel durations in disyllabic context.
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,=-
Figure 6 _further shows that subjects gave fewer "b" responses to the

monosyllabl s'ihat were Interspersed among the disyllables than to thode that

were pre ented alone, F(1,15) - 13.2, 2 .003. This represents stimulus

range 'effect: Because the` syllable-final stops sounded relatively mo voiced

1nr disyllables, they presumably sounded relatively mOre voiceless n the in-

terspersed monosyllables. The finding of such an effect lens further
credence to the earlier argument proterred in connection with Experiments 1

and 2, where the apparent absence or an effect.,of syllabic context was
attribjted to the presence-of stimulus range effects.

4

K. Experiment 7

This experiment replicated Experiment 5 using the new set of stimuli. -

1. Method. The GOAT stimulus was appended to the stimuli from the

LAP/LAB series at each of eight temporal separatiOns (closure durations) rang-

ing from 100 to 450 ms In 50 ms steps. 'These stimuli were recorded in7five

randomized bloCks. Subjects were asked to decide on each trial whether they

heard /b/ or /p/, and whether they heard one two-syllable word or two

one-syllable words, using the. responses B1, P1, B2 or P2.

2. Results and discussion. As in Experiment 5, the average category,

boundary on the LAP/LAB continuum was determined for each closure duration by

means of linear interpolation. These boundaries are plotted as a function of

closure duration in Figure 7 (solid line). As expected, the overall effect of

closure duration was highly significant, F(7,105) ... 50.4,
,

< .0061: Increas-

ing closure duration shifted the LAP/LAB boundary toward longer vowel dura-

tions. The effect leveled off aroynd closure durations of 200-250 ms. But,

in contrast to Experiment 5, there wac a small increase in the bourdary even

beyond 300 ms,.F(3,45) 3.7, 2 < .02. Again, the boundary functic i is mono-

tonic, with an asymptote close to the boundary for monosyllables in Experiment

6.

The 1/2 boundary was calculated separately for each vowel duration andls

plotted as a function of vowel duration in Figure 7 (dotted line). As in

Experiment 5, it is evident that the'boundary.decreases sharply as vowel'dura-

tion 'increases, F(8,120) - 29.7, .2 < .0001 (except perhaps at the shortest and

longest vowel durations). Again, the slope of the function is close to -1,

indicatibg that the sum of vowel and closure duration at the 1/2 boundary

tends to be constant. Thus, the data confirm that these judgments were based

on the interval between the onsets of the first and second s llables.

Because of the shorter syllable durations, the su' ects in Experiment 7

were probably more inclinc.:1 to consider the two 01 =bles as separate words

than were the subjects in Experiment 5.s Thus, t "one word"/"two words"

boundary function intersects the voicing boundary Function at 200 ms of clo-

sure duration (versus 350 ms in Experiment 5). While this would be consistent

with L ?.
hypothesis that syllabic context (or closure duration) has its effect

contingent on perception of the two syllables as part of the same utterance,

this hypothesis was rejected on the basis of the results of Experiment 5.

That is, the coincidence of the 1/2 boundary with the leveling off of the syl-

labic cont (or closure duration) effect may be just that, a coincidence.

At any e, the data of Experiment 7 are again consistent with a single-proc-

ess xplanation of the effect of closure duration: Short closures increase

ced responses.
46 2i.1
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L. SumMary,of Experiments 6-i
rt

The results of these replication experiments affirm, 41 the major conclu-
sions of Experiments 1-5, as summarized above. There are two minor
discrepancies: the absence of a stable asymptote of the LAP/LAB boundary,
function, and of a clear dissociation of voicing and 1/2 judgments. The ear-
lier_ data were clearer in these regards, but the replication must,neverthelless
be considered useful in view of the stability of the major findings aorpss
different stimulus materials and subject groups.

III. General Discussion

a
The principal aim of the preient series of studies was to demonstrate two

effects in the perception of the voicing category of syllablenfinal stop d n-
sonants, one being due to the addition of a second syllable beginnintwi h a
different atop, and the other reflecting the perceptual contribution of the
closure duration cue in disyllables. An effect of closure duration was on-
siatently obtained: The shorter the closure, the more likely subjects wer to

report a voiced stop consonant. This is in agreement with our measurement of
closure durations in natural speech and suggests' that listeners ave
incorporated tacit knowledge 'about these temporal regularities into t eir
pehceptual criteria for the voiced-voiceless distinction.,..)04..the-saw,t,

,

en,

one should expect that this knowledge includes the fact, well-known froii ar-

lier speech production studies and substantiated by our acoustic measure ts

13

that a syllable contracts when a second syllable is added to it (or, eq iva-
lently, that w'syllable is lengthened in utterance-final position). Not boom
(1973) has demonstrated such perceptual compensation in a task requiri g udg-
ments of phonological vowel length. The present data are consis ent ith such
a temporal compensation mechanism, which operates in addition to an ind pen-
dent perceptual ef4ct of closure duration as a voicing cue (see Fi .5).

A

% 6

Although the results are compatible with suctha two-process model, they
do not provide compelling evidence in its favor. A more parsimonious
interpretation of,the results, at least when considered in isolation from oth-
er findings in speech perception research, is that there is only a single ef-
fect, that of closure duration. That effect, moreover, is unidirectional: A
final stop consonant sounds increasingly "voiced" as closure duration
decreases, but even at closure durations that are optimal for voiceless stops
in disyllables subjects do not give more voiceless responses than they give to
monosyllables that lack any closure duration information. In-other words, the
closure duration cue apparently contributes only to the perception of stops as
voiced, not as voiceless. This is not unreasonable: Even though "voicing"
may be used as an abstract cover term for a variety of acoustic manifestations
of a phonological distinction, it may also be understood more narrowly as
designating the common acoustic feature of "presence of low-frequency energy"
within a certain time span (Stevens, Keys4r, & Kawasaki, 1985). Absence of
low-frequency energy is the neutral state; that is, voicing is an acoustical-
ly "marked" feature. The problem in applying this view to the present data
lies in the finding that it madeilittle difference whether the second syllable
began with a voiced or a voiceless (aspirated) stop. If the decisive factor
was presence of low-frequency energy within a certain interval following the
offset of the first syllable, aspiration following the closure should not have
increased voiced responses as much as did a voiced (actually, weakly aspirat-
ed) signal.
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..

G ft

..._

A. specific auditory mechanism that has been discussed inconnectiop with , : ,..,, ,

. speech is backward recognition masking (e.g., Massaro, 1975). Although the . ....,...
. .

....

ineffectiveness of C1 release burets in dsyllables may be due to auditory
backward masking; the perceptual effect of decreasing closure duration is not ..

,,,:.,4.-',','.'

canpatible'with sucivan explanation: Masking of either the vowel offset cues

(which favored voiced percepts, since the stimuli were derived from an.origl-%,. .
.....,,

nal utterance of LAB) or of the perceived duration of the first' syllable`
.

__,

(leading to a reduction in'suNective vowel duration-see Massaro &.Idson, 9 ..

1978) should have decreased; not increased voiced responses. Itiiseems, thereT °-
,..;.:,,.-.,

.0, fore, that proximity' of following context had its effect without interfering. -,,,Li:,,,-z

with or .altering those auditory properties of the first syllable that feed-iltrt

to phonetic decisions. .

.
N. .

.,.
, - .-,,,-

These hypotheses surely do not exhaust the possible medhaniims that pay

underlie a, unidimensional, 'unidirectional effect of closure duration. -The

failure of two specific accounts, however, raises doubt about whether the

41 isolated parsimony of a single-process model is indeed ,preferable 'to a ..,...

two-process model, particularly one that ties in with, a multitude of related- ,1

observations suggesting that listeners make phonetic decision ir accord with '.;,A

criteria that'reflect the phonetic 'regularities of the language (Nootebodm,

1973; Nooteboom & Doodeman, 1980; Repp, 1g82, 1983o). ,

r-
.

A comment is in order-conderning the relationship between' 1 duration

and closure duration at the voiced/voiceless boundary. For single intervocal-

ic post-stressed stops, as-in DIGGER/DICKER (Port & Dalby, 1932), the ra

closure to vowel durations (C/V) at the voiciffg boundary remains approx

constant as one of the two temporal variables is manipulated. Port and alb

varied vowel duration while determining the boundary on a closure duration

continuum; we manipulated closure duration while determining the boundary on

a vowel duration continuum. In the context of two-stop sequences, closure
duration is a much less salient voicing,, cue than it is for single intervocalic

stops. Because df the longer closure durations, larger'absolute C/V,ratios

were to be expected'; the question was whether they would.remain constant in

the region where closure duration influenced the boundary on the vowel dura-

tion continuum. As can be seen in Figure 8, the answer is negative., The

average C/V ratios from both Experiments 5 and 7 increase as a nearly linear

function of 'closure duration over the whole range. Thus, a constant-ratio

rule does not hold for these stimuli; such a rule may be restricted to the

specific utterance types considered by Port and Dalby (1982).

Another type of constancy was found in the present data, however: The

sum of vowel duration and closure duration at the 1/3 boundary was ipproii-

mately constant. That is, subjects based their "onel4ord"/"two worqs" judg-

ments on the onset-to onset interval between the two syllables and not on the

separation (the silent closure) between them. Perception of tbe'Sy4).able=fi-

nal stop as voiced or voiceless seemed to be independent of these timing judg-

ments. This is in agreement with the recent findings of Miller, Aitiel, and

Green (1984), who showed that 'perception of a particular temporalli-cued

phonetic contrast was independent Of explicit judgments of perceived apeaking.

rate. It appears that the speech signal supports a variety of indgpendent

judgments that do not interact, though they may combine at,highert levels of

organization (cf. Ganong, 1980; Massaro & Cohen, 1983b).
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Figure 8. The average: C/Ibratio as a function of closure duration (Experi-
ments 5 and 7). The ratios were computed, from the average data
shown in Figures 4 and 7, respectively.

On the whole, then, the present results are consistent with the general
notion that human listeners behave as iV they knew all the detailed acoustic
consequences of articulation, including context-conditioned and posi-
tion-specific variation. The perceptual effects of various acoustic cues can
almost always be rationalized by reference to tile systematic patterns that
emerge in the acoustic analysis of speech, althou6h, considering the many fac-
tors that play a role in perception, a precise prediction of experimental re-
sults from acoustic regularities is rarely possible. The future development
of a more economic description of speech in terms of dynamic articulatory pro-
cesses may ease the burden on the perception theorist.
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Footnotes

'AutJ 51.W.r1 K. at (1'47i) and t'ort (1981) took the midpoint of the
f.,r!!)Int transition8 in spetrogr ,ris to t)? the acoustic,liduid-vowel b undary.

The :aced here aliots most of the transition portion
tr,e vow,!1, ;-we:T; ju:;tiripd (,1 the hisis of pc:tceptual data (Haphael

2Tho qy111:)1(. ,iiritior1;1 were similar aero:Is the twee continwi, in intend-

r-r 1 'mill by t-ne discreteness of the pitch

r:le differenc," durati:Ins is mainly a consequence of the

li!r.'rolw,' fL lhe deisi,m to us, vowel duratic,n, rather than
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syllable duration, in the presentation of results was made at a rather late .

stage.

'In addition, a GOAT-COAT continuum was constructed by substituting
aspiration noise from COAT for successive pitch periods in GOAT (see the ap-
pendix in Ganong, 1980, for a description of this procedure). This continuum
was used in another test administered to the present subjects at the end of
the first session. That condition investigated the influence of preceding LAB
or LAP, closure duration, and C1 release bursts on perception of the GOAT/COAT
distinction. There were no systematic effects of any of these variables;
thus, VOT appeared to be the only salient cue to the GOAT/COAT distinction in
these stimuli.

**The assumption here is that the constant asymptotic vowel duration
boundary of about 170 ms matches that for isolated LAP; LAB syllables. This is

supported by a comparison with the results of Experiment 4 (cf. Fig. 3).

sNote that the 1/2 boundary did not just bisect the range, of closure
durations but was clearly to the left of the center of the stimulus range.
This indicates that 1/2 judgments were not arbitrary and rested on some
pre-established internal criteria.



DIFFERENTIAL PROCESSING OF PHONOGRAPHIC AND LOGOGRAPHIC SINGLE-DIGIT NUMBERS
BY THE TWO HEMISPHERES*

Daniel Holendert and Ronald Peeremant

In planning to include the topic of this chapter in a book devoted to
acquired mathematical disabilities, the editors must have assumed not only
that the theoretical problem is interesting but also that the literature
contains enough relevant data to discuss the issues. A full assessment of the
differential roles played by each hemisphere in dealing with different surface
forms of numbers would require the availability of results from a variety of
tasks comparing different kinds of number representation. Ideally, each task

should also have been investigated in the conditions resulting from the

combination between different number surface forms with left and right

hemifield presentations, or with left and right brain injuries. However, such

is certainly not the case, and many conclusions will" have to be drawn from

experiments in which the requisite conditions are only partially met. The
existing data further impose two restrictions on the scope of the review:
Only single-digit numbers (hereafter referred to as "numbers," unless

otherwise specified) will be considered and only nonmathematical tasks will be
dealt with.

Before speculating on cognitive processes and mental representations of
numbers, we should have a good description and classification of what is

represented in the stimulus. In spite of the restriction of this chapter to
tne differential processing of single-digit numbers according to their surface

form, some space will also be devoted to specifying the notational principles

thaL underlie multidigit number writing. The fact that the resulting

tia:3sificatiook of symbols th,tt will emerge is different for single-digit and
multidigit numbers may'highlight what we expect to find, and what has already

*ro appear in G. Deloche & X. Seron (Eds.), Mathematical disabilities: A

:(Jgnitive neuropsycnological perspective. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Eribaum

A:;30Cilt');;, in press.
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been found, when these symbols are considered from the vantage point of the
cognitive neuropsychology of number processing. The first of the five
sections comprising the chapter is therefore devoted to an analysis of

different types of number representations. This is followed by three sections
reviewing and discussing .the data from (a) numerical size comparison tasks,
(b) lateral heTifieId presentations, and (c) the performances of brain damaged
patients. The fifth section summarizes the main conclusions.

Number Representations

The Arabic numera6 5, the Roman numeral V, the English written word five,
and the corresponding Chinese character are different arbitrary symbols that
.denote the same abstract concept: the number five. In addition to having
different.airface forms, these various symbols also belong to Aifferent
notational systems when they are used as components of multidigit numbers.

.Two distinction's have to be made. One concerns the difference between
numerals and number' names and the other, the difference between logographic
and phonographic number representations. The first distinction is better
captured by characterizing multidigit number notational systems and the second
is better illustrated by specifying the surface form of single digit symbols..

Notational Systems

The first important distinction to bear in mind concerns the difference '

between numerals and number names. Numerals are special symbols for

representing numbers visually. In many written ,languages they coexist with
number names, which are translations of the spoken form, according to the

writing system of the language. The only numerals extensively used now are

Arabic numerals. The universality of Arabic numerals contrasts with the
language specificity of number names, but the main reason for distinguishing

between numerals and number names lies elsewhere: Only number names allow for

a term-by-term translation of the spoken miltidigit numbers. In, other words,

we may write and say "two hundred and thirty three," but we do not usually say

"two-three-three" or "hundred-hundred-ten-ten-ten-one-one-one" when we are

confronted with 233 and CCXXXIII. Hence, the rules governing the way in which

numbers are transcribed differ according to notational systems.

These rules are better illustrated by Chinese number-writing instead of

by English or some other alphabetically written language, and by hieroglyphic

Egyptian instead of Roman numerals. This allows us to capture the essence of

the underlying notational principle without having to deal with irrelevant and

confusing features, such as the use of special words to, denote the multiple of

10 in English number :taming or the incorporation of a subtractive principle in

the Roman numeral system (e.g., IV instead of IIII). For the few following

examples, let us represent the ranks of the units, tens, and hundreds by U,T,

and H, respectively.

In the form of hieroglyphic Egyptian used for lapidary inscriptions, one

symbol denoted the unit and a different symbol denoted each of the successive

power,:3 of 10 up to 10,000. The number 543 was written in the form,

HHHHHTTTTUUU. The only important aspect of this representation is that it is

based on an additive principle. The conventional grouping of the units of the

n;Imp rank and the usual order of writing was irrelevant to the understanding

,C the' number. On a stone monument ()f ancient Egypt, the number would have

bon written right-to-left (instead of left-to-right as here) and the symbols

2ri4

2 5
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V would probably have been displayed on more than one line, but our sequence
would have been unequivocally understood, even if it had been written
TTHHUHTTHUHU. The same commutative principle applies to Roman numerals,
except that elements entering into a subtractive relation must b kept
together in their conventional order.

The Chinese number-naming system is also based on an underlying additive
principle, but a supplementary multiplicative principle allows for suppression
of the cumbersome repetitions of the symbols belonging to the same rank. This
entails a different symbol for each unit (u1, u2...u9). The Chinese 543 is
therefor.e written in the form, u5Hu4Tu3, using five different symbols instead
of the three needed in hieroglyphic Egyptian. Here too, provided the symbols
entering into a multiplicative relation are kept together, permuting the terms
would not transform one number into another. In this case, however, the
psychological impact of doing so would be stronger, because although the order
of tne elements plays no intrinsic role in the representation, their usual
order ,corresponds to their order of utterance in the spoken number.
Similarly, it may be unusual to write "twenty eight and four hundred" but it
clearly means 428. The Chinese number writing principle has been called a
"named place-value" notation by Menninger (1969), as opposed to the "abstract
place-value" notation realized with Arabic numerals. English number-name
writing is also a named place-value and it should be clear from what we have
said that it is a pseudopositional system.

The only true positional number-writing system still in use was developed
some time in the first half of the sixth century A.D. in India, whence it
,spread more or less rapidly to the whole world. The system uses only 10
symbols, named Arabic numerals after their first principal propagators rather
than after their creators. In this system the rank of the units is abstractly
symbolized by the position occupied by these ufiits in the .written number.
Permutations of terms ark no longer allowed without changing the value of the
nutber and the whole system works only because of the great intellectual
accomplishment of symbolizing nothing by something; namely, by using zero to
fill in the positions of the unemployed ranks (compare the English three
thousand and twenty, in which nothing stands for the unused ranks of the
hundreds and the units, with 3020). Aside from the Greeks' ephemeral use of a
complete abstract place-value system including a zero, the only known
independent invention of such a notation took place in Mesoamerica. The
extent to Which the Mayas really grasped the concept of zero is likely to
remain controversial, forever, but they undoubtedly used a symbol functionally
equivalent to zero in their place-value notation of numbers (e.g., Kelley,

1976).

In Europe, widespread use of the Arabic numeral platPe-value notation
began toward the end of the fifteenth century, rapidly supplanting the Roman
numerals from then on. The most important consequence of this event is that

calculation, mainly realized by means of counting boards and quite independent
of number writing before this date, now became intimately bound to the Arabic
numeral notational system.

Much of what precedes can be found in the extensive and .insightful

coverage of the topic by Menninger (1969; see regg, 1983, for a condensed
.v!,20unt). From an information-processing point of view, this rapid survey of
the number notational systems still in use reveals three important points.

25,3
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1. The Arabic numerals stand alone in being the only symbols that enter

into an abstract place-value notation, an inherently positional systemy and in

being used for purpose aof calculation, a highly specialized cognitive activity

of symbol manipulation.

2. Number names, whether written in an alphabetic script, such as

English, or in a logographic script (see below) such as Chinese, constitute a

different notational system whose purpose is mainly to provide a visual

4a term-by-term translation of spoken numbers.

3. Unlike'Arabic numerals and number names, Roman numerals are more

concrete representations of numbers, combining some properties of tally counts

with simple additive and subtractive rules. They are quite easily decoded,

but they are no longer widely used, and they have never. been considered an

efficient medium for calculation.

Symbol Surface Forms

Number names are represented according to the writing systems in use for

general writing purposes. 1We shall therefore distinguish between logographic

and phonographic systems. In a logographic system the written symbols

represent linguistic units of meaning; namely, morphemes. In phonographic

systems, the lAlistic units represented by each symbol are phonological,

being either syllables in syllabic systems or phonemes in alphabetic systems

(see Gelb, 1963, for a history and description of the writing systems. For

discussions of the psycholinguistic aspects of the written symbols and their

consequences for the analysis of mental processes involved in reading, see

Gleitman & Rozin, 1977; Henderson, 1984; Liberman, Liberman,. Mattingly, &

Shankwsiler, 1980; Mattingly, 1984; Rozin & Gleitman, 1977).

In Chinese writing, the most complete logographic system ever designed

and still in use.today, each symbol represents one morpheme. Each morpheme is

also a word, although many words are composed of more than one morpheme, and

are therefore written with more than one character. Chinese characters are

often called ideograms, but this terminology is misleading because few

characters are actually designed on a truly ideographic principle. We shall

call the characters logograms to fit the linguistic description of the unit

they represent.

As already mentioned, nine symbols represent the numbers one to nine in

Ch!nese. The first three consist of one, two, and three horizontal strokes

and the others are arbitrary symbols. Thus the first three symbols are built

on an ideographic, or even a pictographin, principle, representing the

beginning or a stick count. Knowing that they stand for numbers, someone who

cunnot read Chinese at all would be able to interpret them correctly; but

this is not the case with the symbols for the numbers four to nine. It is

noncthele5s clear that the two horizontal strokes stand for the monomorphemic

word me;ining two in Cninese and that the arbitrary symbol representing the

number "six" stands for the monomorphemic word meaning six in Chinese. Hence,

the exact nature of any of these symbols is certainly better captured by the

term logogram than by any other term.

In Japan, many Chin' -. characters, Kanji characters, have been

borrowed to he ,use cc ,ointly with a syllabary. The simple syllabic

!ftruoture of Japanese allows any word of the language to be written by using
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only the symbols orthe syllabary. These symbols are called Kana and they
exist two forms: Hiragana and Katakana. In a normal text the content
.morphemes (mainly nounso'verbs, and adjectives) are'usually written in Kenji
and the grammatical morphemes are written in Hiragana; foreign loan words are
written exclusively in Katakana.

Japanese number names are represented in Kenji, the characters being
exaetfy those used in China. Like any other words they can also be written in
Hiragana add Katakana, but this seldom, if ever, occurs in daily life. This
point should be kept in mind in interpreting the results of experiments that
have exploited this possibility.

The most important point of this entire disqussion is that although the
10 Arabic numerals can be considered as logographic representationS of the
numbers zero to nine, the nine Chinese (or Japanese) logograms (zero not being
represented) are not numerals, but number names. This fact hps not always
been correctly evaluated, either in the recent psychological litesrature, or by
Menninger (1969) who was struck by the faOt that the Chinese number symbols
realize a perfectsynthesis, being both numerals and number names. That this
position_ is incorrect can be appreciated from the fact that throughout
history, Chinese number names have coexisted with genuine autochthonous
numerals (incorporating the Indian zero, but not th her symbols, in the
thirteenth century). These have now been replaced Arabic numerals. Hence,

the relation between Chinese characters (or Japanese Kenji), denoting
single-digit numbers, and Arabic numerals is exactly the same as that between
the corresponding English alphabetically written words and 'these very same
Arabic numerals.

This is, of course, the conclusion we reached in our discussion about
number notational systems. It is clear that symbols do not lose their
identity as number names or as numerals when they denote single-digit numbers.
Nevertheless, in dealing with single-digit'rather than multidigit numbers,
prOcessing operations should be more dependent, on the surface form of the
symbols than on the notational system to which these symbols belong.
Therefore, in investigating the processing of single-digit numbers considered
as lexical units, it is a priori more natural to regroup the symbols with
respect to their surface forms irrespective of the notational system.

Accordingly, in what follows, Arabic numerals and Chinese or Japanese Kanji
number names are subsumed under the logographic category, white the generic
term phonographic is applied to ilumber names written alphabetically or in
Hiragana (hereafter simply referred to as Kana because the Katakarka form has
riot yet been used).

Roman numerals are part of a different notational system, but tttrr

surface form can be considered as logographic.

Numerical Size Comparison Judgments

/--
A common experimental task calls on subJects to judge which of two

simultaneously presented Arabic numerals is the larger (less often, the

smaller) numerically, with response latency as the dependent variable. Such

experiments have provided a rich pattern of results revealing at least four
different effects: symbolic distance, serial position, semantic congruity,

and size congruity. This abundance of effects (not confined to the comparison

of number numerical sizes, but apparent also in many other comparative
257
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judgment tasks) has recently been the subject or much theorizing (see Banks,

1977; Moyer & Dumais, 1978, for reviews). For our purposes, the main point

of interest is the possibility of observing ditferent configurations of

results as a function of the surface formof the numbers. In what follows

each effect will be briefly characterized. and studies contrasting different

types of number reprebentations will be reviewed and discussed.

Symbolic Distance Effect

The latency of the comparative judgment is an inverse function of the

subtractive difference between the two numbers; for example, subjects are

faster in judging that 7 is the larger in a pair like 2-7 than in a pair like

5-7 (Aiken & Williams, 1968; Banks, Fujii, & Kayra-Stuart, 1976; Buckley &

Gillman, 1974; Duncan & McFarland, 1980; Moyer & Landauer, 1967; Parkman,

1971; Sekuler & Mierkiewicz, 1977). The effect is also observed when numbers

are symbolized by patterns of dots (Buchey & Gillman, 1974) or with numbers

written in Kana and in Kanji (Takahashi & Green 1983). In the latter study,

distance6 of 1, 3, And 5 were compared; the general trend was the same for

both kinds, of script, but the detailed pattern of results was slightly

different in each case. With Kana stimuli there was a relatively small

decrease in reaction time between distances 1 and .3 and a relatively large

decrease between distances 3 and 5, whereas with Kanji the opposite

configuration was observed, a large decrease between distances 1 and 3 and a

small one between distances 3 and'5. Since only 12 out of the 36 possible

pairs were studied, the effect could have arisen from an interaction between.,

the relative coding difficulty of the pairs, symbolic distance, and type of

script, rather than from a different comparison process taking place with each

kind of script. This is a likely possibility in view of the absence of

interaction between symbolic diL, .ice and type of script (Arable numerals

vs. alphabetic number names) in the experiment of Foltz, Poltrock, and Potts

(1984, Experiment 2). In this case, the complete set of 36 pairs was used.

Serial Positioa Effect
a

In the present framework serial position refers to the position of each

member of a pair of numbers relative to the boundaries of the ordered sequence

of salgle-digit numbers. For a given symbolic distance, pairs composed of

small numbers (e.g., 1-3, 2-4) are compared more rapidly than pairs composed

of large numbers (e.g., 6-8, 7-9). The effect, often expressed as an increase

in reaction time as a function of the increase in the smaller member of each

pair, has been consistently observed with Arabic numerals (Aiken & Williams,

1968; Buckley & Gillman, 1974; Parkman, 1971). As for symbolic distance,

the serial position effect was also obtained with numbers symbolized by

patterns of dots (Buckle & Gillman, 1974), and there was no interaction

between the serial positio effect and the type of script (Arabic numerals

vs. 4elphabetically written ames) in the study of Foltz et al. (1984.

Experiment 2).

Semantic Congruity Effect

This was identified by Banks, Clark, and Lucy (1975). It results

from an interaction between the way the instructions are formulated with

respect to the boundaries of the ordered set of numbers and the position of

the pair of numbers with respect to these boundaries. With small numbers

(e.g., 2-4) subjects make their comparisons more rapidly under the instruction
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"choose the smaller"' than under the instruction .."choose' the larger.".
Conversely, with larger numbers (e.g., 64) decisions ,are reached more rapidly.
under the instruction "choose the larger" than under the instruction "chooSe
the smaller." The teMantIC congruity 'effect hai-ibeen Observed twice with
Arabic numerals (Banks et al., 1976; Duncan & McFarland,.1980)...Although the
effect has not yet been iniestigated with other number representations, it is
unlikely that the, outdome! of such a study would show differential.effects.
according to the surfade fOrm of the numbers. One reason for this is that in

the size of \two Objects or the intelligence of two animals, the
semantic congruity ètçect has .been found to be independent of the
representation of the referents as pictures or as alphabetically written names
(Banks &Flora 1977).

At present, the Oct re that emerges from contrasting logographic and
'phonographic representation of numbers in numerical comparison judgments is
incomplete, but quite cosi4tent. As regards the symbolic distance and serial

'position effects the e. d no evidence that the tas performed
differentially according to the surface form of the stimu , and with respect

- to the .semantic congruity effect the relevant information is not yet
available. For the size congruity effect, to be described next, the result
are more 'contradictorY; this 'is also the case for experiments using latera
hemifield presentations in numerical size comparisons. In order to draw some
tentative conclusions from these data a more 'detailed analysis 11111 be
.necessary that-1.41as sufficed, for the three effects. discussed before.

Size Congruity Effect

This effect, labeled by Banks and Flora (1977), was first observed by
Paivio (1975) in a size comparison task involvingobjects represented either
by pictures or by words. It appeared in a Stroop-like situation in which an
irrelevant dimension,1 the relative physical size of each member of a pair of
stimuli, was combined orthogonally with the relative real sizes of the
referents. In a congruent trial the stimulus referring to the larger object
was also physically larger than the other. In an incongruent trial the
stimulus referring to thel larger object was physically smaller. Neutral
trials in which both membe s of the pairs of stimuli were the same physical
size were also included. Paivio observed a size congruity effect with
pictures, the mean response latency being 89 ms faster for congruent than for

1411
incongruent trials. The most striking result was that there was no congruity
effect at all when the same referents were represented by words instead of
pictures. As regards number comparisons, this Strooplike task was first used
by Besner and Coltheart (1979) who obtained results parallel to,those of
Paivio; namely, a large size 'congruity effect with Arabic numerals and no
effect at all with the alphabetical representations of the numbe s.

Subsequent experiments confirmed the result with Arabic numerals, but were
discrepant with. the initial study in showing a large size congruity effect
with alphabetical number names as well (Besner, Davelaar, Alcott, & Parry,
1984; Foltz et al., 1984; Peereman & Holender, 1984). The size congruity
effect was also observed with numbers written in Kanji whereas.Kana numbers
showed ambiguous results (Takahashi & Green, 1983).

Table 1 summarizes the main results of the experiments published so far,
except for some forthcoming data of the second author (Peereman, in

pi'eparation). In addition to presenting the mean reaction time for each type
of trial (congruent, neutral; and incongruent), the table also splits the
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congruity effect into facilitation and interference effects. The facilitation

effect is obtained by subtracting the mean latency or congruent trials from

the mean latency of neutral trials, while subtracting the latter.from the mean

latency of incongruent. trials -yields the interference effects A few more
procedural details are worth describing before ,we discuss th'e results. In'

some experiments the numbers were presented side by side, to left and right of .

a fixation point, and responses were made on a left and right response key
(Besner & 'Coltheart, 1979, logographic condition; Foltz et al., 1984; Henik

Table 1

Size Congruity Effect in Numerical Size Comparison Judgmentsa

Authors

Henik &
Tzelgoire 19834'4

Besner &
Coitheart, .1979b

Foltz et al.,

1984

Peereman &
Holender, 1984

Logographic

Experiment or C

condition N -C I- N

Exp.

Exp. 2

Central
field

Left
field

Right
field .

Peereman, Manual

in preparation response

588 624 696

36 . 72

531 542 586 800

11 44

Phonographic

C N
I N

mm mom mm
fk

800

564 585 641 749 162 795
.13 3321 56

472 500 561 le 719 724 756

28 61 5 32

481 523 577 717 755 777

42 54 38, 22

472 528 577 704 745 759

56 49 41 14

520 552 622 749 784 805

32 70 35 21

Vocal 568 602 694 751 768 795

response 34 92 17 27

Takahashi & 1076 1054 1095

Green, 1983b,d -22 41

a
C=congruent, N-neutral, I.incongruent. bData estimated from a gi'aph.

CFirst session only. dData pooled over sessions 1 and 2.

'-- 752 790 855
38 65

Ne.
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11"7:71,17.,7-

& TzelgoV, 1982).- The. other experiments used numbers displayed above and
below a.a fixation point, and reSponSes were made either on two vertically
aligned response 1ceys--4Beaner & Coltheart,' 1979, alphabetic condition;.
Takahashi & Greenv 1903) or ly activating a forward-backward switch geeretan
T. Holender, 1984; Peereman, in preparation,). Only one study used the
complete Set 'of 36-piiiitonerated by.USingthe numbers 1 .to 9 (FoltZ et 41.,
1984)v whereas the others used only a small subset'of these pairs,. from 4 to
12 according to the experiment. In addition to central presentations,
Peereman and. Holender (1984) also included lateral ones and Peereman (in
Ipreparation) contrasted the usual manual response with a'vocai response, the
naming of the' larger number.

The left side or Table 1 shows the results with logographic scripts,
i.e., Kenji numbers in the experiment of Takahashi and Green (1983), and
Arabic numerals in all the other cases.' main results can be summarized as
follows.

1. There is. ,a large- overall' ;size congruity effect (sum of the
facilitation and interference effect in Table 1) in each experiment. The
magnitude Of the effect tends to increase:with the increase in the absolute
level of performance.

2. Both the facilitation and the interference effects are substantial in
each experiment (except for a very small facilitation effect in the experiment
of Besner and Coltheart). °With central presentations, the magnitude of the
facilitation effect is in the range of 20 to 60% of the magnitude of the
interference effect. With lateral presentations.(Peereman & Holender,- 1984),
the ratio of the two effects is closer to 1.

3. The Kenji numbers used by Takahashi and Green (1983) behave in pretty
much the same way as the Arabic numerals used in the other experiments, except
that response latencies are much longer than with Arabic numerals, probably
because Kanji numbers are not widely used.

'1. The right side of Table 1 shows the results for'phonographic scripts, the
syllabic. Kana writing in Takahashi and Green's report and alphabetic writing
in all the other 'cases. The most prominent aspects of the results are the
following.

1. Overall response latencies are in the range of 200 to 250 ms longer
than with logographic numbers. The absence of a congruity effect, reported by
Besner and Coltheart (1979), is not confirmed in subsequent experiments,
although the effect tends to 'be a bit smaller than with logographic numbers.
There is no systematic relation between the absolute level of performance and
the magnitude of the size congruity effect.

2. With central presentations, much of the size congruity effect is due
to the interference caused by incongruent trials, congruent trials provoking
almost no facilitation or even a detrimental effect (Takahashi & Green, 1983).
With lateral presentations, the opposite tendency is observed; that is,

strong facilitation effects and weak interference effects (Peereman &

Holender, 1984).

3 Kana numbers (Takahashi & Green, 1983) are responded to much slower
than alphabetic numbers, but this form of representation is almost never used
outside the laboratory. There is also a reversal in the facilitation effect.
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The most important point to discuss' is the: discrepancy between- the

absence of a congruity effect with alphabetic numbers in the experiMent qt.

Besner and.ColtheaPt (1979),Ond the'presencesof such an.effect in the:tWo.
-other experiments:Voltz et'41:,-1984;'-ftereManA,Holenderi.,1984fr-Foltzet
al. interpreted the difference between their results ,and those ,of Besner::and

Coltheart. as due to their ude of a repeated7set?design instead 0- the

fixed-pair design of the conflicting 'experiment. Ina repeltedl.iet .design.

each item (the- number 1 to 9) is paired equally often With each other item
whereasonly a small subset of these pairs .is used repeaWly. in a fixe&:..pair-

design (12 pairs repeated .20. times and 9' pairs .repeated-'10 times 'prvithe..

logographic and alphabetic conditions of Besner, land Coltheart,-respectiliely)
and each item is paired with only a. few other iteMs (one,':tWo, or-three in .

Besner and Coltheart's experiment). It is. argued thet_there is an increasing
probability of bypassing the comparison stage as a function, of the increase in ,

the number or repetitions in the fixed-pair design: Subjects may reSpond'oni

the .baSis ( specific 'response-pair associations. established duringvther:

experiment. Inis accounts for the lack of a size congruityeffeot in Besner
-nd'Coltheart's fixed-pair Aesign.and the presence of such an affect in Foltz

et al.'s repeated-set design. Moreover, the prediction was nicely:-supported.
in a study using 'names of objects (Experiment 1 of. Foltz et-al.). where in the

fixed-pair design of: Paivio (1975,.six pairs repeated eight timisr.each item.

being paired with only one other item), no size congruity effectiw#s obserSred:.

However, with ,an infinite -set design in which 48 different; pairs were

presented only once, as if they were drawn from an infinite set of piirs, 'a

strong 115-ms size congruity effect was obtained, which reducedto,49 ms. after

three further presentations of the set. Recently, Besnerl et .a1.- (1984,

p. 127) also alluded to the observation of a size congruity (3 feet in. using.a

larger set of alphabetic numbers than in the original experim nt of. Besner and

Coltheart (1979). There is, however, one result, that is cle rly at odds.with

this interpretatiton. In our alphabetical condition (Pee eman & Holender,

1984), only four different pairs were repeated 72 times, eac of four numbers

being paired with only two other numbers. This should ha e maximized the

chances of bypassing the comparison stage,, thereby uppressing the

size-congruity effect, but this did not happen.

A further assumption is needed to account. for the fast that the

repeated-set design does not suppress the size congruity effect when Arabic

numerals are used instead of 'alphabetic number names. Foltz et al. (1984)

suggested that, because pictures or Arabic numerals provide much shorter

latencies than their spelled names, retrieving and comparing the size

information could be faster than retrieving the appropriate previously learned

response in the former than in the latter case. This is a completely-ad hoc

interpretation. In addition, it cannot explain why, in a fixed-pair design,

Takahashi and Green (1983) observed a very strong size congruity effect with

Kanji numbers iin.spite of the fact that the absolute level of performance, was

equivalent to 'hat of Besner and Coltheart (1979) in the alphabetic condition

(see Table 1). In such a case, according t%) Foltz et al.'s interpretation,

the retrieval of previously associated responses should have been faster than

the size retrieval and comparison process, leading to no size congruity

effect.

For other tendencies revealed in Table 1, such as the smaller congruity

effect with phonographic than with logographic script and the different ratios

between the facilitation and the interference effect with each kind of script,

no unequivocal conclusion c, n be drawn at present. The problem is that the
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1.

situation is a little too complicated. Several confounding factors whose role
are not well understood could be responsible for these effects. Moreover,

..none of them might givLb any interesting. hint toward a possible differential
role of the surface form of the stimuli in the operations needed to perform
the numerical size comparison judgment. Let us mention two such confounding
factors.

1. The relative salience of the irrelevant dimension d4Tects the
magnitude of its influence In the decision about the relevant dimension
(Hesner & Coltheart, 1976; Dixon & Just, 1978). In the present context, the
salience of the irrelevant dimension may well be influenced by the factors
affecting the judgment of dissimilarity between rectangles, because, roughly
speaking, the areas occupied by Arabic numerals or by upper case number names
-are rectangular in shape. The psychophysics of dissimilarity judgments
between rectangles varying in shape and area (Krantz & Tversky, 1975; Wender,
1971; Wienr-Ehrlich, 1978) is surprisingly complex, no simple dimensional
structure emerging from the data. There are two ways in which the data
discussed in this section could be affected by these psychophysical factors.
First., the difference between the physical size of two Arabic numerals can
simply be more conspiluous than that between two multiletter words, leading to
a stronger size congruity effect in the former than" in the latter case.
Second, the speed with which a dissimilarity judgment can be made, or for our
purposes, the speed with which the difference in size becomes compelling,
should depend on the magnitude of the physical difference, at leaet within a
certain range. This could be responsible for subtle differences between the
magnitude of the interference and facilitation effects according to type of
script.

2. From our experience with the task, we know that the nitude of.the
congruity effect and the relative magnitudes of the fact itation and
interference effects vary considerably between different pair of numbers,
especially with the alphabetical representation. Having used only a small
subset of pairs in our experiments, it i9 hard to find any systematic factor
underlying either the intra-surface form or the inter-surface form
variability. We nevertheless suspect that some pairs are more easily encoded
than others, thus affecting the time at which the information oecomes
available for performing the comparison operation. This could, of course,
generate different patterns of results between experiments using different
subsets of pairs

These two confounding factors emphasize the role that the rel, ive time
course of processing both the relevant and irrelevant aspects of the pairs of
stimuli might play in the determination of the size congruity effect,
independent of the comparison process itself. Of course, this could be
systematically studied, but we then run the risk of completely losing sight of
th.e real goal of this research, which is precisely to investigate whether or
not the surface form of the stimuli affects the numerical size comparison
operations, not to untangle the complexity of Stroop-like situations.

Presentations

The rationale for using hemifield presentations of stimuli will he

explained in the noxt main secti,-)n or the piper. Suffice it to say here that
a relatively better peformanee for stimuli displayed in one hemifield than in
Lne ,r.tier is generally interpreted in terms of a contralateral hemispheric
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superiority for a particular class of stimuli or for a particular experimental

task. The investigation of lateral presentations of numbers for comparison of

their numerical magnitudes has led to a perplexing picture, because every

possible outcome has been reported. Katz (1980m 1981) found a left visual

field (LVF) advantage; Besner, Grimsell, and Dvis (1979), a right visual

field (RVF) advantage; and Peereman and Holender (1984), no difference

between fields.

The opposite field advantages of Katz (1980, 1981) and Besner et

al. (1979) car. be explained by the difference'in the exposure durations that

were used. A short exposure duration, 50 ms in Katz's experiments, could
engender a RVF advantage that has little to do either with the specific

material presented or the specific task performed, but is determined rather by

the nature of the available visual information (see Sergent, 1983a, 1983b).

According to Sergent, the right hemisphere is more efficient than the left in

extracting the relevant information from low spatial frequencies than from

high sptial frequencies, and vice versa for the left hemisphere. Physical

parameters such as very short exposure duration, large stimulus size, and

large eccentricity should favor processing on the basis of low spatial

frequencies, therefore increasing the odds of finding a LVF advantage whatever

the type of stimulus. On the other hand, long exposure durations, such as the

150 ms used by Besner et al. (1979), generally lead to a RVF, which was indeed

observed in this particular study. Notice, however, that the authors strongly

favored an interpretation of their field advantage in terms of a left

hemispheric superiority for performing the comparison process rather than for

encoding the stimuli.

Why then, using a relatively long exposure duration of 120 ms, did

Peereman and Holender (1984) fail to show any laterality effect? There is no

ready interpretation for the discrepancy between their results and those of

Besner et al. (1979). However, some tentative suggestions can be made.

The combination of left and right presentations with responses that are

also spatialized along the left-right dimension may generate the compatibility

effect first reported by Simon (Craft & Simon, 1970; Simon & Rudell, 1967).

Asking their subjects to press a right key at the sound of a high tone and a

left key at the sound of a low tone (Simon & Rudell, 1967), or to associate

the right key w-th a red bulb and the left key with a green bulb (Craft &

Simon, 1970), Simon and his collaborators observed that the right side

respons,e was made faster if the stimulus was presented in the right hemispace

rather than in the lest r lispace, and conversely for the left side response.

This compatibility effect AS been described as a tendency to react toward the

source of stimulation. It is genuinely a semantic congruity effect similar to

that of Banks et al. (1976), discussed earlier, because the coding of

responses in terms of left and right entails an unavoidable influence of the

('oding of stimulus location in the same terms, thereby facilitating or

interfering with the response according to the congruency or incongruency of

stimulus and response positions. This compatibility effect has also been

observed with lateralized presentations of pairs of numbers. Besner et al.

(197)) found that right-index responses were shorter for displays presented in

the HVF than in the LVF and vice versa for left-index responses. The same was

true for the relation between the rightmost or leftmost finger and the visual

io:d when two fingers of the same hand were used to make the response (Katz,

1,481). However, with bimanual responses Katz (1980, Experiment 1) failed to
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find the effect, a surprising outcome in view of the usual robustness of the
.phenomenon.

Figure 1 illustrates whatliappens when the side of presentation affects
each response in an.. opposite direction through one factor--c:Alpatibility--and
in the same direction through another factor--the presumed hemispheric
superiority. In Besner et al.'s experiment, the RVF advantage, which is very
strong for the right response, gives way to a small (nonsignificant) LVF
advantage for the left response. Similarly, in Katz's (1981) experiment, the
LVF advantage, which is very strong for the left response, is considerably
reduced for the right response. The explanation of this phenomenon goes as
follows," taking Besner et al.'s results as the basis for the reasoning. For
the right response, compatibility and the assumed left hemispheric superiority
add their effects to enhance performance with RVF presentations and to impede
performance with LVF presentations, thereby inducing a large field difference.
For the left response, the advantage of the stimulus being presented in the
LVF due to compatibility is counteracted by the disadvantage of being first
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Figur 1. Mean reaction time for judging which is the larger of two numbers
as a function of visual field (LVF=left visual field, RVF=right
visual field) and response side (LR=left response, RR=right
response) in the experiments of Besner et al. (1979) and Katz
(1981). The data were estimated from graphs.

(!nrptyIed to the wrong hemisphere, whereas the benefit of the RVF presentation
:et t hemi:;pheric superiority is counterbalanced by the cost of being on

in terms of compatibility, thereby reducing, and even reversing
t tgf,.
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The existence of a compatibility effect that interacts in a complex11415

manner with a laterality effect, presumably linked to hemispheric superiority,

is an obstacle to the study of this phenomenon per se. It would therefore be

better to get rid of the compatibility effect, by suppressing the left-right

polarity of the response, presenting the pairs of numbers vertically and
replacing the left-right responses with forward-backward responses, exactly

the procedure used by Peereman and Holender (1984). If the left hemisphere is

really better than the right in performing the comparison process, as Besner

et ,al. (1979) believed,it should be so whatever the spatial disposition of

the numbers in the pair and the ensuing RVF should show up uncontaminated by

the compatibility effect. However, as we have already pointed outl_the LVF

advantage disappeared altogether, when we followed this procedure. Thus, the

factor that combined with compatibility to determine; the pattern of results

found by Besner et al. (see Figure 1) was not a left hemisphere superiority

for the task, but something else.

What else? We do not know, but we suggest looking to other for's of

compatibility that almost certainly play a role when left-right polarized

displays and responses are involved in the comparison of the numerical

magnitude of numbers. For instance, in deciding which number is the larger,

the response is faster if the larger number is on the night side Of the pair

(e.g., 3-7) than with the opposite configuratfon (7-3). This effect was as

large as 30 ms in the experiment of Aiken and Williams (1968), using 18 pairs

among the 36 possible, and 20 ms in Experiment 2 of Banks et al. (1976), using=

21 pairs. However, the effect was null in Banks et al.'s Experiment 1

involving only six pairs, suggesting possible interactions with specific

characteristics of the pairs.

A last point should be stressed. Peereman and Holender's (1984)

experiment is the only one fulfilling the requirements of this chapter for

numerical size comparisons; that is to say, it is the only study that

combines factorially the type of script (Arabic numerals and their French

alphabetic names) with the side of presentation. It is clear from Table 1

that there is no field advantage whatever the type of script, a conclusion

that can probably be safely accepted. Whether there is evidence for a

differential influence of the type of script on the comparison process cannot

be answered on the basis of these data because, as remarked in the preceding

subsection concerning the size congruity effect, several possible confounding

factors must be controlled before any reliable conclusion can be reached.

Lateral Hemifield Presentations

Rationale Underlying the pjroach

From the standpoint of understanding how numbers represented

logographically or phonographically are processed, the study of laterality

should be considered as one of the tools for analysis of processing operations

into components. However, the extent to which the method succeeds in doing so

depends on a number of difficult, unsettled issues.

In vision, provided gaze fixation is controlled, it is a matter of

natomical fact that a stimulus displayed laterally in the LVF or in the RVF

Is first channeled to the contralateral hemisphere and that its access to the

homolateral hemisphere depends on its transit throug) the interhemispheric

,,alminsure13. The most common interpretation of a better performance in one
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hemifield than in the other is in terms of a greater ability of the 0,

contralateral hemisphere to perform the task. 141 other words, a given
hemifield advar.;age is almost automatically translated into a contralateral
-hemispheric superiority. Two point, are worth stresrking. First, even if a
task is fully lateralized (i.e., can be accomplished by only one hemisphere),
this need not entail better pehformance in terms of response latency or
accuracy for contralaterally displayed stimuli (see G. Cohen, 1:982, for 'an

excellent discussion of this point). Second, besides hemispheric superiority,
a number of factors can determine a hemifield advantage. This point has been
repeatedly stressed by Bryden (19781. 1982; see also Bertelsoon, 1982, for-a
similar case). .0ur venture at interpreting thn contradiction between the
results of Besner et al. (1979) and ' Peereman and Holender (1984) as.resulting
from a combination of different compatibility effects is a good example of
such an alternative approach.

Be that as it may, the logic underlying the study of lateraliZed
presentations of different types of script implies that the results of an
experiment should show some kind of interaction between hemifield and type of
script. Three different interactive patterns could -emerge: (a) opposite
visual field advantages for each type of script, (b) no field advantage for
one type of script and a field advantage for the other, (c) different degrees
of field advantages in the same direction for both scripts. The fist pattern
is called a nonordinal interaction because each level of one factor (RVF -

vs. LVF) has an opposite effect on each level of the other factor (type of
script). The third pattern is an ordinal interaction because the laterality
effect has the same direction for each level of the other factor. The second
pattern, in which there is no significant field advantage for one type of
script, is a special case of either the first or the third pattern. Among
these three possible interactive patterns, the first is certainly the most
appealing because it takes the form of a double dissociation between the field
advantages and the two kinds of stimuli, and because a nonordinal interaction
cannot be removed by a nonlinear transformation of the dependent measure. The

existence of such an interaction is therefore relatively independent of the
choice of the dependent measure.

Claims for opposite field advantages in processing phon graphic and
logographic scripts arose from the initial observation of a R"P advaW-Ige in
the identification of Kana words (Hatta, 1978) or nonwords (E, . Shimizu, &

Hori, 1978; Sasanuma, Itoh, Mori, & Kobayashi, 1977), and of a £,11F advantage

in, the identification of Kanji words (Hatta, 1977a, 1977b, 1978). Si_ce then,

the RVF advantage for processing Kana words has been clearly ccnfied.
Moreover, Kanji words composed of more than one character are Llso better
processed in the RVF. For single Chinese or Kanji logograms the results are
mere contradictory because all possible outcomes--RVF, LVF, or no field

advantageshave been reported. In spite of this, there is still a widespread
:,erdency to consider that the bulk of the evidence favors the hypothesis of a

right hemispheric superiority for the pros -ssing of single characters (see
rol,,heart, 1983, for a recent example). Fi . our reading of that literature,

believe that too many confounding factors could have flawed most of these
!,(3ults for the existing data to be conclusive. If a conclusion is

nonetheless to be drawn, we would argue that a right hemisphere superiority
fnr logographic processing is extremely unlikely (see Peereman & Holender,
19'); FIGfieni!er & reereman, in preparation).
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Review of the Data

The best way to charadterize the investigation of lateral differences in

the processing, of numbers is to say that the fiata are scarce, the procedures

diverse, and the results quite consistent. Most experiments hav4 been

concerned exclusively with Arabic numerals,' although two have included,

alphabetically written numbers. Let us distinguish between those studies'

using response latency and those relying on response accucy as the dependent

variable. reviewing the latter first.
,to

o

Hines, Satz, Schell,. and Schmidlin (1969, Experiment 3) inaugurated a

series of experiments in which three pairs af numbers were successively

presented: One member of each pair was displayed at fixation point, the other

either 30 to the left or 30 to the right of fixation. In any particular

trial, the lateral member of each pair was always on the same side. "(A fourth

centrally placed number was temporally interpolated between the third pair and

recall in two subsequent studies [Hines & Satz, 1971, 1974].) The task of the

subjects was first to recall alit' the central numbers, and then to recall the .

lateral ones, only trials with 100% correct central identification being taken I.

into account. The results always showed an overall better recall for right

than for left numbers. 'Further examination showed the RVF advantage to be

confined to' the first' two pairs of a trial, the last pair showing no field

advantage. These data are generally disqualified on the ground that the

central task in itself can generate a RVF independent of the nature of the

.stimuli (see Bryden, 1982, for a discussion of this long-standing debate).

These data also involve a mixture between perceptual and memory processes

without allowing us to disentangle their respective contributions to the RVF

advantage, if any.

However, if both members of each pair of stimuli are laterally displayed

onc in the LVF simultaneously with the other in the RVF (rather than one

laterally, the other centrally), a weak LVF advantage may be observed. This

effect was not significant in Experiments d and 2 of Hines et al. (1969), but

reached significance in Experiment 4 of Hirata and Osaka (1967), This LVF

advantage could result from the strategy of report., rather than from nature of

the stimuli, the left member of each pair being generally reported before the.

right one.

carmon, Nachshon, and Starinsky (1976) reported a higher percentage of

recall for :.two- or four-digit numbers (represented by Arabic numerals) in the

RVF than in the LVF with fifth- and seventh-grade children. First- and

third-grade children were tested only with two-digit numbers, and showed no

field advantage. Hatta and Dimond (1980) also reported better RVF recognition

of six-digit numbers with adult Japanese and English subjects. However, tj'iis

RVF advantage might be caused by the combinatorial process involved in forming

multidigit numbers rather than by the logographic nature of the

rt.presontation.

Yet, Besner, Daniels, and Slade (1982, Experiment 1) obtained a very

lagc HV advantage with single-digit Arabic numerals, right presentations

1ading to 80% correct responses and left presentations to only 40%. In their

second experiment, they tested Japanese and Chinese subjects with both Kanji

numbers and Arabic numerals. This time the 14% RVF advantage for Arabic

WAS less pronounced than in Experiment. 1. Overall performance with

Knji numbers was much lower than with Arabic numerals, but a 16% RVF

A.14trit.Ag.: WA3 again observed. It is a pity the authors limited their material
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to the numbers 4 to 9. Remembe thW,:WKanji, the :irst three numbers are
concrete.representations'of t uant.ithey denote, being composed of one,
two, or three horizontal strokesibereas the other numbers are arbitrary
symbolic representations, like aki-- 1,;numerals. It would have been
interesting to comparp the iateralit 6bt in the two cases.

10 4IL

We should point out that the egteRt to which the huge laterality effect
obtained fh these experiments was caLesed by physical characteristics of the
displays is not known. given the importance of visual parameters in

determining visual 'field advantages (Sergent 1983a, 1.983b), this point is
worth stressing. Most studies resort to stimuli physically smaller than the
Arabic numerals, subtending 5.9° x 8.5 °, 4.6° x 5.70, and 2.0° x 3.3 °; in
Besner's et al.'s Experiment 1 and than the 10.6° x 10.6° stimuli of 'their,
,Experiment 2. These stimuli were centered 8.80 to the left or right of
fixation. The exposure duration was individually adjusted to yield an overall
performance of 50 to 60% correct responses, mean durations being 32', 44, and
56 ms for small, medium, and large stimuli in Experiment 1, and 54 ms in
Experiment 2. Finally, a 50-ms,patterned mask immediately followed stimulus
presentation, which is also unusual%

We now turn to studies in which response latency was the dependent
variable. Naming latencies for Arabic numerals showed no field advantage in
the experiment of Gordon and Carmon (1976) and a small, but significant, 10-ms
RVF advantage. in Experiment 3 of Geffen, Bradshaw, and Wallace (1971).
Procedural differences between experiments inspire no special comments. The
main parameters of the task were, for Gordonand Carmon (1976) and Geffen et
al. (1971), respectively: 7 and 4 different stimuli, exposure durations of
100 and 160 ms, stimulustvisual angles of 2° and 0.5°, and eccentricities of
3° and 40.

With two-choice manual response tasks involving only two Arabic numerals,
a significant 13-ms RVF advantage was found by Geffen et al. (1971, Experiment
5) and a similar but not significant 14-ms advantage was reported by G. Cohen
(1975) in her cued condition. Cohen mixed three different representations of
the numbers 4 and 5: Arabic numerals, their Krtglish names presented
vertically, and the corresponding patterns.o,f dots found on a die. Subjects
were either cued or not cued about the specific representation to be used on
each trial. Under precuing, number names yielded a slightly greater OF
advantage (20 ms) than Arabic numerals and dots showed a nonsignificant 12-ms
LV advantage. Without cuing, there was no field difference, whatever the
type of stimuli.

Classification tasks also yield a small RVF advantage with Arabic
numerals. Geffen, Bradshaw, and Nettleton (1973) used a many-to-one stimulus
response mapping in a/go-no go task involving four numbers and one vocal
response. Two Arabic numerals called for the response "bong" and two others
required no response. This yielded a 16-ms RVF advantage. In a

nilmher-nonnumber classification modeled on the classical lexical decision
Peereman and Holender (1985) showed a significant 13 -ms RVF advantage

.1nd a significant 26-ms advantage in the same direction for alphabetically
written number names, the interaction between visual field and type of script
being nonsignificant.

Tasks involving more complex decisions than those just described have
been almost exclusively concerned with numerical size comparison judgments
(fie::ner et al., 1979; . Katz, 1980, 1981; Peereman & Holehder, 1984) ; they
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were reviewed and discussed in the preceding main section. There is only one

more study to mention. Hatta (1983, Experiment. 1) orthogoally varied the

numerical size and the plysical, size of each member of laterally displayed

pairs of Arabic numerals,' asking his Japanese Subjects to perform a Congruity

judgment. An overall 29.ms RVF advantage ensued. A 47-ms RVF advantage also

showed up when the same task was performed with the Kanji logograms denoting

million units (Experiment 3)'. By contrast, in judging the congruity between

the relative physical size of pairs of logograms and the relative physical

sizes of the referents (Experiment 2), the subjects showed a 26-ms LVF

advantage. The author interpreted his results as evidence that the

comparativt judgment isbased on different types of mental representation :n

dealing with Kanji object names and with numbers, but'that in this latter

case, the 'surface form of the stimuli (Arabic numerals vs. Kanji words) is

immaterial.

Interpreting the Results

There is nothingto indicate that opposite visual field advantages for

each. kind of script, the first possible'pattern of results mentioned above,

will ever be found in contrasting numbers written logographically and

phonographically. On the contrary, both surface forms lead to RVF advantages.

If the LVF sometimes reported with single Chinese logograms is valid, then .

Arabic' numerals belong to a small class of logograms behaving differently as

regards laterality, as is also suggested by the results of Hatta (1983).

To date. there has been ao report of a significant ordinal interaction

between visual field and type of script, but the prospect of finding one is

quite good. With Arabic numerals and simple tasks like naming or

categorizing, a. RVF of '10 to 15 ms is typically found; this is the lower

bound for the effect to be statistically significant. On the other hand,

Peereman and Holender (1985) pointed out that the magnitude of their RVF

advantage (26 ms) for numbers written alphabetically was more substantial and

well within the range, of the large RVF advantages typically reported in

lexical decisions involving larger classes of words.' Hence, there would be

nothing very.outAxpected if a statistically more powerful study in the future

came up' with a significant ordinal- interaction indicating a larger RVF

advantage for alphabetic number names than for Lrabic numerals,' both RVF

advantages being significant.

Let us assume that the ordinal interaction has indeed been found. What,

and how much information would then have been gained regarding logographic and

alphabetic number processing? To answer this question, we will be' obliged to

integrate laterality research into the broader framework of mainstream

information processing analysis--a highly desirable, but so far unfulfilled

accomplishment (Allen, 1983; Bertelson 1982). Bertelson optimistically'

closed his recent analysis of laterality research with the words "Progress can

be expected, provided laterality research is conducted as an integral part of

the study of human cognition" (1982, p. 203). Taking a few steps in this

direction, in search of an answer to the question asked at the outset of this

paragraph, we came up with a more distressing conclusion (Peereman & Holender,

1985). An analysis si-milar to that leading to this,conclusion will now be

presented.
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The aim of the Analysis is to show how the ordinal and nonordinal.
interactions deSdribed in the rationale tor the approach Chn be-interpreted in
the relatively constra ined. Oarnework
The two basic assumptions are as follows:

1. Response latency can 'be decomposed into a.' series of addittVe
component durations corresponding to different stages of processing. or
additiVity to hold, the processing stages should 1:4 strictly.serial, each
stage starting only when the pieeceding stage has provided an output. Under
these constraints, any modification of the duration of one particular stage
under the influence of any factor (i.e., hemifield of presentation) should-be
reflected in the response latencies. This is the one of the assumptions
underlying Sternberg's (1969, 1984) additive factor method, one of thethost
popular methods of analysing processing into cOmponents,,

,
2. Hemispheric specialization is relative rather' than absolute: Each

hemisphere can perform the task, but one is mare efficiedt than the Other.
This 13, more. reasonable than the alternative assumption. of- aboly4e
hemispheric specialization (only one hemisphere can perform the taak),,'which
would imply that the difference in latency between visual fields is due to the
time needed to transfer Information from one hemisphere to the other when the.
stimulus is displayed on the wrong side. This alternative is unlikely because
it would entail a relative constancy across experiments in the magnitudes of.
the difference between response latencies in the two fields, which is,hardly
the c,3e (C. Cohen, 1982).

Within this framework, the simplest possible account for the presence of
an interaction, either ordinal or nonordinal, between visual field and type of
script requires the addition of-two specific assumptions. (1) All processing
stages are neutral with respect to laterality save one, or at maximum two--let
us call them Stages A and B--which can be either neutral or lateralized
according to circumstances. In the neutral state of a stage the operations
performed during that period take the same mean amount of time in each
hemisphere. If a stage is lateralized, the corresponding operations are
performed faster in one hemisphere than in the other one. (2) We cannot
exclude a priori the possibility that (a) both Stage A and Stage B are
lateralized on the same side for both types of stimulus, or (b) that each
stage is neutral for one type of stimulus and lateralized for the other, or
(c) that the two stages are lateralized in opposite directions for each type,,
of stimulus. Within these constraints, each pattern of interaction can be`
realized in three extreme ways according to' the following principles. In each
of the three cases, the ordinal interaction is labelled 1 and the nonordinal,
2:

A. Only Stage A is lateralized, Stage B is neutral.

1. Stage A is left-lateralized for both kinds of aumber representations,
but the magnitude of the RVFadvantage depends on the surface form of the
stimuli, being larger for alphabetical number names than for Arabic
numerals.

2. Stage A is left-lateralized fir alphabetical number names and
right-lateralized for Arabic numerals.
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B. StageStage A is left-lateralized for both scripts and produces the same degree

of HVF for both scripts. 4

;.

1. Stage B is neutral .for Arabic numerals and left-lateralized for

alphabetical number names; hence, Stage B adds its RVF,advantage to that

of Stage A, producing the required interaction.

2. Stage B is neutral for alphabetical number, names and

right-lateralized for.Arabic numerals. Stage B produces a LVF advantage

sufficient to supersede the RVF caused by Stage A.

C. Stage A is neutral for alphabetical number names and Stage B is neutral

for Arabic numerals.

1. Both stages are left-lateralized when dealing with their specific

stimulus type. It just happens that the HVF advantage due to,Stage B is

larger than that produced by Stage A.

2. Stage A is right-lateralized for Arabic numerals and Stage B is

left-lateralized for alphabetical number names.

Within the constraints defined above, one can easily find the different

possible interpretations corresponding to the third interactive pattern, in

which only one type of script shows a visual field advantage. Similarly, the

different possibilities corresponding to an absence of interaction can also be

worked out.

In performing a similar analysis (Peereman & Holender, 1985), we showed

that a significant ordinal interaction is no more informative than a

nonsignificant interaction. We now extend this conclusion by showing that the

favorite nonordinal interaction is. no more informative than the ordinal.

Using the simplest- possible model for the organization of processing

operations, and looking at the interaction between visual field and stimulus

type, we always come up with three different possible interpretations. In

other words, laterality as a tool for analysing processing into components

simply fails to do its job. One can, orcourse, retort that nobody ever

pretended to disentangle these various alternatives by using the laterality

:approach. The point would be well taken, but then what is the purpose of

pi,,sonting all these beautiful phonograms and logograms in the left or in the

right visual field? To avoid such criticisms researchers using the laterality

methodology should be:much more explicit about their goals than they usually

are.

Number Processing After Brain Injury

The discussion of the data provided by brain damaged people is divided

into two parts. In the first, all patients have lesions affecting different

1:inguage areas of the left hemisphere. These patients display a variety of

phasic troubles, including alexia with agraphia. Potentially, the

nvostivttion of these patients can teach us something about the way d. .rent

processing systems can break down, but the respective role, ,,rayed

oach hemisphere in determining the presr-ved aspects of performance cannot

;-iscortained. In the second part of the discussion, data concern the

i):wt1;11 r)r disconnection of the right hemisphere from the left. These

c:in potentially tell us something about the competence of the right

n-mi:;ph,,re in dealing with different, representations of single-digit numbers.
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Number processing with Lesions Located in the Language Areas

What is clear fromathe fragmentary' information available' is that the
ability to read single and multidigit numbers represented by Arabic numerals
can be somewhat preservedin patients unable to read letters and words in the
alphabetic code. From the anatomo- clinical study of 183 retrorolandic brain
injured patients, H6caen, Angelergues, and HOullier (1961.) concluded that the
frequency with which letter or digit reading breAs down is different
according to the site of lesion; this could indicate that partially different
functional subsystems are indeed involved in each case. The same authors, also
mentioned 16 patients who, as a group, showed a relatively stronger inabpity
to identify mathematical signs than Arabic numerals. A fully. selective loss
of this competence has been reported in two patients by Ferro. and Hotelho
(1980). Unfortunately, they did not investigate the patients' ability to
identify the written names of. the mathematical signs.

,

We have found -one patient-group study in which the ability to process:
different number surface forms was investigated (Dahmen,Hartje, Bussing, &
Sturm, 1982). These authors selected three groups of 20 patients, each group
corresponding to a different pathology-- Wernicke's aphasia, Broca's aphasia,
and right-sided retrorolandic lesion. These groups varied In their
identification performance .for numbers (chosen in the set 1 to -25), but showed
no difference according to the type of representation (Arabic numera
their German names). The mean numbers of correct identifications (out o
for Arabic numerals and number names were: 13.3 and 12.0, 16.2 and 14.4, and
19.7 .and 18.0, for Wernicke's aphasics, Broca's aphasics, and patients with a.
right-si4Cgion, respectively. The same was true in a numerical size
compariso k in which the patients' had to point to the larger number in
pairs of numbers. For Arabic numerals and number names the mean 'number of
correct responses were, 8.7 and 8.6, 14.2 and 14.3, and 16.2 and 15.9, for

Wernicke's aphasics, Broca's aphasics, and patients with a right-side lesion,
respectively. Three pints should be stressed. First, the difference in
performance between Broca's and Wernicke's aphasics is in the direction
expected on the basis of the overall differences exhibited by these patients

task confirm the trend we observed with normal subjects in being naffected byle
in terms of language comprehension. Second, the results of t comparison

the surface form of the numbers. Third, unlike the identification process,
the comparison process seems to require the integrity of the right hemisphere
as indicated by the difference in performance in each task in the group of
patients suffering from a right-side lesion.

Most of the data reviewed so far are based on the comparison of the mean
performances of groups of patients. Caramazza (1984) has recently pointed 'out
that such an approach is ill-suited for addressing the issue of the analysis
of cognitive processes because the patients included a given group could
differ greatly in terms of the mechanisms underlying their performance. The
remaining data come either from single cases or From very small, relatively
homogeneous groups of patients, whose individual 4ymptomatology is generally
available.

The few single case studies to mention in closing this subsection all
concern Japanese patients who offer the additional interest of being able to
show a dissociation between the processing of two forms of logographic script
(Kanji words and Arabic numerals). One such aphasic patient was described by
:;asanuma and Monoi (1975). He was severely impaired in language

zn
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comOehension, whether spoken or written. His most prominent symptom was his

greater ability to read aloud 'Kana than -Kenji words, though with littlo

comprehension in either case. This dissociationls extremely rare in Japanese

aphasics, most of whom show a differential ability to process each kind of

script, being better with Kanji than with Kanaiwords (Sasanuma, 1974a, 1975).

Aside from that, .the patient was able to carry out arithmetical operations,

and he could read and understand Arabic numerals.

The other Japanese patients are alexics agraphia. Strictlr

speaking, the syndrome consists of a selective impairment 0 reading and

writing, unaccompanied by any trouble in spoken language comprehension and .

expression. However, this ideal definition almost always overstates the true

state of spoken language performance. It would be closer to reality to say

that the most prominent syndrome coexists with mild aphasic troubles (e.g.,

Hecaen & Kremin, 1976). In these cases, reading impairment is always stronger

in Kana than in Kanji. Yamadori (1975) reported one such patient who was

severely impaired in calculation and. in -number reading. YaThadori *also

summarized 'two other. reports published in Japanese (Kotani, 1935; Ohashi,

965, cited by Yamadori, 1975) concerning two other cases of alexia with

agraphia accompanied.by strong calculation impairments.

Sasanuma (1974b) desdHbed a case of alexia withtransient agraphia. The

patient's reading in both Kana and Kanji was strongly deficient, performance

in Kanji being a little better than in Kana. '"Reading of digits, both Arabic

and Chinese was impaired also". (Sasanuma, 197kb, p. 93), but less than for

Kana and- Kanji. The Otient was good at mental calculation, but written

calculation was hampered by his reading problem. Six months later almost all

symptoms other than alexia had disappeared, but nothing.. more specific was

stated.

Because of his preservation of mental calculation, the patient of.

Sasanuma (197kb) is sometimes considered as a counter-example to the

,obseritations of Yamadori (1975). Such cannot be the case because it is

extremely unlikely that the two patients suffered from the same pathology.

Yamadori's patient was alexia with agraphia, whereas the patient of Sasanuma

presented all the symptoms of analexia without agraphia (see next subsection)

in which preservation of mental calculation is typical (e.g., Geschwind, 1965;

Symonds, 1953).

To sum up, most patients with lesions affecting the language areas of the

left hemisphere show various degrees of disintegration of their matheMatical

abilities and a poor ab'lity to read Arabic numerals.

Number Processing the Disconnected Right Hemisphere.

For theoretical reasons that will become apparent as we proceed, it is

convenient to examine successively the data from patients having one of the

following characteristics: (a) alexia without agraphia, (b) section of the

splenium (posterior part) of the corpus callosum,'(e) commissurotomy, and (d)

hemispherectomy.

Alexia without Agraphia. An ideal patient with alexia without agraphia

cannot read, but can write spontaneously and to dictation, without being able

to reread what he or she has written. Such a patient has no trouble in spoken

language expression or comprehension, but has some difficulties in visual
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object naming and a strong impairment in colpr naming; mental calculation is
preserved., The classical account of the syndrome by the pioneer neurologists,
as revived and specified by Geschwind (1965), describes isolation of the
intact left angular gyrus from each occipital visual cortex. This condition
is caused by (a) destruction of 'the left visual cortex or of the connections
between the left 'visual cortex and the left angular gyrus and (b) destruction
of the splenium of the corpus .callosum, which cuts off from the .left
hemisphere the visual information reaching the right intact hemisphere. The
essence of the trouble is, therefore, the -disconnection of intact language
zones from the vWual world (but not from the auditory or somatO ensory
world). Logically, the lesions should entail an incapacity to name Any visual
scene; this. As not the case, although it is partially realized some
difficulty in object naming and a very poor ability'to name colors. The''
supplementary hypothesis needed to account for the preserved ability to name
objects is that objects can be recognized (but not named) in the right
hemisphere and that it is this interpreted information, not the visual.
information, that is transmitted to the left hemispheric language areas
through the intact anterior'portion of the corpus.callosum.

. We assume that
the right hemisphere is unable to provide 'verbal responses' (see below). .8y

extension, any reading, performance Preserved' (e.g.., for Arabic numerals)
should reflect right hemisphere competence in processing the information. The
same rationale is used by Coltheart (1980, 1983) in his attempt to account for
deep dyslexics' preserved reading.competence (the etiology of this syndrome is
different from that of alexia without agraphia).

The recent literature has usually described four of the six alexic
patients of H4caen and.Kremin (1976) as displaying the symptomatology required
to fit. the ideal model. They all performed better in dealing with Arabic
numerals than with single letters or single words. Close examination of,the
constellation of symptoms displayed by these patients reveals that their
classification is problematic: Part of their deficit could well be due to
some lesion in the language area o he left hemisphere as well. Lack of
space precludes aay full analysis o this very complex question'here. Only a
brief account sufficient to make the point will be'presented, but it should be
kept in mind that including of a pat nt in 'one of the subgroups of Table 2 is
often tentative because we generally, ck the, decisive anatomo clinical data
to remove tile uncertainty. For example, the inclusion of Stengel, Vienna, and
Edin's (1948) two patients in the group consisting of close to ideal eases
would be disputed by Oxbury, Oxbury, and Humphrey (1969).

Table 2 includes many of the eases of alexia without agraphia reported in
the literature published in English between 1948 and 1976. All the tabulated
cases are bad at reading words, and most of them'are relatively better at
reading Arabic numerals than fetters. They can be further differentiated on
the basis of several features, among which four have been selected for the
present discussion. These features are (a) presence or absence of a right
hemianopsia, (b) color naming performance, (t) spelling performance, and (d)
mental calculation performance. Spelling is evaluated either by the ability
of a patient to spell and to recognize orally spelled words or by his use of a
spelling strategy in attempting to read word. A good mental calculation
performance indicates that very simple arithmetic operations can be performed.
Here follows the description of the groups.
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Table 2

TenLativelassification of cases of alexia without agraphia-reported between 1948 and 1916a

Authors

!t-t

Mental Color Word /Letter Single digit

Patients anopaia Spelling edictal. naming, naming naming - naming;

Group

--

II Close to ideal cases with minimal additional deficits

.,..
,

Stengel et al., 1 yea good good bad i bad medium , good

1944 2 .yes good good ? bad good . good -0.

Holmes, 1950 .'yes good good bad bad bad- &aid

. v
yes ? good bad bad medium good

i
yes good good bad . bad. bad good

Oxbury eteil 1 yes -" ? ? bad bad medium .'good,

1969

0

a,

Kriendler &
IonItescu, 1961

Geschwind &
Fusillo, 1966

. Gummi g et'al., yes good good good ,bad bad good :

197Q

Bens an et al.,

1971

Sasanuma,

I974b

Ajax, 1967

Goldstein et al.,
1971

Heilman et al.;
1471

Greenblatt,
1973

-
1 yes good good bad bad medium

,

. good :

.-

2 A yes good ? had bad medium ?. %
3 yes good . gbod bad "bad good ?

- ,

yes goodb
\ good medium bad -- .. medium .

,\I,

Group 2: C1OS to ideal cases with potential additional deficits

I transient goo . good. good medium. good good

no good good bad bad medium

i

1 no goi medium bad bau .bad 7

t'amft-e..

11no good good bad good : good

Group 3: Nonideal cases with atteted additional leSions
1

Warringfiroi & yes good had had had medium good

Zangui , 1957

Ajax, 1964 1 yes gOod good good medium good good
1

Kinnourne & no bad ? bad bad good good

Warrington, 1964
.

;7aplin .5 Y":3 gool b I-I , h-td 'r 10 ,. ta il 0+0
4(14

N.

-t II., IT,16

yk-s -bad medium had good

.10
Group II: H4t-ron and Kreml n's 1 WO) presumab 1 y nonIdeat cases

0 J J

H.'., len 1. "FrO yes good n Id good ,!1/ ,I, .1
1 lat

Kt-mtr.. 1.)fi DEL. Y"a gool hai medium rr% 'it t 104,
SAL yes good me614m go.A ',I 70; "..1

'AA.' r. m,),1 en 6a1 A mt.aiw-, OS ,,f :.'t

!ILA
r Quilr. . ilielim goo-. 1'3 1 v. t

sup.

MAG r
Qua.-11e. , . p:.: t . t , . : I qf % I .1 . 1

sup.

4.

'

11 chiracteri,...el by of toe 1.?rt yr raai I !.ho

11rIA ,petween the left visual 'orp:x InA angular gyr.::: c,1 ,-.: A. -1

,a" the c,arpus caliosum. 1-'.4)ei1 :ng -r Kana 7ntrwt.q.;. rtr 1,

2'6 ,ovrett from Figures 4 to q (pp; ir.--i01). eMild ag lin. r .,: i.. .
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Group 1: These patients are close to the ideal model in showing an
anatomically. verified (Cumming, Hurwitz, & Perl, 1970; Geschwind & Fusillo,
1966) or presumed brain infarction (Benson, Brown, & Tomlinson, 1971, Cases 1
to 3; Holmes, '1950; Kreindler & Ion4escu, 1961; Oxbury et al., 1969, Case
1; Sasanuma- 1974b; Stengel et al,, 1900. The infarction is of the left
occipital lobe (responsible for the hemian'Tsia) and of the splenium, both
caused by some pathology of the left puterior. Cerebral artery. The 11

patients show a very consistent pattern of results: They all, exhibit the
right hemianopsia expected from.. their lesion .:n the left visual cortex. When
investigated, spelling and mental calculation are always 'good and color namiL3
is always bad except in one case (Cumming et a]., 1970). Even the last case
does not cast doubt on the homogeneity of this group of patients because the
dorsal 'part of the splenium'was preserved in this patient; this could allow
for'a transfer of the visual color information from the right occipital lobe
to the left angular gyrus (see Greenblatt, 1973, for further discussion of
this point). It is clear that the case of Sasanuma (1974b) reviewed 'n the
preceding subsection fits perfectly well in this group of patients. could
be tentatively concluded that the right hemisphere of these patients has a
much. better ability to identify Arabic numerals than letters or
phonographically written words..

Group 2: The four cases included in this group are :smarkable for their
lack of right hemianopsia, indicating an intact left visual cortex. This can
be related to the etiology of their trouble, which is different from that of
patients'ih Group 1. The cause of the alexia was either a surgical removal of
a vascular anomaly (Ajax, 1967, Case 1), a carbon monoxide intoxication
(Goldstein, Joynt, & 'Joldblatt, 1971), a head trauma (Heilman, Safrari, &

Geschwind,, 1971, Case 1), or a tumor (Greenblatt, 1973). In the' last, case
anatc,mical analysis of. the brain showed that the tumor had destroyed the
splenium cf the corpris carlosum and part, but_ not all, of the connections
between the intact left visual cortex and the left angular gyrus, One can
. tentatively hypothesize that the connections needed to transmit color
information to the left angular gyrus were also preserved in two of the other
patients. If this were indeed the case, these four patients, showing good
spelling and good mental calculation, could be considered examples of the
ideal model of alexia without agraphia as good as those of...Group 1. However,
it seems unlikely, in view of the etiologies of these alexias, that the brain
damage was really so selecti'wely lodrlized. We cannot preclude, the
possibility that the language areas have been more or less affected as well,
rendering those c:.iles potentially less conclusive than those of Group 1 with
reovet to the assessment of righl-, hemisphere competence in number
identification.

Group' 3: The patients in this group are certainly the least appropriatt.
!-)r our purposes because their left occipital lesion extended to tr parietal
1(,bo as well and because we generally do not know whether the splknium was
Ini ,nod or not (Ajax, 1964, Case 1; D. N. Cohen, Salanga, :fully, Steinb-rg,

H irdy, 197i.1; KinsbOurne & Warrington, 1964; .Warrington & Zangwill, 1957).

'.'he patient of C:iplaa and Hedley-Whyte (1974) had an anatomically verified
:-nin of the left secipital cortex and of the splenium, but she suffered from
liditionil small left parietal lesions. This can explain why this patient had

finger ag.,o3ia, and l,-?ft-right confusion. Th'e heterGgeneity of
;--rf--,rma... in th group contrast:: with the homoi.7-neily of' perf)rmance of

1 patients, which could support thc idea -21th,"r of a pathology different
rr-m cJlexia without agrdphia, or, dt cf the .xistenee of
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supplementary problems compared with the ideal model. Therefore, these data
Cannot safely be used to infer anything about right hemisphere competence.

Group 1: This group includes the six alexics studied by Mdcaen and
Kremin (1976). It is immediately apparent that all six patients would fall in
our third groupy even though three of them are generally considered as ideal
cases of alexia without agraphia (CRO, DEL, SAL). CLI, who is slightly
agraphic, is generally assimilated to the nondgraphio patients, whereas BLA
and MAG are dissociated from them on the basis of their strong agraphia. It

is clear that none of these patients presents the profile of those of Group 1
in having good spelling andi mental calculation and poor color naming. Within
the group of four patients/wich a right hemlanopsia, only SAL is attested as
suffering from a lesion of vascular origin su;Ticiently selective to affect
only the occipital lobe. Although his performances depart from these of
patients in group 1, he is the only one. whose inclusioh in this group might be
defended. ,

In summary, we can probably :safely rely on the patients of Group 1 in

attempting to assess the right-hemisphere ability to process visual symbols
semantically. Soine other ...ses are probably valid as well, but we have enough.
patients in Group 1 to adopt a conservative position, excluding all others
from further discussion.

Section of the selenium of the corpus callosum. The logic of the
interpretation of alexia without agraphia implies that, under LVF

tachistoscopic presentations, a'patient whore only lesion is a section of the
iPlehium of the corpus callosum should exhibit exactly the name reading
performance as an alexic without agraphia. To our knowledge, only six such
cases have been reported, three of thgebeing examined at a time at whiCh the
hemifield presentation technique was not well developed. All six cases had

. their splenium severed in the process of removing a subcortical small tumor.
The pati*fi of Trescher and F'rd (1937) could not recognize letters presented
in the LVF (for what duration?), but other symptoms, such as a left hand
astereognosis, did riot guarantee that the splenium section was the only damage
suffered by the patient. The two patients studied by Maspes (1948) did not
present any hand astereognosis (for wooden letters). Letters and Arabic
numerals presented for 1 or 0.5 sec were very well recognized in the RVF, but
not in the LVF, as expected. Three similar Japanese cases have beeil reported

in the recent literature (Sugishita, Iwata, Toyokura, Yosh oka, & Yamada

1978). With RVF brief presentations (fi6 ms), oral reading and comprehension
of both Kana and Kanji words were almost perfect. With LVF presentations,
performance was poorer; being at chance level for Kana, but somewhat better
than chance for Kanji. Moreover, performance improved relatively more wl'.h
Kanji than with Kana when the sari material was retested two or three times at
interval' of several months. Unfortunately, numbers were not tested.

:;ugishita et al. (1978) inLerpreted their results as showing that the
right hemisphere can understand th logographic Kanji better than the

phonographic Kana; this is consonant witn the better recognition of Arabic
numerals than of letters or alphabetically written words by alexics without
agraphi:t. it is unfortunate that Masten (19118) did not systematically

inve:itigate th' difference performance for letters ,nd Arabic numerals.

3ligi:;hita et also assumed that the vocal response was given by the left

hemispher..,, rot by the right one. This implies that, towever accurately
idntifled the 1,VE stimuli w' re, naming could not have been achieved at, all if
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the corpus callosum were completely sectioned. This brIggs us to the next
stage in our review.

Commissurotomy. The initial investigation of patients having undergone a
complete section of the interhemispheric commissures revealed the very poor
language competence of the right hemisphere in most cases (see Gazzaniga,
1970). However, two patients of the'California series (L.B. and. N.G.) and
three patients of the East Coast series (P.'S., J.W., and V.P.) show a

considerable right 'hemisphere' language .comprehension (both spoken and
written). In addition, within two years following commissurotomy, P.S. and
V.P. have'developed the ability to access speech from the right hemisphere
(see Gazzaniga, 1983); All these patients have a complete section of the
corpus callosum and the hippocampal commissure. Most patients of the

California series, including L.B. and N.G., also have'', a section of the

anterior commissure, whereas most patients of the East Coast series, including
P.S., J.W., and V.P., do not.

Recognition performance for letters and Arabic numerals was investigated
in six patients of the .California series by Teng and Sperry (1973). In one
lohdition, pairs of letters or of Arabic numerals were presented either ih the
LVF or in the RVF, calling for a verbal report. With RVF presentatIons 86% of

the letters and 80% of the digits were named correctly, whereas with LVF
presentations these scored dropped to 13% and 35%, respectively. Notice.that

one patient, N.W., made 100% error' witt LVF presentations of both letters and

numerals and that L.B. reported on., 22% of letters, *but 80% of Arabic
numerals from the LVF. In anotY r experiment involving fewer numerals
(Gazzaniga & Hillyard, 1971), L.B. described a strategy of enumerating the
numbers and stopping when the response popped out, which the authors found
compatible with the idea that the response was actually generated in the left
hemisphere through cross-cuing with the right hemisphere.. This strategy
should be easier to use with single-digit numbers than with letters because
the set is smaller in the former than in the latter case. Whether L.B. or the
other often tested patients used in Teng and Sperry's ('1973) experiment were
using a similar strategy is not known, but it cannot be ruled out. HenAte,

these data are not strong enough either to challenge-the hypothesis of the
muteness of the right hemisphere, or' to provide unequivocal evidence of a
greater intrinsic ability of this hemisphere to deal with Arabic numerals than
with letters.

Gazzaniga and ;;mylie (1984) tested two of the right- hemisphere

language-proficient patients of ti-le East Coast series, V.P. and J.4. Both

patients showed errorless performance in multiple choice pointing to numbers
presented to the right hemisphere (INF). V,P. was also able to read these

numbers aloiri perfectly well, whereas J.W. was completely unable to do so.
Roth patients showed extremely poor performance in carrying out simple

arit.hm,:tie operations with the ritit hemisphere

The data of 'zzanit,a and L',mylie (1984) are compatible wittl-%the idea that

the left hemisphere normally subserves caldUlc,tion (see preeedftig subsection)

anl tnat the right hemisphere cart-identify numbers. However, multidigit

number id,!ntification is probably better in these two patients than in most
pa1.ient:3 showing the ideal symptomatology of alexia without agraphii. The

extent to which these data can be generalized to the entire population of

commi:-isurtomized patients, and, a fortiori, to normal people, is debatable

(see Gazzaniga, 1983, and Zaidel, 1983, for somewhat opposite views on this

question).
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Hemispherectomy. The last logical step in this story is to aspess the

number processing ability of a completely isolated right hemisphere, the left

hemisphere having been removed completely (actually the left cortex, the. left

subcortical structures being almost entirely preserved).

Cott (1973) described such a patient Who underwent a left hemispherectomy

oat the age of :10 years, because of malignancy. She had already undergone

brain surgery at the age of eight for removal of a tumor in the left

ventricule. When she was tested two years after the hemispherectomy, she

showed good comprehension of spoken language bUt very poor verbal expression

(mainly single words or short stereotyped sentences) and very poor reading of

single words. She was unable to name a single letter presented, visually or to

choose above chance (30% correct) werich of four visually displayed letters was

the one 'just spoken by the experi/mnter, but she performed much better in this

t task when Arabic numerals yere'used instead of letters (80% correct). When

Zaidel (1976) tested her one year' later, using a similar procedure, -she was a

little better in pointing to a spoken multidigit number (cut of six) than to a

spoken letter.
P

The description given by Hillier (1954) of the performance of his patient

is more anecdotal.- After.three surgical interventions in the left heMisphere

during the preceding 15 months, a complete hemispherectomy was finally

performed. The patient was 14 years old at the time of the first

intervention.' Each ,intervention left him with severe aphasic troubles,

indicating that language functions were subserved by This left hemisphere.

However, after hemispherectomy, he was-described as having good comprehension

of spoken ldnguage and an ability to say some words and to read .single

letters.

However poor the verbal performance of these Iwo patients may appepr, it

is nevertheless much better than would have been expected if the right

hemisphere were completely unable to subserve any linguistic function. Due to

the youth of the patients, no generalization of this conclusion is allowed

because t'ele plasticity of the nervous system is probably still important at

that age. This plasticity is now well documented in patients who have

undergone hemidncortication because of infantile hemiplegia, accompanied by

intractable seizures. It is clear that if the illness starts before the age

nr ore year the 'healthy hemisphere, whether right or subserves all the

functions normally shared between two hemispheres (McFie, 1961). In these

cases it requires subtle testing with tasks varying in complexity to show that

;.,itients retaining their left hemispheres are relatively better ati complex

Ryntax comprehension tnan those retaining their right hemispheres (Dennis,

Denn!:i & Kohn, 1975), whereas the opposite relation between relative

1 ev;!1's of perf'ormance holds for complex spatial tasks (Kohn & Dennis, 1974).

Hone-, h'bind the .tremendous plasticity showed by each hemisphere in

dvvelopink runetions for which it is usually less proficient, there seems to

PI irreducible difference in processing ability as well.

At, the other extreme, two adult le't hemispherectomies,ormed to
remove tumors deve!ope' during adulthood, reveal extremely pocA verbal

s. i1ity, but not its complete lack (.1cFik 1(/61). Between the age or /one year

11.1 some unknown upper 1imit, the brain seems to keep some or its initial

each hemisphere to develop abilities for which it is
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normally not very proficient (Meier 1961), The two patients just described
(Gott, 1973VHilliers 1954) were probably still in this phase.

A thorough examination of the linguistic abilities of .the left and right
hemispheres haS been undertaken by Dennis and her colleagues (Dennis, 1980b;

Dennis, Lovett, & Wiegel-Crump, 1981; Dennis & Whitaker, 1976) on one case of

right hemidecortication and two oases of left hemidecorticationk performed

before the age ,of five months. The examinations.published to date took place
when the children were between 9 and 14 years old. One fascinating finding of

these studies is that equal performances in decoding 1 itten words can be

mediated ..)y different mental represeptotions. The child retaining his left
hemisphere shows a good awareness- .of the phonological structure or language:.

His reading draws on morphophonological properties of English 'rnthograPhyl-and
he reveals a tacit 'knowledge of rules that map writing .onie speech when he
reads new or unfamiliar words. None of these abilities is di -played by the

two children .retaining their right hemispheres. Yet with known words( their

reading performance is equivalent to that of the child retaining his left
hemisphere. Only with unknown words does their performance disintegrate;
this shows that their word knowledge is not based 'on a morphophonologJeal

representation, so that they cannot exploit Ehglish orthographical principles

to decode new words. These findings are remarkably well in line with the

ideas developed by Mattingly- (1972, 1984) concerning 'the relation between

proficient reading and the availability of morphophonological representations

of words in the mental lexicon. This author has also' stressed that spoken
languacomprehension is probably less dependent on the existence of such
representations than is reading (Mattingly, 1984). This claim is supported by
the failure of Dennis and Whitaker (1976) to demonstrate differedces in the

abilities bf left and right hemidecorticate children in their ability to deal

with the; phonemic and semantic aspects of spoken language. We may also note

that a capacity for'syntactto processing was much greater in the child

retaining his left hemisphere than in the other two children. This is

consonant With other data mentioned earlier' (Dennis, 1980a; Dennis & Kohn,

1975).

Conclusions'

The most important point of thi4 section contrast between the

disintegration of calculation and Arabic numeral reading caused by lesions in

.ho language areas of the left hemisphere and the relative preservation of

tnt?:_ abilities by patients showing a disconn_,ction between intact language
irot3 and the visual cortex .

Tne only point left for discusP'on is the interpretation of the better
ii,ntiVication of Arabic numerals th;:in of letters by the 11 alexics without

igriphia or Group 1, chose for whom the presumption of a pure disconnection
i3 ITI!)3t likely to be correct. All these patients had their languav

furwtins locAtfd in the left hemisphere, they did not display any known
,erebrAl brain disorder before their alexia; and the syydromc was caused by

t)riin lc sions in adulthood. Hence, these patie, are.'the best suited for the

i:1:i0:33ment of the ability of the right hemisphere to deal with visual symbols.

A fir:ct explanation of the better performance wyth Arabic

nufm,aP3 than with letters is that it is simply easier to discriminate one

3ymhol out. of 10 possible visual configurations than one out cf 26

ilities. We find this extremely yi41/Ily. Both nets of symbols have
t,,
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evolved from the need to allow efficient reading. They incontestably succeed

in doing so, 'especially under the temporally, unliMiteOriewipg conditions

typical of the neuropsychologicarexamin4tion.

Far more likely is that performance is determined by the extent to which

the right hemiiphere can process the meaning of different stimuli. In

essence, this amounts' to proposing exactly the same schema of interpretation

as that used by Geschwind (1965) to explain the differential ability to name

objects and calorie. Remember that the two basic assumptions are that (a).only

the left hemisphere can generate a naming,response, and .(b) although visual

information reaching the right hemisphere" cannot be transmitted to the left

hemisphere because the splenial route iSt sectioned,. tLe information can be

transfered, ,,once it has been given a semantic interpretation, through the

anterior i.ntadt portion of the corpus callosum. Hence, the solution of the

problem should be sought by analysing the nature of the semantic information

conveyed by .letters and Arabic numerals.

The meaning of a letter is determined by the phonological unit of the

spoken language to which it refers' and by its relation with other similar

units. In other words, the meaning' of a letter is defined in terms of

properties that the right hemisphere is unablp to process, even when it has

developed an idiosyncratic language -competence,. due to complete loss of the

left hemisphere (Dennis et al., 1981). A fortiori, a right hemisphere that

has never faced the problem of associating sounds to letters should be even

less able to extract their meaning. This entails that, beyond the

untransmittable visual information, there is simply no other form of

information that can ,be conveyed to the left hemisphere. In this,v.ein, the

very T.)or performance of alexics.without agraphia in reading and understanding

Aahonographically written words argues for the hypothesis that word recognition

Is mediated by letter Or syllable (Kana) recognition.

By contrast, Arabic numerals have a meaning in a symbolic system that has

nothing to do with phonology. There is therefore no reason why the right

hemisphere could not generate a semantic representation of the digit and

transfer it to the othe.' side, a task it seems able to perform with objects as'

well. This explanation is consonant with the better abilh. of the right

hemisphere to interpret Kanji logograms thkn Kana phonograw (Sasanuma, 19741);

Sugishita et al., 1978).

In concluding is s ction it is worth specifying the exact scope of the

interpretation of the r ght hemisphere's better performance with Arabic

numerals than with letter .
Arabicnumeral reading in alexia without agrapnia

is not always perfect, and this points to-the fact that, though feasible, the

task is nevertheless strained. The inefficiency of the procedure i8 also

demonstrated by the fact that the reading of multidigit numbers is rarely

preserved. This would not be the case if transmission of the component

numerals to the lef.: hemisphere were more efficient. At present, we do not

know whether the poor naming performance is caused by inadequacy of the

semantic representation generated in the right hemisphere or by the poor

ability of the corpus callosum in transmitting interpreted rather than raw

sensory information, or both. A final point worth emphasizing is that, while

we may infer from the performance of brain damaged patients that the right

hemisphere has some ability to procesa Arabic numerals, we may not infer that

it i3 superior to the left hemisphere in doing so.
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Summary and ConClusions

Let us take the different poirAts' in the reverse
presentation in the chapter:

1. With respect to brain injured patients, the fact that (a) number

processing is strongly, but perhaps not fully, dependent on the integrity of
the language areas of the left hemisphere and (b) these areas can be
disconnected from the visual information reaching the right hemisphere, Allows
us to assess the differential ability of this hemisphere to. deal with various
';surface forms of numbers and of other types of visual information. Hemifield
presentation of stimuli is a useful technique in this framework. An

understanding of how the information is processed will require. both the
general progress. of the analytical -power of cognitive psychology as a whole
and the comprehension of the basic modes of processing of each hemisphere in
particular.

. t,!4h,;t. :

order to their

2. As for lateral hemifield prese0ation of stimuli to normal subjects,
we may,doubt whether the technique will*help us to achieve either or 'both of
the .requirements just mentioned, at least insofar as one adopts a

multicomponential view of proceSsing. The analysis of the problem presented
at the'end of the third section is, of course, not the only one possible.
However, it is based on the simplest and most tractable view of processing we
have, .and this. 'casts serious doubt on the ability of the approach to fare
better in more complex theoretical frameworks. The results show a RVF

advantage for both. logographic and Phonographic number 'representations.
Whether this pattern of results should be considered at odds with. claims' for a
LVF advantage in the processing of logograms in general depends on the
validity of this asser.ion, which is still controv'rsial.

3. As regards numerical size comparison judgments, two of the basic
efractssymbolic distance and serial position- -were found to be independent
of the surface form of the stimuli= in experiments published to date. By

inference from related data we hypothesized that such will.alsb prove to be
the case for a third effectsemantic congruity--for which the information is
still lacking. T Stroop-like task leading to a size congruity effect ha&
been judged too co plicated.to provide useful, nonparadigm- bouid information,

a conclusion that extends to hemifield presentations for the reasons just

invoked. "he strategy of research 'illustrated in this approach could, of

course, be extended to cover a vari3ty of questions about the basic knowledge

.Ascciated with sinCe-digit numbers. One can, for instance, use the same

paradigm in cOmp.1.:.,.1 judgments related to the odd vs. even, prime

vs. nonprime, multiple of two vs. nonmultiple of two questions. The task need.

not be an explicit comparison between two numbers; it can also take' the form

of judging whether a single number pOSsesses the property under investigation.

4. Three point:. should be made about the discussion of number

representations.

First, concerning multidigit number processing, it seems appropriate to

distinguish between Arabic 4numerals and number names irrespective of the

surface form of the latter. The facts that Arabic numerals belong to a

lifferent, more abstract nol.ational systtm and that they are also intimately

bound to mathematical activities 'make them a priori distinct from number

names. The irrelevance of the st/Tce form can be further emphasized by
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predicting that Japanose.lor Chinese) aphasics. would show the. same difficulty
in transcading multidigit numbers written in one logographic form into another
logographic form. (Arabic: numerals into .Wanji words and Avice.. versa) as

occidental aphaSics have in:- transpoding -these numbers..: iiepresOnted.:

logographically (Arabic numerals). into alphabetically written number names,
and vice versa (Deloche & Seron, 1982;,SerOn41)4/oche, 19114)..

Second; as soon as one focuses on the processing of single - digit, numbers,
the characteriSticS, of , the notational system of which the number.

representations are the elements ceases to play a prominent role, whereas the.
nature ofthe surface form of the numbers now becomes the important variable.
We should expect that access to the stored knowledge .associated with these

I relements would be "influenced by factors affecting the reading of any kind of
word. From this point of view it is, therefore, appropriate to regroup the
symbols into a logographic and a. phonographic category, irrespective.of the .

underlying notational System. With normal subjects, we expect the surface.
form of the number to affect the speed with which their conceptual knowledge
is accessed, but we expect the characteriStics of this knowledgeo'as revealed
by the pattern 'of interactions between different variables, to be the. same
irrespective of the surface form of the numbers. '.As far as the available.

evidence goes, this belief- is not yet contradicted (of conclusion 3)..
4

Third, single-digit number processing by adult brain-injured people could'
lead to a Tore, complex picture. -One should consider two cases. Ift'on the

one hand, the language areas of the left hemisphere are intact, but

disconnected from the visual cortex (ideal cases of alexia without agraphia or
LVF presentations with section of the sp.lonium df the corpus'callosum), the
right intact hemisphere could translate the visual, numbers into interpreted
representations transmissible to the left hemisphere, provided the numbers are
represented logographically (one should also allow for the possibility that
the right hemisphere may learn to process the small set of .phonographic
numbers as if .they were logograms). 'In this case, a task could be performed
according to the normal synergio activity of the hemispheres of An intact
brain, leading to a' performance qualita". vely equivalent to that of normal
subjects, save for some eventual loss in efficiency. If, on the other hand,
the language areas of the left hemisphere are injured and if the,task.can be
perfor'med at all, then performance should be at least partially determined by

right-hemisphere competence in dealing with numbers. A performance
aualitatively different'from that of normal subjects coq1.1 then be considered
an index of the idiosyncrasy, of the right hemisphere's knowledge of numbers.
The natur: of the right hemisphere competence could then be studied in

comMissurotomized patients, provided the cognitive capacities of the right
hemisphere of these severely epileptic people could be considered

representative of those of normal subjects.
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A 'NOTE ON PROCESSING KINEMATIC .DATA': SAMPLING, FILTERINo,.AND DIFFERENTIATION

B. A. IWO' K. G. Munhm.11,, E. V,-Bateson,W.and J. A. S. Kelsot

I. Introduction

Until quite recentli, the predominant" dependent measures used in the
field of motor behavior have been prOduct scores such as absolute, constant,
and variable error ,. or discrete temporal geasures. suCh.asreactIon time and
movement time: Much current work, on the other hand, has emphasized the de-
tailed- analysis Of the movement itselfpartkculdtay kinematic patterns of-
di placement, velocity, .and acceleration over time... In addition, severe ,re-
ce t models of voluntary movement control use kinematic measures as their ma-
jo data base. For example, Nelson (1983) describea a'number Of contra nts
that could govern the "economy" or "efficiency" of skilled molkments. 00timi-
zation criteria such as minimum-force, lajnimum-impulsei and minimum-eriergy'are
offered as possible constraints that can, in principle, be distinguished by
subtle differences in the movement's velocity pattern. Similarly, hogan
(1984) has proposed "minimum-Jerk" as- an organizing-princige for voluntary
movement, a.model:.that requires careful measurement of the, first derivative of
acceleration ("jerk") for its evaluation. Finally,.seveilal.investigatorshaVe
used .kinematic relations '(1) to uncover putative invariants of limb (e.g.,
Jeannerod, 1584; Kelso, Southard, & Goodman, A1970; Soechting-& Lacquaniti,
1981) an speech articulator motions (e.g., !Fuller & Kelso, 1984) that perbist
, In the.fice of systematic_ changes .in the task; and.(2) as a whdow-into a
movement's dynamic control structure (e.g., Kelso, V.-Bateson, Saltzman,. &
Kay, 1985; Ostry & Munhall, 1585).

From the above sampling of movement research, the desirability of obtain-
ing accurate estimates of kinematic variables is clear, particularly in light
of models that demand sensitive;mea&urement procedures for their evaluation.
Such considerations have led us, to re-evaluate very carefully the manner in
which we process movement data--the subject of the present note.

i

Among the many factors affecting- accurate kinematic measures are the
presence of noise in the' transducer iignals,, it e conversion of analog signals'

t
to digital form, and digital differentiation. In this paper we evaluate some
techniques used to minimize these effects with the aim of assuring ourselves
that the measurements are, in fact, valid. We co entrate mainly cmn
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It

optoelectrodIc movement transduction datebecause its common 'usage in our
laboratory and elsewhere. .First we outline the processing sequence involved,
trim movement transductiofi to final analyses. Then we. describe in. dttail the
characteristics of each of these ,steps, ih particular,. those required to
minimize the effects of hoise and those that produce. reliable differentiated
data. We also provide evaluations of these two key steps. Our intent here is .

not t6 prgyide a comprehensive survey of physiological signal processing (see
Kaiser 84'Reed, 1981; Winter, 1979; Moltring, 1984, for many mor4 details).
Rather it is to ensure that our particular measurement and analysis system:,
provides us with accurate and interpretable data so that quantitative state-
ments:can be made about the values of, and relations among, kinematic vari-
ables. *This discussidrkmay also prove useful to others who are beginning to
use kinematic data extens4velyIn their experimental Investigations.-

II. The Signal Processing Sequence

In a typical experiment, articulator displacement data are collected us-
ing a position-sensitive optoelectronic tramsduction.system, 'sithilar.to tiae
commonly-used Selcom SELSPOT system.' The output signals provide the bases on
which instantaneous velocity and' acceleration are derived for more in-depth
kinematic analysis. The general sequence of operations used'to obtain move-
ment data is as follows: 'During the experimental session, the analog outputs
of the transduction system are fed through a bank of amplifiers and recorded
on FM tape. Liter, the FM signals are played. back, converted to digital form,
and transferred to disk. Next,, the digitized displacement data are low-pass
filtered (smoothed) to reduce high-frequency noise components. The filtered
displacement data are then 'differttiated using a central-difference algo*...
rithm. These 'derived ,velocity'' data atoe -low-pasS filtered and .4hen
differentiated using the central7difference algorithm, and finally, these de-
rived acceleratioh data are low-pass filtered. Table 1 provides a summaryl
description of the methods we use sat each of these steps. The filtered dis-
placement, veloCity, and acceleration waveforms (movement trajectories) are,
subsequently analyzed with, our Waveform EditiNg and DisplaY program (WENDY;
Szubowicz, 1977) and many other waveform analysis programs.'

III. Movement Transduction, Recording, and Analoe-to-Digital Conversion

The outputs of our optoelectronic movement transduction system

()\

(Weyrich-Tarbdx model 400; see Kelso et al., 1985, for a deberipti n) are
analog DC signals. Since movement trajectory signals contain signi icant
spectral components down to 0 Hz,'we use a frequency-modulation (FM) tap deck
(SE model 7000) to proddce_an archival record of the experimental session,
rather than An amplitude modulation deck, which would not adequately record
such low frequencies. In order to use the full dynamicikange of the recorder.
(signal-to-noise ratio - 48 dB for a voltage range of +/- 4 -V) , transducer
signals are routed through a bank of DC amplifiers before they are recorded.

The analog-to-digital (A/D) step is performed by a Datel model ST- PDP'A /D
converter, the digitized result being stored on disk. The entire process is
controlled by the in-house Physiological Signal Processing (PSP) software sys-
tem (Gulisano, .1982) on a DEC PDP 11/45. Two parameters are of interest here.
First, the 'resolution of the converter is twelve bits, that is, it produces
212 or 4096 discrete levels ("machine units") over an input voltage .range of
+/- 10 V. The sage bank of DC amplifiers used in the recording step aHows us
to exploit the fall dynamic range of the converter on playback. Twelve bits

N)
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Table 1.%
Steps performed in the signal processing. sequence

1) Movementtransduction and recording:

Transducers typically used:.

- optoelectronic system (position-sensitive)
- potentiomkters

POLGON polarized light goniometers
7e.

-- Reodrder:

- SE 7000 16-track FM tape recorder

2) Playback and A/D conversion:
.r!"-

-- Datel ST-PDP twelve-bit A/D Converter
and PDP 11/45 with the PS? system

0 -- Sampling rate a 200 Hz,

3) Low-pass filter:

(triangular) window

weight:
0

..0-- 7-point bartle.t.t

-- sample:
t-3
t-2 1/9
t-1 2/9
t 1/3
t+1 2/9
t+2 1/9.
t+3 . 0

11,

tespoinse:

'cutoff frequency (1/2 amplitude, -6 dB) - 31 Hz
- phase shift - constant - 0

4) Differentiation routine:

Two-point, central-difference algorithm:

)0(0 - (x(t+1) x(t-1))/2h

(h - sample interval - 5 ms).

sample: Ueight:
I t-1 -1/2h

t+1

\
-- eszponse: \ t

- within f0% of ideal at 25 Az
- 3 dB attenuation at 44 Hz \

ilk - 6 dB/attenuation at'60 Hz \
. 291

' - phase.shift a constant - 90.1grees
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;

ofreaolution-coOresponds to a maximum Signal-to-noise ratio of 4094:1 or 72:
dB,greatly exceeding that of the OM signal. However, an additional source of
noise enters here, since tice resolution.of *each satp0.18:limited to twelve
bits: The .difference between the real' voltage .(theoretically of 'infinite,.
precis/Oh) and itki'finite-precision digital representattonA4 known as quenti
nation at factor that poses' a problem' for deriving velocity and
aobeleration datai Second, the.' rate at which- the signal'is:cmpled must be,
carefuliy.chosens.since the highest frequency component (vie can reliably rep-

. resent in a sampled signal is'exactly one1half the sampling rate, the NYquiat
. frequency. The spectral components-of any timelterlies are unknown a priori,
but, according 4o Woltring (1984),.a general guideline for reatonable sampling
rates is twice the frequency at which noise becomes the dominant charaeteris-
tic. Figures to and lb show the amplitude spectraa.3of a typical lip movement
lbequence,( tlie'utterance /epwpa3pe/ )' and a calibration trial;.(no movement), .

respectively, the latter representing. the baseline noise' present inthe-sys-
tem. No divergence from thenoise floor cdn be seen beyond 40.Hz, confirming. .0'

that our sampling rate of.200 Hz amply satisfieS4the above criterion.
sc4

u 'IV. Digital Filtering

As shown in Figure 1, there is a certain amount of noise in 'the digitized
movement 1014 due to quantization and other noise sources in the signal
path from t sducer to computer. The.ropt mean square (HMS).amplitude of the
calibration' trial Ls, twelve machine! unit indicating that the maximal sir.

(I-
nal-to-noisebratio is 341:1'(4096:12), o Sis, dB, fur full ,range data. This

,

noise affects the accuracvof'any measur ments made on the displacement data.
'Furthermoreigmuch of the noise is inthe high-frequency range, above any fre-
quencies of interest, add since differentiation acts, as a high-pass' filter
(Spectral components are amplified in direct proportion to their frequencies),
the dominant characteristic of a doubly-differentiated displacement waveform-
is usually the noise itself. Nelbcity data deritred-from a single dffferentia-

.

tion step are also seriously affected by the 'amplified high frequency ,noise.
It is thus extremely important to. minimi6e the 'effects of. noise while at the
same time leaving the ',signal', minimally affected. The severity of the ,
high-frequency amplifications introduced by differentiation requires that we
low-pass filter the raw displacement data when deriving velocity. We use the
same filter on the resultant velocity data when le7iving acceleration. Since
there are still significant high-frequency noise components in`.the observed

.
. ,acceleration waveforms, we again use the same filter on the derived acdelera-

,tion.data. Figure 2 shows parallel examples of Unfiltered (left) and filtered
(right) displacement, velocity, and acceleration' data, from lower lip,move-

, ments in speech production. As can be seen, the filter removes only the
high-frequen0 components of/the signals. ,

The filter we use is a seven-point Bartlett (triangular) window (Oppen-
helm & Scharer, 1975), a smoothing algorithm that is very simple in the time,
domain (as opposed to- filters which use many more points). In.additiori to
simplicity,_ it has twp further desirable-properties. First, high-frequency
components are great reduced while the lower frequencies are relatively
unaffected. Second, this window is symmetriCal in shape And so introduces no
phase shift. The computed frequency response of the filter is shown in Figure
1; see table 1 for .further uetails.
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REPETITIVE LIP MOVEMENT.

. . .

.1

OP

.4i

CALIBRATION TRIAL
MO' MOVEMENT)

0

20. 40 60 80
FREQUENCY. 0-14,

*ft

Figure 1. Amplitude spectra (logarithmic; see footnote 2) of a typical re-
. petitive lip mov'ement, sequence ( /ap4paapa/ ) (top; 256 points in

the FFT) and a qalibration trial (bottom).
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UNFILTERED FILTERED.

6

ACCELERATION,

1.300 ms-4

Figure 2. Examples of unfiltered (left) and filtered (right) displacement,
velocity, and acceleration waveforms, reiterant speech.
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RESPONSE OF BARTLETT FILTER .
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Computed frequency response of the seven-point Bartlett window.

SYNTHERIZeD DATA -- UNFILTERED

NO NOISE

V.

S:N 2:1

II

S:N 1:1

S:N:;k1.

a

I-100 r::.

Fild-re 4. Waveforms of synthesized data, unfiltered. Clockwise from upper
left: no added broadband noise, signal-to-noise ratio - 1:1, 4:1,

and 32:1. . 291,
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To observe the effects of the Bartlett' .filter on'a k signal .similar

to collected data, we filtered simuiatedl.data -create. 4 our oligital
iinewave synthesis package (Rubin, 1982)-, using a fundar kri 5 Hz and two
harmoniCs.at la and 15 Hz. To this signal we added thtae yels*of broadband
noise, with resultant signii-to-noiqe tatios of 10, 4:1, and 32:1. Aote that
the latter ratio is still less than that obserVed during the.above calibration
triaZ. The waveforms are shown in Figure 4, and their respective amplitude'
specft in, Figure 5. 'All of these signals were they filtered using the se,.
ven-point Bartlett window: the resultant waveforms ..and their'amplitude spec-
tra are shown. in Figures 6 anh I.,. Comparing the two spectral plots fot the
noise-free signal, pfileered and filtered, it Can be seen that th,$ filter
ieaves-the p'eaks of the three.sinewave components largely unaffected--the 15
Hzpeak is lOwered only 1 dB. The same relative lack of attenuation of the
three,main peaks is observed for' the noisy waveforms, while the noise'content
at the higher frequencies is lowered, considerably. Visual-inspection.of the
smoothed waveforms shows that even, kn'the 1:1 signal-to-noise condition the
overall signal pattern is retairie4 after. filtering. Thefilter,performs as
intended across the entire freqUenay range, reducing high frequency noise
while leavOg low frequency variations largely unaffected.

V. Digital Differentiation

With filtered displacement data, reasonable estimates of time derivatives
can be computed. Many algorithms exist for the digital computation of
deriy_atives, some more complicated than others. As in the case of filtering,
we use an'algorithm which is very simple in the time domain, the two-point
central diff&ence algorithm (CDA):'''

/

x'(0 - (x(t+1) -,x(t-1))/2h,

where x' (t) is the computed derivative at time sample t, x(t+1) the sappled
value of the original waveforelt t+1, x(t-1) the sampled value at t-1, and h
the sample time interval, in this case, 5 ms. As well as simplicity, this al-

gorithm possesses desirable accuracy, frequendy response, and phase shift
properties. In an experimental comparison of five derivative algorithms (the
two-point forward- difference algorithm, the two- and four-point CDA, and five7
and'zeven-point second-order fits) Marble, McIntyre, Hastings-James, and Hor
(1981). found this algorithm to be the most accurate for twelve-bit data. 'In

the frequency domain, an ideal differentiator amplifies spectral components in
direct proportion to their Frequencies, but, since the two-point CDA is'an
averaging process, i.e., computed over more than one sample value,.it acts as
an ideal differentiator in series with a low-pass. filter,(Baht11, KaOman, &
Lieberman, 1982). The frequency response of the central-difference algorithm
is shown in Figure 8 along with that of an ideal differentitor (note the lin-
ear scale). The response is within 10% (-.9 dB) of ideal at 25 Hz and 29% (-3
dB) at 44.Hz. Thus, the sspectral coMponents of movement, most of which are
below 44 Hz (see Rozendal,19841.for a review), are Meted very 1 ttle. The

algorithm's attenuation of the higher frequencies is desirable, ince noise

components dominate to this range. That.is, th ow-pass filtering action of

the CDA offsets the high frequency amplification introduced by differentiation
to a certain extent. ,Finally, unlike forward- or backward-difference algo-
rithms, the CDA la a purely anti-symmetric function and as such introduces no
frequency-dependent phase shift*. As a consequence, exact time correspondence
between sampled displacement, computed velocity, nd computed acceleration da-

ta is obtained.
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.SYNTHESIZED DATA - UNFILTERED

pogrom

a

I -1

-64

(32

-48

11:N 32:1

20 40 60 .80 100
FREQUENCY DPW

2

8 :N :: 1:1iv

8:N :t 4:1

40 80 80 100
FFIEQUO,NCY

I

I

.

Figure 5. *AmplLude 4p se tra of the. waveforms. in Figure 4.

SYNTHE§IZED DATA -- FILTERED

NO NOISE

S:N 32:1

I- 100 m;

-r

S:N :: 1:1

S:N :: 4:1

Figure 6. Waveforms of synthesized data, filtered with the seven-point
Bartlett window. Clockwise from upper left: no added broadband
noise, signal-to-a.noise tratio - 1 :1 , 4 :1,
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SYNTHESIZED DATA -- FILTERED
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V.I. Evaluation of the Digital Processing Sequence

As an overall evaluation of sour processing sequerice; we examined the
acceleration Characteristids of a set'of repetitive movements whose. fundamen-
tal frequency averaged 4.65 trate similar to that observed-in reiterant
speechqtasks (Kelso, et al., 1985). Both angular displacement and acceleration
were directly transauced.tthe former.by a linear potentiOmetr, tip latter by
an kntrin EGC-240-10D 'accelerometer), recorded on FM tape, aid saAplaid at 200
Hz, as discussed'sbove. The accelerometerta frequency response was found to
be flat Within .5 dB from 20 to 100 -Hz. Derived acceleration ,.data were ob-
tained from the displacement data yia the steps outlined in Section II, using
the Bartlett filter and the central-difference algorithm. The ampl.itude"spec-
tra of the directly transduced derived acceleration waveforms (see Figure
9) display slng ,similarities up to the* frequency at which noise predominates
in the directl transduced signal (approximately 35 Hz). There is some slight

tro.. amplification In the detived signal's spectral components restive to those of
the dreclly 'transduced signal' frbm about 20 to 30 Hz; in this range, Spec-..

ttal'components are proportionally amplified by the.central-dAfference alv-
rithm, and the .filtering .effects of both the CDA'and .the Bartlett,filter and
small. However the mainIrequency characteristics of the directly transduced
signal are closely reflected.in the derived signal, and high-frequency noise

-.is drastically reduced. Moreover, the waveforms themselves are, qUite similar,
and a sample-by-savle cross-correlation of the two waveforms revealed a Pear -

,son r of .98.* 'These,results indicate that the sequence of steps we use to
derive acceleration from displacement proiuces data closely approximating that
obtained from direct acceleratIon.transduction.

1 ,

.4..

DIRECTLY TRANIMUCED ACCELERATION DERIVED ACCELERATION

-32

a.
2 -48

-84

20 40 80 80
FREQUENCY (Hz)

100

1- 200 ms -I

20 40 80 80 100
FREQUENCY (Hz)

4'

4

701

P

Figure 9. Acceleration waveforms and amplitude spectra (logarithmic) obtained
from an acoelerome.ter.(left) and doubly differentiated displacement
data.(right). 301
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VII. Summary
F

The processing or kinematic data raises a number of probleis: for the ,

investigator, such as the 'presence of.. noise in the analog signals, quantiá.. .

tion noise, and the'characteristice of differentiation itself. Careed seled7

tion of filtering and differentiation .mocedures plays crucial role 'in

determining the precision of experimental results. ./These-'issues received

attention in the present'nOte tn'which we document and evaluate the various.

signal processints Steps for treating movementAata. To some extent, an acid

test' of the effectiveness of our' .eystem rests' in the comparison between

hanoleration measurements'deriVed from displacement, data (ln inherently noisy

'process 'due to double.differentiation) and raw signals directly provided

by an accelerolleter.. ik8 Shown in part VI of the present note, the match.b0-."

.tween these independent measure s of he same motion is quite impressive, both

in 'terms of theiv-waveforms and spectral properties. Few.dipect.comparisons

of this kind exist in the literature, and not all of them.late-well-matched

(e.g.'Pezzaa, Norman, & Winter, 197,7). This Outcome is as4uring, since the

accuracy of one's measures Is a-Aajor factor limiting their-interpretation.
1
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Footnotes

'The basic movement analysis software package, which has been extended in
many ways, was developed by P. Rubin, whose help is much appreciated.

2A11 amplitude spectra were computed via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
and plotted using the logarithmic dB scale, 20log(amplitude/2047.5) (except
Figure 8, which is on a linear scale). A machine-unit value of 2047.5 corre-
sponds to one-half of the full-scale twelve-bit data range (0 to 4095). Un-
less otherwise indicated, 1024 sample .poir'.3 were used in each of the FFT
computations.
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SPONTANEOUg KICKING IN VERY YOUNG INFANTS: EVIDENCE FOR A DYNAMIC BILATERAL
SYSTEM

O

Esther Thelen,t Karl D. Skala,t and J. A. Scott''Kelsott

Abstract. The effects of added mass to one leg on the spontaneous
kicking movefients.of normal six-week-old infants were 'studied while
infants kicked both in and out of water. Weighting decreased the
kick rate of the weighted leg but increased the rate of the un-
weighted leg so that an overall rate was preserved. In the dry
condition, infants maintained the baseline amplitude and velocity,of
the weighted leg, but showed significant increases in these kinemat-
ic variables in the unweighted leg. These effects ,were ameliorated
by submersion. Involuntary infant'kicks exhibit a similar kinemat-
ic structure to adult voluntary.movements, and like adult movements,
appear to be organized bilaterally as a single functional unit.

When people perform skilled actions, their movements are smooth and effi-
cient and show a high degree of coordination among_the limbs and body seg-
ments. Analyses of such varied tasks as walking, 'reaching, posture control,
and speech suggest that coordination is achieved by recruiting the muscle
groups involved as a single functional synergy rather than as independent mus-
cles (Bernstein, 1967; Craik, Herman, & Finley, 1976; Fowler, 1977;
Grillner, 1975; Kelsb, Southard, & Goodman, 1979; Nashner, 1977; Saltzman,
1979; Shik & 1976; Turvey, 1977). Such functional linkages may
span several joints or limbs, and even muscle groups quite distant from the
moving segment may participate (Belen'kii, Gurfinkel, & Pal'tsev, 1967;
Marsden, Merton, &.Morton, 1983). Recent studies of speech movements, for

example, show that when.one element in the ensemble is perturbed, adjustments
are made in the entire functional unit (Abbe & Gracco, 1984; Kelso, Tuller,
V.-Bateson, & Fowler, 1984).

What are the developmental origins of coordination and when do such func-
tional units develop? In stark contrast to adult performance, the movements
of very young infants appear at first glance to be jerky and uncodrdinated.
Nonetheless, we report here that a unitary structuring and dynamic organiza-
tion of movements is present at a very early age. First, we demonstrate that
in six-week-old infants the motions of 1,he legs are coupled: perturbations of
the dynamic parameters of one leg are reflected in the space-time behavior of
the opposite leg. Additionally, we show that although infants of this age
have little or no voluntary control of their movements (Conel, 1941), the
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kinematic structure of infant leg kicks'is similar to that of adult voluntary
movements.

When awake infants are placed supine, they Rerform rapid, cyclic leg
kicks. This kicking in young infants is a spontaneous behavior; it is seem-
ingly involuntary and requires no specific eliciting stimuli. As infants be-
come more behaviorally aroused, they move and kick more (Thelen; Bradshaw, &
Ward, 1981). Kinematic analyses have shown that Within each limb, movements

are indeed. not random, but highly coordinated. 1TiTe: three joints of an
individual leg --hip, knee, and ankle--are tightly phase-locised and,, move in

temporal,'and spatial synchrony (Thelen & Fisher, 1983). Such phase coupling
between the limbs was not evident, however. Although at two weeks of age, leg
kicks largely alternate between right and left legs, infants become more
asymmetrical betwten one and four months of age and often kick with only one
leg (Thelen, Ridley-Johnson, & Fisher, 1983).

Contemporary thelOwries of motor control emphasize tne importance of the
biodynamic characteristics of the moving system- -its mass, stiffness, damping,
and the equilibrium position'of the muscles, in determining the kinematics of
the resulting f movement' (Rizzi, Polit, & MorasSo, 1976; Cooke, 1980;

Fel'dman, 1966; Kelso, 1977; Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980). The early
months of infancy are a period of especially rapid growth and a natural conse-
quence of growth is an increase in leg mass. Thus, we alkedwhether infant
movements would be sensitive to experimentally-induced changes in mass, and
especially whether these dynamic alterations'would have consequences for bi-
lateral coordination. To do this, we added weight to one leg of sfx-week-old
infants as they spontaneously kicked in the supine position both in and out of
water. The resulting rate of kicking in each leg (loaded or unloaded) as .well
as the amplitude; velocity, and duration of kicks were examined. Systematic
effects of this unilateral weighting on both legs would indicate that the bi-

.4stem was functioning as a unitary ensemble. Submersion in water, on
the other hand, should ameliorate the effects of weighting.

Twelve 6-week-old, normal infants (6 boys and 6 girls) served as sub-
jects. Each infant was seen for two sessions separated by two or three days;
one session was conducted with the infants' legs submerged in water. At each
session, the infants' clothes were removed and,the feints of their right legs
marked with tape to facilitate movement analysis. They were placed on a
lightly padded cot that inclined their torsos at a 25 degree angle and that
allowed free movement of their limbs. 'During the subrtiersion session the cot
was placed in a 92 x 32 x 45 cm (32 gal) aquarium tilled with ..efficient
pleasahtly, warm water to reach the infants' nipple line. Each session (wet
and dry) commenced with a 3 minute baseline condition where infants kicked
normally. This was followed by 3, minutes each of weighting either the right
or left leg. The order of the wet and dry sessions and the laterality of the
leg weighting was counterbalanced in the sample. Leg weighting consisted of a
total of 185 grams of lead shot sewn into two fabric strips fastened with
Velcro to the thigh and calf.' Sessions were videotaped from both a-lateral
and overhead view. Infants' arousal levels were monitored every 16 seconds
during the taping session using a 6 point scale ranging from (1) asleep to (6)
highly distressed.

In, an earlier study, the rate of.upright stepping in both legs was re-
duced in one-month-old infants by bilateral weighting' of the legs (Thelen,

Fisher, & Ridley-Johnson, 1984). We now asked whether the unilateral mass
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manipulations would affect the relative sate of right and left kicks. To do
this two independent observers viewed the overhead.videotapes and scored the
number- of ,right and left kicks.2. In Table 1, we show that. weighting one leg
decreased the kick rate'in the weighted legand increased the rate in the un-'
weighted leg in both wet and dry conditiond. The overall kick rate,'the sum
of both night and left kicks over the time intervatl, did not change, however.
Generalized arousal was not a factor; there was no significant difference in.
arousal scores as a function of weighting or water conditions. The effect of
adding weights was to decrease the kick rate in the weighted leg and prodOce a
concomitant increase in the rate of "the unweighted leg: Submersion did not
lessen the effect of weighting on kick rate. Thus, although the kiskirate of
individual legs changed systematically with weighting; the overall'kick rate
was preserved, strongly suggesting that bilateral kicking was produced. as a
single unitary activitj..,-,' ,

We next asked if the .kinematic variables of amplitude, velocity, and
mov*ment duration (pei..iod) were respodsive to the unilateral weighting manipu-
lation. From the12 subjects observed, we chose the six with the high st
overall kick rate for detailed movement analysis. For each of these s x
infants a naive observer selected a 5 sec representative sample of continubu
kicking movements for each condition in each session. This procedure yielded
An average of 7.8 flexion and extension movements per infant in each condiiton
in the dry session (range/ 4-12 movements) and 8.1 in the wet session (range
2-18 movements). Movements were analyzed by digitizing the position of t
hip, knee, and ankle joints of the right leg every 16 ms, i.e., °the, videofr
sampling rate was 60 Hz. Resulting displacetents were filtered for hid re-
quency noise using a numerical. filter (Winter, 1979) based on a Fouri analy-
sis for dominant frequencies (Thelen & 'Fisher, 1983). Movement`aMpl udes and
durations were determined from the maxima and minima of the excursions of the
knee joint along the x-axisi parallel to the torso of the infant. For each
discrete movement excursion the peak velocity was identified as the maximua
instantaneous velocity associated with that movement.

Figure 1 illustrates the typical right leg x-axis displacements in the
unweighted, left-weighted, and right-weighted dry conditions, and in Table
we present the means for the sample; In the dry session, weighting the right
leg resulted in infants' ma6aining the baseline amplitude and velocity of
the weighted leg. When the left leg was weighted, however, the amplitude and
velocity of the right, unweighted' leg was dramatically increased. The dura-
tion of the movement excursions remained una'fected.3 In the water, there was
no significant effect of weighting on amplitude, and a trend to a decreased ,i

velocity and increased duration in the right leg whenirt was weighted.

These experiments revealed remarkable self-organizing properties in the
motor systems of six-week-old infants. When faced with an increased load
perturbation to a single lfg, infants acted to maintain a consistent overall
kick rate within the bilateral system and bhe ampjlitude and velocity of the
weighted leg. To do this, they must Ave sensed the load perturbation and in-
creased the neural activation levels delivered to the system as a whole. This
system-wide increase was, in turn, manifested as higher 'amplitude and velocity
in the opposite, unweighted leg. Placing the infants in water substantially,
ameliorated the effects of the added mass; amplitude and velocity were not
reliably increased in the unweighted'leg and there was some evidence that wa-,
ter reduced these variables in the weighted leg, perhaps due to increased
drag. .Thus, the kinewitics of the unperturbed leg reflected the dynamic
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Table 1

Kick age and Arousal Scares as a Fundtion of
bnilateral Leg Weighting

Kick rate (mean kicks /min)'

kea weight condition

No weight Left
weighted

°Dry
Right leg 6.25 1

Left leg 7.77.
Total 14.02

Wet
Right leg 8.17

Left leg 7.58
Total 15.75

Arousal score 2

Dry

Wet

3.77
3.83

Submersion and

Right
weighted,

-V.

Ai57
6.32

16.89

.1
13.89
5.96

19.,85

4.05

5.41
10.54

15.95

5.37
10.67
16.04

11.18 4
4.33 4.29

'Repeated measures ANOVA Using kick rate as the dependent variable and

water condition, weight condition, and kick laterality as-independent vari-
ables.showed no main effects for dry/wet condition, leg weight condition, or

kick laterality. The interaction between leg weight condition and laterality
was highly significant, F(2,22) - 21.88, 2 < .001. No other interactions were

significant.
0

2Arousal scale: 1 (asleep), 2 (drowsy), 3 (awake, alert,- few move

ments), 4 (,...ake, *alert, active),/5 (fussy), 6 (highly distressed).
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Figure 1. Horizontal (x-axis) excursions of the right lei .of a six-Week-old
infant (dry condition) when the legs were unweighted, and when the
left and right legs were weighted.

manipulations of the other limb., These results,dre consistent with a fixed
power source being rationed out, as it were, over the whole kicking system, an

effect accomplished presumably without cognitive intervention."

Recent theories of motor control have shown that voluntary movements can
'be'usefully modeled as a dynamical mass spring system whose parameters; stiff-

ness and equilibrium position, can be set by the nervous system (Bizzi et al.,

1976; Cooke, 1980; Fel'dmap; 1966; Kelso, 1977; Kugler et-al., 1980). In

several ways, these spontaneous and involuntary infant movements meet predic-

tions of such a model.' For example, as in many adult voluntary movements

such as speaking and reaching (Cooke,, 1980; Jeannerod, 1984; Ostry, Keller,

& Parush, 1983), we found a strong linear relationship between movement ampli-

tude and peak velocity-4n infant kicks (Table 2). Fifteen of eighteen corre-

lation coefficients of the individual amplitude/peak velocity regression lines

were significant At 2 < ,.05 or less in the dry session (all weight conditions)

and 14 of the 18 possible were significant in the wet sessions (mean Pearson's

r - .818 in dry and .848 in wet). According to the mass-spring model, the

slope of the peak velocity-amplitude regression equation is an estimate of
system stiffness, which can be adjusted by the length-tension relation between

agonist and antagonist muscles (Bizzi eta1., 1976; Cooke, 1980; Feldman,

1966; Kelso, 1977; Kugler eta al.., 1980). 'In 'table 2, we show that in the

dry condition, estimated stiffness increased in both weighted conditions over
X*
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I Table 2
Kinemktics of Right Leg Movements as a Function of Submersion

and Unilateral tilg Weighting" :

Amplitude Peak Vel. Amp-vel.\

(Arb. (Arbr.. corr. '

'units) units)

Dry Condition

Right leg-
no weights 50.95 118..97 ..840

Right leg- ,

left weighted 85.77 220.41 .846

Right leg-
cright weighted t 50.07 140.15 % .845

Wet Condition

Right 10g-
4 no weights 72a36 170.24 .881

Right leg-
left, weighted 75.90 186.96 .740

Right leg-
right weighted 65.37 121.08 .765

11

AMp-vii.
slope

MoveMent
duration

(s

\$

1.58 .387

3.11* 397

'2.79 .360

409

2.37 .438

1.79 .410

1.32 .615

Repeated measures ANOVAs using amplitude, velocity, and movement duration
as dependent measures showed 4 significant main effect of weighting on ampli-
tude, F(2,10) - 4.23, P < .05 and velocity, F(2,10) 6.72, 2 < .Ue, but no

effect' of dry or wet sessioqs and no interactions. Post-hpc comparisons
showed significant (2 < .05) differences in both amplitude and velocitPin the
dry condition: Left weighted dffered significantly from the no weight and
right weighted conditions, which did not differ significantly from each other.
In the wet conditiong'there was a significant difference in velocity between
left and right weighted conditions, as well as between the no weight and right
weighted conditions. Each of the six infants showed this pattern of results
in the dry condition: maintenance of the amplitude and Velocity in weighted
leg and increases ip these variables in unweighted leg, There were no main'
effects on movement duration, but an interaction between dry/wet sessions and
weight conditions, F12,10) - 4.61, 2 < .04.
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the baseline, but this effect was not observed in
,part to the combined influence Of gravity 'and the

ft
the water, presumably due in
fluid medium.

Although six-week-old infants do not show the tight in-phase or alternat-
ing coupling of mature.limb movements, each limb dais not act independently.
;n particular, the entire bilate?al system appears dynamically, responsive to
dbalar changes in activation levels.. One implication is that .self-correcting
mechanisms are inherent in the.neuromuscularsystem.without higher level con-
trol'. This may be one way to-preserve movement topographies in growing
organisms without the, need for conscious recalibration. In addition, these
results suggest we look at the motor asymmetries of early development in light
of biodynamic changes. 'If the entire interlimb system is indeed sensitive to
the biomechanical properties of one element, transients or asymmetric change's
of mass or.musple tone may shift the lateral distribution of movements.' Per-
haps most important, however, is the demonstration that even at this early
age, the kinematic structure of movement .(the peak velocity-amplitude rela-
tioh)'shares a similarity with adult Voluntarymovements that, involve quite,
different anatomical structures. Thii result hints at a basic law or biologi-
cal motion common4to developing and developed organisms.
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Footnotes
. ..

i. A
. . i

, 'The amount of mass added to the 40-wasddetermined to simulate factual
groWth changes in leg dynamics, specifically, the amount. of 'weight gaihed by
infants in their legs between 1 and 2 months of age. Cq.culations were 'based
on longitudinal'anthropometriotteasurements.ofleg ciriCaffiference from an ear-

. 'ller study' (Thelen. et al., in'press), and. converted to volute and mass using
the'.fopmulas in Winter,41979).

'
.....

.

.

'''Interobserver reliability'"on kick rate averaged over all infants, ses-
sions, and conditions: r .97.

'Presumably, infants maintained constant iovement'duration within a vari-
ableoverall rate of kicking by adjusting the'pauses between movements. Al-
though"pause lengths were not- measured directly' in this studyl.we found con-
sistent m4yement cit:rations.(appc 300 ma) and pause duraiions inversely prow-
tionallOack rate to several earlier studies (Thelen et al., 19814 Thelen &
Fisher, 1983a, 1983b).

I

/..----

/. .

a .

4Provine (1982) weighted one wing of 3-5 day old chifts and, found that
weighting. reduced the trequeuuy of both wings in bilaterally tynchronou
drop-evoked flapping.. In the supine 1,...aition, human infants rarely perform
bilaterally synchrOnous leg movements until about 5 months of age (Thelen et
al., 1983). Further research should ask Whether unilateral weighting in human
simultaneous/kicks would also produca such a "matching" type of interlimb co-
ordination.

'Movements according to the underlying dynamics of. an undamped'
mass-spring system may be chiracterized,by the following equation of motion:
m2 + kAx - 0
where m - mass, k stiffness, Ax Ax - xp) with xo rest position; and x
and I represem, position and acceleration, respectively. Sucillystems display
cyclic motions with a) period (T) 2111w0; where wo (k /m)$; and b) ampli-
tudell (A) which isr determined solely by initial conditions (i.e., initial Ax
and R) and is independent 'of k or m (and hence period); and c) peak velocity
(V, 414A). Since 030A is the peak velocity of simple harmonic motion then the
slbe f w0A versus A is (4, Hence, assuming constant mass this elope is
proportional to (K)2. See Kelso,. V-tateson, Saltzman, and Kay (1985). In in-
fant kicking movements; there were highly significant correlations (r
in dry; r - .940 in wet) between,mean T (the I. Verse of 4)0) predicted from
mean Vp-A relation for each infant in each condition and the actual measured
duration of motion (T).

I

°There is scattered evidence for both episodic .(Lampl & Erode, 1983) and
asymmetric growth patterns.(Levy & Levy, 1978; Pande & Singh, 1971;ISchultz,
1926).
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.ON THE COORDINATION AND REGULATION OF COMPLEX SENSORIMOTOR SYSTEMS*

E. L. Saltzman

4..
11

/

S

In his foreword to the English edition of N. A. Bernstein's The Coordina-
tion ah.t. RigulatiOh of Movements (1967), A. R. Luria predicted that readers
"will find in this book the brilliant essays of a great man of science and, nO
doubt, the ideas ctntained inthese essays will have a mdrkedinfluence on the
future work" (ibid., p. in biology, physiology, biomechanics, cybernet-
les, mathematics, psychology, and. philosoppy. It is unfortunate that this
seminal collection of articlei (translated from Russian and sampling 'Bern-
stein's scientific output from 1934-1962, hasp been out of print for the last
five years. Now, however, thanks to H. T. A. Whiting and North-Holland Pub:-
lishers thede papers have be n reprinted in an updated format by including
with.each original chapter a sej of two companion pieces by current research-
ers in the area of coordinated sensorimotor activity. Judging from the
conceptual ferment and interdisciplinary breadth evident in these newlchapters
(representing, additionally, the more "recent" disciplines of artifici ;l in-
'telligence snd.robotics), it' is clear that Luria's prediction has been amply
validated. :Aiernstein's ideas are as alive and vital today as they weFi when
originally published, and his chapters alone should make this book required
reading for anyone seriously interested in how actions of multidegree-of-free-
dom systems are coordinated and controlled.

owever, this volume is clearly more than the original Bernstein since,
with o ly a few exceptions, the companion pieces admirably serve the editor's
.purpo of "reassessing" Bernstein's work. The new chapters allow the reader
to ee how the field has developed since BernEteints day and show not only the
extent to which his themes have been explored, amplified, and extended, but

a
also the extent to which new developments have superseded the old. Some as-
pects of Bernstein's-work welcome updating. Most notably, his pioneering
cyclogrammetric techniqdes for analyzing repetitive cyclic motions such as
locomotion or hammering have bean greatly improved upon in the intervening
years. , Both Woltring's comprehensive chapter on methodology and Rosendal's
methodol.ogy section :in. his chapter on locomotion provide the reader with an
admirable state-of-the-art "synopsis of .developments in kinematic data
acquisition and processing, mass distribution parapeter estimation, and kinet-
ic modelling" (p. 38). In a more theoretical vein, Bernstein realized that
ore could not assume a simplistic one-to-one "keyboard" mapping between pat-
teviis of efferent neural impulses and resultant articulator movements. Such

*A review of H, T. A. Whiting (Ed.), Human motor actions: Bernstein reas-
sessed. New York: North-Holland, 1984. Review to appear in Contemporarx
Psycholux, in press.
Ackno0Vdgment. This research was supported in part by NIN Grant NS-13617
and Contract No. N0014-83-K-0083 from the U. S. Office of Naval Research.
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"functionalkniplunlaglAle (p. 214) is due to the fact that this mapping is
sensitive_ to he evolving physical context of the movement, e.g., the. ongoing
positions and velocities of the articulators, and the spatial relationship be-
Veen the articulators and the gravitational field. As pointed out. in the
chapters by Boylls and Greene, by Rozindal, and by-Hinton, this non-univocali,,
ty no longer poses an insurmountable'problem for theories of coordinated .mpve-
ment, and -recent biomechanical and robotic control schemes incorporate and
even exploit such indeterminacies.

Additionally, several of the companion chapters provide scholierly bio-
. graphical and historical' information regarding Bernstein's scientific career

(Boylls and Greene; Requin, Somjen, and Bonnet; Pickenhain; 'Arbil)) tas well
.as tnanslated excerpts from work previously unavailable in English e
(Pickenhain). Thus; for example, we learn that Bernstein won a Soviet StatePT
prize in 1947 for his monograph On the construction of movements (1947) and
are disappointed to.find. that there is no English translation.

0

The compinion chapters also provide intriguing glimpses into the
1. subcurrents and.crosscurrents'that are shaping the field of movement science

today. A healthy discipline is not,without its controversies andolovement
science ,is no. exception. In these chapters we see that movement cience's
health is abundantly apparent, as in the reactions of Requin et al. to the
relatively recent "ecological" approach to action (particularly as Outlined in
Reed [ 1982]) that is itself repragented in the chapters by Turvey and Kugler
and by Reed. One sympathizes with Regan- et al.'s objections, 'since the eco-
logical approach'is by no means an easy one to live with intellectually. But-
who ever said intellectual life was supposed to be easy, especially if it in-
volves questioning some of our basic assumptions? And that' is exactly what
the ecological scientists would have us do .concerning the organization of
sensor1.6itor behatior. jor example, synthesizing Bernstein's theoretical'
v;aws with J. J. Gibson's. theory of .visual perception (e.g., Gibson, 1966,
1979; Michaels & Carello, 1981), Turvey and Kugler argue vigorously against
taking' out the "ldan of ihtelligence" (p. 381) that is necessarily entailed
when one invokes prole area of Aognitive mediation to account for the
"construction" of percepig from sensations, or actions from commands: Viewed
in the context of such c alIehges to the status 922-in the field, these three

VC chapters represent, in y ()Onion, a rather lively subunit of the new volume.
4 However, before leavin the topic of this controversy, I.feel compelled to

inject a polite rejo nder to one tbiRect of Requin et al.'s chapter. They
allude to a group of movement sclentists at Haskins Laboratories as
proselytizing "jexege. es" (p. 471) or "disciples of a prophet" (p. 470) who
"played a decisive role in the circulation of Bernctein's view",(p. 469). fn
fact, in the introductory %chapter, Boylls and Greene mention a "Bernstein
'cult'" (p.' xix) with reference to Requin et al.'s chapter. 'Now': I have been
working at Haskine Laboratories for the last three years on problems of speech
and limb coordination, and from my experience these nonsecular metaphors seem
a bit baroque, It seems more appropriate to describe the Haskins group as
critical admirers, of Bernstein, and these .do not a cult make. A fan club,
maybe, but 4 cult? Heaven forbid!

Finally, several of the. companion chapters highlight developments that,
in this reviewer's opinion, lie at the cutting edge of the field and that both
Eho and significantly expand upon two of Bernstein's central themes: his
phasis on the task or "motor problem" (p. 344) in identifying functional

units of action, and his insistence that coordinated biologi6a1 actions be
316
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,"regarded as morphological objects...(that)...0

r .

not exist as homogenous
wholes at every moment but develop in times'. that in ttieir essence they
incorporate time'coordinates" (p. 178-179,'. italics' added). Regarding the
former issue, Boylls and Greene highlight the importance of studying movements
at.the "task level of description" (p. xix) and of conceptualizing coordina-.

Aicin in terms of task-dynamical functions that define "a family of dynamical
'flows' of the sensorimotor,state during the elaboration of a task in time"
(pc xxii; see alsoi 'Saltzman & Kelso, 19831, for related discusaions of
task-dynamics)., Similarly, Ar6lb argues for the importance of Qualitatively
distinct controller structures in the Performance of correspondingly distinct
tasks like ballrcatching and waltzing., Bilt what is most significant in Boylls

and Greene's diacusdion, perhaps, is the'Ancorporation ofiecurrent concepts
from the nonlinear dynamical a systems literature (e.g., "poten6.al, func-
tions...bifurcations and \catastrophes!' [p.,xxiv]) into their theoretical
/rappenork.. ThitapprioachMn contrast with a\traditional linear oontrolosis-
teeaccount,'provides a set of inathematical and\theoretieafetools for dealing

) wItn issues of self-organization .and pattern formation in physical and biolog-
ical systems (e.g., Gierer, 1981; Haken, 1983; .Prigogine & Stengera; 1984).
As discussed in the chapters by Turvey, and Kugler and by Arbib, .these:ap-
proabches should allow one to' rigorously formulate problems of sensorimotor co-
ordination, as Bernstein might, have wished, in termsmdrphogenetic or
embryological changes in the 'structure of the."'biodyn mic tissue' of live
movements" (p. 178). For example, Bernstein's notion Of time coordinates that
are incorporated into the essence of an action (see earlier quote) has been
developed into the 'concept of an action's intrinsio timing (eop, Fowler,
1977; Kelso & Tuller, in press). According to this view, a movement's tempo-
ral structure unfolds as an implicit consequence of its intrinsic task- dynam-
ics rather than as the explicit result of durational commands issued by an ex-

, trinsic exboutive time-keeper. Significantly, the notion of time as intrinsic
to a system's dynamics appears well grounded in the related physical concept
of internal time derived in the field of irreversible thermodynamics (e.g.,
PrigogiO, 198 4Tiee also Richardson, 1980, and"Richardson Rosen, 1979).

Inloonclusion, the predent volume lives up to 4ts title and offers a
successful reassessment and update of Bernstein's classic 1967 publication.
Taken together, the original chapters and the companion pieces confirm the be-
lief expressed by Boylls and Greene in their introdu9tion, that Bernstein's
ideas remain a "renewable resource" (p. xxix) for our attempts to understand
the coordination, regulation, and growth of opmplexssensorJmotor systems.
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